Courthouse Square Reunification

Q1 Are you male or female?
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0

Male

Female

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Male

45.80%

939

Female

54.20%

1,111

Total

2,050
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Q2 What is your age?
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0

17 or younger

18-20

21-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60 or older

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

17 or younger

0.20%

4

18-20

0.34%

7

21-29

6.49%

133

30-39

18.49%

379

40-49

17.22%

353

50-59

26.29%

539

60 or older

30.98%

635

Total

2,050
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Q3 In what ZIP code is your home located?
(enter 5-digit ZIP code; for example, 00544
or 94305)
Answered: 2,050

700

Skipped: 0

Zip Codes of Survey Respondents
623

600

responses per zip code
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zip codes

3 thru 53 / 220

11 14 19

34 39

56
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Q4 Do you have any children under 18?
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0

Yes

No

0%

Answer Choices

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Yes

29.12%

597

No

70.88%

1,453

Total

2,050
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Q5 Which of the following categories best
describes your employment status?
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0

Employed,
working...
Employed,
working...
Not employed,
looking for...
Not employed,
not looking ...

Retired

Disabled, not
able to work

Student

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Employed, working full-time

62.93%

1,290

Employed, working part-time

11.71%

240

Not employed, looking for work

1.80%

37

Not employed, not looking for work

2.05%

42

Retired

19.61%

Disabled, not able to work

1.90%

39

Student

0.00%

0

402

Total

#

2,050

Are you a student?

Date

There are no responses.
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Q6 How often do you come to Downtown
Santa Rosa?
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0

Everyday

Every week

Once a month

Rarely

Never

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Everyday

24.44%

501

Every week

47.71%

978

Once a month

17.66%

362

Rarely

9.71%

199

Never

0.49%

10

Total

2,050
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Q7 What is the purpose of your visit to
Downtown Santa Rosa?
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0

Shopping

Restaurants

Bars

Events

Work nearby

Live nearby

Business
transactions

Other

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Shopping

61.80%

1,267

Restaurants

74.98%

1,537

Bars

25.37%

520

Events

37.95%

778

Work nearby

26.78%

549

Live nearby

25.17%

516

Business transactions

31.32%

642

Other

13.46%

276

Total Respondents: 2,050

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Banking

1/1/2016 1:11 AM

2

Post office, walking

1/1/2016 1:01 AM

3

Downtown Santa Rosa is a cess pool.

1/1/2016 12:51 AM

4

Hair salon

1/1/2016 12:12 AM
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5

post office

12/31/2015 11:26 PM

6

Leave the square alone. This is a horrible idea . Stop wasting my money.

12/31/2015 7:27 PM

7

library, post office, bicycle riding

12/31/2015 6:27 PM

8

Eye doctor

12/31/2015 6:19 PM

9

PO Box owner

12/31/2015 5:57 PM

10

just to drive right thru............

12/31/2015 5:29 PM

11

church activities

12/31/2015 4:52 PM

12

Driving through it.

12/31/2015 4:26 PM

13

Outside eating, we tend to only go to places that have outdoor seating /pet friendly

12/31/2015 4:21 PM

14

Breweries

12/31/2015 4:00 PM

15

Visit merchants

12/31/2015 3:49 PM

16

If I have to go downtown, which I try and avoid at all costs, it's just to drive through. I use to go to the library and then

12/31/2015 3:00 PM

the homeless and perverts watching porn on the computers made me stop.
17

library, movies

12/31/2015 2:32 PM

18

To show out of towners around

12/31/2015 2:32 PM

19

Movies and public library

12/31/2015 2:23 PM

20

Post office

12/31/2015 2:15 PM

21

gym

12/31/2015 2:13 PM

22

Bike riding

12/31/2015 2:06 PM

23

church

12/31/2015 2:02 PM

24

library

12/31/2015 1:51 PM

25

Strolling the streets for exercise and photo opportunities...and the movies!

12/31/2015 1:47 PM

26

given a choice of other venues, I avoid downtown because of parking fees.

12/31/2015 1:34 PM

27

Movies and/or dinner twice a month

12/31/2015 1:31 PM

28

NO Reunification! Leave it as is!

12/31/2015 1:29 PM

29

I own a business downtown

12/31/2015 12:59 PM

30

Business at City Hall

12/31/2015 12:34 PM

31

For thirty years I lived in JC neighborhood.

12/31/2015 12:25 PM

32

put gas in car

12/31/2015 12:21 PM

33

Library

12/31/2015 12:16 PM

34

Passing through to get to the other side of town!

12/31/2015 12:03 PM

35

Movies

12/31/2015 11:49 AM

36

library, movies

12/31/2015 11:38 AM

37

meetings, visiting friends, etc

12/31/2015 10:56 AM

38

Coffee

12/31/2015 10:15 AM

39

Walking around for exercise and enjoyment.

12/31/2015 9:59 AM

40

Bus Transit

12/31/2015 9:59 AM

41

I avoid downtown as much as possible, but occasionally for movies or medical appointments. Not the kind of place or

12/31/2015 9:46 AM

people I generally want to linger around with.
42

work in Railroad Square

12/31/2015 9:39 AM

43

Cruz, riding Bikes downtown to see whats happening.

12/31/2015 9:27 AM
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44

providing transportation to others going to area

12/31/2015 9:21 AM

45

Tour for Visitors

12/31/2015 9:03 AM

46

Public Library

12/31/2015 8:24 AM

47

library

12/31/2015 8:14 AM

48

Volunteer

12/31/2015 8:01 AM

49

walk

12/31/2015 7:19 AM

50

Go through to go shopping someplace else

12/31/2015 6:12 AM

51

library

12/31/2015 5:38 AM

52

there is really not much in downtown Santa Rosa

12/30/2015 11:24 PM

53

Church, Central Library, Meetings

12/30/2015 11:00 PM

54

movie

12/30/2015 9:42 PM

55

drive through on my way to other places in town

12/30/2015 9:19 PM

56

Western Farm And Feed

12/30/2015 9:16 PM

57

library & SRCity Hall for a Board meeting.

12/30/2015 8:26 PM

58

People watching. Dando la vuelta

12/30/2015 8:12 PM

59

Building owner

12/30/2015 6:34 PM

60

connections to other City Bus routes

12/30/2015 6:31 PM

61

Movies.

12/30/2015 11:50 AM

62

Passing through

12/27/2015 3:54 PM

63

To enjoy the beautiful redwoods around Courthouse Square

12/20/2015 2:03 PM

64

Hair salon

12/19/2015 9:52 AM

65

coffee shop, library

12/18/2015 10:28 PM

66

Recreation

12/18/2015 6:40 PM

67

Transferring buses

12/18/2015 2:19 PM

68

Library, Music

12/18/2015 10:15 AM

69

used to work nearby; attended meetings in a downtown office

12/18/2015 8:52 AM

70

Movies

12/18/2015 6:17 AM

71

Doctor visits...

12/17/2015 6:49 PM

72

kaiser

12/17/2015 6:20 PM

73

Medical appts etc

12/17/2015 5:29 PM

74

appointments

12/17/2015 2:34 PM

75

Pass through

12/17/2015 2:12 PM

76

movies

12/16/2015 12:45 PM

77

Movies

12/15/2015 4:33 PM

78

beauty shop

12/15/2015 1:19 PM

79

Library/Post office/Bank

12/15/2015 12:40 AM

80

Farmer's market, massage..

12/14/2015 3:38 PM

81

meetings

12/13/2015 8:03 PM

82

Hanging out with friends

12/13/2015 7:16 PM

83

Business meetings

12/13/2015 7:11 PM

84

Usually shopping some appointments

12/13/2015 1:12 PM
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85

Visit former coworkers

12/13/2015 12:24 PM

86

Also, the library.

12/13/2015 11:01 AM

87

Social hanging out

12/13/2015 8:37 AM

88

Perform live music

12/13/2015 1:21 AM

89

Dr appointments

12/12/2015 5:26 PM

90

Post Office, Library

12/12/2015 4:32 PM

91

many of the above

12/12/2015 1:11 PM

92

Nail salon

12/12/2015 11:58 AM

93

Doctors appointment

12/11/2015 10:25 PM

94

Bank, city hall, meetings

12/11/2015 2:48 PM

95

Semi retired consultant with downtown office.

12/11/2015 12:04 PM

96

Buisness Owner downtown

12/11/2015 11:06 AM

97

library

12/11/2015 10:24 AM

98

special events

12/11/2015 10:02 AM

99

Take bus to get to work

12/11/2015 8:57 AM

100

Library!

12/11/2015 7:58 AM

101

church

12/10/2015 10:15 PM

102

volunteer work

12/10/2015 9:35 PM

103

People watching

12/10/2015 5:34 PM

104

library

12/10/2015 5:32 PM

105

walking

12/10/2015 4:34 PM

106

library

12/10/2015 11:27 AM

107

Homeless Advocacy

12/10/2015 10:42 AM

108

library

12/9/2015 10:07 PM

109

I come as rarely as I can, because there is little to attract me and parking is a mess. However, I am excited by the
prospect of a new, attractive square. I believe unifying the area is a step in the right direction.

12/9/2015 9:23 PM

110

Fitness

12/9/2015 9:22 PM

111

Library

12/9/2015 7:03 PM

112

Christmas Tree Lighting

12/9/2015 6:28 PM

113

City of Santa Rosa offices

12/9/2015 6:09 PM

114

visit family in Santa Rosa

12/9/2015 5:21 PM

115

Just like to people watch & browse the shops

12/8/2015 6:33 PM

116

all of the above

12/7/2015 10:26 PM

117

Transit Mall/Transportation, Movie Theater, ATM machines,

12/7/2015 7:04 PM

118

dog walking, using library

12/6/2015 11:52 AM

119

library primarily, post office now and again.

12/5/2015 9:25 PM

120

volunteering

12/5/2015 4:04 PM

121

walk my dog while running errands

12/5/2015 3:10 PM

122

Coffee, therapy, acupuncture

12/5/2015 1:43 PM

123

walk for exercise

12/5/2015 10:10 AM

124

walking

12/5/2015 7:52 AM
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125

Mall shopping

12/5/2015 12:42 AM

126

volunteer

12/4/2015 8:47 PM

127

library

12/4/2015 8:33 PM

128

I try to avoid downtown due to panhandlers and concern about parking meters expiring prevents me from casually

12/4/2015 4:28 PM

lingering or just browsing
129

Entertainment-Movies

12/4/2015 3:05 PM

130

Coffee almost every morning

12/4/2015 2:27 PM

131

Banking

12/4/2015 2:27 PM

132

Library, bank, PO

12/4/2015 1:44 PM

133

Movies, and Chiropractic or other appointments with health or beauty/spa

12/4/2015 1:38 PM

134

public transportation

12/4/2015 8:42 AM

135

Hair salon

12/3/2015 10:04 PM

136

Library

12/3/2015 6:22 PM

137

Exercise club

12/3/2015 5:15 PM

138

Visit family

12/3/2015 4:52 PM

139

Wed. night market and various political demonstrations

12/3/2015 4:18 PM

140

Library

12/3/2015 1:59 PM

141

Movie and dinner

12/3/2015 6:58 AM

142

People watch, go to protests

12/3/2015 12:18 AM

143

exercise club

12/3/2015 12:11 AM

144

Walking around downtown when I visit

12/2/2015 9:42 PM

145

WIMPspace

12/2/2015 8:39 PM

146

Law firm office on 4th and Mendo

12/2/2015 7:28 PM

147

I live in the closest house to the center of downtown

12/2/2015 6:56 PM

148

Volunteer at LBH&G

12/2/2015 5:05 PM

149

Wednesday Night Market, When Open

12/2/2015 10:02 AM

150

Work

12/2/2015 4:41 AM

151

The library

12/2/2015 4:39 AM

152

Just to be there, meet folks and people watch.

12/2/2015 12:29 AM

153

Bookstores

12/1/2015 10:30 PM

154

picking kids up from school

12/1/2015 10:00 PM

155

Coffee

12/1/2015 9:59 PM

156

I was born and raised in Santa Rose But now live in Lodi Ca I came to visit my Sister.

12/1/2015 9:55 PM

157

Movie theater

12/1/2015 9:04 PM

158

Entertainment

12/1/2015 9:03 PM

159

banking

12/1/2015 8:03 PM

160

Family

12/1/2015 6:41 PM

161

roxy stadium

12/1/2015 5:53 PM

162

Carpool

12/1/2015 5:33 PM

163

Movies

12/1/2015 4:38 PM

164

Look around.

12/1/2015 4:33 PM
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165

Movies

12/1/2015 3:47 PM

166

libary

12/1/2015 2:10 PM

167

AA & NA meetings

12/1/2015 1:55 PM

168

music

12/1/2015 1:26 PM

169

Daughter has tutoring on 5th st near Mendocino

12/1/2015 1:25 PM

170

Going to the library

12/1/2015 12:50 PM

171

driving through, enjoying the feel of the city

12/1/2015 11:31 AM

172

pottery making, browsing

12/1/2015 9:15 AM

173

errands and the Post Office

12/1/2015 9:06 AM

174

walking, window shopping, meeting friends

12/1/2015 8:12 AM

175

never go there

12/1/2015 7:24 AM

176

Dr

11/30/2015 11:05 PM

177

Library

11/30/2015 8:07 PM

178

Walking

11/30/2015 2:43 PM

179

Dog Groomer

11/30/2015 2:01 PM

180

When I can't avoid it, just passing through. If the square gets rebuilt and Mendocino gets cut off, I'll likely find some
way to avoid it all together.

11/29/2015 6:12 PM

181

Walking

11/28/2015 6:54 PM

182

meditation group

11/28/2015 6:02 PM

183

Pilate studio/ library

11/28/2015 1:00 PM

184

Library

11/28/2015 12:50 PM

185

Pet grooming at Soggy Doggy

11/28/2015 11:59 AM

186

Christmas tree lighting

11/27/2015 7:45 PM

187

Gym, coffee.

11/27/2015 6:10 PM

188

I walk around town all the time to see what's going on and burn some energy.

11/27/2015 5:05 PM

189

Meeting friends in central location. Nice free out of doors space

11/27/2015 4:07 PM

190

library

11/27/2015 1:24 PM

191

hairstylist visits

11/27/2015 10:35 AM

192

Movies

11/27/2015 10:13 AM

193

library, post office, bus transfer, play in square with grandchildren, movie theater.....more.

11/27/2015 10:04 AM

194

Library

11/27/2015 7:47 AM

195

Hair salon

11/26/2015 3:33 PM

196

visit friends

11/26/2015 1:28 PM

197

Running

11/26/2015 11:51 AM

198

Dinner and a movie

11/26/2015 7:31 AM

199

Movies

11/25/2015 9:21 PM

200

Strolling

11/25/2015 8:46 PM

201

movies

11/25/2015 6:25 PM

202

Almost all the above apply

11/25/2015 4:55 PM

203

Library

11/25/2015 4:21 PM

204

We should have hanging flower baskets.

11/25/2015 4:05 PM
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205

Movies

11/25/2015 3:34 PM

206

take 101 bus to San Francisco

11/25/2015 1:35 PM

207

Movies

11/25/2015 1:34 PM

208

my home

11/25/2015 11:57 AM

209

Library

11/25/2015 11:47 AM

210

Would love to come more... but local parking & the cost is prohibitive that is why friends of mine for the are meet in
Sonoma or Healdsbur...where there is a true "Square & free parking. Fee parking should only be in the parking lots &

11/25/2015 8:34 AM

buildings.
211

Movies

11/25/2015 5:32 AM

212

Movies

11/24/2015 10:45 PM

213

Movie

11/24/2015 10:01 PM

214

To/Fm transit mall

11/24/2015 9:40 PM

215

going south on Santa Rosa Avenue

11/24/2015 8:34 PM

216

Library

11/24/2015 4:56 PM

217

To see the fountain and Bunya Tree.

11/24/2015 4:26 PM

218

Mixture of the above

11/24/2015 4:23 PM

219

Library

11/24/2015 3:40 PM

220

impressing tourists

11/24/2015 3:35 PM

221

library

11/24/2015 2:53 PM

222

Post Office

11/24/2015 12:50 PM

223

Public Transit

11/24/2015 12:31 PM

224

Homeless Shelter Volunteer

11/24/2015 11:45 AM

225

Chiropractic

11/24/2015 6:30 AM

226

Driving through, buying spices or books.

11/24/2015 6:20 AM

227

Service work

11/23/2015 7:15 PM

228

meet friends for coffee/chat

11/23/2015 3:54 PM

229

Movies

11/23/2015 3:24 PM

230

To search for good music

11/23/2015 10:56 AM

231

gym, PO Box

11/22/2015 1:32 PM

232

I work in downtown SR 4 days a week, live near RR Square.

11/21/2015 11:33 AM

233

Own a business downtown

11/20/2015 12:30 PM

234

visit medical office

11/19/2015 9:17 PM

235

The library!! (the post office)

11/19/2015 8:09 PM

236

Library

11/19/2015 2:12 PM

237

group meeting on Friday afternoon at Railroad Square

11/19/2015 12:25 PM

238

City Offices

11/19/2015 10:28 AM

239

Movies

11/19/2015 9:34 AM

240

Roxy theater barnes&Noble

11/19/2015 9:08 AM

241

Atmosphere.

11/19/2015 9:05 AM

242

movies

11/19/2015 7:13 AM

243

LIbrary Visits

11/18/2015 9:03 PM
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244

Looking for new businesses and fewer vacant storefronts

11/18/2015 5:00 PM

245

library

11/18/2015 4:22 PM

246

I don't usually go downtown because it is overrun by homeless people.

11/18/2015 3:59 PM

247

Wednesday Night Market

11/18/2015 11:28 AM

248

Gym and banking

11/18/2015 9:09 AM

249

Government offices

11/17/2015 8:37 PM

250

YMCA

11/17/2015 4:09 PM

251

Library

11/17/2015 12:50 PM

252

visit post office and library, attend classes at USF

11/17/2015 11:50 AM

253

lunch

11/17/2015 11:25 AM

254

City meetings

11/17/2015 11:23 AM

255

Write mental health education blog at Library, Interlink, and take care of mother on weekend

11/17/2015 10:54 AM

256

Movies

11/16/2015 9:17 PM

257

work meetings/lunches

11/16/2015 4:30 PM

258

Mac's and bank

11/16/2015 4:02 PM

259

movies

11/16/2015 11:14 AM

260

Walk-about, library

11/16/2015 10:04 AM

261

I live here

11/16/2015 9:42 AM

262

my office is downtown

11/16/2015 9:28 AM

263

Commuting on Mendocino Ave./Santa Rosa Ave.

11/16/2015 9:26 AM

264

I actually visit 3-4 times a week for a variety of reasons.

11/16/2015 8:38 AM

265

None of the above. I can't afford to shop or dine at the moment.

11/15/2015 11:05 PM

266

Public Library or Tool Library

11/15/2015 3:55 PM

267

Library

11/15/2015 3:33 PM

268

Lunch with daughter who works downtown.

11/15/2015 1:57 PM

269

Check on property

11/15/2015 1:03 PM

270

Movies

11/15/2015 11:21 AM

271

exercise - a good walk

11/15/2015 9:01 AM

272

to get out of the house

11/15/2015 7:50 AM

273

passing through

11/14/2015 9:33 PM

274

Post Office

11/14/2015 6:10 PM

275

had to go to luggage store for repair....only time downtown in years

11/14/2015 4:57 PM

276

Business at City Hall

11/14/2015 4:11 PM

277

Service Club Meeting

11/14/2015 3:20 PM

278

only when I have to -shopping bad (go to Mall about 1x/yr

11/14/2015 3:07 PM

279

We borrow tools from the Santa Rosa Tool Library

11/14/2015 2:01 PM

280

Wife has office in 50 Old Courthouse Square.

11/14/2015 1:59 PM

281

Walking and sitting while enjoying the amenities and people watching.

11/14/2015 1:10 PM

282

family nearby

11/14/2015 1:03 PM

283

movies

11/14/2015 12:43 PM

284

Parking meters discourage us from coming

11/14/2015 11:55 AM
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285

My school bus route is in & out of the downtown area all day

11/14/2015 11:51 AM

286

classes, meetings

11/14/2015 11:17 AM

287

To buy books at Barnes & Noble

11/14/2015 10:50 AM

288

meetings

11/14/2015 10:41 AM

289

walk downtown every day for exercise

11/14/2015 10:40 AM

290

Library

11/14/2015 10:31 AM

291

Movie Theatre

11/14/2015 10:29 AM

292

Like having picnic lunch in Courthouse Square, east side by fountain. Also shop.

11/14/2015 10:02 AM

293

Own a business downtown

11/14/2015 9:52 AM

294

Ride bike through city center to get to west county, or north county.

11/14/2015 9:12 AM

295

library; post office; banking; lunch on the square.

11/14/2015 9:11 AM

296

walking

11/14/2015 8:52 AM

297

Movies

11/14/2015 8:24 AM

298

meet with friends

11/14/2015 8:16 AM

299

my office is on fourth street

11/14/2015 8:09 AM

300

Central library

11/14/2015 8:01 AM

301

To see heritage trees and cultural art

11/14/2015 7:38 AM

302

massage

11/14/2015 7:32 AM

303

yoga

11/14/2015 3:43 AM

304

library, health appt., bank

11/13/2015 11:07 PM

305

fedex, empire eye, wed market, post office

11/13/2015 11:07 PM

306

enjoy the people watching in the green space

11/13/2015 9:39 PM

307

Post Ofice

11/13/2015 9:16 PM

308

watch homeless

11/13/2015 8:46 PM

309

Library

11/13/2015 8:37 PM

310

NO TO REUNIFICATION

11/13/2015 8:32 PM

311

library, violin shop, every once in a while, events such as wednesday eve mkt or dios de los muertos

11/13/2015 8:25 PM

312

Own a building downtown

11/13/2015 6:35 PM

313

Non profit organizations

11/13/2015 6:15 PM

314

Burn a Fatty

11/13/2015 6:14 PM

315

Driving through, going north/south through town.

11/13/2015 4:37 PM

316

Exercise

11/13/2015 4:25 PM

317

Movie

11/13/2015 4:20 PM

318

Library

11/13/2015 4:13 PM

319

Hangout

11/13/2015 4:04 PM

320

dropping off clients/restaurant patrons

11/13/2015 3:32 PM

321

Visit a gym several times a week

11/13/2015 3:29 PM

322

library

11/13/2015 3:28 PM

323

Doctors' appointments

11/13/2015 1:45 PM

324

bring out-of-town guests

11/13/2015 1:19 PM

325

Going to the main library.

11/13/2015 1:16 PM
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326

passing through

11/13/2015 1:12 PM

327

I avoid the downtown, nothing there I need or want. Too many bums, it's filthy and annoying having to steer clear of

11/13/2015 12:58 PM

the homeless.
328

haircut, bank, library,

11/13/2015 12:15 PM

329

Library

11/13/2015 12:00 PM

330

various community and city meetings

11/13/2015 11:36 AM

331

Property Owner

11/13/2015 11:19 AM

332

Recreation (cycling, walking)

11/13/2015 10:57 AM

333

Library

11/13/2015 10:09 AM

334

Library, bring out of town friends and family

11/13/2015 9:55 AM

335

Banking, post office

11/13/2015 9:49 AM

336

post office

11/13/2015 9:48 AM

337

To enjoy my town

11/13/2015 9:16 AM

338

LIBRARY and post office

11/13/2015 9:10 AM

339

Cycling

11/13/2015 9:05 AM

340

Used as a thoroughfare

11/13/2015 9:01 AM

341

Library

11/13/2015 7:15 AM

342

Movies

11/12/2015 10:36 PM

343

My business is located downtown

11/12/2015 10:35 PM

344

movies

11/12/2015 10:17 PM

345

Library, Nobles Bookstore, gift shop, UPS

11/12/2015 10:07 PM

346

Library Annex

11/12/2015 9:46 PM

347

going to Railroad Square

11/12/2015 9:43 PM

348

At this time the only reason I go downtown is when I'm driving through. I cannot afford to shop and eat downtown. I

11/12/2015 8:25 PM

use to go to the library until it started filling up people watching porn on the computers.
349

Banking, walking dog

11/12/2015 7:59 PM

350

Employment

11/12/2015 7:56 PM

351

Relaxation; Political Action; Post Office; Library; Bus Route Transfers

11/12/2015 7:41 PM

352

Meetings

11/12/2015 7:03 PM

353

Library, Post Office, usuallly. Market when it's happening.

11/12/2015 6:55 PM

354

Recently moved, but return when I can.

11/12/2015 5:19 PM

355

Hair cuts

11/12/2015 4:42 PM

356

Work in 50 Old Courthouse Square

11/12/2015 1:58 PM

357

hair salon

11/12/2015 1:15 PM

358

Library

11/12/2015 12:47 PM

359

movies

11/12/2015 10:53 AM
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Q8 When you visit Downtown Santa Rosa
do you usually come with...
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0

Friends

Work colleagues

Business
associates

Family

Significant
other

By yourself

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Friends

14.39%

295

Work colleagues

6.59%

135

Business associates

2.68%

55

Family

25.32%

519

Significant other

19.46%

399

By yourself

31.56%

647

Total

2,050
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Q9 When you visit Downtown Santa Rosa
how do you get there?
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0

Walk

Bike

Drive

Public
Transportation

Other

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Walk

26.24%

538

Bike

15.90%

326

Drive

86.98%

1,783

Public Transportation

3.61%

74

Other

1.32%

27

Total Respondents: 2,050

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

By a gas guzzling 70's sled car.

1/1/2016 12:51 AM

2

Why don't you listen to public opinion? This plan is a terrible idea.

12/31/2015 7:27 PM

3

None

12/31/2015 3:04 PM

4

Last time I took the bus the drive almost crashed because he was driving to fast. Never took one again.

12/31/2015 3:00 PM

5

Na

12/31/2015 2:09 PM

6

Uber

12/31/2015 1:41 PM

7

ride with someone

12/31/2015 1:32 PM

8

Taxi/uber

12/31/2015 1:31 PM

9

NO Reunification! Leave it as is!

12/31/2015 1:29 PM

10

Dont shop downtown because of parking enforcement

12/31/2015 12:42 PM

11

Drive

12/31/2015 11:06 AM

12

Parking is costly and annoying, especially for larger vehicles, and discourages spending time downtown.

12/31/2015 9:46 AM
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13

would bike if there was a great destination, shopping restaurants fun activities. I would rather go to the Barlow ,
healdsburg or at Helena

12/30/2015 11:24 PM

14

using all three mentioned above is already easy to do. no need for further parking accomodation.

12/30/2015 6:59 PM

15

Skateboard

12/30/2015 3:21 PM

16

None

12/30/2015 10:49 AM

17

I also drive when I visit on the weekends.

12/30/2015 10:44 AM

18

Drive to work then walk downtown from office

12/30/2015 9:55 AM

19

friend drives

12/18/2015 6:02 PM

20

carpool

12/13/2015 8:03 PM

21

I can park a few blocks away to cut down on courthouse fumes

12/12/2015 11:42 PM

22

After arriving at my downtown office I walk to various businesses and offices.

12/11/2015 12:04 PM

23

When I lived closer, I always walked and would hope to move closer, again!

12/10/2015 2:58 PM

24

Droped Off

12/7/2015 7:04 PM

25

wheelchair

12/5/2015 6:04 PM

26

depends on weather

12/4/2015 5:45 PM

27

Unfortunately, I would rather bike.

12/3/2015 7:29 PM

28

Taxy

12/2/2015 5:53 PM

29

Taxi

12/2/2015 12:35 PM

30

Über on occasion

12/2/2015 12:29 AM

31

Taxi

12/1/2015 9:54 PM

32

Scooter

12/1/2015 2:41 PM

33

Electric wheelchair

12/1/2015 10:42 AM

34

i don't

12/1/2015 7:24 AM

35

Would love an easier public transit option...

11/30/2015 2:43 PM

36

I drop my SO off downtown and get on FWY every morn and she walks home. I feel this will impact our routine, but I

11/27/2015 5:05 PM

support the reunification 100%
37

I hate the parking meters so I try to avoid downtown because of them.

11/25/2015 4:05 PM

38

xx

11/25/2015 12:03 PM

39

Skateboard, We also need better public transportation to West Sonoma Co. from Santa Rosa and back late night.

11/23/2015 10:56 AM

40

Uber

11/21/2015 11:33 AM

41

Work downtown every day

11/20/2015 12:30 PM

42

..and happy to use exisitng parking opportunities

11/18/2015 5:00 PM

43

walk

11/17/2015 2:47 PM

44

Motorcycle

11/17/2015 12:08 PM

45

help mother in wheel chair, sometimes cane will do on Sundays

11/17/2015 10:54 AM

46

Run

11/16/2015 9:42 AM

47

Mostly drive through courthouse square

11/16/2015 9:26 AM

48

Downtown Santa Rosa is not conducive to walking.

11/15/2015 2:02 PM

49

None

11/15/2015 11:21 AM

50

Drive to woork, walk downtown

11/14/2015 9:48 PM

51

It's a detriment to try and drive in the downtown area!

11/14/2015 1:10 PM
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52

ride bike

11/14/2015 12:46 PM

53

Would appreciate seeing the new auto traffic plan

11/14/2015 10:40 AM

54

Park on 5th 1/4 to 1/2 mile away, and enjoy the walk especially through the alley with the mural. No need to park at

11/14/2015 10:02 AM

square! Minimize parking.
55

Mostly walk, everday.

11/14/2015 9:11 AM

56

Or drive with my husband in the evening or on weekends.

11/14/2015 8:23 AM

57

Uber

11/14/2015 6:57 AM

58

motorcycle

11/13/2015 8:31 PM

59

car

11/13/2015 12:58 PM

60

lack of secure bike parking, leads me to drive more often

11/12/2015 10:34 PM
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Q10 What features would you like to see in
Courthouse Square?
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0

Lighting

Sustainable
landscaping

Flexible &
open space

Bike parking

Public Wi-Fi

Ability to
close off si...
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Public art

Children-friend
ly area

Car parking

Educational
and historic...

Small
gathering...

Map of local
attractions

Wayfinding
signage
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Permanent
performance...

Portable
performance...

Movable chairs
& tables

Portable ice
rink

0%

10%

very important

20%

30%

40%

50%

somewhat important

Sustainable landscaping

Flexible & open space

Bike parking

Public Wi-Fi

Ability to close off side streets for events

Public art

70%

80%

90%

100%

unimportant

very important
Lighting

60%

somewhat important

unimportant

Total

74.39%

20.44%

5.17%

1,525

419

106

63.61%

24.24%

12.15%

1,304

497

249

2,050

58.73%
1,204

28.83%
591

12.44%
255

2,050

49.22%

34.05%

16.73%

1,009

698

343

2,050

45.46%
932

31.41%
644

23.12%
474

2,050

44.44%
911

34.39%
705

21.17%
434

2,050

42.10%

37.51%

20.39%

863

769

418
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Children-friendly area

Car parking

Educational and historical elements

Small gathering spaces

Map of local attractions

Wayfinding signage

Permanent performance stage

Portable performance stage

Movable chairs & tables

41.66%
854

35.12%
720

23.22%
476

38.88%

28.83%

32.29%

797

591

662

37.66%

42.39%

19.95%

772

869

409

35.17%

44.10%

20.73%

721

904

425

2,050

30.88%
633

42.54%
872

26.59%
545

2,050

29.32%
601

41.46%
850

29.22%
599

2,050

23.41%

36.15%

40.44%

480

741

829

21.37%

44.59%

34.05%

438

914

698

15.56%

40.10%

44.34%

319

822

909

9.07%

21.90%

69.02%

186

449

1,415

Portable ice rink

#

Are there other features not listed that are important?

Date

1

Security/safety

1/1/2016 1:11 AM

2

Police presence

1/1/2016 1:01 AM

3

More water-guzzling landscaping.

1/1/2016 12:51 AM

4

No more ridiculous modern or abstract art.

1/1/2016 12:21 AM

5

Less homeless people and less teenage kids smoking

12/31/2015 11:43 PM

6

Run SMART underground down Mendo and SR avenue. Call it the big dig.

12/31/2015 11:26 PM

7

Don't waste money on a pointless project, that will mess up traffic flow.

12/31/2015 11:03 PM

8

less cars, room for street vendors, trees, walking bridge to get to railroad sq

12/31/2015 11:02 PM

9

Cleanliness Cleaner than it is. And well lit. Safer.

12/31/2015 10:44 PM

10

Open shelter for inclement weather and a native plant garden display.

12/31/2015 10:32 PM

11

Permanent seating. I almost got a ticket once got sitting on the grass. When I got up the officer saw I was pregnant

12/31/2015 8:40 PM

and then walked away.
12

Permanent speakers on poles so event coordinators can hook up their microphone/instruments without extra

12/31/2015 8:10 PM

equipment. And several heavy duty electrical outlets to plug into to avoid the need for portable generators.
13

Buildings, like the Courthouse, should not be razed simply because they're "old."

12/31/2015 8:03 PM

14

permeable paving versus concrete/asphalt wherever possible - Santa Rosa is a garden city! - see the research

12/31/2015 7:34 PM

CalTrans has published on permeable surfaces
15

I'd like to continue seeing an un-unified courthouse square. Stop wasting money on terrible ideas.

12/31/2015 7:27 PM

16

I would like to see the homeless/transient population less intrusive.

12/31/2015 7:26 PM

17

Garden for community participation. Keep vehicles OUT! This is a bit of nature in the city

12/31/2015 7:00 PM

18

Something unique to Santa Rosa, not a copy of mother "square"

12/31/2015 6:41 PM

19

Trees

12/31/2015 6:38 PM

20

A design layout similar to Healdsburg and Sonoma plazas.

12/31/2015 6:27 PM

21

Free parking

12/31/2015 6:19 PM
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22

Mendocino Ave. in the middle.

12/31/2015 6:08 PM

23

leave the street alone

12/31/2015 6:06 PM

24

Build a new large central business meeting space, a newly built historic styled building, like the old courthouse was, in
the center of the square.

12/31/2015 6:04 PM

25

safety & security

12/31/2015 5:57 PM

26

Walkability, DRINKING FOUNTAINS and water refill stations, access to clean, safe bathrooms.!

12/31/2015 5:55 PM

27

Public Restrooms

12/31/2015 5:50 PM

28

free flowing traffic. keep mendocino ave.

12/31/2015 5:48 PM

29

Cleanliness

12/31/2015 5:43 PM

30

don't reunite the park............

12/31/2015 5:29 PM

31

Preserving some of the large trees

12/31/2015 4:35 PM

32

keep it green with good landscaping

12/31/2015 4:27 PM

33

Leaving mendocino avenue alone.

12/31/2015 4:26 PM

34

continuity beauty

12/31/2015 4:16 PM

35

Safety. I don't feel safe at night between homeless and gangs in park area outside flavor.

12/31/2015 4:14 PM

36

Preserving the heritage redwoods!!!!!!!

12/31/2015 4:05 PM

37

Drinking foutain

12/31/2015 4:00 PM

38

Comfortable places to sit benches and on the ground.

12/31/2015 3:52 PM

39

Good parking

12/31/2015 3:49 PM

40

Keeping historical elements.

12/31/2015 3:38 PM

41

I do not want the reunification to take place. Leave it alone, modifying the streets would be an absolute disaster. I'm all

12/31/2015 3:34 PM

for a facelift of the current courthouse square.
42

public restrooms

12/31/2015 3:31 PM

43

Permanent/fixed seating similar to Healdsburg's square

12/31/2015 3:06 PM

44

No

12/31/2015 3:04 PM

45

Security to keep from being attack, like the guy who was robbed at PMG. Sanitation NOT PUBLIC RESTROOMS to

12/31/2015 3:00 PM

clean up after the homeless who live downtown. Landscape that speaks to Sonoma County not sustainable cheep
grass like plants.
46

access to good small shops and businesses

12/31/2015 2:58 PM

47

picnic areas, activity areas, outdoor dining

12/31/2015 2:57 PM

48

A THROUGH STREET

12/31/2015 2:52 PM

49

A sense of community and life of today, not a historic reproduction of the past. Quality improvements that represent

12/31/2015 2:45 PM

"here" not just ordered out of a catalogue. Festive, space making lighting. Maintenance that the City can actually
handle. Shade and shelter.
50

places to sit, small tables

12/31/2015 2:32 PM

51

The redwood trees that you plan to cut down which are landmarks and a symbol of the city

12/31/2015 2:32 PM

52

Do not distrupt the current traffic flow

12/31/2015 2:24 PM

53

Free parking. This issue keeps me from coming downtown

12/31/2015 2:15 PM

54

Safe park for kids to play with play structures

12/31/2015 2:09 PM

55

some way to keep the homeless and aggressive "gangs" from taking over the park

12/31/2015 2:07 PM

56

Velodrome!

12/31/2015 2:06 PM

57

Protection so cars can't go off road and hurt people in the open space

12/31/2015 2:02 PM

58

Alternative location for homeless to congregate.

12/31/2015 2:02 PM
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59

A place for the drug addicts to put their needles.

12/31/2015 2:00 PM

60

1) Wide round slightly raised fountain in the center that can turn into the performance stage when you turn off the
water 2) Better christmas tree and lights. Existing ones look pathetic. 3) Dog litter bag dispensers.

12/31/2015 1:58 PM

61

parking on only one side of Exchange and Hinton!!!!!!

12/31/2015 1:51 PM

62

More benches!

12/31/2015 1:47 PM

63

The design should be a historically accurate rendition of a town square.

12/31/2015 1:33 PM

64

drinking fountain, restrooms

12/31/2015 1:32 PM

65

Bathrooms

12/31/2015 1:30 PM

66

NO Reunification! Leave it as is!

12/31/2015 1:29 PM

67

Legacy redwoods

12/31/2015 1:24 PM

68

Fountains. Water features. Playground for kids. Climbing wall.

12/31/2015 1:09 PM

69

I think it is time to get rid of the City ticket trap and either make left turns illegal 24 hours a day or not at all. Handing

12/31/2015 1:02 PM

out tickets for a left turn at 5:55 pm has nothing to do with SAFETY, only MONEY and it is a scam.
70

businesses, people working, economic growth, not the pet projects of a loud few.

12/31/2015 12:59 PM

71

flat , like Healdsburg, with clear sight lines

12/31/2015 12:52 PM

72

A way to discourage homeless folks from hanging around

12/31/2015 12:51 PM

73

uncongested traffic flow

12/31/2015 12:51 PM

74

I would like to see a grassy picnic area akin to Windsor or Healdsburg's plazas.

12/31/2015 12:49 PM

75

Flex space that allows for an open air market, and art shows featuring local

12/31/2015 12:46 PM

76

24 hour public restrooms

12/31/2015 12:45 PM

77

remove malingering people/unsafe patrons

12/31/2015 12:42 PM

78

Get rid of homeless

12/31/2015 12:42 PM

79

Expo area

12/31/2015 12:37 PM

80

cleanliness

12/31/2015 12:34 PM

81

Public safety - no homeless friendly areas.

12/31/2015 12:30 PM

82

Do not block off Mendocino/Santa Rosa Ave!

12/31/2015 12:21 PM

83

Get rid of the homeless people

12/31/2015 12:16 PM

84

Food Trucks

12/31/2015 12:15 PM

85

panhandler-repellent water cannons

12/31/2015 12:14 PM

86

Trees

12/31/2015 12:10 PM

87

Smooth out the cobbles on the street a little, they are a bit extreme and VERY noisy.

12/31/2015 12:04 PM

88

Leave it alone

12/31/2015 12:03 PM

89

areas for street vendors not in the middle of the road we need room for walking

12/31/2015 11:59 AM

90

No. Never thought of an ice rink but that could be fun in winter.

12/31/2015 11:57 AM

91

Housing in the surrounding buildings. Grocery. Hardware store.

12/31/2015 11:50 AM

92

Ice rink for the kids would be awesome. There isn't any activities like that here besides SF.

12/31/2015 11:49 AM

93

Police presence

12/31/2015 11:49 AM

94

Plenty of FREE parking and easy traffic flow

12/31/2015 11:42 AM

95

permanent, visible law enforcement to keep homeless and gangmembers from harassing people downtown

12/31/2015 11:38 AM

96

Trash cans, limited parking around the square possibly only for handicapped. I want places to sit but no sure that
movable benches would be practical due to possible vandalism or theft.

12/31/2015 11:06 AM

97

Places to sit and read, talk, people watch.

12/31/2015 10:58 AM
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98

public bathrooms

12/31/2015 10:56 AM

99

Permanent seating options in small groupings. More human space and fewer parking spaces, perhaps only spaces for

12/31/2015 9:59 AM

disabled folks. We need to get more exercise and crowding out the space for parking works against that.
100

Free parking; Proactive management of loiters and panhandlers

12/31/2015 9:46 AM

101

Public restrooms

12/31/2015 9:41 AM

102

Potable water during the summer and public restrooms along with the presence of SRPD to keep gangs and
aggressive homeless people in check.

12/31/2015 9:40 AM

103

Trees, strong effort to 'program' activities

12/31/2015 9:39 AM

104

Quality Design, good electricity access for Events, Business Frendly

12/31/2015 9:27 AM

105

less pavement, wildlife safety, areas to sit, car free zones, narrow on no new side streets, built in board games

12/31/2015 9:21 AM

106

Housing in the area

12/31/2015 9:03 AM

107

Spend the money on the homeless!

12/31/2015 9:01 AM

108

public restrooms!

12/31/2015 8:44 AM

109

Not creating a new hangout for homeless people

12/31/2015 8:30 AM

110

do not have any steps as they are barriers

12/31/2015 8:14 AM

111

benches

12/31/2015 7:54 AM

112

Please consider a water hydration station to help eliminate bottled water use. Also, please provide waste receptacles

12/31/2015 7:19 AM

with trash, recycle & compost options. Benches.
113

Public Restrooms

12/31/2015 7:19 AM

114

Safety - police patrol

12/31/2015 7:13 AM

115

Canteen refill station

12/31/2015 4:49 AM

116

Refillable water station

12/31/2015 4:37 AM

117

Without creating a sense of unwelcomeness, deter homeless somehow from loitering there. It should feel safe for
families and out of town visitors.

12/31/2015 1:33 AM

118

Don't over design. Keep it flexible.

12/31/2015 12:56 AM

119

better shopping restaurants and no bums hanging around

12/30/2015 11:24 PM

120

Beauty! Commerce should not dictate space; no car noise or exhaust, /quiet areas; quality art (not murals and loud
colors, kids' efforts)- keep Ruth Asawa fountain; make 4th street a pedestrian promenade as is done in Europe; keep

12/30/2015 10:53 PM

lots of trees; a recycling water feature, small and with a natural appearing, non-wading pool for sound and sparkle;
safety planned in, use of friendly "bobby" and alarm boxes available but not intrusive, etc...
121

Lots of green like trees and lawn. Healdsburg is a PERFECT example. And it works!

12/30/2015 10:52 PM

122

Streets on all 4 sides

12/30/2015 10:20 PM

123

preserve the Redwood trees

12/30/2015 9:42 PM

124

Mature trees

12/30/2015 9:36 PM

125

No

12/30/2015 9:27 PM

126

a easy thoroughfare through downtown without roundabouts which are really a traffic hazard that the city may end up

12/30/2015 9:19 PM

paying for suits due to the increase of accidents because it is hard to prove liability.
127

Working Water fountains to drink from, public bathrooms.

12/30/2015 9:16 PM

128

REFILLABLE HYDRATION STATION IN THE PLAZA

12/30/2015 9:00 PM

129

comfortable seating and save Asawa fountain

12/30/2015 8:39 PM

130

multi-use and inviting!

12/30/2015 8:13 PM

131

adjacency to sidewalk cafes

12/30/2015 8:12 PM

132

Through streets.

12/30/2015 8:01 PM

133

Play ground

12/30/2015 7:33 PM
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134

Leave it alone, damn it. Wasting our money on folly!

12/30/2015 7:21 PM

135

seating for real big men/elders rules enforcement/security, time container and old way back in early sixty back old

12/30/2015 7:17 PM

squre
136

keep Mendocino ave open

12/30/2015 7:14 PM

137

protect us from vehicle traffic & loud noises.

12/30/2015 7:04 PM

138

why we need this done in the first place. We need housing for our homeless. The homeless use the park more than

12/30/2015 7:00 PM

any one else. Ask them what they need.why dont u fools sit out side on some new chairs on the goldest nights of the
year.
139

make sure there is a permanent performance area. portable is not as accessible to the public.

12/30/2015 6:59 PM

140

Bocce ball court

12/30/2015 6:34 PM

141

Grass - not decomposed granite.

12/30/2015 6:24 PM

142

TREES!! DO NOT cut the trees down

12/30/2015 6:18 PM

143

DONT DO IT AT ALL, WASTE OF MONEY!

12/30/2015 6:16 PM

144

Please - don't put 47 parking spaces around the square. That's a TERRIBLE idea.

12/30/2015 6:10 PM

145

Some lawn and a place to sit down and eat, important when attending the downtown market. The hot dog stand.

12/30/2015 11:50 AM

146

Sustainable landscape is very important but I think having shaded areas are also important to draw people there

12/30/2015 10:44 AM

during the warmer times of year.
147

Shaded areas/awnings

12/30/2015 10:42 AM

148

no

12/30/2015 8:48 AM

149

Efficient (covered) parking. Ergonomic and aesthetically-pleasing, modern space.

12/29/2015 9:18 PM

150

Functional gathering spot that's easy to visit

12/29/2015 3:54 PM

151

safety for night use

12/29/2015 2:56 PM

152

mixed use building and ability to walk from one point of 4th street to the other safely

12/29/2015 2:37 PM

153

free parking

12/29/2015 2:34 PM

154

Park benches (not necessarily movable).

12/29/2015 1:39 PM

155

no homeless

12/28/2015 11:14 PM

156

Homeless deterrents.

12/28/2015 10:36 PM

157

Outdoor cafes, pedestrian mall (like Europe)

12/28/2015 10:17 PM

158

Open areas for events are key as is flexible space, lots of events

12/28/2015 1:18 PM

159

Redwood Trees.

12/27/2015 6:36 PM

160

public bathroom. Resources for the houseless like shade and rain shelter

12/26/2015 8:45 PM

161

Educational & historical elements that are culturally diverse

12/22/2015 9:19 AM

162

Proposed Exchange & Hinton Aves. should not exist. Auto parking should not be in the square, but be in city garages

12/21/2015 4:42 PM

and on other streets.
163

Get away from the existing car centric approach to downtown.

12/21/2015 12:22 PM

164

The beautiful redwood trees around the square are the living embodiment of what drew people to this area in the first
place. Cutting them down is a ludicrous idea. Luther Burbank will be spinning in his grave if you do this. Please please

12/20/2015 2:03 PM

please don't take out the redwoods, it will ruin the downtown for many Santa Rosa citizens, I promise you.
165

Focusing on the surrounding blocks and infrastructure too. Don't just do the square and forget how it impacts all the
side streets please.

12/19/2015 11:30 AM

166

Fountain or other water-feature

12/19/2015 9:52 AM

167

The maturing Redwood trees on the plaza are critically important to the joy of the wildlife that they sustain, the beauty

12/18/2015 6:02 PM

of the courtyard and the happiness of the public.
168

restrooms would be great

12/18/2015 2:49 PM
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169

More like old Union Square in SF than new Union Square

12/18/2015 10:15 AM

170

Landscaping with NATIVE, local varieties of plants, trees

12/18/2015 10:08 AM

171

cultural sensitivity in info provided and events; safe and healthy alternatives to care for the homeless to keep area safe

12/18/2015 8:52 AM

and clean; non-smoking!
172

Redwood trees you idiots

12/18/2015 7:55 AM

173

Wildlife habitat

12/18/2015 6:23 AM

174

Police presence

12/18/2015 6:17 AM

175

Trees

12/17/2015 8:56 PM

176

Keep the trees!

12/17/2015 6:49 PM

177

Redwood trees

12/17/2015 5:29 PM

178

Connection to Railroad Square

12/17/2015 2:12 PM

179

healthy wellness themed businesses to make us leaders and create unique destination place

12/17/2015 12:28 PM

180

ALL the BIG TREES and the beautiful fountain

12/17/2015 10:37 AM

181

Historical and Cultural Art

12/15/2015 2:19 PM

182

As many trees as possible.

12/15/2015 1:19 PM

183

way to project outdoor movie in summer

12/15/2015 12:40 AM

184

The beautiful trees of downtown.

12/14/2015 11:57 PM

185

Redwood Trees!

12/14/2015 3:38 PM

186

Trees.

12/14/2015 6:40 AM

187

Current landscaping- trees, historic architecture

12/14/2015 2:10 AM

188

Free parking. Or, at least install individual parking meters & remove ticketing kiosks.

12/13/2015 11:09 PM

189

Drinking fountains

12/13/2015 8:39 PM

190

Keep the redwoods please

12/13/2015 8:17 PM

191

side streets for traffic and parking should be REMOVED!

12/13/2015 8:03 PM

192

Retain existing trees! Shade and grass are important.

12/13/2015 7:28 PM

193

The Redwoods

12/13/2015 7:16 PM

194

Redwood trees. Plant more and keep the ones we have.

12/13/2015 7:00 PM

195

neighborhood grocery store within walking distance. something like Oliver's or Trader Joe's

12/13/2015 3:39 PM

196

The redwoods are very important

12/13/2015 1:12 PM

197

Sidewalks with adequate space for outside dining

12/13/2015 12:24 PM

198

Space for Kiosks, eg, hot dogs, art vendors, crafts

12/13/2015 8:37 AM

199

Clean, well maintained restrooms

12/13/2015 7:54 AM

200

Don't cut down the trees.

12/13/2015 1:21 AM

201

small shops,trees(not redwoods), sidewalk restaurants, public toilets

12/12/2015 11:42 PM

202

W siting trees and streets

12/12/2015 5:26 PM

203

bad idea entirely, waste of money, traffic nightmare

12/12/2015 1:11 PM

204

Good traffic flow on new streets

12/12/2015 11:58 AM

205

Public art walls!

12/12/2015 11:11 AM

206

Lake Oswego Oregon has a pétanque court that is great for the game and many other events when a flat surface is

12/12/2015 8:15 AM

needed
207

BATHROOMS 24/7, BATHROOMS, BATHROOMS

12/12/2015 12:04 AM
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208

Trees, old growth and new growth

12/11/2015 2:48 PM

209

Feeling of safety is very important otherwise the expenditure is fruitless.

12/11/2015 12:04 PM

210

yes

12/11/2015 10:02 AM

211

Homeless people sit there, have you thought of that? What are you going to do with them once it is redesigned? Kick

12/11/2015 8:57 AM

them out? I am for the homeless and they need more services. It isn't exactly a selling point nor perhaps where some
people want to go if there are a lot of homeless people there.
212

Landscape as art. Little concrete, please!

12/11/2015 7:58 AM

213

Trees and free parking and traffic flow on Mendocino Avenue

12/10/2015 10:43 PM

214

Public restrooms (real ones, not portables)

12/10/2015 10:15 PM

215

Remove much of the proposed parking on the new streets!

12/10/2015 9:35 PM

216

Public restrooms

12/10/2015 7:22 PM

217

Safety Patrol Monitoring

12/10/2015 7:15 PM

218

Representational sculptures of the signifiacnt histroical events and peopl, loe. Earthquake, Maria Carillo, Julio Carillo,
Kenaye Nagasawa, etcrillo

12/10/2015 5:34 PM

219

the square is the "feature"

12/10/2015 5:32 PM

220

One lane of short term metered parking on both Hinto and Exchange Streets. Also, some space for outdoor dining on

12/10/2015 4:21 PM

the sidewalk area.
221

Easily accessible bathrooms; Parking should be on ONLY ONE side of the 2 new streets!!

12/10/2015 2:58 PM

222

Free parking such as Windsor and other town offer.

12/10/2015 12:03 PM

223

old trees

12/10/2015 11:27 AM

224

PUBLIC BATHROOMS!!!!

12/10/2015 11:16 AM

225

Public Bathrooms

12/10/2015 10:42 AM

226

Benches

12/10/2015 10:34 AM

227

Open green space. Outside cafe. No big interruptions in the space.

12/10/2015 10:32 AM

228

rain shelters

12/10/2015 10:14 AM

229

water fountains, public restrooms

12/10/2015 10:13 AM

230

Keep the redwood trees and plant more shade trees

12/10/2015 9:35 AM

231

keep the beautiful redwood trees!!

12/10/2015 9:28 AM

232

affordability

12/10/2015 8:48 AM

233

Yes, the Santa Rosa monument that was moved to gang riddled Prince Memorial Greenway should be moved to the
center of the park now that it has a decent place to live.

12/10/2015 7:47 AM

234

Maximize pedestrian-friendliness; minimize car-friendliness

12/10/2015 6:03 AM

235

A way for the public transportation to get around on their routes without having to go through a whole lot of major

12/9/2015 10:34 PM

traffic issues.
236

No

12/9/2015 10:27 PM

237

places to picnic. places to take your dog..

12/9/2015 10:20 PM

238

sculpture garden, mosaic benches, Ripley museum, sunken courtyard, fountains, maps of suggested walks with
distances overhead sign Welcome to the Redwood Empire

12/9/2015 10:07 PM

239

A working fountain. Less cement. Cafes and or Food trucks.

12/9/2015 10:04 PM

240

Pedestrian and bike friendly.

12/9/2015 9:45 PM

241

A road running north and south right through it

12/9/2015 9:35 PM

242

Keep the large redwood trees

12/9/2015 9:17 PM

243

clean it up. litter everywhere. homeless everywhere panhandling and smell bad. downtown looks and feels rundown.

12/9/2015 8:41 PM

too many vacant buildings. looks half deserted except for bums.
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244

No

12/9/2015 8:39 PM

245

Flowers, flowers and more flowers – in the ground, in planters, in hanging baskets, etc.

12/9/2015 7:41 PM

246

Traffic

12/9/2015 7:16 PM

247

Get rid of paid parking and the parking BS at the S.R. Plaza

12/9/2015 6:56 PM

248

large outdoor tables/chairs/umbrellas cafe area for eating & drinking coffee/tea and just plain gathering as in many old
european cities

12/9/2015 6:50 PM

249

restrooms

12/9/2015 6:45 PM

250

Close off side side streets too

12/9/2015 6:28 PM

251

Trees, especially Redwoods

12/9/2015 6:21 PM

252

Trees

12/9/2015 5:23 PM

253

places to sit, water element?

12/9/2015 5:21 PM

254

cleanliness and more garbage cans

12/9/2015 5:08 PM

255

The Square should "Brand" itself as uniquely Santa Rosa's

12/9/2015 5:02 PM

256

a street to drive through downtown

12/9/2015 4:52 PM

257

mature redwood trees

12/9/2015 4:28 PM

258

Public toilets.

12/9/2015 4:22 PM

259

shade, blending with the historic feel- perm. seating and sitting nooks

12/9/2015 4:20 PM

260

A Petanque court. (French lawn bowling)

12/9/2015 9:12 AM

261

walkways for not walking through mud during winter events

12/9/2015 7:40 AM

262

Late night entertainment

12/8/2015 2:33 PM

263

Petanque courts at least 2, friendly romantic lighting for dancing small events, safe access in evening, walking paths
all around, access to dogs on leash ok, a couple of small health food coffee carts like in San Francisco around

12/8/2015 10:59 AM

Franklin and Hayes ;), a fountain in middle for kids to splash around in summer
264

petanque courts

12/8/2015 10:43 AM

265

Natural light. Don't permit development of tall buildings that cast shadows on this space.

12/8/2015 5:32 AM

266

public transportation

12/7/2015 7:04 PM

267

Redwood trees!!!!!!!!

12/7/2015 11:09 AM

268

Public Restrooms - Basic, easy to keep clean

12/7/2015 10:15 AM

269

Trees

12/6/2015 11:54 AM

270

A permanent building to house a permanent vendors' market - as is seen in many European and Asian cities. This

12/6/2015 11:52 AM

needs to be planned in from the start. It will take private & public funding. It would replace the improvised (and very
inferior to Europe/Asia/San Francisco/Berkeley) markets now at Wells Fargo & Vets.
271

Stage

12/6/2015 11:44 AM

272

preservation of the current trees

12/5/2015 9:25 PM

273

after hours safety, public restrooms, disabled parking

12/5/2015 6:04 PM

274

The issue of re-installing Hinton and Exchange = NO! Let's put the accent on less pollution - not MORE parking!!

12/5/2015 5:43 PM

275

Being able to drive through it would be nice.

12/5/2015 4:18 PM

276

Lights should be arm colored and inviting, not bluish overly bright lights that cast deep shadows, creating trip hazards.
And please, no tacky stuff. A portable ice rink? NO NO NO NO NO.

12/5/2015 4:04 PM

277

current trees left intact; nearby fresh produce shopping

12/5/2015 4:02 PM

278

shade including existing trees!! Also street vendors and performers.

12/5/2015 3:10 PM

279

Trees

12/5/2015 1:37 PM

280

No blocked off spaces where transients can congregate

12/5/2015 10:35 AM
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281

People won't go there unless they feel somewhat secure. At this time I would not go there after dark.

12/5/2015 10:10 AM

282

Keep the current trees!!!!

12/5/2015 9:39 AM

283

get rid of the parking meters. Have timed parking instead.

12/5/2015 7:59 AM

284

Green spaces, not too much pavement

12/5/2015 3:01 AM

285

Yes, leaving Mendocino ave open to through traffic!

12/5/2015 12:42 AM

286

the current water features and Santa Rosa Avenue

12/4/2015 11:42 PM

287

Use decomposed granite/crushed rock so can play petanque.

12/4/2015 8:47 PM

288

designated street vendor spots

12/4/2015 6:39 PM

289

waetr feature,places to sit, music,lawn

12/4/2015 5:24 PM

290

Signage with fountain facing north up Mendocino ave. No free-standing walls or large shrubs for homeless to hide

12/4/2015 4:02 PM

behind. Many benches facing an classic plaza open space. Raised curbs and bollards between travel lanes and
sidewalks (the current 4th street design is not safe for children). No fountains adjacent to hardscape (people urinate in
them)
291

lawns to relax on

12/4/2015 3:40 PM

292

The most important consideration would be to abandon this plan

12/4/2015 3:38 PM

293

Additional seating areas and also tables. I love to eat downtown because of all the local restaurants so places to sit
and eat outside would be great.

12/4/2015 3:25 PM

294

Less is more

12/4/2015 3:05 PM

295

Minimal traffic noise

12/4/2015 2:27 PM

296

2-Hour FREE car parking would be great

12/4/2015 2:27 PM

297

Bathrooms - but please do NOT add public bathrooms unless you plan on reducing the homeless problem

12/4/2015 2:20 PM

298

It is not necessary to unify Court House Square to do any of these things

12/4/2015 1:53 PM

299

trash cans, recycle bins, water fountains

12/4/2015 1:44 PM

300

food vendor allocation...they set up as a food court. a few chess tables. Charge stations for a quarter for

12/4/2015 12:42 PM

phone/laptop/etc.
301

Free parking; More events - perhaps arts and crafts festivals, a variety of music to listen and/or dance to (maybe move
from Julliard Park); Farmers Market

12/4/2015 12:22 PM

302

sidewalk dining, public picnic areas, RETAIL!!!

12/4/2015 12:10 PM

303

possibly hotel to bring tourists

12/4/2015 11:20 AM

304

Trees, feel of nature, like Central Park

12/4/2015 10:10 AM

305

Fountain

12/4/2015 9:03 AM

306

Large sidewalk space for outdoor dining.

12/4/2015 8:50 AM

307

housing for the homeless

12/4/2015 8:42 AM

308

Designated area for constructible Holiday/Christmas tree ~ 50'+

12/4/2015 8:09 AM

309

Specific area(s) to setup a modern holiday decorations, such a large tree of lights, not a living tree. Provide vandal
proof electrical stations for special events and a holiday tree and other decorations.

12/4/2015 8:07 AM

310

permanent places to sit--can be on rocks, but needs to be places where we can sit and just observe

12/3/2015 10:04 PM

311

I like the fountains

12/3/2015 8:16 PM

312

Get rid of light blocking trees. A defining center for Santa Rosa. No references to Snoopy.

12/3/2015 7:29 PM

313

Trees. Large, established trees make the difference between a raw barren space and a welcoming one with character!

12/3/2015 6:22 PM

314

Keep existing trees and plant new ones, so there is plenty of shade.

12/3/2015 5:45 PM

315

Strict control of homeless people - minimum

12/3/2015 5:15 PM

316

place for gatherings that are circular such as drum / song / or music jamming

12/3/2015 4:18 PM
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317

It won't be used much if the homeless issue is not addressed

12/3/2015 4:08 PM

318

Food venders

12/3/2015 3:37 PM

319

trees, shade, separation from streets and parking areas

12/3/2015 3:36 PM

320

trees

12/3/2015 3:35 PM

321

Do not unify Courthouse Square

12/3/2015 3:33 PM

322

Trees. Not sure if "sustainable landscaping" includes trees. Also, plants attractive to birds, bees, and butterflies.

12/3/2015 2:49 PM

323

Parking and driving downtown is enough of an issue I seldom go down there. So are parking rates going to go up to

12/3/2015 11:41 AM

help fund this?
324

No smoking allowed!

12/3/2015 8:46 AM

325

Public bathrooms!

12/3/2015 7:42 AM

326

Drinking fountains/hydration stations

12/3/2015 7:24 AM

327

Playground feature. Public restrooms!!!

12/3/2015 4:35 AM

328

Live Music / drum jam designated space, dance floor or earth

12/3/2015 12:18 AM

329

safer environment

12/2/2015 11:02 PM

330

Restaurants and shops that face the square to activate the space

12/2/2015 10:53 PM

331

No vehicle traffic

12/2/2015 9:42 PM

332

Restaurants with outdoor dining

12/2/2015 9:36 PM

333

flowers

12/2/2015 8:15 PM

334

Playground like in sonoma! I'll just be very happy to see it unified!!! Trees are VERY important. Lots of trees!!!!!

12/2/2015 7:28 PM

335

less friendly for homeless people. Sometimes I don't feel safe downtown even in broad daylight people are going into
my backyard to smoke meth

12/2/2015 6:56 PM

336

Please focus on pedestrian friendly space. There's plenty of public parking nearby.

12/2/2015 6:49 PM

337

Restrooms

12/2/2015 6:09 PM

338

The redwood trees and the fountain.

12/2/2015 5:53 PM

339

Trees, lots of trees and shade.

12/2/2015 5:07 PM

340

Restaurant/Coffee Places outdoor seating. Look at european cities

12/2/2015 12:32 PM

341

Should bring back horse drawn rail trolley, possibly connecting railroad square with downtown square and continuing
to MacDonald neighborhood (free of fees), Plaza should be a "Square Shape" ie: Healdsburg's City Square. Vehicle

12/2/2015 10:02 AM

traffic should flow easily around city square (perhaps 1 way streets)
342

FREE PARKING. Lying parking enforcement person gave me a huge fine fir parking near fire hydrant which I did NOT

12/2/2015 9:25 AM

do. Now, i NEVER park downtiwn and rarely patronize businesses there because of it!!#
343

Clean up homeless from the area. My kid and fiancé are afraid of these people. I had to explain to my 4 year old
daughter why a man was giving himself a "shot" in the park.

12/2/2015 8:54 AM

344

There's way too many banks downtown and not nearly enough pedestrian friendly retail shops for window shopping,
etc...

12/2/2015 8:40 AM

345

Walkable spaces throughout downtown - traffic calming

12/2/2015 8:21 AM

346

if there are signs, or a map, to Snoopy's there's no need for a portable ice rink. an amphitheater type area gives space
for gathering and concerts/presentations.I think portable chairs, WiFi and kids park things will invite less desirable

12/2/2015 7:27 AM

disrespectful occupants
347

Better stores for shopping

12/2/2015 7:18 AM

348

trees and benches

12/2/2015 6:17 AM

349

Vagrant free, no sleeping or bathing or coin gathering in the fountains.

12/2/2015 5:29 AM

350

Restrooms

12/2/2015 4:41 AM

351

Charming storefront facade and design work

12/2/2015 4:35 AM
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352

Place for vendors - portable use

12/2/2015 4:30 AM

353

No

12/2/2015 4:15 AM

354

Public garden space ??

12/2/2015 12:29 AM

355

NOT modern architecture

12/1/2015 10:50 PM

356

Relocating the homeless people

12/1/2015 10:02 PM

357

No

12/1/2015 9:55 PM

358

Leave the streets open through traffic

12/1/2015 9:18 PM

359

Music, shopping,

12/1/2015 9:03 PM

360

housing for the homeless

12/1/2015 9:02 PM

361

Pedestrian friendly - narrow streets, flashing crosswalks, low speed limit

12/1/2015 8:45 PM

362

Easy comfortable walking and bike riding area

12/1/2015 8:43 PM

363

free parking

12/1/2015 8:03 PM

364

I'd like to see some major water accents

12/1/2015 7:22 PM

365

Protect the redwoods and the monkey pod tree.

12/1/2015 7:18 PM

366

Don't add extra parking. Make it safe for pedestrians. Utilize the parking garages more efficiently.

12/1/2015 6:41 PM

367

Public Safety/Homelessness

12/1/2015 6:23 PM

368

keep the redwoods they mean a lot

12/1/2015 5:53 PM

369

No

12/1/2015 5:44 PM

370

Food venues, trucks and carts

12/1/2015 5:33 PM

371

Mendocino Ave connecting to Santa Rosa Ave without anything inbetween

12/1/2015 4:53 PM

372

Police presence and no punks

12/1/2015 4:38 PM

373

events

12/1/2015 4:34 PM

374

Free parking passes.

12/1/2015 4:33 PM

375

Bike lanes!

12/1/2015 4:29 PM

376

Safety is most important

12/1/2015 3:53 PM

377

Nearby shelters for homeless now at encampment along the water (that runs behind Hyatt) near Mendocino Ave.

12/1/2015 3:47 PM

378

No vagrants, no gang/drug activity as is currently out of control.

12/1/2015 3:44 PM

379

A play structure for small children

12/1/2015 3:40 PM

380

sound system..couldn't hear a thing at tree lighting.

12/1/2015 3:23 PM

381

Police sub station

12/1/2015 2:41 PM

382

Plenty of seating areas

12/1/2015 2:10 PM

383

Easy traffic flow for cars and pedestrians.

12/1/2015 2:02 PM

384

Trash cans,

12/1/2015 2:02 PM

385

finding housing for homeless

12/1/2015 1:58 PM

386

Parking trees

12/1/2015 1:15 PM

387

Less restraurants

12/1/2015 12:50 PM

388

I don't think tax payers money should be wasted on this project. Let the citizens vote on it.

12/1/2015 12:44 PM

389

Plenty of seating.

12/1/2015 12:07 PM

390

good public traffic flow; i.e. people movers (17th st mall denver)

12/1/2015 11:39 AM

391

ABSOLUTELY - the REDWOOD trees - main connection to the square

12/1/2015 11:31 AM

392

FREE parking!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

12/1/2015 11:26 AM
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393

Beauty, history, historic building cleanup and preservation

12/1/2015 10:57 AM

394

It is important to maximize the public space, minimize parking

12/1/2015 10:47 AM

395

Othet than not doing it?

12/1/2015 9:34 AM

396

live music, please!! allow activities....now most activities are prohibited, like tossing a ball, kicking a hacky sack, playing
frisbee, etc.

12/1/2015 9:06 AM

397

Live music!

12/1/2015 8:59 AM

398

Restrooms.

12/1/2015 8:53 AM

399

fountains, trees, no cars

12/1/2015 8:12 AM

400

Restrooms

12/1/2015 8:08 AM

401

Free parking

12/1/2015 6:11 AM

402

The trees!

12/1/2015 6:09 AM

403

Less is best

12/1/2015 6:06 AM

404

Seriously, leave it alone.

12/1/2015 3:22 AM

405

easy access bathrooms.

11/30/2015 11:47 PM

406

Keep Mendocino Ave an open thoroughfare.

11/30/2015 8:09 PM

407

Gitting rid of the FAKE Cobelstones

11/30/2015 5:38 PM

408

Safety. If the square is not safe, no one except criminals will hang out there.

11/30/2015 3:32 PM

409

Public restrooms are important if they can be kept clean.

11/30/2015 2:43 PM

410

Leave all existing facilities in place

11/30/2015 1:55 PM

411

Please retain or add to the mature trees all around the Square, please sacrifice streets and parking to enhance
sidewalk cafes and other pedestrian experiences.

11/30/2015 12:46 PM

412

outdoor dining

11/30/2015 12:34 PM

413

Cafe with outside seating

11/30/2015 12:07 PM

414

Public restrooms

11/30/2015 9:43 AM

415

please god don't build any more parking garages in Santa Rosa.

11/30/2015 5:47 AM

416

UNIFY!!!!

11/29/2015 10:29 PM

417

Less homeless people. Probably the most important thing that needs to change in downtown Santa Rosa

11/29/2015 8:49 PM

418

handicap accessible, including restrooms

11/29/2015 8:41 PM

419

move the homeless

11/29/2015 5:52 PM

420

ART GALLERIES, ART EVENTS

11/29/2015 5:38 PM

421

Carousel

11/29/2015 4:57 PM

422

A lovely centerpiece such as a large water display. Would also like to see a visitors center and historical museum
combo. Something like the sculptures made by local artists that are displayed on the Paradise Ridge Winery property

11/29/2015 4:23 PM

in Fountaingrove
423

area for dogs

11/29/2015 2:17 PM

424

Lots of trees and greenery, museum,

11/29/2015 12:29 PM

425

Single rows of parking on Hinton and Exchange w/ bike lane. Double parking is hazardous for Biking.

11/29/2015 11:23 AM

426

free parking just like all other Sonoma County towns

11/29/2015 9:56 AM

427

Good traffic flow around the plaza

11/29/2015 9:11 AM

428

Dog friendly

11/29/2015 12:31 AM

429

The ability to get from point "a" to point "b" in a vehicle without being stuck in traffic!

11/28/2015 8:15 PM

430

Plenty of electical outlets.

11/28/2015 7:35 PM
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431

No movable objects. Could be used as weapons. We are talking about Santa Rosa.

11/28/2015 6:54 PM

432

Good, safe, public bathrooms. A "free speech" corner like they have in London, for people to spout off their opinions.

11/28/2015 6:02 PM

433

Interactive Fountain! See LA city hall town square.

11/28/2015 3:35 PM

434

Security cameras, excellent lighting,shaded seating areas, and police patrol to control crime and vagrancy. Added

11/28/2015 11:59 AM

parking is also needed for those of us unable to walk long distances. Having items of historical significance is
important as well.
435

don't make it just a park for drug addicts

11/28/2015 11:40 AM

436

less panhandling

11/28/2015 10:40 AM

437

Ability to keep the homeless out.

11/28/2015 9:40 AM

438

NO perpendicular grooves in pavement that make traffic sound flatulent. There could still be a grid of squares, JUST
TURN THEM 45° FFS..

11/27/2015 7:53 PM

439

i'd love a design like Healdsburg's square.

11/27/2015 6:10 PM

440

FREE parking would encourage more people to shop/eat/play downtown

11/27/2015 5:41 PM

441

trees and water feature

11/27/2015 5:07 PM

442

there has to be ways to make it feel better than Windsor town green.

11/27/2015 5:05 PM

443

Surveillance

11/27/2015 2:24 PM

444

We want a PARK not a parking lot

11/27/2015 1:24 PM

445

Free parking

11/27/2015 12:19 PM

446

Fountain!

11/27/2015 11:53 AM

447

portable or permanent performance stage or both, I'm open.

11/27/2015 10:35 AM

448

Trees, historical vs. contemporary design elements

11/27/2015 10:35 AM

449

Playground

11/27/2015 10:09 AM

450

Keep extended square. Do NOT rebuild streets.

11/27/2015 10:04 AM

451

I think the unification is ridiculous!

11/27/2015 9:14 AM

452

one feature--it would have been nice to be able to vote on whether we wanted this or not.

11/26/2015 10:36 PM

453

I was around when they changed it before. Don't know why this is so important. It will conjest traffic.

11/26/2015 8:40 PM

454

Bathrooms

11/26/2015 8:21 PM

455

No

11/26/2015 7:00 PM

456

Public art by LOCAL artists!!!

11/26/2015 3:34 PM

457

Restrooms

11/26/2015 3:25 PM

458

preserve redwoods, balance of space open similar to European piazza

11/26/2015 1:28 PM

459

Dog friendly features

11/26/2015 10:45 AM

460

Water feature. more trees to provide shade for the summer months and artistic interest.

11/26/2015 7:31 AM

461

Less homeless population :/

11/25/2015 9:34 PM

462

I think the fountains need to either be removed or get then running again with reclaimed water. It's totally disgusting

11/25/2015 9:21 PM

empty and dirty.
463

what about the homeless?

11/25/2015 8:46 PM

464

water fall there is lovely. Down facing lighting.

11/25/2015 6:25 PM

465

should have an outdoor cafe/bistro with good coffee, wine, beer

11/25/2015 5:48 PM

466

Leave it as is!

11/25/2015 4:36 PM

467

No pay or validation parking

11/25/2015 4:21 PM

468

Change parking meters back to the coin operated ones.

11/25/2015 4:05 PM
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469

Water feature. Speakers (mounted high), bathrooms. Needs gazebo. Needs raised sides, graded to block traffic noise.

11/25/2015 4:04 PM

Otherwise speakers and music are compromised.
470

Water features, fountain

11/25/2015 3:34 PM

471

Bike paths to and from. Motorcycle parking

11/25/2015 3:11 PM

472

Shade and shade trees appropriate to this location (not redwoods)

11/25/2015 2:49 PM

473

Similar to Healdsburg & Sonoma Square, ample vehicular parking close-in

11/25/2015 2:04 PM

474

Outstanding architectural and landscape design and quality materials used.

11/25/2015 1:54 PM

475

Shade trees

11/25/2015 1:34 PM

476

I grew up in Europe where just about all town centers have been pedestrian only for 20 years. I think it would be so
great if downtown SR was pedestrian only for the blocks between 2nd and 5th streets, and B and D St. It would reduce

11/25/2015 12:03 PM

car pollution, noise pollution and get more people walking and bring creativity, community and camaraderie to our
downtown. At the very least, let's have more outdoor eating spaces, cafe tables etc. Busking musicians are great.
Portable showers for people who are homeless. Metal secure containers that people can put donations into any time
to help those who are homeless.
477

community rec center&garden

11/25/2015 11:57 AM

478

Walkable and safe.

11/25/2015 11:25 AM

479

Free parking would be best. Old style meters would be better.

11/25/2015 11:24 AM

480

Fewer homeless/vagrants, drugs, etc. This keeps me away from the downtown area.

11/25/2015 9:35 AM

481

Trees for shade. An open design that enhances safety (no places to hide and no sunken areas).

11/25/2015 9:07 AM

482

The fact that we don't use ALL parks/// like the Cancer Survivor for Events as well & CLEAN up the homeless. Too

11/25/2015 8:34 AM

many homeless in down town
483

Water features. Regular policing.

11/25/2015 7:46 AM

484

the street that runs through it.

11/25/2015 7:18 AM

485

We have all of the above now, except wifi and ice rink!

11/24/2015 11:35 PM

486

An awesome interactive fountain/water feature (like Jamieson Square in Portland). Artwork that honors First Peoples.

11/24/2015 11:21 PM

487

Bocce or basketball courts, something fitnessUnderground parking immediately below the squar. Or possible traffic
goes below grade using the existing pattern rather than re routing traffic

11/24/2015 10:24 PM

488

Plenty of places to sit; security;

11/24/2015 10:20 PM

489

Space for rally's and marches

11/24/2015 10:12 PM

490

A plan to control begging, harassment, "camping" in the square so it is safe and not like running a gauntlet from my

11/24/2015 8:34 PM

car to the business.
491

More electric car charging stations and accessibility

11/24/2015 8:33 PM

492

Security, view of underground creek

11/24/2015 8:27 PM

493

Ability for traffic to move through unimpeded.

11/24/2015 8:26 PM

494

DO not approve of this project

11/24/2015 8:24 PM

495

water

11/24/2015 7:52 PM

496

Free parking

11/24/2015 7:36 PM

497

Carousel

11/24/2015 7:20 PM

498

Trees.

11/24/2015 7:02 PM

499

Have regular concerts. Music id powerful driver

11/24/2015 6:43 PM

500

Shade, trees, comfortable benches, police on bicycles or horses

11/24/2015 6:34 PM

501

flexibility

11/24/2015 4:40 PM

502

Existing historic fountain

11/24/2015 4:26 PM

503

seating - not necessary to be movable

11/24/2015 4:17 PM
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504

Assume sound system for stage. Fun areas for children & teens.

11/24/2015 3:51 PM

505

Public toilets that are free and SAFE. Perhaps we could use the type of automated self-cleaning toilets that Paris

11/24/2015 3:40 PM

uses. Can we get a steam locomotive for display that is linked to Santa Rosa?
506

Diagonal paths for quick/easy access across town

11/24/2015 3:35 PM

507

Cute shop storefronts. Rezone first floor storefronts so that banks don't take up potentially nice areas.

11/24/2015 3:07 PM

508

ice cream venders

11/24/2015 2:53 PM

509

Safety. Free parking like Sonoma.

11/24/2015 2:47 PM

510

Places to sit and socialize. Fountain to create pleasant noise. Twinkling lights at night.

11/24/2015 2:32 PM

511

Yes! The trees.

11/24/2015 2:17 PM

512

Trees, benches, winding pathways

11/24/2015 2:08 PM

513

Permanent park benches or ledges where people can rest. Trash and recycling cans. Bathroom facilities.

11/24/2015 12:58 PM

514

Designated dining area off to the side somewhere

11/24/2015 12:26 PM

515

Trees

11/24/2015 10:39 AM

516

Making it feel safer.

11/24/2015 8:48 AM

517

Water feature

11/24/2015 8:41 AM

518

Chickens

11/24/2015 7:04 AM

519

Clean, well lit and clean line of sight.

11/23/2015 9:55 PM

520

Covering. It rains here. And it's hot too.

11/23/2015 9:34 PM

521

Beautiful design

11/23/2015 9:20 PM

522

Keep Mendocino Ave

11/23/2015 7:15 PM

523

Free Parking

11/23/2015 6:45 PM

524

Public water fountain to refill water bottles. If in car, not as big of a deal; but if I show up by bike, I need to know I can

11/23/2015 3:54 PM

refill.
525

safety!!!!!

11/23/2015 2:28 PM

526

Surrounding the square with family friendly shops such as a toy store or candy/ice cream shop.

11/23/2015 2:27 PM

527

Community Bulletin Boards

11/23/2015 10:56 AM

528

Keep the current trees & fountains. Do not totally relandscape this area. Much of it is beautiful as it stands and
contributes much to downtown's pleasant feeling.

11/21/2015 11:33 AM

529

Shade, variety of seating for eating lunch, tech to accommodate sound/light systems, human scale, an iconic element

11/21/2015 9:06 AM

worthy of being on the City of Santa Rosa official logo, wide crosswalks
530

Water bottle hydration station (filtered drinking fountain for refillable canteens)

11/21/2015 8:32 AM

531

Traffic movement downtown

11/20/2015 12:30 PM

532

Transient deterrent

11/20/2015 5:48 AM

533

I'd like to see the concern with parking replaced by a vision of a pedestrian-only downtown area, starting at the square.

11/19/2015 8:09 PM

I would like to see beautiful landscaping.
534

fountains & water elements

11/19/2015 7:08 PM

535

Water Features

11/19/2015 3:56 PM

536

Better control of homeless people

11/19/2015 2:12 PM

537

Retain some turf.

11/19/2015 12:07 PM

538

finding shelter for homeless

11/19/2015 11:08 AM

539

99% will use technology for wayfinding and maps, do not spend money on this!

11/19/2015 10:28 AM

540

You could have a nice surface like the ones used in French parks, a light sand, but solid that you can walk on easily,
but should not be lawn.

11/19/2015 9:36 AM
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541

Full time courthouse square security/police.

11/19/2015 9:22 AM

542

A Street

11/19/2015 9:16 AM

543

Santa Rosa Ave connecting to Mendocino Ave

11/19/2015 9:16 AM

544

Safety & somewhere for homeless to use facilities

11/19/2015 9:08 AM

545

Get banks to move, not dominated by parking and cars. The garage is right there. Get the parking garage to be free
since we loaned the money to build the plaza in the first place.

11/19/2015 9:05 AM

546

Leave it as it is

11/19/2015 8:30 AM

547

Must remove the homeless and panhandling.

11/19/2015 8:03 AM

548

save the mature trees and fountains

11/19/2015 7:13 AM

549

Security. Bike or horseback patrol, cameras?

11/19/2015 4:03 AM

550

Security/Police Presence

11/19/2015 12:46 AM

551

Find homes for homeless

11/18/2015 11:26 PM

552

Get rid of the mall and unite it with railroad square. Divert traffic and block Mendocino avenue off so courthouse

11/18/2015 9:18 PM

square is not split.
553

Space to play games. Currently, all play with balls, frisbees, etc. is prohibited in the park, discouraging families from
using it

11/18/2015 9:12 PM

554

Areas for kids to run around and play

11/18/2015 9:03 PM

555

moving water, no vehicular traffic or parking on the east and west sides

11/18/2015 5:00 PM

556

Not impacting businesses along the outside of the square

11/18/2015 4:36 PM

557

leave it alone and use the money on low cost housing

11/18/2015 4:01 PM

558

lots of events to keep homeless from taking over

11/18/2015 3:59 PM

559

Food Trucks, Screen for Movies, Seating areas to eat, Water features, Accessibility to an upgraded Library

11/18/2015 3:53 PM

560

Remove the homeless! I won't take my kids there because of them.

11/18/2015 3:53 PM

561

upgraded restaurants and retail

11/18/2015 3:47 PM

562

Permanent benches

11/18/2015 3:29 PM

563

More public transportation

11/18/2015 2:56 PM

564

Farmers markets, kid friendly activities, classes such as yoga, art, dance, etc.

11/18/2015 2:21 PM

565

stationary chairs, tables and benches

11/18/2015 11:58 AM

566

Bike parking LOCKERS with grills or windows to prevent abuse

11/18/2015 11:28 AM

567

Public restrooms and facilities for the homeless (they will be using it more than anyone else!)

11/18/2015 10:22 AM

568

Simple pleasing shaded clean open well-maintained landscaping

11/18/2015 10:02 AM

569

Should be easy to cross on foot. Simple, clean and open green space with paths crossing the center.

11/18/2015 9:09 AM

570

The walkable city http://www.ted.com/talks/jeff_speck_the_walkable_city

11/18/2015 8:02 AM

571

Fountain, moving water adds peace and serenity.

11/18/2015 7:28 AM

572

Cleanliness

11/17/2015 10:05 PM

573

Shade, shade trees. Did I mention SHADE?

11/17/2015 8:37 PM

574

Reduce parking. Both sides of each street way too much

11/17/2015 8:10 PM

575

I don't go downtown because of the gang element, needs to be cleaned up from gangs and homeless

11/17/2015 6:10 PM

576

Promote food and wine and beer events to attract tourists

11/17/2015 4:09 PM

577

Trees

11/17/2015 3:41 PM

578

Closing off square to through traffic; coin-operated restrooms; trees and flowers; walkways/pathways; playground for
kids

11/17/2015 3:34 PM
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579

Trees, & preservation of existing

11/17/2015 3:34 PM

580

water features

11/17/2015 3:17 PM

581

reduce homeless population & increase safety

11/17/2015 3:05 PM

582

Eliminate Diagonal Parking. Dangerous.

11/17/2015 2:47 PM

583

Good shopping, better restaurants, & a boutique hotel. Downtown must become a space that attracts locals and visitors

11/17/2015 2:44 PM

alike for its charm (in need of an upgrade) and desirable shopping/eating/drinking/lodging. The square will be a focal
point and help to create a charming "small town" feel, but it in itself is not the attraction. Attracting quality businesses
will drive the success of this project.
584

maximizing the park space, minimizing parking!

11/17/2015 2:38 PM

585

don't want diagonal parking next to the square

11/17/2015 2:29 PM

586

less = more

11/17/2015 1:53 PM

587

FREE PARKING

11/17/2015 1:22 PM

588

I really like the ones in Healdsburg and Sonoma. It would be really great if there was a park and ride shuttle service as

11/17/2015 1:11 PM

is done for events held at Ragle Park in Sebastopol. for events that effectively eliminated close parking
589

Bike parking

11/17/2015 12:50 PM

590

Drinking fountains and public restrooms. Ample trash and recycling receptacles.

11/17/2015 12:38 PM

591

YES!! Using the $17 million for improving the city infrastructure!!!!!

11/17/2015 12:33 PM

592

Outdoor patio for Biergarten

11/17/2015 12:21 PM

593

do not include parking

11/17/2015 12:13 PM

594

large trees for shade

11/17/2015 11:59 AM

595

bike paths

11/17/2015 11:57 AM

596

Water features. Very visually appealing and relaxing. Music would also be nice.

11/17/2015 11:57 AM

597

Public Restrooms

11/17/2015 11:50 AM

598

Public Executions and Floggings

11/17/2015 11:49 AM

599

street vendors

11/17/2015 11:25 AM

600

Christmas tree

11/17/2015 11:23 AM

601

Divert cross town traffic to B street and E street instead of parking spaces and obstructor traffic lane next to court

11/17/2015 10:54 AM

house square establishments for safety of pedestrians and comfortable downtown experience
602

public drinking foountains

11/17/2015 10:50 AM

603

places for small groups 6+/- to gather

11/17/2015 8:41 AM

604

Please keep the square dog-friendly!

11/16/2015 11:00 PM

605

Keep the large trees over additional parking

11/16/2015 9:17 PM

606

Beautiful lights at night

11/16/2015 5:19 PM

607

Ability to keep clean and safe

11/16/2015 4:30 PM

608

Stores that I want to shop at that aren't outdated

11/16/2015 4:02 PM

609

Safety considerations

11/16/2015 3:38 PM

610

European-style sidewalk cafes to discourage loitering

11/16/2015 3:37 PM

611

Electricity for events like the Downtown Market

11/16/2015 2:42 PM

612

Fountain/water feature, grass areas, trees, picnic tables, benches,

11/16/2015 1:28 PM

613

Fountain or water feature

11/16/2015 1:13 PM

614

Dining establishments with outdoor seating

11/16/2015 12:56 PM

615

2 hrs of free parking, like Petaluma would bring me downtown to shop more.

11/16/2015 11:40 AM
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616

Space for movie projection or other large video screen

11/16/2015 11:31 AM

617

street for through traffic

11/16/2015 10:54 AM

618

police presence to keep homeless from taking over

11/16/2015 10:26 AM

619

Cleanliness

11/16/2015 10:12 AM

620

Recycled water feature. Shade, shade for summer sun on concrete! Please no skateboards.

11/16/2015 10:04 AM

621

Water bottle filling station / benches / grassy area for sitting

11/16/2015 10:02 AM

622

Don't spend millions of our tax dollars on this project. When there are thousands of people sleeping on the streets of

11/16/2015 9:43 AM

Santa Rosa every night.
623

A direct route to the southern end of town

11/16/2015 9:42 AM

624

Close connection to shops, less bank frontage, less parking

11/16/2015 9:39 AM

625

Valuing what others before us have doen for our community is of utmost importance. A beautiful fountain was donated

11/16/2015 9:39 AM

a the wife of the owner of a downtown department store.It is beautiful! My kids played in it when they were little. Do
not desegregate our past.
626

Install parallel parking like most of downtown streets!! Diagonal parking will feel like parking lots. Existing diagonal

11/16/2015 9:28 AM

parking on 4th shines headlights into patrons in restaurants, etc. Not user friendly. Convert back to parallel. Don't
need dedicated bike lanes on Hinton and Exchange!! One block long & slow moving cars is not a bike hazard. Bikes
ride with cars like most of downtown streets.
627

Yes - through access between Mendocino Ave & SR Ave.

11/16/2015 9:26 AM

628

Several large black & white oaks, started from acorns

11/16/2015 9:20 AM

629

shaded areas - trees or arbors

11/16/2015 8:38 AM

630

Keep parking to minimum

11/16/2015 8:33 AM

631

safety patrolled somehow so it doesn't become an encampment

11/16/2015 7:59 AM

632

I would love to see many of the above items were this to happen, but I fear that checking them off would signify my
agreement that we should spend the money making this change when I cannot in good faith do so. Not with our roads

11/15/2015 11:05 PM

in such disrepair, and not with so many people homeless living on our streets.
633

Maybe small food vendors - like food trucks or small booths -that can be there more often than just Wednesday market

11/15/2015 8:50 PM

nights.
634

*FREE* parking.

11/15/2015 8:41 PM

635

play ground, grass

11/15/2015 8:15 PM

636

NO side streets. Keep it all for public use and make signs go other parking.

11/15/2015 8:07 PM

637

I

11/15/2015 5:38 PM

638

Public restroom maintained by the City

11/15/2015 3:41 PM

639

Benches and other permanent seating

11/15/2015 2:08 PM

640

Comfortable seating areas, benches, native plants. Walkable

11/15/2015 2:02 PM

641

Causeway through the mall to the other downtown, close off Santa Rosa Ave to make the whole plaza work. Put a
pond in the middle and a trail for people to exercise around. Put in picnic tables and allow people to buy to-go at the

11/15/2015 1:24 PM

local restaurants.
642

Relaxing under the TREES!!

11/15/2015 11:39 AM

643

Strip clubs

11/15/2015 11:23 AM

644

Speaker's Corner

11/15/2015 11:22 AM

645

Water element, more landscape than concrete

11/15/2015 11:21 AM

646

Bigger Open Spaces

11/15/2015 9:42 AM

647

water fountain

11/15/2015 9:01 AM

648

open space stage or a rolling hill for events, free and paid

11/15/2015 7:50 AM

649

Benches,

11/14/2015 9:48 PM
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650

Some benches, trees

11/14/2015 8:59 PM

651

Benches, some grassy areas

11/14/2015 7:48 PM

652

Pop Up retail space for artists and designers

11/14/2015 7:38 PM

653

Safety

11/14/2015 6:16 PM

654

Eventually there should be a nice fountain. Also, some statuary or art commemorating our local heroes, Burbank,
Doyle, Shulz, etc.

11/14/2015 6:11 PM

655

Bathrooms, berms for interest rather than just flat

11/14/2015 5:32 PM

656

Restaurants with out door eating areas.

11/14/2015 5:30 PM

657

preservation of old trees and architecture

11/14/2015 5:25 PM

658

Making the square smaller for more parking is a mistake. But there is a need for parking. No one talks about having
parking and the street go under the square. I know it would be expensive, but Santa Rosa has made numerous bad

11/14/2015 5:05 PM

decisions and now the design will be another. There will be traffic problems caused by the design. B Street is already
dangerous at the Healdsburg Avenue intersection, and it will become very dangerous with this design. Making the
square smaller is a mistake. It will limit what will happen. An attribute of the current design is that the restaurants open
into the square. The plan will cut them off from its and they will open onto the cars parked. That is a drawback of the
Healdsburg Square. Why throw away the one thing it has going for it? And creating traffic issues will mean people will
avoid downtown and not be gravitated toward it. Make it like Union Square in SF, with parking underneath, and a
large area that can accommodate big events. And with the cafes opening into it, it will be a unique square that will be
celebrated instead of a small limited one done on a budget with little insight into the potential. I'm for re-uniting it, but
I'm not for doing it in a way that will discourage downtown participation and limit the potential of the square for events.
659

electric vehicle charging

11/14/2015 5:02 PM

660

don't bother..downtown is ugly all brickfaced bank buildings

11/14/2015 4:57 PM

661

this project should NOT go forward

11/14/2015 4:45 PM

662

Park benches

11/14/2015 4:11 PM

663

MANY comfortable permanent benches like the black ones on Healdsburg Plaza; also, crisscross walkways

11/14/2015 4:02 PM

664

Pegolas

11/14/2015 3:20 PM

665

As so many citizens of Santa Rosa told you, which you refused to listen, we do not want reunification of the square.
City Coucil just does whatever they want. If the citizens of Santa Rosa were allowed to vote on this issue, it would

11/14/2015 2:57 PM

have failed, and you know it.
666

Yes, lots of bathrooms for the homeless and transients and garbage dumpsters for their trash.

11/14/2015 1:59 PM

667

NO Leave it the way it is.

11/14/2015 1:37 PM

668

Please consider NOT cluttering the area. Part of the current appeal is the openness of it.

11/14/2015 1:10 PM

669

just a more safe place to just hang out and not be bothered from some wanting your change or a drunk sleeping on

11/14/2015 12:46 PM

the green.
670

4 lane road through center

11/14/2015 12:43 PM

671

A water refilling Station for pedestrians and bicyclists in order to reduce plastic waste.

11/14/2015 12:41 PM

672

Restrooms.

11/14/2015 12:10 PM

673

Electric car charging stations & multiple recharging areas for mobile devices

11/14/2015 11:51 AM

674

Do not need to reunify square.

11/14/2015 11:46 AM

675

Trees and shade throughout the square - not just at the edges.

11/14/2015 11:04 AM

676

More parking should not be a priority. There is more than sufficient garage parking just a block away in every direction.

11/14/2015 10:50 AM

Walking one block is not going to hurt anyone.
677

Existing TALL TREES -- they provide best ambiance possible!

11/14/2015 10:41 AM

678

Security

11/14/2015 10:40 AM

679

Please SAVE the trees at all costs

11/14/2015 10:35 AM

680

Keep Mendocino Avenue as is

11/14/2015 10:29 AM
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681

Flexibility of Healdsburg and Sonoma's squares. Public Bathrooms! A slight amphitheater rise would be beautiful if

11/14/2015 10:25 AM

done in decomposed granite...
682

Interesting planting areas. Bamboo to screen the lights from the street traffic would be impressive and a good

11/14/2015 10:21 AM

backdrop for art sculptures. Wine Bar in the park for special functions and to demonstrate, we are the heart of Wine
Country VJB Piazza style. Have different wineries fund different wine themed areas advertising their wineries style
around the square.
683

Large shade trees

11/14/2015 10:04 AM

684

The currently planned parking, angled on both sides of the planned two side streets, is way too much. Cut that in half

11/14/2015 10:02 AM

(maybe parking on just one side of each side street, and more park area). Also get rid of passing lane on side street,
and provide more park area.
685

Just copy Healdsburg simple square with surround parking

11/14/2015 9:52 AM

686

No east and west side streets and parking should be created. we do not need additional parking downtown.

11/14/2015 9:49 AM

687

Getting rid of the homeless problem I won't sit in square until this is resolved you will only bring more homeless that

11/14/2015 9:35 AM

square by adding more features I don't NOT want to hang out because of the m or shop there
688

Grass - children should be able to play, sit on ground for events

11/14/2015 9:34 AM

689

Keeping as many existing mature trees as possible. Provide room for neighboring cafes along the sides to keep
outside seating for customers.

11/14/2015 9:28 AM

690

Traffic flow.

11/14/2015 9:27 AM

691

An uncluttered and easily maintained open space.

11/14/2015 9:26 AM

692

Ability to walk from office to the square without playing "dodge car." Not sure what some of this means. Ability to close

11/14/2015 9:12 AM

off side streets always exists, with barriers. "Get the cars off a walkable square" would be the goal.
693

Fixed historical interpretation/signage of history of courthhouse square; eliminate current landscape design(s); the

11/14/2015 9:11 AM

curent design is a jumble of dated ideas. Logical pedestrian circulation system.
694

Do not want to see emphasis on parking cars all around square. We are not Healdsburg!

11/14/2015 9:08 AM

695

Small businesses

11/14/2015 9:03 AM

696

Handicap access.

11/14/2015 9:01 AM

697

picnic tables

11/14/2015 8:52 AM

698

Pedestrian oriented. Not for cars!

11/14/2015 8:49 AM

699

yes.please find a way to keep the redwood trees

11/14/2015 8:37 AM

700

Nice for tourists to close the street nightmare f

11/14/2015 8:34 AM

701

Connection to SMART train and RR square

11/14/2015 8:32 AM

702

The biggest problem with SR Downtown/Railroad Square is the ever growing population of homeless. Until this

11/14/2015 8:23 AM

situation is addressed and taken care of, it doesn't matter what you do.
703

It should be well shaded. Keep the trees.

11/14/2015 8:22 AM

704

Too many street people for safety. What I don't want downtown is more important than the square. Don't invite more

11/14/2015 8:16 AM

street people with no connection to my town into my families town.
705

Sound and air pollution. Motorcycle and car noise hindrance.

11/14/2015 8:14 AM

706

Bocce ball court.

11/14/2015 8:09 AM

707

Historical tree. Route SR Ave under the plaza like done on 3rd St w/mall so traffic not impeded.

11/14/2015 8:07 AM

708

clean space

11/14/2015 8:05 AM

709

Parking on one side of the new streets only!

11/14/2015 8:03 AM

710

A central feature, permanent benches and tables

11/14/2015 8:01 AM

711

Grass and trees! DO NOT try to get clever and create a modern cement, steel and place! Follow what works -

11/14/2015 8:01 AM

Healdsbueg and Sonoma squares are beloved because of the open grass areas. I am aware of the drought but a
community can decide the places where some green should be: parks, community spaces etc. Be sure to include a
Farmer's Market - with actual LOCAL produce and not just popcorn and candy.
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712

Space for food trucks, need a grocery store nearby too. Dog poop bags and leash signs water fountain for dogs and

11/14/2015 7:59 AM

people.
713

Shade, benches, water, grass (yes, grass), nice trashcans

11/14/2015 7:53 AM

714

Food kiosks serving small portion tacos, sandwiches, yogurt, etc.

11/14/2015 7:53 AM

715

Main road crossing the square must not be changed.

11/14/2015 7:42 AM

716

Heritage trees and existing fountains

11/14/2015 7:38 AM

717

Keep existing trees

11/14/2015 7:34 AM

718

Modeling Sonoma or Healdsburg- natural spaces that encourage lingering and work for larger events as well. Very little

11/14/2015 7:33 AM

built-environment needed. NO water wall
719

recycle bins, natural setting

11/14/2015 7:32 AM

720

Police sub station to keep out vagrants

11/14/2015 7:20 AM

721

I would rather have the county roads fixed then changing the square

11/14/2015 7:06 AM

722

Keep transients and panhandlers away from the area. I want to feel safe.

11/14/2015 7:05 AM

723

No

11/14/2015 6:41 AM

724

Police and Information kiosk.

11/14/2015 6:05 AM

725

A ROAD THROUGH THE MIDDLE OF THE SQUARE

11/14/2015 5:48 AM

726

A means by which to make it less appealing as a daily gathering spot for the homeless.

11/14/2015 5:28 AM

727

free from vagrants and homeless people loitering, A better shopping experience downtown similar to Petaluma,

11/14/2015 3:43 AM

Healdsburg or Sebastopol
728

More lighting, less homeless people

11/14/2015 1:15 AM

729

Fountain

11/14/2015 1:06 AM

730

The TREES! Don't cut them down!

11/13/2015 11:07 PM

731

keeping it clean

11/13/2015 11:07 PM

732

I do not support the square project

11/13/2015 10:28 PM

733

Open space

11/13/2015 10:18 PM

734

keep it simple

11/13/2015 10:05 PM

735

LEAVE IT ALONE!

11/13/2015 9:39 PM

736

Security. Get rid of junkies, rejects, bums. More police presence.

11/13/2015 9:34 PM

737

Surveillance cameras

11/13/2015 9:16 PM

738

Electric power outlets.

11/13/2015 8:47 PM

739

Place for the homeless to do their drugs

11/13/2015 8:46 PM

740

NO TO REUNIFICATION

11/13/2015 8:32 PM

741

the main problems with downtown, julliard park and most parks in Santa Rosa is the drug users and alcoholics who

11/13/2015 8:25 PM

camp out in the parks, use the parks bushes and grassland as bathrooms, and who make the public spaces
unusuable for non-drug users/alcoholics
742

North/South traffic flow!

11/13/2015 7:46 PM

743

leave it be

11/13/2015 7:25 PM

744

Very important-increased police presence to keep it from becoming a homeless camp..

11/13/2015 7:17 PM

745

Please don't inovate! use features that have served well over time.

11/13/2015 7:17 PM

746

Accessibility for temporary food vendors, shopping or art exhibits etc.

11/13/2015 7:14 PM

747

Cleanliness

11/13/2015 7:13 PM

748

NO HOMELESS

11/13/2015 6:51 PM
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749

KEEP THE TREES!!!!

11/13/2015 6:38 PM

750

You bet, restrooms! ! ! !

11/13/2015 6:35 PM

751

Transient deterrents

11/13/2015 6:29 PM

752

Get rid of homeless

11/13/2015 6:28 PM

753

Make the process of renting the area friendly and painless.

11/13/2015 6:15 PM

754

artistic concrete works. Fountain/Water. Mosaics. Flowers

11/13/2015 6:14 PM

755

Fountain

11/13/2015 6:04 PM

756

no parking, I would like to see the whole space used by people not cars. Put parking elsewhere

11/13/2015 5:54 PM

757

water bottle filling station

11/13/2015 5:48 PM

758

A main street through town

11/13/2015 5:39 PM

759

walkability and personal touches of Sonoma County

11/13/2015 4:45 PM

760

permanent benches, food vendors.

11/13/2015 4:27 PM

761

A street !

11/13/2015 4:25 PM

762

Family-friendly shops

11/13/2015 4:22 PM

763

yes

11/13/2015 4:21 PM

764

Public Restrooms

11/13/2015 4:20 PM

765

Shops and restaurants all around replacing banks and office space.

11/13/2015 4:13 PM

766

port o lets

11/13/2015 4:01 PM

767

DON'T DO IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

11/13/2015 3:46 PM

768

A walkable square with businesses (restaurants, bars, etc) directly accessible to the square, instead of blocked by

11/13/2015 3:33 PM

roads and parking.
769

more restaurants

11/13/2015 3:32 PM

770

Keep it simple. Gazebo, benches & landscaping

11/13/2015 3:28 PM

771

Vintage lighting, flowers, flower baskets

11/13/2015 3:16 PM

772

Cafe with outdoor seating

11/13/2015 3:13 PM

773

A permanent stage should not be too large or be placed in a too prominent position.

11/13/2015 2:21 PM

774

Holiday Lights

11/13/2015 2:21 PM

775

None! Spend the money on other things besides this project! It is not cost beneficial to the city. If you want to help the

11/13/2015 2:05 PM

downtown area stop putting a bank on ever corner.
776

Landscaping and high quality walkways and seating areas. Handicap access.

11/13/2015 1:45 PM

777

Nature! Trees!

11/13/2015 1:45 PM

778

Water Feature

11/13/2015 1:40 PM

779

Would love to see water feature like San Jose(?). Fountains shooting up randomly from the concrete during hot

11/13/2015 1:19 PM

weather. Kids love it and adults, too!
780

Save teh mature redwood trees already there.

11/13/2015 1:16 PM

781

preserve the Asawa fountain and redwood trees

11/13/2015 1:16 PM

782

Road thur center! Do not change it!!!

11/13/2015 1:14 PM

783

No

11/13/2015 1:12 PM

784

Clear out the bums.

11/13/2015 1:12 PM

785

Not congested by trafic and an area that is not crowded by too many parking spaces

11/13/2015 1:02 PM
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786

How about leaving the redwoods, and closing off Mendo between 3rd and 4th when there is an event downtown, like

11/13/2015 12:58 PM

when the Market nights are in town. Save the tax payers and the city a ton of money that could be uased for higher
prioroity items that will benefit the greater good in the community
787

Gazebo, dog friendly space,

11/13/2015 12:56 PM

788

Security.

11/13/2015 12:50 PM

789

Less homeless allowed to monopolize and panhandle in the square and along 4th street.

11/13/2015 12:43 PM

790

Trees. It's f*cking hot here.

11/13/2015 12:36 PM

791

Flower stand, Christmas decorations, chess tables, wine, Christmas singer's, Christmas tree, Nativity, pretzel cart,

11/13/2015 12:34 PM

portable lemonade stand coffee
792

Year-round formal programs that bring people to the square

11/13/2015 12:31 PM

793

Not Spending public Money

11/13/2015 12:24 PM

794

Safety

11/13/2015 12:21 PM

795

lots of seating, benches

11/13/2015 12:17 PM

796

Paths. Trees. Grass (if not too much of a water-hog)

11/13/2015 12:16 PM

797

Law enforcement and maintanience

11/13/2015 12:16 PM

798

comfortable seating, ADA accessiblility, picnic facility

11/13/2015 12:15 PM

799

Homeless problem

11/13/2015 12:15 PM

800

Public restrooms and drinking fountains, and heightened security (police presence).

11/13/2015 12:02 PM

801

I would like to be able to walk with out being accosted by the homeless. I would like to feel safe downtown as I once
did. Now I will come to downtown no more. I will not bring any tourists to view filth, chaos and being hit up for money

11/13/2015 12:00 PM

by VERY SCARY people.
802

Lots of trees. Opportunities for both sun and shade.

11/13/2015 11:56 AM

803

Santa Rosa Avenue

11/13/2015 11:52 AM

804

Would love to have a square like Healdsburg and Sonoma

11/13/2015 11:49 AM

805

Taking care of the homeless to get them off the streets

11/13/2015 11:48 AM

806

Picnic area

11/13/2015 11:22 AM

807

Large, open gathering space for events

11/13/2015 11:19 AM

808

multiple 20 amp power outlets on each/every side

11/13/2015 11:13 AM

809

Shade

11/13/2015 11:07 AM

810

Talk to the City of Sonoma about their success. I've lived in Sonoma my whole life and have incredible memories of

11/13/2015 11:06 AM

playing in the park when I was a kid and more recent memories with my children. Now in my 50's I still enjoy events
or just a walk after dinner. The park has been a wonderful part of my life. Thanks to this survey I am revisiting all of
them right now. Best of luck. Feel free to contact me for any additional feedback. Vince Albano (707) 481-1882
811

Remove "cobblestones" from Mendocino/SR Ave. A smooth, low noise surface will enhance the peaceful nature of the
square.

11/13/2015 10:57 AM

812

get the scale of the space right, which is why I think the additional parking currently proposed on the sides is more

11/13/2015 10:48 AM

than fine as the size of the square needs to be smaller to feel appropriate. Study things that Disney did if you need to
understand "scale".
813

Separate area for homeless to hang out

11/13/2015 10:17 AM

814

Someone to keep the panhandlers and drug users away.

11/13/2015 10:11 AM

815

Lots of benches for

11/13/2015 10:09 AM

816

Regularly patrolled and controlled downtown corridors to ensure a safe and friendly environment: 1st through 7th

11/13/2015 10:06 AM

Streets and A Street through Brookshire.
817

Leave the painted wooden benches. Don't you dare replace them with those awful blue metal benches.

11/13/2015 9:57 AM

818

Drinking fountains, restrooms

11/13/2015 9:55 AM
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819

big trees, grass, fountains,

11/13/2015 9:48 AM

820

No more parking! We have empty lots all within walking distance of the square.

11/13/2015 9:38 AM

821

Large trees and shaded spaces

11/13/2015 9:37 AM

822

Designed for family safety, not for a homeless gathering point

11/13/2015 9:26 AM

823

open inviting square.

11/13/2015 9:22 AM

824

It is not necessary to "unify" the Square physically by closing Mendo/SR Ave and blocking the primary transportation
artery that it is, like it, or not! A bridge structure could unite the space regardless of vehicle traffic and testing a

11/13/2015 9:16 AM

smoother physical and visual surface that unites them rather than the pretend cobbles and dull concrete surfaces
there now.
825

hydration station

11/13/2015 9:15 AM

826

eliminate parking fees like every other successfull down town in the usa

11/13/2015 9:12 AM

827

A sound system to broadcast music on occasion

11/13/2015 9:11 AM

828

Big trees

11/13/2015 9:10 AM

829

water bottle filling station

11/13/2015 9:09 AM

830

Cycling lanes all over downtown

11/13/2015 9:05 AM

831

The lighting metioned above is for safety, not performances.

11/13/2015 9:01 AM

832

Shade (trees and covered areas)

11/13/2015 9:01 AM

833

Wider streets for easier traffic, and more offstreet parking

11/13/2015 8:21 AM

834

public toilets

11/13/2015 8:20 AM

835

fountain

11/13/2015 8:07 AM

836

Bike lanes

11/13/2015 7:49 AM

837

Just fill in the street and add a stage and power for events and vendors. Dont spend millions to do it should be very

11/13/2015 7:27 AM

economical
838

cleanliness, upkeep, good electricity access and ample power for events

11/13/2015 6:51 AM

839

Clear sight lines for security

11/13/2015 5:32 AM

840

Armed Guards/Police to deal with drug dealers and criminals

11/13/2015 5:11 AM

841

Super Strong Wifi. More city funded events. Please do something about the homeless population.

11/13/2015 12:52 AM

842

Security

11/12/2015 11:37 PM

843

A water feature

11/12/2015 11:17 PM

844

Permanent seating

11/12/2015 10:57 PM

845

Ability to close current roads with remote control bollards. Remove cobblestones and traffic island creating a flat

11/12/2015 10:36 PM

uninterrupted area that can be used as a roadway or an event area.
846

safety..less homeless

11/12/2015 10:17 PM

847

Play structure for children

11/12/2015 10:13 PM

848

Availability of more unique shops and restaurants lining the square as in most other towns with a town square Healdsburg, Sonoma etc...

11/12/2015 10:12 PM

849

Promenade, that encourages movement

11/12/2015 10:09 PM

850

Would like square to be open to reduce drug dealing, must be safe for vulnerable populations (kids, elderly, disabled)

11/12/2015 10:07 PM

851

We need to spend money on housing the homeless, forget this stupid reunification.

11/12/2015 10:02 PM

852

well maintained, clean and free of homeless encampments

11/12/2015 9:43 PM

853

Shade; areas for community events (like the book fair, festivals, etc)

11/12/2015 9:32 PM

854

park and play structure

11/12/2015 9:02 PM

855

Large shade trees.

11/12/2015 8:55 PM
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856

I don't want the side streets re-opened (Exchange and the other one, can't remember the name)

11/12/2015 8:43 PM

857

Public Restrooms; Security Presence

11/12/2015 8:37 PM

858

Trees, big ones

11/12/2015 8:34 PM

859

We need to remember where we came from, as much as where we're going. We have a history and we should honor it

11/12/2015 8:25 PM

by retaining some of the past. We live in redwood country so the old trees should get to stay, and the area needs to
be as much about the locals, including the middle class, as it is about tourists.
860

We need another homeless shelter.

11/12/2015 8:14 PM

861

Food vendor carts

11/12/2015 8:10 PM

862

Safety, cleanliness, view of buildings

11/12/2015 7:59 PM

863

Trash bins. Clean public restrooms for all - including homeless. Street musicians. Warming area.

11/12/2015 7:41 PM

864

Free Parking!

11/12/2015 7:41 PM

865

Kiosks & semi-permanent vendors

11/12/2015 7:40 PM

866

Hinton and Exchange need to be real streets, not just parking alleys. Parking is fine, but they need to function as

11/12/2015 7:32 PM

streets to make the energy flow work. Otherwise it will end up being dead space like what's there now. I loved the
water wall from the previous plan - nice way to mask the traffic from SR Ave. A cafe w seating would help keep it
active.
867

Shade, drinking fountains, plenty of seating

11/12/2015 7:27 PM

868

It would be nice if it were car-free. There are plenty of garages close by so there's no need to increase danger to

11/12/2015 7:25 PM

pedestrians by having cars nearby.
869

No one wants this, please let us vote!

11/12/2015 7:22 PM

870

ADA accessible

11/12/2015 7:12 PM

871

Patrolling for drug use, outside coffee shop

11/12/2015 7:11 PM

872

No fake "cobblestones" on any streets.

11/12/2015 6:55 PM

873

ability to have food carts or coffee carts on perimeter during lunch or special events.

11/12/2015 5:19 PM

874

Mendocino Avenue

11/12/2015 4:54 PM

875

Yes, do not waste money on this project

11/12/2015 4:42 PM

876

Architecturally sophisticated and cohesive

11/12/2015 3:53 PM

877

Improving walkability & less car traffic.

11/12/2015 2:58 PM

878

Minimal/to No parking at the edge of the square

11/12/2015 2:47 PM

879

Better restaurants and shopping.

11/12/2015 2:47 PM

880

Anything that makes the square safer (lighting, emergency phones) would be helpful.

11/12/2015 2:40 PM

881

Grassy area or place to sit that isn't a bench. At Wednesday night market the grass area is dirty and only by the
fountain. We need other places to sit that we can lay out a blanket.

11/12/2015 2:39 PM

882

A better traffic system including a "always on" pedestrian light when the light turns green. I hate missing pressing the

11/12/2015 2:08 PM

button and having to wait while it is obvious that I could cross. The stop sign lasts 20 seconds. If you press the button
in that "stop" time the singal will not show giving drivers no caution to let me pass. In San Francisco most of the time
you do not have to press the button.
883

Please please PLEASE keep the scary bums and drug dealers out, I do not spend time in the square because it's

11/12/2015 1:16 PM

filled with these intimidating people
884

Local event space

11/12/2015 12:46 PM

885

Shade, GRASS, trees

11/12/2015 11:26 AM

886

A pond with organsims similar to the pond in Sonoma

11/12/2015 11:24 AM

887

Brutal control over surrounding businesses and retail spaces to ensure lack of empty storefronts and more public

11/12/2015 11:19 AM

friendly businesses aka no more banks.
888

The project shouldn't be done

11/12/2015 11:13 AM
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889

Vision barriers to shield headlights

11/12/2015 11:02 AM

890

Public restrooms

11/12/2015 10:53 AM

891

A direct way to connect Mendocino and santa rosa avenue, like there is now.

11/12/2015 10:45 AM

892

Security. The homeless problem is the biggest deterrent to a vibrant downtown

11/12/2015 10:42 AM

893

Benches or places for people to sit and enjoy lunch

11/12/2015 10:33 AM

894

Permanently close some side streets.

11/12/2015 10:28 AM

895

Security

11/12/2015 10:18 AM
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Q11 What existing elements of Courthouse
Square are important to keep?
Answered: 1,377

Skipped: 673

#

Responses

Date

1

Trees, some fountains

1/1/2016 1:11 AM

2

Trees

1/1/2016 1:01 AM

3

Nothing will improve the screwed up downtown that has become Santa Rosa. The parking kiosks are a joke and

1/1/2016 12:51 AM

dangerous for women by forcing them to use the kiosks away from their cars and with their backs to the sidewalks
allowing easy access for criminals to do their thing. Santa Rosa sucks, always has, always will. Just more progressive
spending that will improve NOTHING. I take my business to Montgomery Village or out of town completely. Out of
town almost always. Rather give my tax $$$ to Windsor and Rohnert Park.
4

Some form of fountain and lawn. Don't take sustainable landscaping to the usual extreme that results in space only
suitable for childless adults who want to drink wine outside.

1/1/2016 12:21 AM

5

The trees

1/1/2016 12:12 AM

6

None

1/1/2016 12:07 AM

7

All of it

12/31/2015 11:43 PM

8

Keeping downtown SR from becoming a traffic nightmare.

12/31/2015 11:26 PM

9

Gazebo or center stage for small concerts and plays

12/31/2015 11:20 PM

10

All. Don't waste money on this project. Fix the Roads!

12/31/2015 11:03 PM

11

park like areas, public open space, fountains, inviting sitting and gathering areas

12/31/2015 11:02 PM

12

KEEP ALL THE TREES, KEEP ALL THE TREES, KEEP ALL THE TREES, KEEP ALL THE TREES, KEEP ALL THE

12/31/2015 10:32 PM

TREES, KEEP ALL THE TREES, KEEP ALL THE TREES.
13

Trees. Focus less on adding parking spaces and more on making this a community center.

12/31/2015 9:03 PM

14

Some Grass area and sculptures.

12/31/2015 8:40 PM

15

Trees and fountain

12/31/2015 8:12 PM

16

Nothing. Remove it all to make the square an optimal space for various events. Don't hang onto anything that would

12/31/2015 8:10 PM

prevent the square from being as great as it can be.
17

Lampposts. Cobblestones reused. Fountain. Old buildings refurbished rather than razed.

12/31/2015 8:03 PM

18

courthouse

12/31/2015 7:57 PM

19

the roadways that exist. Do not unify the square.

12/31/2015 7:49 PM

20

trees! trees! trees! fountains and areas to sit

12/31/2015 7:34 PM

21

All of them.

12/31/2015 7:27 PM

22

Historic feel. Good restaurants. Small businesses

12/31/2015 7:26 PM

23

Get rid of the homeless bums - it is disgusting to walk downtown, and spending 10 million to spruce it up is just
wasting money. Downtown Santa Rosa is dead, always has been dead, and good luck trying to clean it up.

12/31/2015 7:20 PM

24

Trees

12/31/2015 7:19 PM

25

None, most are fairly new and not of big significance.

12/31/2015 7:19 PM

26

Nothing is critica .

12/31/2015 7:06 PM

27

THE REDWOOD TREES! Do Not Cut THESE!!

12/31/2015 7:00 PM

28

Christmas tree.

12/31/2015 6:44 PM

29

The trees, especially the bunya tree and the redwoods that screen the us bank building

12/31/2015 6:41 PM
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30

Lights

12/31/2015 6:38 PM

31

Keeping Mendocino Ave open

12/31/2015 6:37 PM

32

As many of the older tress as possible. The hillsides for amphitheater style seating

12/31/2015 6:37 PM

33

All the roads

12/31/2015 6:36 PM

34

redwood trees, greenery.

12/31/2015 6:27 PM

35

Free parking and an easy thoroughfare from 101 to 3rd street businesses

12/31/2015 6:19 PM

36

All of it.

12/31/2015 6:12 PM

37

Pass through traffic lanes (Mendocino Ave.)

12/31/2015 6:08 PM

38

leave the street open. when I moved to santa rosa in 1967 I believe the street didn't exist.It was terrible!

12/31/2015 6:06 PM

39

Trees and Historical buildings

12/31/2015 6:04 PM

40

Fountain artwork on East side of square. Trees.

12/31/2015 6:04 PM

41

The fountain, the trees, benches, and open spaces.

12/31/2015 6:03 PM

42

Landscape, water element is nice, ability for festivals, as well as gathering with friends.

12/31/2015 5:55 PM

43

mendicino avenue

12/31/2015 5:48 PM

44

Leave it the way it is

12/31/2015 5:40 PM

45

Trees

12/31/2015 5:39 PM

46

All

12/31/2015 5:31 PM

47

The whole thing. I don't think it needs to be changed with Mendocino Ave. taken away. NOT necessary.

12/31/2015 5:31 PM

48

Ability to drive through town, from one side of courthouse square to the other.

12/31/2015 5:30 PM

49

trees......all of them......... keep Mendocino/ Santa Rosa Ave. going thru the park.

12/31/2015 5:29 PM

50

More add Parking to down town Santa Rosa

12/31/2015 4:54 PM

51

Don't believe that we need to unify the square. Just close off the streets when there is an event. Too much money that
is needed for other things.

12/31/2015 4:52 PM

52

Trees!

12/31/2015 4:45 PM

53

None

12/31/2015 4:36 PM

54

Keeping some of the biggest trees on-site. I've heard that the double-angle parking would wipe out most of the trees, I

12/31/2015 4:35 PM

would like a slightly narrower side street to preserve more within the square.
55

All of them. Reunification and relandscaping is a waste of money. Closing the through street is going to create a traffic

12/31/2015 4:30 PM

nightmare.
56

trees, old downtown atmosphere, quaintness, comfortable

12/31/2015 4:27 PM

57

The ability to drive through it.

12/31/2015 4:26 PM

58

TREES - FOUNTAINS

12/31/2015 4:17 PM

59

Make space open and well lit. Police presence to keep homeless from taking over the area. If it is not managed this

12/31/2015 4:14 PM

project will fail. I am scared walking thru that area especially alone and after dark. Bring back New Year's Eve event to
downtown.
60

Trees

12/31/2015 4:07 PM

61

The redwoods!!!!

12/31/2015 4:05 PM

62

I love the white lights on the trees! Also, blocking off the square for events is great!

12/31/2015 4:04 PM

63

Clock tower

12/31/2015 4:00 PM

64

Keep the fountain and the redwoods if possible.

12/31/2015 3:59 PM

65

None!

12/31/2015 3:52 PM

66

Some of the larger trees. Ability to hold events in the space.

12/31/2015 3:52 PM
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67

Benches to sit

12/31/2015 3:49 PM

68

The trees and water fountains

12/31/2015 3:40 PM

69

The way the streets and the courthouse square are currently layed out are important to keep. Before Mendocino Ave

12/31/2015 3:34 PM

passed through the square, traffic was a nightmare, and that was decades ago. It will be horrific now, and I will not be
visiting the area.
70

fountains

12/31/2015 3:31 PM

71

Trees

12/31/2015 3:22 PM

72

Trees. Traffic flow.

12/31/2015 3:21 PM

73

Architecture, a sense of history and community

12/31/2015 3:18 PM

74

Old court house building

12/31/2015 3:04 PM

75

The huge trees that are already there. Sonoma County isn't just about grapes. Our near by redwood forest are

12/31/2015 3:00 PM

important, beautiful, and as appears to be most important bring in tourist. To butcher them for parking in a horrible
decision. The road going down the center. The road was closed before and it was an epic failure. If forced to go
around the square to get to and from Santa Rosa Ave, I'll skip going downtown at all.
76

oldtime architecture

12/31/2015 2:58 PM

77

ability to walk to storefronts affordable parking restaurant/retail mix

12/31/2015 2:57 PM

78

THE THROUGH STREET

12/31/2015 2:52 PM

79

The redwood trees.

12/31/2015 2:52 PM

80

Farmers market.

12/31/2015 2:50 PM

81

A couple large trees for scale but not all trees are needed.

12/31/2015 2:45 PM

82

trees--all the trees--do not cut one tree!

12/31/2015 2:32 PM

83

The redwood trees which are beautiful and a symbol of the city

12/31/2015 2:32 PM

84

Everything...Leave it be...

12/31/2015 2:29 PM

85

The street through the center. Don't close off the street until you have tested the concept by temporarily closing the

12/31/2015 2:24 PM

street for six months to a year to determine the effects.
86

I love all the trees and the cobblestones

12/31/2015 2:24 PM

87

We mostly use the downtown parking garages instead of trying to find street parking, and I would rather see more

12/31/2015 2:23 PM

pedestrian/open space than additional street parking in the plan. Also, my children (6 & 15) have long used the
fountains as play areas when we are downtown, and that is part of the attraction of wandering around downtown after
finishing our primary reason for coming downtown. If the fountains are going, a similar type of feature would be good.
88

Fountain, trees

12/31/2015 2:19 PM

89

Fountain

12/31/2015 2:15 PM

90

Maintain effective traffic flow in and around the Courthouse Square and downtown area. Avoid increasing traffic

12/31/2015 2:13 PM

congestion by blocking existing thoroughfares.
91

Through traffic. Cutting off traffic in this area, and spending money to do so is outrageous!

12/31/2015 2:11 PM

92

landscaping; disabled access.

12/31/2015 2:07 PM

93

The historical ones

12/31/2015 2:07 PM

94

Historical elements

12/31/2015 2:06 PM

95

Green plants, gathering space for groups and small groups, places for people to eat lunch

12/31/2015 2:02 PM

96

Redwood trees.

12/31/2015 2:02 PM

97

Grass area

12/31/2015 2:01 PM

98

Greenery, open spaces, performance area, some public art -- maybe rotating public art so it doesn't become boring

12/31/2015 1:58 PM

99

The Fountain and the trees.

12/31/2015 1:56 PM

100

water fountains and trees and lights on the trees

12/31/2015 1:54 PM
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101

None except the fountain. Get rid of the awful public art.

12/31/2015 1:51 PM

102

Just leave it how it is!!! Do you really think that it will be utilized once you close the road and join both sides together? I

12/31/2015 1:50 PM

think you're wasting city money. Work on landscape/streets if the money is burning a whole in your pocket. The
unification will just bring more homeless and wasted city money. BAD IDEA
103

Trees, Fountain, Benches, "Covered" Stage,

12/31/2015 1:47 PM

104

I would like to keep more tax dollars in my pocket.

12/31/2015 1:46 PM

105

everything please don't change and waste our money

12/31/2015 1:42 PM

106

Keep the square as it is. This project is a waste of taxpayer money.

12/31/2015 1:41 PM

107

The current lack of space for persons to sit, walk, stand, mingle, talk, etc should be expanded.

12/31/2015 1:33 PM

108

Through street "as is" (i.e. Santa Rosa Ave to Mendocino Ave). Asawa fountain art.

12/31/2015 1:32 PM

109

Trees

12/31/2015 1:32 PM

110

Historic elements

12/31/2015 1:31 PM

111

Redwood trees

12/31/2015 1:31 PM

112

NO Reunification! Leave it as is!

12/31/2015 1:29 PM

113

Keep it the same and do not unify the square.

12/31/2015 1:24 PM

114

Legacy redwoods

12/31/2015 1:24 PM

115

trees

12/31/2015 1:22 PM

116

Santa Rosa Avenue

12/31/2015 1:10 PM

117

The fountains and water features. Keep existing mature trees.

12/31/2015 1:09 PM

118

None other than open space.

12/31/2015 12:59 PM

119

An unimpeded flow of traffic.

12/31/2015 12:59 PM

120

none. get rid of the fountain (it's second-rate "art")

12/31/2015 12:52 PM

121

nothing, start over

12/31/2015 12:51 PM

122

a north-south four lane street through the middle

12/31/2015 12:51 PM

123

None

12/31/2015 12:51 PM

124

The trees are important, better parking, but not more parking and more walkable sidewalks- make it more like

12/31/2015 12:48 PM

Healdsburg or even Petaluma!!!!
125

a way to keep the current flow of traffic north and south on Mendocino from overburdening the perimeter streets, like
to see a traffic engineering report showing how this gets worked out.

12/31/2015 12:46 PM

126

mature trees. maximum space for green park. do not put too much parking at expense of open space for people.

12/31/2015 12:45 PM

127

The trees

12/31/2015 12:45 PM

128

The green space

12/31/2015 12:43 PM

129

Keep it the way it is. Spend the money on improving roads, removing people who appear to be malingering and

12/31/2015 12:42 PM

suspicious behavior
130

The way it is

12/31/2015 12:42 PM

131

The historic structures & history

12/31/2015 12:40 PM

132

Trees

12/31/2015 12:37 PM

133

Landscaping & open spaces

12/31/2015 12:34 PM

134

Heritage trees

12/31/2015 12:34 PM

135

Trees. Trees. Trees. Trees. Trees.

12/31/2015 12:30 PM

136

water fountains

12/31/2015 12:26 PM

137

Trees, benches

12/31/2015 12:25 PM
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138

The existing trees.

12/31/2015 12:25 PM

139

The streets

12/31/2015 12:21 PM

140

Fountains, benches, room to run

12/31/2015 12:21 PM

141

Do not block off Mendocino/Santa Rosa Ave!

12/31/2015 12:21 PM

142

None, start fresh.

12/31/2015 12:16 PM

143

Redwoods

12/31/2015 12:15 PM

144

The ability to drive through it. If you're going to block off one of the main routes through town can you at least build a

12/31/2015 12:14 PM

tunnel under it?
145

THE TREES!!! LEAVE THE OPEN space in front of business where you intend to place roads and parking!!!

12/31/2015 12:12 PM

146

Trees, seating, fountains, monuments

12/31/2015 12:11 PM

147

Trees

12/31/2015 12:10 PM

148

Water features

12/31/2015 12:04 PM

149

Winos Homeless Bums

12/31/2015 12:03 PM

150

You should not unify Courthouse Square. Leave it the way it is!

12/31/2015 11:59 AM

151

fountains, some trees for shade drinking fountains

12/31/2015 11:59 AM

152

The old and established trees. The fountain area.

12/31/2015 11:57 AM

153

Open area with Eco-friendly landscaping.

12/31/2015 11:55 AM

154

Clock tower

12/31/2015 11:51 AM

155

Trees. The existing walls/fountain are hideous and unwelcoming and should go.

12/31/2015 11:50 AM

156

Everything should be remodeled.

12/31/2015 11:49 AM

157

Mendo through traffic

12/31/2015 11:49 AM

158

As many of the existing trees as possible. If parking, then just ONE row nearest the buildings. See Sebastopol's 'town

12/31/2015 11:47 AM

square' for a great argument for parking on just one side of the square (nearest the buildings) - it shouldn't feel like a
parking lot with a part shoe-horned in.
159

Trees

12/31/2015 11:42 AM

160

trees, fountains, cobbletones

12/31/2015 11:38 AM

161

The ability to cross the square as is via Mendocino Ave.

12/31/2015 11:29 AM

162

None - giving the designers freedom to optimize the new design would be best

12/31/2015 11:23 AM

163

Trees

12/31/2015 11:19 AM

164

Trees

12/31/2015 11:08 AM

165

The area needs to be kept clean, well lighted at night and free from disturbances.

12/31/2015 11:06 AM

166

?

12/31/2015 10:58 AM

167

Ability to keep out gangs and drug users

12/31/2015 10:33 AM

168

The fountain mural and the large, mature trees + the ability to drive through Downtown.

12/31/2015 10:28 AM

169

Some of the trees, especially mature trees where possible.

12/31/2015 10:15 AM

170

The redwood trees!!!!

12/31/2015 10:12 AM

171

The existing trees. I think it would be crazy to cut down the trees that are there. Doing so would create a generation of

12/31/2015 9:59 AM

home-town folks and visitors who will not see the magnificent redwoods for which our county is so well known.
172

The landscape and trees! Less new development (just extra money and resources spent) and more emphasis on
using current space more creatively. I remember when the square was "remodeled" not that long ago. Seems so

12/31/2015 9:59 AM

wasteful to do it again so soon.
173

The redwood trees. Please do not destroy the existing redwood trees!
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174

Historical heritage, family friendly environment, and an unusual children's play structure not found elsewhere in the

12/31/2015 9:46 AM

city.
175

Large public stage , small gathering spaces,

12/31/2015 9:41 AM

176

Water features and trees.

12/31/2015 9:40 AM

177

Mature trees, some water feature Safe feeling

12/31/2015 9:39 AM

178

Cites Heritage & Chericter. the Architectural feel of the past creates a sense of value

12/31/2015 9:27 AM

179

Allowing traffic to drive through Mendocino Ave.

12/31/2015 9:23 AM

180

beautiful old trees - all of them, cobblestones ,fountais and art cars should just go around - do not make streets around

12/31/2015 9:21 AM

existing area or destroy buildings, or make more pavement
181

Large Trees

12/31/2015 9:18 AM

182

Trees, Asawa fountain

12/31/2015 9:10 AM

183

The trees, definitely. Place for concerts

12/31/2015 9:04 AM

184

The fountain. The stage. The Christmas tree.

12/31/2015 9:03 AM

185

Please take care of the homeless instead of this vanity plan!

12/31/2015 9:01 AM

186

I actually like a lot of what is there now, especially the trees!!! Trees are not something that can be replaced with ease

12/31/2015 8:44 AM

and they give the Square part of its feel.
187

keep as many trees as possible, there are beautiful old trees in the square. There is already lots of parking nearby so

12/31/2015 8:36 AM

make the square more green and less parking
188

Maintain the bas-relief sculpture currently located on the West side at the fountain.

12/31/2015 8:28 AM

189

Trees. Some, not all.

12/31/2015 8:24 AM

190

fountain redwood trees

12/31/2015 8:14 AM

191

Courthouse/Clock Tower & historically significant Bldgs.

12/31/2015 8:05 AM

192

All of it.

12/31/2015 8:01 AM

193

Through traffic on Mendocino Ave. Closing and re-routing would make travel cumbersome.

12/31/2015 7:52 AM

194

Historic elements, as many trees as possible

12/31/2015 7:19 AM

195

The historical architecture, the open park like spaces, food and drink venues, parking, friendly hometown feel.

12/31/2015 7:19 AM

196

Grass, trees, fountains, stage

12/31/2015 6:57 AM

197

Mendocino ave

12/31/2015 6:12 AM

198

sense of openess

12/31/2015 5:38 AM

199

Large trees

12/31/2015 4:55 AM

200

Art (though I'd like to see less abstract sculptures that feel corporate art and lack creativity), historic elements like the
clock and the stage are great.

12/31/2015 1:33 AM

201

Trees. Open space. Flexibility. Lawn. Trash and recycle.

12/31/2015 12:56 AM

202

Established trees

12/30/2015 11:33 PM

203

not much there's nothing there now!! It's pretty pathetic, I've had feedback from recent relocated families and they are

12/30/2015 11:24 PM

very disappointed with Santa Rosa on the whole. There is no vibrancy in downtown Santa Rosa!! The city needs to
look at other vibrant cities like Pasadena, Walnut Creek and other similar size cities
204

Greenspace

12/30/2015 11:00 PM

205

The green space is so restful and soothing, even when just passing through; an antidote to all the concrete and metal

12/30/2015 10:53 PM

and glass and gum!
206

Trees and fountains. The burm is nice as it add a little interest.

12/30/2015 10:52 PM

207

The fountain and some of the old trees.

12/30/2015 10:12 PM

208

Adequate parking

12/30/2015 9:46 PM

209

none

12/30/2015 9:42 PM
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210

the redwood trees

12/30/2015 9:42 PM

211

The redwood trees

12/30/2015 9:36 PM

212

Trees, existing art work

12/30/2015 9:27 PM

213

a easy thoroughfare for drivers that has stop lights and stop signs which will not create confusion for drivers and

12/30/2015 9:19 PM

cyclists.
214

Lighted blocks on walkway, trees, close to bus terminal.

12/30/2015 9:16 PM

215

Fountains, trees, don't close off Mendocino Ave.

12/30/2015 9:05 PM

216

Trees

12/30/2015 8:39 PM

217

Trees, fountain

12/30/2015 8:15 PM

218

none

12/30/2015 8:13 PM

219

Some Redwoods

12/30/2015 8:12 PM

220

Trees

12/30/2015 8:11 PM

221

love the fountain with the sculpture in it

12/30/2015 8:10 PM

222

Through streets (Santa Rosa / Mendicino Ave).

12/30/2015 8:01 PM

223

The ability to drive through it

12/30/2015 7:33 PM

224

TREES, TREES, TREES, and did I mention TREES? Don't mess with the area. Fix the crumbling roads instead.

12/30/2015 7:21 PM

Stupid waste of money on this reunification idea.
225

Park like open spaces, restaurants, outdoor dining,

12/30/2015 7:19 PM

226

all mature trees cause Santa Rosa was for tree living was motto

12/30/2015 7:17 PM

227

Mendocino ave

12/30/2015 7:14 PM

228

None. The current model does not work.

12/30/2015 7:09 PM

229

Places that the Home less can stay out of the rain!

12/30/2015 7:00 PM

230

free flowing access throughout the square

12/30/2015 6:59 PM

231

Trees

12/30/2015 6:59 PM

232

need to keep the street open, for both ease of vehicle traffic and emergency vehicle access. Closing this area creates

12/30/2015 6:42 PM

difficult traffic flow (for residents and visitors) and is expensive and unnecessary. I never got this survey until 12/30/15
which makes me wonder how many other residents never received it SO I am curious and skeptical about the
responses that have been received.
233

The ability to drive down Mendocino.

12/30/2015 6:40 PM

234

A limited number of redwood and other tall trees to frame the view from Mendocino and Santa Rosa Aves.

12/30/2015 6:34 PM

235

The straight through streets for buses/traffic.

12/30/2015 6:31 PM

236

Trees & stage

12/30/2015 6:24 PM

237

The trees!! DO NOT cut down ANY trees.

12/30/2015 6:18 PM

238

Trees, fountains, art, 2 way street. 47 parking spaces does not make up for this mess!

12/30/2015 6:16 PM

239

Courthouse Square is not defined so can't answer. A photo, map, or at least a description should be included so there
is a standard of what Courthouse Square is.

12/30/2015 6:15 PM

240

All the trees - they can be the design focus...

12/30/2015 6:10 PM

241

A big tree for the Christmas tree lighting. The Ruth Asawa fountain. ArtStart benches. Make it a traditional square,

12/30/2015 11:50 AM

please, like Healdsburg and Sonoma.
242

I like the water fountain

12/30/2015 11:33 AM

243

None

12/30/2015 10:49 AM

244

KEEP THE REDWOOD TREES!!!!

12/30/2015 10:44 AM

245

Keeping the historical elements that are already in place

12/30/2015 10:42 AM
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246

I like the pools/fountains.

12/30/2015 10:42 AM

247

fountain, large trees and public space

12/30/2015 10:11 AM

248

Redwood Trees and the other evergreen tree I think it's called a Monkey tree?? I would also get rid of the fountains

12/30/2015 9:55 AM

and replace with better use options
249

the quaint, old downtown feel and ambiance

12/30/2015 9:38 AM

250

the trees. the trees

12/30/2015 8:48 AM

251

None of it. Seriously.

12/29/2015 9:18 PM

252

Aesthetics

12/29/2015 8:03 PM

253

Historical architecture/elements

12/29/2015 3:54 PM

254

Building facades

12/29/2015 2:49 PM

255

Historical

12/29/2015 2:37 PM

256

trees and shade

12/29/2015 2:18 PM

257

The trees

12/29/2015 1:39 PM

258

as many existing redwoods as possible

12/29/2015 8:18 AM

259

Shade. Music. Art. Exhibitions. Permanent seating.

12/28/2015 10:36 PM

260

None

12/28/2015 10:33 PM

261

Mix of shops and restaurants

12/28/2015 10:17 PM

262

The trees!

12/28/2015 7:27 PM

263

History

12/28/2015 3:36 PM

264

Ruth Asawa fountain somewhere on the square, as many trees as possible,

12/28/2015 1:18 PM

265

Ruth Asawa fountain As many of the trees as possible

12/28/2015 1:07 PM

266

The Redwood Trees!!

12/27/2015 6:36 PM

267

Please keep the existing trees - most especially the big redwoods. They provide an irreplaceable ambiance.

12/27/2015 4:59 PM

268

The existing redwood trees.

12/27/2015 3:54 PM

269

The trees!!!

12/26/2015 8:45 PM

270

fountain & trees. We need lots of trees for much needed shade

12/22/2015 2:15 PM

271

Keep it's width, trees, and fountain so it attracts people. It is also essential to channel heavy through traffic north to E

12/21/2015 4:42 PM

St. and south along B St. and turn left onto 1st St. Without traffic success, our square is doomed.
272

rosenburg fountain and aswawa art panels, remove the redwoods they are not native to the urban environment, they
are best forested in riparian areas in west county, they require a lot of water.

12/21/2015 12:33 PM

273

The trees are big part of the Courthouse Square to help create a peaceful area where people can gather.

12/21/2015 12:22 PM

274

The north/south walkways that border Courthouse Square are crucial parts of the square's appeal. That the City is

12/20/2015 2:03 PM

planning to rip up and replace those walkways with streets installed only to increase parking is absurd and a
horrendous waste of taxpayers' money. WE DO NOT NEED TWO MORE STREETS FOR CARS TO PARK ON.
THERE IIS ALREADY AMPLE PARKING NO MORE THAN TWO BLOCKS FROM THE SQUARE . There's a lot
between 3rd and 2nd at E Street. There's the parking garage behind the 3rd Cinema. There's the parking garage on
3rd at D.
275

Trees. Snoopy statues. Lighting

12/19/2015 11:30 AM

276

Trees

12/19/2015 9:52 AM

277

Trees and sculptural elements

12/19/2015 6:20 AM

278

Most important, get rid of the fountain . It serves as a visual barrier. The trees are all important to keep.

12/18/2015 10:28 PM

279

The redwood trees.

12/18/2015 6:40 PM
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280

The maturing redwood trees are very important to the public and are vital to the happiness of the plaza's beauty and to

12/18/2015 6:02 PM

the public, both visitors and residents. We don't wish their lives cut short. Also it is important that you keep the time
frame you suggested. Fledging of the birds happens in the Fall so if you cut the trees early in January or February
they do not have a place to nest?
281

historical, including as many trees as possible; gathering place for events; nearby parking with walkable connections to

12/18/2015 2:49 PM

the square
282

NOTHING

12/18/2015 12:48 PM

283

public space, trees,

12/18/2015 10:15 AM

284

TREES

12/18/2015 10:08 AM

285

trees & historic buildings

12/18/2015 8:56 AM

286

Redwood trees

12/18/2015 7:55 AM

287

Redwood Trees, Fountains

12/18/2015 7:54 AM

288

The redwoods. Bring back the "music in the trees" Leave square alone. Freshen up planters, add parking

12/18/2015 7:14 AM

289

Preservation of heritage trees to the greatest extent possible.

12/18/2015 6:23 AM

290

Fourth street

12/18/2015 6:17 AM

291

Open space, the trees and areas for people to gather.

12/18/2015 1:39 AM

292

the trees.

12/18/2015 12:26 AM

293

Trees

12/17/2015 8:56 PM

294

The trees!

12/17/2015 6:49 PM

295

small locally owned business

12/17/2015 6:20 PM

296

ALL the Redwood Trees

12/17/2015 5:29 PM

297

TREES!! Please do not cut down the redwoods and preserve as many as possible!

12/17/2015 2:34 PM

298

Open space, open view easy flow.

12/17/2015 2:12 PM

299

Trees

12/17/2015 1:57 PM

300

Redwoods and other ancient trees Artwork by local artists

12/17/2015 12:28 PM

301

stage and seating area

12/17/2015 12:01 PM

302

ALL the BIG TREES and the beautiful fountain

12/17/2015 10:37 AM

303

I like the south west side along 3rd street that is already an existing stage , the thing that I don't like about most cities
is the lack of restrooms so I believe restrooms are necessary. a covered outdoor area for shade and rain . I really like

12/16/2015 12:45 PM

the fountains and would be nice to have a creek like water feature get rid of the real grass and install some kind of
artificial grass because we live in a drought area
304

Trees

12/15/2015 4:33 PM

305

Water fountain area

12/15/2015 2:19 PM

306

Some big trees,

12/15/2015 1:31 PM

307

As much of the 'park' as possible. Streets alongside should be one way with limited parking.

12/15/2015 1:19 PM

308

Keep those majestic trees!!! Horrifying to see plans of removing them!

12/15/2015 12:40 AM

309

The wonderful mature trees of downtown. Keeping them so that our downtown can stay unique and a representation of

12/14/2015 11:57 PM

our community. Beautiful trees make beautiful cities.
310

The Redwood Trees

12/14/2015 4:20 PM

311

Keep the redwoods!! Please!

12/14/2015 3:38 PM

312

Strolling pathway design. One way traffic and one row of diagonal parking on each side street with a bike lane.

12/14/2015 10:50 AM

Occasional food trucks or kiosks.
313

Do not cut down our beautiful trees.

12/14/2015 6:40 AM

314

The trees The brick facades The fountains

12/14/2015 2:10 AM
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315

The trees

12/14/2015 12:12 AM

316

The redwoods, small conversation areas & openness.

12/13/2015 11:09 PM

317

Please keep all the large trees. They give us clean air!

12/13/2015 10:18 PM

318

The trees and green space for he people of Santa Rosa to enjoy.

12/13/2015 10:14 PM

319

The trees

12/13/2015 9:37 PM

320

redwoods

12/13/2015 8:42 PM

321

Keep the Redwoods!

12/13/2015 8:39 PM

322

The redwoods

12/13/2015 8:17 PM

323

greenery, open space, benches, public event space

12/13/2015 8:03 PM

324

Redwood trees. The round fountain/water feature--it's a wonderful informal area you meet and speak with people you
don't know as you're gathered around it.

12/13/2015 7:28 PM

325

Keep The Redwoods

12/13/2015 7:16 PM

326

The redwood trees. Dontcha dare cut em down. If you ended up doing that you'd surely make a ton of people upset.

12/13/2015 7:11 PM

They provide so much shade and comfort. The entire atmosphere would change. Even people that haven't been to
courthouse square would think something is missing. Keep the art and add more art.
327

Trees.

12/13/2015 7:00 PM

328

The redwoods!!

12/13/2015 6:44 PM

329

trees and lighting

12/13/2015 3:39 PM

330

The trees

12/13/2015 1:12 PM

331

Small gathering spaces, the speakers platform/ gazebo, the fountains

12/13/2015 12:24 PM

332

The redwood trees that in the draft plan will be removed, might not have to be removed if the side streets are made

12/13/2015 11:01 AM

into meandering streets that avoid the redwoods.
333

The fountain (with stepping stones)on the Eastern portion and the mature trees (Redwoods especially). Basically keep
the existing fountain and the half circle of trees on the eastside intact.

12/13/2015 10:11 AM

334

The ArtStart benches, all the mature trees, the peanuts statues

12/13/2015 8:59 AM

335

The symbol of the region. The redwood trees!!!

12/13/2015 8:44 AM

336

None

12/13/2015 8:37 AM

337

Trees

12/13/2015 7:54 AM

338

The trees. Especially the older ones and the redwoods.

12/13/2015 1:21 AM

339

trees (not redwoods),restaurants small shops, benches, litter removal, policing, Finding the homeless other venues.

12/12/2015 11:42 PM

Keep down noise and emission pollution
340

Fountains!

12/12/2015 8:11 PM

341

Water features, redwoods!!!, lights on trees

12/12/2015 7:59 PM

342

redwood trees!

12/12/2015 7:16 PM

343

Hometown feel.

12/12/2015 7:11 PM

344

Trees, streets. Leave well enough alone.

12/12/2015 5:26 PM

345

The beautiful redwood and other trees

12/12/2015 4:22 PM

346

Trees

12/12/2015 3:34 PM

347

The big trees!

12/12/2015 2:59 PM

348

Leave it as it is. If merchants want more customers: refresh your business model, REMOVE PARKING METERS,

12/12/2015 1:11 PM

employees park in city garages as part of compensation package, increase security in garages, taco trucks kicked
ass! What does that tell you? Lunch, fast, low $. Scary? Plans call for relocation of banks? Are you kidding? Merchants
& banks are welded, moving banks is dumb! A WATERWALL? YOU CANNOT BE SERIOUS, TURN ON THE
GREENWAY FOUNTAIN, FILL JUILLIARD PARK DUCKPOND. EVERY ATTEMPT TO GENTRIFY HAS FAILED
MISERABLY.
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349

Open gathering space. The cobblestones are not important-

12/12/2015 11:58 AM

350

Historical architecture, obviously. Trees and grassy areas.

12/12/2015 11:11 AM

351

beauty

12/12/2015 4:19 AM

352

TREES

12/12/2015 12:04 AM

353

Make the whole square easy to change, so you can divide it and re-unify it every decade or so when the public
demands it.

12/11/2015 10:25 PM

354

Open spaces

12/11/2015 9:51 PM

355

That great big beautiful tree on the East corner of 3rd and Santa Rosa Ave. And other redwoods and pines

12/11/2015 2:48 PM

356

Historical trees and Ruth Asawa designed fountain.

12/11/2015 12:04 PM

357

the historical feel it has.

12/11/2015 10:24 AM

358

Leave Mendocino/Santa Rosa Ave alone - use a well engineered/designed barrier to block each end of the street for

12/11/2015 10:02 AM

events. The installation of a series of lighted archways over Mendocino/Santa Rosa Ave where it traverses courthouse
square will adequately "reunite" the square. These arches could be themed for special events or seasons - Holiday
lights, grape vines, etc. Get rid of the fountain/water feature on the west side of the square - it is a barrier, it takes up
too much space and hinders the connection to the other side of the square. Keep the round water feature on the east
side - it is a feature not a barrier.
359

Everything! I am, opposed to putting up ugly, modern buildings or any changes to the Square as it is now. The city

12/11/2015 8:57 AM

has grown since I lived here and Mendocino is a main thourghofare to get from one side of town to the other. Buses
will have to go down narrower roads with more traffic and will be late at their destinations more frequently. Several
buses go down Mendocino Ave. to get to SR high school and the JC as well as shopping on the other side of town.
We have better priorities than this. We need to pave our decrepit roads, fix some sidewalks and curbs, make affordable
housing for low income families and individuals. You will be wrecking the beauty of the area, as is usual with new
construction projects. I enjoy the history of the town as it is. We are tearing it down! I hate to lose all the trees. I come
from San Jose and this town is slowly turning into that and it will no longer have the rural feel. I love this place for the
hills without houses, the trees, the wildlife, the clean air. It will affect the downtown businesses due to the construction,
but if built it is unfair to other businesses. I do not shop downtown unless it is Barnes and Noble, things are too
expensive downtown. Leave Courthouse Square alone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
360

All existing trees

12/11/2015 8:51 AM

361

Trees!

12/11/2015 7:58 AM

362

Ruth Asawa fountain

12/10/2015 10:49 PM

363

The trees

12/10/2015 10:43 PM

364

Trees

12/10/2015 10:15 PM

365

Open expanse, specialty trees (existing),built in seating,

12/10/2015 9:35 PM

366

The Huge Trees that have been there for many years.

12/10/2015 7:15 PM

367

Trees and fountains

12/10/2015 6:53 PM

368

The fountains,my son loves them!!!

12/10/2015 5:55 PM

369

Bunys Bunya tree, relocated osawa fountain, space for tables for restaurants, stage

12/10/2015 5:34 PM

370

Large established trees.

12/10/2015 5:32 PM

371

square,stage area, space

12/10/2015 4:34 PM

372

A few of the smaller trees, not the Redwoods. They are too obtrusive and don't allow for enough open visual space,

12/10/2015 4:21 PM

visual corridors to the entire Square.
373

the many trees!!! grassy areas

12/10/2015 2:58 PM

374

I love the lights in the trees. I like the fountains. However, I'm open minded if there is a different design.

12/10/2015 12:43 PM

375

Trees!!! Everything. I wouldn't change anything. Use the space as is. People don't want to go downtown because no
events are held there now!!

12/10/2015 12:03 PM

376

As many of the old redwoods as possible.

12/10/2015 11:37 AM

377

trees, grass

12/10/2015 11:27 AM
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378

im against reunification. what a waste of money. but at least put in bathrooms so we can take care of our basic human

12/10/2015 11:16 AM

needs and homeless people don't have to go in allys or on themselves. be humane!
379

Both fountains, existing foliage.

12/10/2015 10:47 AM

380

Welcoming atmosphere for the homeless

12/10/2015 10:42 AM

381

Maybe a couple of the mature trees

12/10/2015 10:34 AM

382

The big trees.

12/10/2015 10:32 AM

383

trees, fountains, amphitheater

12/10/2015 10:05 AM

384

The magestic redwood trees and sitting area with lawn. Plants and trees and some flowers bring life and beauty to the

12/10/2015 9:35 AM

square. When the drought is over have flowers and plants available. Do not make it a con rest jungle with no life.
385

The redwood trees and lawn, don't make it all concrete.

12/10/2015 9:28 AM

386

Open space

12/10/2015 8:59 AM

387

keep the art start benches! peanuts characters. redwoods.

12/10/2015 8:59 AM

388

its existence

12/10/2015 8:48 AM

389

When putting back the sidestreets also remember that sidewalks next to businesses need to go back down in size.
Those businesses have had the luxury of extra seating and now it's time to give it back!

12/10/2015 7:47 AM

390

Redwoods. Peanuts characters.

12/10/2015 7:40 AM

391

Mendocino Ave.

12/10/2015 6:43 AM

392

Trees, nature

12/10/2015 6:03 AM

393

Lighting

12/10/2015 5:43 AM

394

Mendocino avenue....hahaha

12/9/2015 10:29 PM

395

Old downtown feel including local small businesses (few if any chain stores and restaurants).

12/9/2015 10:27 PM

396

trees. openness. water element.

12/9/2015 10:20 PM

397

Nothing except for the clock at the top of the building.

12/9/2015 10:07 PM

398

The stage that is currently there can be used more efficiently. Not sure why the city goes through the troubled on wed

12/9/2015 9:39 PM

markets to put up a stage for live music and not utilize the courthouse square that has a stage already built. I would
like to try and keep some of the trees that provide shade during the summers but maybe relocate a few of them out of
downtown. Also as for adding some more parking I think it would make a lot of sense to have 4th street be a oneway
heading the opposite direction of 5th and 6th just for the few blocks until D street. Have angle parking like the spots in
front of Marys just the other way on both sides of the street.
399

The aforementioned road

12/9/2015 9:35 PM

400

The large trees!

12/9/2015 9:17 PM

401

Keep it the way it is!

12/9/2015 8:48 PM

402

Trees as many as possible

12/9/2015 8:39 PM

403

The redwoods. Look at the Healdsburg Square, often cited as the best in the state. What stands out? Lots of mature

12/9/2015 7:41 PM

redwoods. They're beautiful, and they help transform the Healdsburg Square into the classy place it is.
404

Why is the city concerned with courthouse square when traffic in the city is so bad. You can't drive 3 blocks without
getting cut off 5 times by drivers running red lights. Traffic police would help. Why is there no traffic police or red light

12/9/2015 7:16 PM

cameras. This is far more important than courthouse square
405

Keep the existing redwood and the other large trees!!

12/9/2015 7:03 PM

406

The redwood trees

12/9/2015 6:59 PM

407

Being able to drive down Santa Rosa Ave. and not having the square unified.

12/9/2015 6:56 PM

408

Close Mendocino Ave between 3rd and 4th to cars and add tables and chairs and voila!

12/9/2015 6:50 PM

409

none

12/9/2015 6:45 PM

410

Nothing. It is horrible.

12/9/2015 6:35 PM

411

None

12/9/2015 6:28 PM
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412

The beautiful Redwood Trees

12/9/2015 6:21 PM

413

Trees

12/9/2015 6:11 PM

414

Mature trees

12/9/2015 6:09 PM

415

Nothing

12/9/2015 6:06 PM

416

nothing

12/9/2015 5:41 PM

417

All the homeless.

12/9/2015 5:26 PM

418

Trees and the fountain between 4th and 3rd on East side of Mendocino

12/9/2015 5:23 PM

419

good choices for eating and drinking

12/9/2015 5:08 PM

420

Clock tower.

12/9/2015 5:02 PM

421

the streets

12/9/2015 4:52 PM

422

all of them

12/9/2015 4:51 PM

423

As many of the trees as possible.

12/9/2015 4:41 PM

424

That it's open on Mendocino from Third to Fourth streets.

12/9/2015 4:30 PM

425

mature redwood trees

12/9/2015 4:28 PM

426

Trees, a water element, benches paths, no giant open spaces it makes it look like a empty event space

12/9/2015 4:20 PM

427

The major thru-fare of Mendocino Ave. Making traffic harder to get thru will cause me to be in downtown less often.

12/9/2015 4:18 PM

Currently I stop in downtown when traveling from south to north, and think of something. Loosing this street will cause
me to not take this route, and will cause me to not stop by businesses in the area.
428

Large trees. Ruth Asawa artwork.Open space. Different elevations. Bike paths.

12/9/2015 4:18 PM

429

how about the trees? those are pretty important. Also, the art that already exists, that would be really nice.

12/9/2015 4:14 PM

430

None of it.

12/9/2015 4:14 PM

431

mature trees, fountain (can be relocated), as much space for people gathering as possible... no parking lots

12/9/2015 10:30 AM

432

Do not close off mendocino avenue! Use the money for other more important uses

12/9/2015 6:02 AM

433

Not much. The trees.

12/8/2015 6:33 PM

434

Christmas tree

12/8/2015 2:33 PM

435

Ruth Osawas mural. Put it somewhere public if it's moved from the Square. Don't demolish it.

12/8/2015 5:32 AM

436

trees

12/7/2015 8:28 PM

437

None. Please resist pressure to keep all the trees. They create defensible space concerns and are too massive for the

12/7/2015 7:17 PM

area and ultimately detrimental.
438

open space, benches, walking friendly

12/7/2015 7:04 PM

439

Redwood trees!!!!!!!

12/7/2015 11:09 AM

440

Trees, keep as many mature trees as possible.

12/7/2015 10:15 AM

441

The traffic flow.

12/7/2015 8:42 AM

442

Please, please, please don't cut down the beautiful redwood trees.

12/6/2015 11:54 AM

443

A sense of spaciousness.

12/6/2015 11:52 AM

444

Trees and landscape are important in keeping the beauty of Courthouse Square. The visual aspect is extremely

12/6/2015 11:07 AM

important.
445

Just a couple of the largest, most distinctive trees.

12/6/2015 9:23 AM

446

the trees & public art

12/5/2015 9:25 PM

447

Trees

12/5/2015 7:33 PM

448

historic elements, mature trees, benches

12/5/2015 6:04 PM
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449

Sculpture/Public Art, trees, openness, stage, feeling of being safe. There's too much talk of reunifying. It works fine to

12/5/2015 5:43 PM

close the middle section of the Square for special events. The public is unclear on the concept of grant money for the
Square rather than coming from the General Fund. Sooooo, keep it simple and close Mendo. for special events and
NOOOOOOO side streets re-opened!!
450

The trees. Especially the monkey tail tree.

12/5/2015 4:18 PM

451

The trees and the Ruth Asawa panels.

12/5/2015 4:04 PM

452

The trees the trees the trees.

12/5/2015 3:10 PM

453

Water, Redwood trees, seating

12/5/2015 1:43 PM

454

The redwoods are very important to keep and any of the trees are also. More parking is not important, and all parking

12/5/2015 1:37 PM

should be free. Petaluma's downtown is vibrant and parking is free for two hours.
455

trees

12/5/2015 1:33 PM

456

I say start fresh. Everything currently there is very dated and not super attractive.

12/5/2015 10:35 AM

457

Existing trees if possible. Traffic flow at this time seems to work. Don't screw it up.

12/5/2015 10:10 AM

458

The trees!!!!

12/5/2015 9:39 AM

459

The existing trees are very important to me! Please do no harm to them during the work to come.

12/5/2015 8:15 AM

460

the lost youth that typically occupy the stage are mostly harmless/clean but are probably a deterrent for others who

12/5/2015 8:14 AM

want to come away with a positive experience. the bars on 4th st do seem to be getting raunchier.
461

Some grass, some trees

12/5/2015 7:59 AM

462

ALL heritage trees especially the redwoods!

12/5/2015 7:52 AM

463

I love the water fountains and the stage area. I used to love the large art pieces.

12/5/2015 6:22 AM

464

Trees

12/5/2015 3:39 AM

465

The mature trees. Existing plans to remove so many of the trees will make for a very unpleasant place. Sonoma's and

12/5/2015 3:01 AM

Healdsburg's plazas are beautiful, in part because of the landscape with lots of mature trees. Also the Ruth Asawa
fountain should remain.
466

Mendocino ave remaining open as it is. Certainly the firm hired by the city council can draft a plan that won't require

12/5/2015 12:42 AM

tearing up the middle of town and taking us back in time instead of moving forward...
467

The trees & fountains

12/4/2015 11:42 PM

468

Trees, water

12/4/2015 10:00 PM

469

Cafe seating around the square.

12/4/2015 8:47 PM

470

stewardship of the trees that are there!

12/4/2015 6:39 PM

471

keep the trees

12/4/2015 5:45 PM

472

Nothing but the fountains and the old building with the clock tower

12/4/2015 5:24 PM

473

Existing trees. I'm most looking forward to the end of those miserable cobblestones!

12/4/2015 5:20 PM

474

Trees would be nice to keep if it can be done without loosing parking. The nice outdoors at Flavor. Some grass to relax

12/4/2015 4:46 PM

on, not all hardscape.
475

Trees and courthouse.

12/4/2015 4:31 PM

476

Don't close off Meno and 4th streets! No one way streets around square. Put the whole project before the voters to

12/4/2015 4:28 PM

approve or disapprove. Big waste of money!
477

Art pieces Some, but not all, large trees depending on plan

12/4/2015 4:12 PM

478

View of hills looking south down mendocino avenue. Open up view/ focal point of empire building (remove redwoods).

12/4/2015 4:02 PM

Spaces with deciduous trees - the redwoods/ evergreen trees block out the light, shelter the hoodlums, and kill off
gournd cover.
479

The redwoods

12/4/2015 3:40 PM

480

trees and open spaces. Make the entire area pedestrian only.

12/4/2015 3:39 PM

481

The most important element is keeping the square the way it is and abandon this plan.

12/4/2015 3:38 PM
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482

Everything!

12/4/2015 3:25 PM

483

Water feature, maximum number of trees

12/4/2015 2:27 PM

484

The large trees

12/4/2015 2:27 PM

485

The historic buildings surrounding the square

12/4/2015 2:20 PM

486

Keep it simple!!!!!

12/4/2015 2:17 PM

487

Trees- don't cut them please!

12/4/2015 2:15 PM

488

trees

12/4/2015 1:58 PM

489

Keep it as it is.

12/4/2015 1:53 PM

490

ALL OF THE EXISTING REDWOOD TREES!!!!! Also, the proposed border streets (Exchange and Hinton?) should be

12/4/2015 1:50 PM

eliminated from the design. Car accommodation is not the intent and the automobile has dictated city design for far too
long. Look what that has gotten us!!!
491

trees, lights, fountains

12/4/2015 1:44 PM

492

Keep the classical music, wi-fi,

12/4/2015 12:42 PM

493

Water feature, trees, restaurants.

12/4/2015 12:22 PM

494

trees, grass, natural scape

12/4/2015 12:10 PM

495

merchants

12/4/2015 11:20 AM

496

Please keep the trees. There will be a huge rally if you try to cut them down. People will chain themselves to the trees

12/4/2015 10:10 AM

in protest.
497

Redwood Trees. Fountain.

12/4/2015 9:03 AM

498

Redwood Trees. Seating. Fountain.

12/4/2015 8:50 AM

499

The clock tower and fountains

12/4/2015 8:42 AM

500

None, not even the Bunya Bunya. This tree poses a significant public safety concern.

12/4/2015 8:07 AM

501

trees

12/4/2015 7:58 AM

502

Trees

12/3/2015 11:07 PM

503

Water element

12/3/2015 10:04 PM

504

None

12/3/2015 7:29 PM

505

The large trees! The Ruth Asawa fountain.

12/3/2015 6:22 PM

506

Existing trees. Remove the ugly fountains, even the supposedly historic one on the west side.

12/3/2015 5:45 PM

507

Keep the direct connection between Santa Rosa Avenue and Mendocino Avenue. DO NOT CLOSE IT.

12/3/2015 5:15 PM

508

Mature trees for sure and historic buildings

12/3/2015 4:18 PM

509

The water fountain.

12/3/2015 4:11 PM

510

Mature trees

12/3/2015 4:08 PM

511

Grass

12/3/2015 4:02 PM

512

Trees

12/3/2015 3:37 PM

513

Ease of traffic issues

12/3/2015 3:37 PM

514

Fountains, sound of water is soothing, a "white noise" to drown out traffic.

12/3/2015 3:37 PM

515

existing redwoods, especially those in front of the US Bank building

12/3/2015 3:36 PM

516

trees

12/3/2015 3:35 PM

517

Keep it the way it is

12/3/2015 3:33 PM

518

Existing public art is important.

12/3/2015 2:49 PM

519

Outdoor dining

12/3/2015 1:04 PM

520

water fountains

12/3/2015 9:29 AM
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521

Any historical elements

12/3/2015 8:46 AM

522

Trees

12/3/2015 8:30 AM

523

The beautiful trees

12/3/2015 7:42 AM

524

The history

12/3/2015 7:40 AM

525

Existing trees,

12/3/2015 6:58 AM

526

Trees

12/3/2015 6:54 AM

527

Some grass areas. Diversity in topography.

12/3/2015 4:35 AM

528

Historic architecture,

12/3/2015 12:18 AM

529

Santa Rosa/Mendocino Avenues must continue to pass through Courthouse Square, and all existing trees must be left

12/3/2015 12:15 AM

in place. Any plans to reunify Courthouse Square must be submitted to the voters. It is unconscionable to spend tax
dollars on an unnecessary plan without voter approval.
530

existing redwood trees!

12/3/2015 12:11 AM

531

Trees

12/2/2015 9:58 PM

532

Trees

12/2/2015 9:50 PM

533

Trees, timecapsules

12/2/2015 9:42 PM

534

The small town feel.

12/2/2015 9:23 PM

535

Historical installations

12/2/2015 8:32 PM

536

Trees!

12/2/2015 8:15 PM

537

The road going through it

12/2/2015 7:57 PM

538

Trees!!!!!! The large empty fountain is not important.

12/2/2015 7:28 PM

539

Keep the old redwoods and do no harm during construction.

12/2/2015 6:53 PM

540

Seating, gathering space

12/2/2015 6:49 PM

541

Don't reunify park. Waste of money. Leave the trees. Leave the fountains.

12/2/2015 6:09 PM

542

The redwood trees are very important, they been there for a long time. They belong there. The colonial feel to it, it
can't dissapear.

12/2/2015 5:53 PM

543

Trees

12/2/2015 5:19 PM

544

Please keep the redwoods!

12/2/2015 5:07 PM

545

The fountain and major trees

12/2/2015 4:19 PM

546

The trees

12/2/2015 4:16 PM

547

Art

12/2/2015 12:35 PM

548

The main chunk of Santa Rosa Ave that helps funnel traffic instead of diverting it to smaller side streets, causing traffic

12/2/2015 12:24 PM

congestion.
549

trees!

12/2/2015 10:42 AM

550

All or most trees. The wind sculpture on the building. The time clock on the bank.

12/2/2015 10:02 AM

551

The old courthouse building and some of the older trees should stay. Everything else can be recreated.

12/2/2015 9:59 AM

552

REDWOODS!!! Water features!!! PLANT MORE REDWOODS! RESTRIOMS!!! WATER FOUNTAINS!!!! SEATING!

12/2/2015 9:25 AM

553

Fountains, tables, trees

12/2/2015 9:10 AM

554

Historical perspective

12/2/2015 8:49 AM

555

Tree's and greenery. NEED MORE.

12/2/2015 8:40 AM

556

I do love the reflecting pond/fountain. The redwood trees.

12/2/2015 8:21 AM

557

Peanuts statues

12/2/2015 7:27 AM

558

Trees and through traffic routes

12/2/2015 7:18 AM
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559

Trees, historical elements

12/2/2015 6:27 AM

560

THE REDWOODS!!!!!!! THE OLD FOUNTAIN AND THE TIME CAPSULE......

12/2/2015 6:17 AM

561

Big trees

12/2/2015 4:41 AM

562

Charm and historical building design elements

12/2/2015 4:35 AM

563

Trees

12/2/2015 4:30 AM

564

Trees and social friendliness.like it was in early nineties

12/2/2015 4:21 AM

565

Start with it as open as possible and slowly add elements over the next hundred years.

12/2/2015 4:15 AM

566

The trees.

12/2/2015 3:12 AM

567

Historical elements

12/2/2015 1:14 AM

568

Fountain. Trees. Old architecture.

12/2/2015 12:59 AM

569

Keep, modify, or replace the fountains.

12/2/2015 12:29 AM

570

The turn of the century architecture!

12/1/2015 10:50 PM

571

Open space, fountain

12/1/2015 10:40 PM

572

The buildings

12/1/2015 10:38 PM

573

The street going through it. Unifying the square will create a bottleneck on the only alternative road to highway 101

12/1/2015 10:30 PM

that is quick in getting me from one side of Santa Rosa to the other.
574

Any original buildings/architecture

12/1/2015 10:02 PM

575

Community

12/1/2015 10:01 PM

576

The clock.

12/1/2015 9:59 PM

577

Historical Festures

12/1/2015 9:55 PM

578

Large trees

12/1/2015 9:45 PM

579

trees

12/1/2015 9:35 PM

580

Gathering place

12/1/2015 9:21 PM

581

The trees and the water fountains.

12/1/2015 9:21 PM

582

The road going through the middle is perfectly fine the way it is. Use the money for something else...like opening the

12/1/2015 9:18 PM

closed fire stations...instead of wasting it on this.
583

Trees!

12/1/2015 9:15 PM

584

Trees, Cobblestone

12/1/2015 9:04 PM

585

Shops, old historical details

12/1/2015 9:03 PM

586

I think the existing fountains, at least some of them are worth keeping. Some of the trees too.

12/1/2015 9:02 PM

587

Keep the brick theme and brick roadway.

12/1/2015 8:46 PM

588

Historical buildings

12/1/2015 8:43 PM

589

Mendocino Ave should not be closed off. Suggestion...stand on the corner of 5th and Mendo and watch ALL the cars
going thru there. Traffic is backed up for 2 blocks. And just where are these cars going to go? Our town is not the

12/1/2015 8:03 PM

same as Healdsburg or Windsor. We have our square in a whole different place than them and people will not use it
the same. The only people who want this are the businesses downtown and because we pay for parking, there will be
even less people shopping downtown. How about you try an experiment blocking off Mendo in courthouse square for a
few days with barracades and see what happens???? Traffic will be a nightmare!
590

Trees, old buildings

12/1/2015 7:57 PM

591

Nothing from current set up, not even the homeless.

12/1/2015 7:32 PM

592

The trees, especially the ones with lights on them. They look gorgeous at night. I'd like a lawn area where I could sit
under the shade of a tree and read.

12/1/2015 7:22 PM

593

The trees.

12/1/2015 7:18 PM

594

Mendocino/Santa Rosa Ave throughway.

12/1/2015 7:03 PM
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595

The historic original buildings or at least a homage to them.

12/1/2015 6:41 PM

596

The Redwood trees. Benches to sit . Greenspace.

12/1/2015 6:41 PM

597

The many local restaurants and shops.

12/1/2015 6:23 PM

598

keep the square the way it is .

12/1/2015 5:53 PM

599

The main green in front of 50 old courthouse sq

12/1/2015 5:44 PM

600

trees

12/1/2015 5:20 PM

601

established healthy trees

12/1/2015 4:57 PM

602

Nothing!! Start over!!

12/1/2015 4:57 PM

603

Mendocino Ave connecting to Santa Rosa Ave without anything inbetween

12/1/2015 4:53 PM

604

Traffic flow. A tunnel would be better.

12/1/2015 4:38 PM

605

trees, fountain

12/1/2015 4:36 PM

606

The fountain and trees

12/1/2015 4:34 PM

607

The building.

12/1/2015 4:33 PM

608

Wide sidewalks

12/1/2015 3:53 PM

609

Fountains!

12/1/2015 3:47 PM

610

None

12/1/2015 3:44 PM

611

The surrounding businesses

12/1/2015 3:40 PM

612

Burn it to the ground.

12/1/2015 2:36 PM

613

Small town look, not cookie cutter like Windsor, Novato and parts of Petaluma

12/1/2015 2:33 PM

614

the large trees!

12/1/2015 2:10 PM

615

Trees, sidewalks

12/1/2015 2:02 PM

616

mendocino ave open. don't close! i won't go there any more. you are just going to attract more homeless and people

12/1/2015 1:58 PM

who loiter or harass people walking along the sidewalk. you would need to close off the side streets around the park to
make it more "merchant-friendly". i will likely NOT shop downtown as i have in the past. i was trying to support local
business. there are other local businesses with easier parking or access. remember the nightmare when you changed
the light signal by Barnes and Noble. i avoided downtown during that trial period traffic was a disaster. the light
stopped all traffic and only pedestrians could walk in any direction, whose bright idea was that?
617

Keeping it about the rich history of Santa Rosa and kid friendly.

12/1/2015 1:55 PM

618

Anything that was there prior to it being torn down in 1969.

12/1/2015 1:25 PM

619

The parking and trees it's fine the way it is. We have more important things that need to be dealt with..

12/1/2015 1:15 PM

620

the trees---do not cut the redwoods!!!

12/1/2015 12:55 PM

621

Keep the historic buildings and places.

12/1/2015 12:50 PM

622

Mendocino Ave.

12/1/2015 12:44 PM

623

Keep the Redwoods, and the Monkey Puzzle Trees!

12/1/2015 12:07 PM

624

Original and reproduced historic features, benches, lighting, cobblestone, hitching post, etc .

12/1/2015 11:39 AM

625

The Redwood Trees - can't imagine what that place will look like without our trees. They are the only thing I have a

12/1/2015 11:31 AM

continuous connection and attraction to. All the rest is less important
626

None

12/1/2015 11:26 AM

627

Historic value. Architecture. Water features

12/1/2015 11:11 AM

628

Tourist shopping and eating establishments, ease of parking, ease of getting to local attractions with bus or taxi

12/1/2015 10:57 AM

availability for those coming from other areas. Lack of congestion and problems with parking.
629

Bunya Bunya Tree. Historic steps from courthouse

12/1/2015 10:47 AM

630

The historical features. Too many buildings and other features are being replaced with modern stuff. It takes away the

12/1/2015 10:42 AM

warmth and beauty that makes Courthouse Square unique.
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631

Existing elements!

12/1/2015 9:34 AM

632

I strongly feel Courthouse Square should remain in the same format as it is. I am not in favor of spending $$$ and

12/1/2015 9:06 AM

closing Mendo Ave. You close that street and people will avoid driving through downtown even more than they
already do. Those side streets aren't going to be as direct and I predict people will find those inconvenient.
633

Trees, landscaping, wide sidewalks, streets and turns safely driven,

12/1/2015 8:53 AM

634

I think every aspect of Courthouse Square can be changed.

12/1/2015 8:51 AM

635

Fountains, existing stage, trees,

12/1/2015 8:34 AM

636

The structure of old buildings

12/1/2015 8:18 AM

637

Please keep the redwoods, keep the outdoor dining areas at restaurants without having cars and noise right by them.

12/1/2015 8:12 AM

KEEP THE REDWOODS AND NO STREETS ON WEST AND EAST SIDES.
638

The street going through the center linking Santa Rosa Ave and Mendocino Ave

12/1/2015 7:24 AM

639

The beautiful old trees, the fountain

12/1/2015 6:54 AM

640

The fountains

12/1/2015 6:11 AM

641

The Redwood Trees! Do not cut them down! They are unique to our county! Friends, visiting from out of our area think

12/1/2015 6:09 AM

the idea of removing them is crazy! We don't want to be like other town squares, we are exceptional, extraordinary,
and unique... we have redwood trees. Once you cut them down, they will be gone. And we will have a town square,
like any other town square, in any other town, anywhere. Why? We can park up the street, and walk (on Santa Rosa's
lovely streets), slow down a bit. Courthouse square is easy to find........park your car, and walk to the magnificent
redwood trees! Rest in their shard, and take comfort in their presence. SAVE THE TREES.....NOTHING ELSE
MATTERS!
642

I think it is a total remodel. People wring their hands over the trees but this is an urban environment and redwoods

12/1/2015 6:06 AM

have a hard time in it. Repurpose the younger maples if you can or just plant new
643

The historic buildings

12/1/2015 5:19 AM

644

trees

12/1/2015 4:13 AM

645

All of them are important.

12/1/2015 3:22 AM

646

Historical elements

12/1/2015 2:00 AM

647

historic buildings

11/30/2015 11:56 PM

648

fountain

11/30/2015 11:47 PM

649

Keep it split

11/30/2015 11:05 PM

650

Keep Mendocino Ave as it is. Certainly the designers and architects can draft a workable solution without resorting to a
street plan from the past.

11/30/2015 8:09 PM

651

You can start from scratch, in my opinion.

11/30/2015 8:07 PM

652

Trees , Fountains

11/30/2015 5:38 PM

653

Round fountain

11/30/2015 5:20 PM

654

Empire Building. My recommendation would be to look at what Redwood City did to revitalize their downtown area.

11/30/2015 3:32 PM

655

Historic integrity, clean and safe environment

11/30/2015 2:43 PM

656

Traffic Pattern No closed off streets and no more one way streets!

11/30/2015 2:01 PM

657

All existing facilities and trees

11/30/2015 1:55 PM

658

Please retain or add to the mature trees all around the Square, please sacrifice streets and parking to enhance
sidewalk cafes and other pedestrian experiences.

11/30/2015 12:46 PM

659

Historic Features

11/30/2015 12:07 PM

660

Mature trees

11/30/2015 9:43 AM

661

flexible space

11/30/2015 9:31 AM

662

fountains, green space, restaurants w outdoor seating

11/30/2015 5:47 AM

663

I like the fountain A lot I think it should be touched up (the one by flavor) also some of if not all the redwood trees.

11/29/2015 11:29 PM
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664

First, I'm not sure it makes any sense to try and unify after all these years...but if it's going to happen, I hope the lovely

11/29/2015 8:41 PM

trees can be saved and any local businesses that might be affected.
665

Current art work. Open space

11/29/2015 7:49 PM

666

Mendocino Ave.

11/29/2015 6:12 PM

667

old buildings

11/29/2015 5:52 PM

668

trees

11/29/2015 5:38 PM

669

Trees

11/29/2015 4:57 PM

670

Trees and small, unique business are important. No chains

11/29/2015 4:23 PM

671

Green areas

11/29/2015 3:16 PM

672

small town feeling

11/29/2015 2:17 PM

673

See features above

11/29/2015 11:23 AM

674

Trees

11/29/2015 9:12 AM

675

Water conserving fountains with green space

11/29/2015 9:11 AM

676

The trees

11/29/2015 6:45 AM

677

Water features. We are in desperate need for seating so families can sit to eat outside during Wednesday Market.

11/29/2015 12:31 AM

678

Keep Mendocino Ave open to cars. And 2 lanes per each direction.

11/28/2015 11:21 PM

679

Traffic flow

11/28/2015 8:15 PM

680

The trees. Clocktower.

11/28/2015 7:35 PM

681

Cleanliness. Safe environnement. Keep seating mounted unless an event is happening. Better lighting and video at

11/28/2015 6:54 PM

high risk points such as parking lots.
682

Water elements. Just close off SR AV. Which runs through the square

11/28/2015 6:42 PM

683

Trees

11/28/2015 6:02 PM

684

The art...

11/28/2015 5:43 PM

685

Outdoor dining

11/28/2015 1:54 PM

686

Charm

11/28/2015 1:35 PM

687

Fountains

11/28/2015 1:00 PM

688

Lucy sculpture

11/28/2015 12:50 PM

689

Keep trees and easy access to Santa Rosa Avenue.

11/28/2015 11:59 AM

690

the old buildings

11/28/2015 11:40 AM

691

The trees.

11/28/2015 9:40 AM

692

Safe and clean

11/28/2015 9:40 AM

693

Nothing

11/28/2015 8:45 AM

694

Fountains, tables, benches

11/27/2015 9:57 PM

695

Trees

11/27/2015 8:55 PM

696

The Huge Trees. Keep the trees. Please. This is Redwood Empire. They're a symbol of the city. The Road Passing

11/27/2015 7:55 PM

through is very important. Otherwise there will be traffic dispersed throughout on E, on 2nd, On 3rd, on D. It will be a
mess if ----> And the traffic will be so bad that it will DISCOURAGE people from shopping downtown; they will avoid it.
It will make matters worse, not better. You cannot take the "addition" of the 40+ spaces in isolation. In combination
with removing the pass through street, the traffic will be a huge deterrent.
697

Historical elements of the area

11/27/2015 7:45 PM

698

I hope we could keep some of the mature trees.

11/27/2015 6:10 PM

699

the Square

11/27/2015 5:41 PM

700

Stage and TREES

11/27/2015 5:07 PM
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701

Get rid of the rattle! I hope the reopened streets are NOT cobblestone.

11/27/2015 5:05 PM

702

Trees, sunken area

11/27/2015 4:07 PM

703

I would be horrified by the cutting down of the existing redwood trees. Have we gone crazy and lost perspective of

11/27/2015 1:24 PM

what the Redwood Empire is all about??? Trees bring a peaceful ambiance...cement parking spaces and auto noise
and exhaust will only bring anxiety . In a scientific study photos of nature raised serotonin levels. Photos of cities and
cement raised cortisol levels which is the stress inducing hormone. Which do we want to create in the center of out
town?
704

The fountain.

11/27/2015 11:53 AM

705

Redwood trees!

11/27/2015 10:35 AM

706

Stage area. Possibility for 'sidewalk' cafes around perimeter

11/27/2015 10:13 AM

707

Art

11/27/2015 10:09 AM

708

The waterfall fountain on the east side and ALL of the trees.

11/27/2015 10:04 AM

709

road division!!

11/27/2015 9:14 AM

710

Fountains

11/27/2015 7:47 AM

711

bunyan tree

11/26/2015 11:27 PM

712

Trees

11/26/2015 9:43 PM

713

Historical aspects

11/26/2015 8:57 PM

714

Fountains

11/26/2015 8:45 PM

715

The courthouse. Leave it like it is.

11/26/2015 8:40 PM

716

No

11/26/2015 7:00 PM

717

The main look with the old buildings

11/26/2015 6:32 PM

718

None.

11/26/2015 6:01 PM

719

Water features

11/26/2015 4:18 PM

720

Park setting

11/26/2015 3:34 PM

721

Trees

11/26/2015 3:25 PM

722

Trees

11/26/2015 2:49 PM

723

Only redwood trees

11/26/2015 1:28 PM

724

Walkability. Old trees.

11/26/2015 11:53 AM

725

Trees

11/26/2015 10:45 AM

726

Trees, any existing art installations.

11/26/2015 7:31 AM

727

Trees!!!!!! and water fountain we've already paid for.

11/26/2015 2:34 AM

728

Stage

11/26/2015 12:34 AM

729

The historic square and trees

11/25/2015 9:54 PM

730

Historic buildings and feel of the environment

11/25/2015 9:34 PM

731

Good traffic flow

11/25/2015 9:31 PM

732

Places to sit and chat, keeping the trees for shade.

11/25/2015 9:21 PM

733

Open areas, fountains, greenery

11/25/2015 9:13 PM

734

Grassy area

11/25/2015 8:46 PM

735

Native American elements of water feature, trees,

11/25/2015 6:25 PM

736

all of them

11/25/2015 6:05 PM

737

some of the redwoods

11/25/2015 5:48 PM

738

Leave it as is!

11/25/2015 4:36 PM
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739

TREES!

11/25/2015 4:26 PM

740

I don't like the idea of taking down those old trees for this stupid project.

11/25/2015 4:05 PM

741

large trees

11/25/2015 4:04 PM

742

Thru traffic on Mendocino

11/25/2015 3:11 PM

743

Ruth Asawa pool/fountain

11/25/2015 2:49 PM

744

Historical elements

11/25/2015 2:42 PM

745

Mature trees where possible

11/25/2015 2:04 PM

746

Trees

11/25/2015 2:00 PM

747

Mendocino Ave. open to S.R. Ave.

11/25/2015 1:57 PM

748

Not a whole lot, except some mature trees if such work in the design.

11/25/2015 1:54 PM

749

The large Redwood trees

11/25/2015 1:34 PM

750

The trees.

11/25/2015 12:03 PM

751

Its pretty much fine the way it is.

11/25/2015 11:57 AM

752

I like what's already there really. I think parking should be free; more people would shop there if it was (like in
Petaluma and Healdsburg). Currently I prefer to shop at Coddingtown because there is plenty of free parking and I

11/25/2015 11:25 AM

don't have to worry about the time, etc.
753

The trees

11/25/2015 11:24 AM

754

Benches to Relax

11/25/2015 10:44 AM

755

Dump the whole thing and start over with good modern landscaping. Dump the ugly Burbank tree. Heritage smeritage.

11/25/2015 10:24 AM

756

Trees

11/25/2015 9:56 AM

757

Anything historic.

11/25/2015 9:35 AM

758

Keep the redwood trees and the mix of landscaping and hardscaping.

11/25/2015 9:07 AM

759

The cobblestone

11/25/2015 8:34 AM

760

We do not need to reunify the square. Turn 4th street into a walkable, non-driveable promenade like they have in
Boulder, CO. This would be more effective at all desired element, less expensive and not create traffic issues.

11/25/2015 8:13 AM

761

The trees, the "Ruth" fountain, grass.

11/25/2015 7:46 AM

762

the street that runs through it Mendo/SR ave

11/25/2015 7:18 AM

763

Not much. A whole new look would be the best way to go

11/25/2015 7:11 AM

764

the courthouse.....oh, wait...

11/25/2015 3:20 AM

765

Leave Mendocino Ave in the middle. I am thoroughly opposed to changing this structure. This is going to be a traffic

11/24/2015 11:35 PM

nightmare! Nothing else will be enhanced!
766

Trees

11/24/2015 11:33 PM

767

The redwood trees on the east that I'm afraid will be cut down. I like that the buildings to the east and west directly

11/24/2015 11:21 PM

front the square without roadways in between.
768

Keeping it the way it is.

11/24/2015 11:00 PM

769

Keep it open. Please do not close it off so that we have to drive around.

11/24/2015 10:45 PM

770

Flow of traffic, lack of traffic jam

11/24/2015 10:24 PM

771

Fountains, trees.

11/24/2015 10:20 PM

772

The fountains

11/24/2015 10:19 PM

773

Shade, benches parking

11/24/2015 10:12 PM

774

Through traffic on Mendocino Avenue.

11/24/2015 9:57 PM

775

Cement pictures on the fountain

11/24/2015 9:40 PM
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776

Businesses, Parking, Trees.

11/24/2015 8:34 PM

777

Information kiosk, the courthouse and it's clock towertower, water features (upgrade to be more interactive)

11/24/2015 8:33 PM

778

Cobblestones,

11/24/2015 8:27 PM

779

Santa Rosa Ave!!!

11/24/2015 8:26 PM

780

Mendocino Avenue, as the only north/south thoroughfare (aside from 101) through Santa Rosa. Just pave over the

11/24/2015 8:26 PM

hated cobblestones.
781

lawn, fountain

11/24/2015 7:52 PM

782

Not reunifying ! It was a traffic nightmare in the 1960's when our population was 25,000 what kind of "hot mess" will it

11/24/2015 7:26 PM

be now with 5 x's the population! Good heavens Santa Rosa can find more ways to waste money!
783

Openess , friendly, Tree lighting at Christmas time- local affordable cafes- No Liquor!!!

11/24/2015 7:20 PM

784

Trees.

11/24/2015 7:02 PM

785

the flow of traffic north and south

11/24/2015 6:45 PM

786

Historical landmarks

11/24/2015 6:43 PM

787

The old courthouse building.

11/24/2015 6:34 PM

788

Trees

11/24/2015 5:31 PM

789

It should be left as is. 'Reunification' is a horrible idea and a tremendous waste of money. It will discourage a lot of
people from coming downtown.

11/24/2015 5:08 PM

790

The TREES!

11/24/2015 4:58 PM

791

Trees

11/24/2015 4:56 PM

792

none

11/24/2015 4:40 PM

793

Existing historic fountain artwork, Monkey Puzzle Tree, Redwoods.

11/24/2015 4:26 PM

794

The ability to drive through--north or south--with minimal disruption.

11/24/2015 4:23 PM

795

fountain

11/24/2015 4:17 PM

796

trees, art, water feature

11/24/2015 4:11 PM

797

Trees

11/24/2015 3:51 PM

798

We do not like the idea of adding a street with parking on the Northeast side. This would destroy quite a number of

11/24/2015 3:40 PM

mature trees. The new street proposed for the Southeast side would not require elimination of as many trees.
799

All the landscaping that is there now!! No tree removal!!

11/24/2015 3:40 PM

800

pools/fountains, lots of greenery/flowers/grass, large shade trees above adequate seating, sidewalk cafes

11/24/2015 3:35 PM

801

Maintain Mendocino avenue! Do NOT cut this off!

11/24/2015 3:30 PM

802

The road down the middle. Reunification is a big mistake. Will avoid that area at all costs if reunified.

11/24/2015 3:28 PM

803

As much open space as possible

11/24/2015 3:10 PM

804

Parking. If people are going to use the area it must have easy and accessible parking. Please add more.

11/24/2015 3:07 PM

805

Restaurants with outdoor dining.

11/24/2015 3:03 PM

806

library, movie theaters, trees, art,

11/24/2015 2:53 PM

807

None. If anything as much green grass as possible.

11/24/2015 2:47 PM

808

Courthouse steps. Ruth Asawa art. Wide sidewalks near perimeter buildings.

11/24/2015 2:32 PM

809

The redwoods are important. It's not the same to say you're going to cut down large magnificent trees and replace

11/24/2015 2:17 PM

them with crap trees like crepe myrtles. Please try to save as many trees as possible.
810

keep the road running through the middle. I can't imagine the nightmare traffic that this ridiculous project is going to

11/24/2015 1:49 PM

cause.
811

Make it like the town of Sonoma/Windsor/Healdsburg square

11/24/2015 1:38 PM

812

Trees, fountains, benches

11/24/2015 1:34 PM
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813

The big trees. Absolutely must keep them!!!

11/24/2015 12:58 PM

814

The trees.

11/24/2015 12:50 PM

815

Stage (or a new one), big evergreens on the west side, artstart benches

11/24/2015 12:26 PM

816

The existingtrees

11/24/2015 12:01 PM

817

Fountain sculpture

11/24/2015 10:39 AM

818

Please don't build the side roads and cut down the Redwoods

11/24/2015 10:30 AM

819

History, diversity, nature.

11/24/2015 8:57 AM

820

Open areas (grass, paths, etc)

11/24/2015 8:48 AM

821

Courthouse, existing large trees, people who have no where to live.

11/24/2015 8:41 AM

822

A tie to the past

11/24/2015 7:04 AM

823

Any and alll historic elements.

11/24/2015 7:03 AM

824

All historical

11/24/2015 6:30 AM

825

Not sure

11/23/2015 9:55 PM

826

None

11/23/2015 9:34 PM

827

Fountains

11/23/2015 9:28 PM

828

The fountain with the ocean life in it!

11/23/2015 9:26 PM

829

Trees

11/23/2015 9:20 PM

830

Keep the square unified. Is totally crazy to try and eliminate Mendocino Avenue through there

11/23/2015 9:09 PM

831

The stage and local shops are very nice to have. I think being able to have events without shutting down the streets

11/23/2015 8:36 PM

would be nice although probably unrealistic with the current layout.
832

Courthouse

11/23/2015 8:32 PM

833

Mendocino Ave

11/23/2015 7:15 PM

834

The big trees

11/23/2015 6:46 PM

835

Buildings with Historical Significance. Would prefer the homeless get relocated (create a community), better lighting at

11/23/2015 6:45 PM

night and free parking. The ticketing agents are not kind, considerate or even remotely nice.
836

the lawn

11/23/2015 6:44 PM

837

Roads open

11/23/2015 5:53 PM

838

Nothing

11/23/2015 4:54 PM

839

Intimate, small town feel.

11/23/2015 4:43 PM

840

Signage

11/23/2015 4:32 PM

841

DO NOT GO BACK!!!! YSE THE MONEY ELSEWHERE FOR OUR CITY!!

11/23/2015 4:16 PM

842

The artwork on the fountain was really nicely done. If moving the fountain is too hard, could the panels be preserved?

11/23/2015 3:54 PM

843

Currently, nothing. There are too many transiants in the area. Space is utilized predominately by the homeless

11/23/2015 3:43 PM

population.
844

Public art, open space for kids, paths around and through, places to sit and spend time with people

11/23/2015 3:24 PM

845

The main thoroughfare that brings thousands of people to the downtown area to spend money. The population and

11/23/2015 3:16 PM

traffic loads are no longer as small and light as they were before the avenue went through the square. Growth was the
reason why the road was put through the square. Why take a step backwards? Nobody would consider taking lanes
away from the freeway as the population increases. The old fountain with the art on it should also be preserved.
846

Trees, shade Places to eat, sit, play

11/23/2015 2:35 PM

847

The trees and out door dining areas.

11/23/2015 2:27 PM

848

Businesses with seating/elements on the square; restaurant patios, shop displays.

11/23/2015 2:26 PM

849

I love the water features. Would hate to see them go .

11/23/2015 1:46 PM
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850

The Trees and the fountains and the stage

11/23/2015 10:56 AM

851

The monkey puzzle tree and relocate/preserve the Asawa mural.

11/22/2015 3:18 PM

852

Big trees. Both fountains. Feeling connected to local businesses. Outdoor cafes. Hotdog vendor. Places to sit. Areas

11/21/2015 11:33 AM

for kids (including teens) to play.
853

Historic charm, trees

11/21/2015 8:32 AM

854

None. Permanent installation of 'features' would make the square less flexible and usable.

11/21/2015 5:34 AM

855

Keeping bums out of the area Keeping business downtown Moving traffic

11/20/2015 12:30 PM

856

Large trees

11/20/2015 5:48 AM

857

The TREES! The Redwoods!! (What are you people thinking?!) I didn't want to answer "open & flexible space"

11/19/2015 8:09 PM

because I'm not sure what is behind it. If it's code for cutting down the existing trees, the answer is NO. Otherwise, of
course.
858

fountains & water elements; trees; ability to drive up 4th street

11/19/2015 7:08 PM

859

Look of surrounding area, safety, removal of "cobblestones."

11/19/2015 6:39 PM

860

Fountain

11/19/2015 3:56 PM

861

The trees. The current stage. Through trafficking Mendocino Ave

11/19/2015 3:15 PM

862

Police sub-station

11/19/2015 2:12 PM

863

The center of downtown

11/19/2015 1:49 PM

864

Public art, though it could be relocated on the site to fit with a new design/layout. Remove thelarge trees that are

11/19/2015 12:07 PM

inappropriate for an urban setting.
865

leave it the way it is, and use the money to find shelter for the homeless, and keep them out of the square and out of

11/19/2015 11:08 AM

the parking garages.
866

Sound buffers, food carts, connection to restaurants that have patio dining.

11/19/2015 10:28 AM

867

The large legacy trees, the mix of old a new buildings, some cafe/restaurants that open out onto the square.

11/19/2015 9:36 AM

868

The road open through the square. Keep Santa Rosa Ave/Mendocino Ave open.

11/19/2015 9:34 AM

869

Redwood Trees

11/19/2015 9:24 AM

870

Definitely need to keep all of the trees that are already there and add more.

11/19/2015 9:22 AM

871

The street going through Courthouse Square.

11/19/2015 9:16 AM

872

The street

11/19/2015 9:16 AM

873

It is fine as it is.

11/19/2015 9:08 AM

874

THE STAGE. THE WATER FEATURES ARE NICE.

11/19/2015 9:06 AM

875

Present Stage, fountain, redwood trees, all trees!! Don't remove what we already paid for and define the square! Use

11/19/2015 9:05 AM

wisdom. Please close off that street and do the minimal. Do not add more parking on the square as that will just be a
car park, and lack all atmosphere. No one wants to spend there valuable time at a car park!
876

The beautiful trees.

11/19/2015 8:57 AM

877

Unification of square is waste of money and inconvenience for most Santa Rosans relative to traffic and increase in

11/19/2015 8:30 AM

space for "unofficial " residents. I will avoid the area as much as possible.
878

Cobblestone Street

11/19/2015 8:30 AM

879

maturre trees and fountains

11/19/2015 7:13 AM

880

Not sure. Anything historical that might bring back memories for people. Even something as simple as a bench close

11/19/2015 4:03 AM

to the courthouse steps.
881

Empire building looking beautiful and trim trees infront of it.

11/18/2015 11:26 PM

882

Character, architecture, trees, fountain, peanut characters

11/18/2015 9:18 PM

883

None. Courthouse Square is a disaster currently. Use the Healdsburg or Sonoma square as a template for great
planning.

11/18/2015 9:12 PM
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884

gathering place for public functions

11/18/2015 9:05 PM

885

Inclusivity

11/18/2015 9:03 PM

886

Surrounding restaurants and bars

11/18/2015 8:24 PM

887

Fountains/landscaping, attractive lighting, cobblestones, a safe-feeling environment both day and night.

11/18/2015 6:27 PM

888

the existing art work

11/18/2015 6:23 PM

889

lets try it again

11/18/2015 5:29 PM

890

Keep Mendocino Avenue as a through street. Transform Fourth street into a walking plaza.

11/18/2015 5:00 PM

891

Still need to create easy traffic flow in or around downtown as well as parking in a structure/underground if you are

11/18/2015 4:50 PM

eliminating streets/parking. No one will stop by for lunch or shopping if you have to walk 1/2 a mile to get there.
892

???

11/18/2015 4:36 PM

893

Trees. Fountains

11/18/2015 4:22 PM

894

All

11/18/2015 4:01 PM

895

Historic buildings

11/18/2015 3:55 PM

896

Fountain, Benches

11/18/2015 3:53 PM

897

Ability to drive through.

11/18/2015 3:53 PM

898

Not including the side streets. It's a waste of space and only makes the area less safe.

11/18/2015 3:52 PM

899

existing stage and gazebo and trees and places to sit

11/18/2015 3:29 PM

900

none

11/18/2015 2:56 PM

901

Vegetation - trees. Outdoor seating for cafes & restaurants.

11/18/2015 1:52 PM

902

history, wide walk ways

11/18/2015 11:58 AM

903

Easy access to Flavor Bistro, etc. Reasonable traffic flow on Mendocino across 3rd/4th streets

11/18/2015 11:28 AM

904

Trees if possible.

11/18/2015 10:40 AM

905

Ruth Ogawa fountain and mature trees

11/18/2015 10:22 AM

906

Upgraded what exists there now...

11/18/2015 10:02 AM

907

historic element

11/18/2015 9:51 AM

908

Keep the Azawa fountain and any trees that are sited correctly for the new design.

11/18/2015 9:09 AM

909

The Redwood trees

11/18/2015 8:53 AM

910

Art, historical buildings, trees,

11/18/2015 8:02 AM

911

Openess

11/18/2015 7:39 AM

912

Upgrade the fountain area, benches and seating for disabled and elder crowd. Please - Don't cut the Beautiful and

11/18/2015 7:28 AM

signature trees; remember Luther! mature trees don't come easy and they add charm and character.
913

The large white building next to the old cantina should be restored and used for the city or chamber.

11/18/2015 6:10 AM

914

Wednesday night markets

11/17/2015 10:05 PM

915

I like the big, old trees

11/17/2015 8:37 PM

916

This is just a great opportunity for the community to be together and help each other, learn what is going on, make new

11/17/2015 6:03 PM

friends, be able to participate in what the shop keepers have in our downtown! All positive, all learning!
917

Charlie Brown statues

11/17/2015 5:32 PM

918

none. I'm not a fan. New square could be used to attract people to downtown. Needs to be car free. Consider making

11/17/2015 4:09 PM

4th car free from E St to square. Look at the 2nd to 3rd from E to D as additional parking (underground) w/ a large
commercial project above- think Sebastopol's Barley center919

Monkey puzzle tree, redwood trees and current plaques

11/17/2015 3:41 PM

920

Save the trees!

11/17/2015 3:36 PM
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921

Trees

11/17/2015 3:34 PM

922

Trees

11/17/2015 3:34 PM

923

water fountain, benches, open space, redwoods

11/17/2015 3:17 PM

924

fountains

11/17/2015 2:56 PM

925

Tree's and Landscaping and police presence to deal with the panhandlers and disgusting folks sleeping on the street.

11/17/2015 2:47 PM

926

Almost nothing. The trees are nice.

11/17/2015 2:44 PM

927

Historical elements. Water Features, but could be new fountains

11/17/2015 2:38 PM

928

Redwoods

11/17/2015 2:29 PM

929

Ruth Asawa fountain murals incorporated somewhere

11/17/2015 1:53 PM

930

historical

11/17/2015 1:32 PM

931

Trees

11/17/2015 1:11 PM

932

Trees and art

11/17/2015 12:50 PM

933

The Ruth Asawa fountain and the hot dog stand.

11/17/2015 12:38 PM

934

The redwoods, the thru street (Mendocino Ave), Improving the look of downtown stores and businesses.

11/17/2015 12:33 PM

935

the trees

11/17/2015 12:23 PM

936

Natural Tree's

11/17/2015 12:21 PM

937

Trees

11/17/2015 12:13 PM

938

Retain large trees wherever possible to fit into new landscaping.

11/17/2015 12:03 PM

939

Keep the large trees already on the site. The give the square character....especially as some are redwoods. Keep the

11/17/2015 11:59 AM

ability for bars and restaurants to have outdoor seating. I believe this is a very big draw to people coming downtown
940

Mature trees, functioning water features.

11/17/2015 11:57 AM

941

Large trees, watered grass to sustain them, and working fountains to provide sound, visual interest, and moisten the

11/17/2015 11:50 AM

air.
942

trees

11/17/2015 11:25 AM

943

The water display

11/17/2015 11:23 AM

944

Trees and space for Native Americans dancing and political rallys and sometimes Christian churches. No obstructions

11/17/2015 10:54 AM

by traffic throughways next to the outer edges of the buildings for restaurants, bars, and Bar Association. Pleasant to
walk up to these outer edge business and pedestrians are unsafe on small intersections like now downtown lots of
against the light crossing. Don't design parking and cross traffic streets and highlight B street and E Street.
945

The look of the old buildings and shade to relax in during the summer

11/17/2015 10:50 AM

946

seems a waste of money to close off the street. downtown needs to be cleaner and more well lit. so many vacant

11/17/2015 9:36 AM

businesses.
947

trees for shading

11/17/2015 9:08 AM

948

Mature trees for shade

11/17/2015 8:41 AM

949

The redwood trees

11/17/2015 5:50 AM

950

The large trees make the downtown feel established

11/16/2015 9:17 PM

951

Family oriented.

11/16/2015 6:47 PM

952

Historic buildings - Trees and beautiful flowers - the beautiful fountains - Places to sit and enjoy the afternoon.

11/16/2015 5:19 PM

953

Parking downtown is an irritating problem because it cannot be found close enough to the object of one's business
and the $35 parking ticket further depresses patrons. Old people tend to avoid downtown since parking cannot be

11/16/2015 5:16 PM

found at a convenient distance and hurrying (to beat the metermaid) is often just not possible.
954

Everything

11/16/2015 5:07 PM

955

stage, signage/info kiosk

11/16/2015 4:30 PM

956

DON'T CHANGE ANYTHING. SPEND MONEY MORE WISELY.

11/16/2015 4:25 PM
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957

Gazebo

11/16/2015 4:02 PM

958

I would love to see an effective consideration to have some "urban" housing options (condo/lofts) to draw younger

11/16/2015 3:38 PM

people in to live/work/play environment.
959

The trees and open space.

11/16/2015 3:37 PM

960

Redwood Trees, Fountains, Grass

11/16/2015 3:11 PM

961

The square as it is. It makes much more sense to use the money for roads or infrastructure first. Better to permanently

11/16/2015 3:09 PM

close off 4th street for 3 blocks than to force traffic around a new and expanded courthouse square. Why don't any of
these questions ask if we even want to spend our money on this project?
962

Unfortunately the most important one is already gone: maintaining reasonable traffic flow through the area. Please

11/16/2015 3:03 PM

don't make the parking any worse! It's also important to keep the area safe and discourage vagrants, gangs, or
disrespectful youth from hanging out there.
963

Fountains, clear benches and lots of seating.

11/16/2015 2:48 PM

964

The idea of an iconic centerpiece of beauty and public space downtown for all of Santa Rosa. The feeling of safety and

11/16/2015 2:48 PM

accessibility.
965

Fountains and trees to the extent possible

11/16/2015 2:42 PM

966

Easy to get from south to north side in a vehicle.

11/16/2015 2:17 PM

967

Do not reunify courthouse square. Keep all trees. Do not close the street in the middle of the road.

11/16/2015 1:52 PM

968

Historic structures, existing trees,

11/16/2015 1:28 PM

969

Trees

11/16/2015 1:12 PM

970

none, really.

11/16/2015 12:56 PM

971

the trees

11/16/2015 12:47 PM

972

Trees - Benches

11/16/2015 11:40 AM

973

Nothing! Current improvements are not useful...fountain is wasted space...landscaping is horrendous and unkempt.

11/16/2015 11:31 AM

974

the restaurants, parking and local businesses.

11/16/2015 11:06 AM

975

Santa Rosa/Mendocino avenue for traffic

11/16/2015 10:54 AM

976

flowers, shade area for hot summer noon meals

11/16/2015 10:26 AM

977

The big trees!

11/16/2015 10:24 AM

978

History

11/16/2015 10:24 AM

979

snoopy

11/16/2015 10:12 AM

980

Ruth Izawa (sp?) sculpture.

11/16/2015 10:04 AM

981

There is no need to reunite Courthouse Square. A walk-friendly Fourth Street is all we need. The traffic needs are
mostly north-south. College Avenue, Third Street and Seventh Street should have well engineered lights, too. First,

11/16/2015 9:49 AM

pave the cobblestones on Santa Rosa Avenue between Third and Fourth streets to be smooth. Recognize the jewel
of Fourth Street between Santa Rosa Avenue and E Street, and close it to vehicles. It can be a walkable, bike-friendly
street and host the farmer’s market as usual. From Pliny the Elder to all the great businesses on Fourth Street, this
would make a great central place where people could shop. There is plenty of parking.
982

Courthouse Square is fine the way it is don't change it.

11/16/2015 9:43 AM

983

The ability to drive thru the square to get to the southern part of town. If you are trying to segregate this town then this

11/16/2015 9:42 AM

reunification will work well. Ah racism is alive and well in Santa Rosa. I love the redwood trees that will have to be
removed for parking.
984

I would NOT reunify the Square, since that would create a costly project closing off amajor arterial. I believe that the

11/16/2015 9:42 AM

money can be better spent creating a welcoming downtown by encouraging businesses residents and visitors would
use. Update the scary alleys, such as the one behind Third Street Aleworks. I would also bring back free parking,
which has helped Healdsburg and Sonoma be viable and should help here as well.
985

The Rosenberg Fountain outside of Flavor.

11/16/2015 9:39 AM

986

Trees is at or near the perimeter of the open space. The Asawa (sp?) sculpture has to go somewhere so it can be

11/16/2015 9:28 AM

appreciated.
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987

THE 4 LANES OF TRAFFIC THROUGH THE MIDDLE!! There's a reason the Council decided to do this back in 1966,

11/16/2015 9:26 AM

when there were 35,000 people living here, not 167,000! If traffic downtown was a problem then, the traffic nightmare
created by this boondoggle will be unimaginable now!! It will impact surrounding neighborhoods and cause people to
avoid downtown. The new space created will still be inhabited by the homeless, unless millions more are spent on a
police presence. I would like Pacific Ave. repaved for my $10 million, please. I'm sure others feel the same way (see
comments in PD). Be brave, put this issue to a vote of the people!
988

Large existing trees; reduce size of fountains, eliminating childish history bas relief (just having a famous artist curate

11/16/2015 9:20 AM

it ain't enough, sorry); remove cobbles but maintain a semi-hard surface way across for event setup access
989

The current space does not feel very functional except for the stage area.

11/16/2015 8:38 AM

990

The fountains and trees

11/16/2015 8:33 AM

991

The trees, please save the trees. You can always find a place to park, you can't replace mature trees.

11/16/2015 8:16 AM

992

Some trees and a fountain

11/15/2015 11:11 PM

993

Adding more on-street parking & shrinking the landscaped area will seem absurd in 15 years. Don't do it! Autonomous

11/15/2015 9:32 PM

cars will be parking themselves in surrounding off-site parking garages or picking up other riders. This is the future,
not more parking spaces. Find a revenue source to replace downtown parking meters & fines because they are about
to disappear.
994

Wed. Markets, music performances

11/15/2015 8:50 PM

995

A way to get through town without MORE traffic congestion than already exists.

11/15/2015 8:41 PM

996

trees!

11/15/2015 8:15 PM

997

As much history/architecture as possible.

11/15/2015 8:10 PM

998

Fountain and redwoods.

11/15/2015 8:07 PM

999

Mature Trees

11/15/2015 6:33 PM

1000

All. Stupid idea to spend that kind of money--need it used elsewhere that's important.

11/15/2015 5:38 PM

1001

keep it the way it is.

11/15/2015 5:21 PM

1002

The absence of side streets - why bring the noise and pollution of motor vehicles close to existing and future outdoor

11/15/2015 3:55 PM

dining or gathering? There is ample downtown parking in the garages - you just have to walk a bit to get there. The
large trees - keep as many as possible.
1003

the feel of old Santa Rosa

11/15/2015 3:33 PM

1004

TREES

11/15/2015 3:02 PM

1005

the outside event spaces

11/15/2015 2:42 PM

1006

flowing water

11/15/2015 2:14 PM

1007

Nothing--square needs to be reconfigured using Healdsburg Plaza as a model. Not open to traffic.

11/15/2015 2:02 PM

1008

Ruth Asawa's fountain.

11/15/2015 1:57 PM

1009

trash cans

11/15/2015 1:24 PM

1010

NONE

11/15/2015 1:20 PM

1011

Fountains and recreation area.

11/15/2015 12:47 PM

1012

KEEP the TREES!! Taking away the trees would be unpardonable CRIME. What are you thinking? Don't take away

11/15/2015 11:39 AM

the fabulous redwoods !! A piece of nature's majesty in our midst. Oh good God don't destroy them!
1013

Redwood trees, fountain, space in front of restaurants that are traffic free

11/15/2015 11:22 AM

1014

Redwoods, courthouse building,

11/15/2015 11:21 AM

1015

Performance venue, open spaces

11/15/2015 9:42 AM

1016

art quest benches trash cans Snoopy statues

11/15/2015 9:01 AM

1017

Big trees. Water things need to go! Permanent law enforcement presence. Huge event BBQ's and vender spots. Big
event area.

11/15/2015 7:50 AM

1018

The fountains on both side of Mendocino Ave. and the giant Bunya-Bunya tree.

11/14/2015 9:49 PM
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1019

All of them. I think we should leave it as it is, and use the $$ for housing and providing services for the homeless.

11/14/2015 9:33 PM

1020

The big trees.

11/14/2015 9:02 PM

1021

Asawa Fountain

11/14/2015 8:59 PM

1022

Mendocino Ave

11/14/2015 8:56 PM

1023

Water features

11/14/2015 8:21 PM

1024

None

11/14/2015 7:48 PM

1025

big trees

11/14/2015 7:15 PM

1026

Park-like feel

11/14/2015 6:16 PM

1027

Permanent stage. Fountain.

11/14/2015 6:11 PM

1028

None

11/14/2015 6:10 PM

1029

art benches, water fountain, Christmas tree for annual lighting

11/14/2015 5:32 PM

1030

Sense of peacefulness

11/14/2015 5:25 PM

1031

Trees Restaurants that open into space, which won't happen with the streets and parking.

11/14/2015 5:05 PM

1032

Some of the grand Redwood trees

11/14/2015 5:02 PM

1033

only nice spot is 4th street shopping. SR is not Healdsburg or Monterey...downtown not pretty

11/14/2015 4:57 PM

1034

this is a ridiculous use of money: FIX OUR ROADS then maybe consider downtown

11/14/2015 4:45 PM

1035

Keep it flat. Keep it open. (No more towering redwoods!) Keep it as sunny as possible. Keep the nicer shops; remove

11/14/2015 4:02 PM

the "hippie vibe" shops. Keep the clock tower. Keep the wide sidewalks. Keep the sidestreets; add 2 more so parking
rings the square. Keep it simple!
1036

Older trees

11/14/2015 3:20 PM

1037

leave it the way it is!!!!

11/14/2015 3:07 PM

1038

Leave Courthouse Square the way it currently is.

11/14/2015 2:57 PM

1039

As many trees as possible.

11/14/2015 2:52 PM

1040

the feeling of a small space to sit and enjoy a lunch break or just rest

11/14/2015 2:37 PM

1041

Outdoor seating for restaurants around the square

11/14/2015 2:33 PM

1042

Nothing, once this disaster is completed I will not be using downtown anymore for anything as a lot of people I know

11/14/2015 1:59 PM

feel the same and also will not waste their time either. It still comes down to the good ol boy system. The people
behind this mess will be lining their pockets with $$$ or fulfilling their campaign promises. Everyone I discuss this
matter with can't understand why the citizens of the city are not being allowed to vote on this issue. It is our right! Why
is it being ignored?
1043

Keep it the way it is. Spend the money on more important things. ie. Homeless, Improving poor Street conditions

11/14/2015 1:37 PM

1044

As much open space as possible

11/14/2015 1:36 PM

1045

Art style appropriate water feature(s). These draw people to the square, help drowned out ambient noise and adds a

11/14/2015 1:10 PM

soothing element to the space. Pick a water friendly (recycling) design (obviously!).
1046

The road going trow town ,Not making it one-way!

11/14/2015 12:46 PM

1047

Mendocino Ave/Santa Rosa Ave

11/14/2015 12:43 PM

1048

The seating

11/14/2015 12:41 PM

1049

Trees, fountains, art installations.

11/14/2015 12:36 PM

1050

As many trees as possible.

11/14/2015 12:10 PM

1051

Trees and cobble stone street a

11/14/2015 11:55 AM

1052

Redwood trees

11/14/2015 11:51 AM

1053

Please keep the fountain

11/14/2015 11:47 AM

1054

the stage

11/14/2015 11:17 AM
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1055

It took a long time for the redwood trees to grow that large. They are a treasure and add to the wine valley ambiance.

11/14/2015 11:08 AM

Can't a sidewalk go around them, and can't we use just a couple of parking spaces to save all or several of the
redwoods?
1056

Please keep as many as possible of the established redwood trees. This is my TOP priority.

11/14/2015 11:04 AM

1057

The wonderful old trees are definitely worth saving.

11/14/2015 10:50 AM

1058

TREES, TREES, TREES

11/14/2015 10:41 AM

1059

Mature trees

11/14/2015 10:40 AM

1060

The trees. Rumor is they will be killed for parking. This would be a travesty. All of the old redwoods and other large

11/14/2015 10:35 AM

trees need to be preserved. There is plenty of parking, people just need to walk farther, which we all know is good for
us. The trees are the only thing that need to stay, start from scratch with everything else. If you cut down those trees,
there will be a HUGE public outcry. Also...do we really need more wifi? We're so glued to our phones, do we need to
encourage that?
1061

Traffic flow through town

11/14/2015 10:29 AM

1062

The trees, art installations and hills

11/14/2015 10:25 AM

1063

Bunya Bunya Tree.

11/14/2015 10:21 AM

1064

Don't remove trees or water fountains

11/14/2015 10:13 AM

1065

Redwoods No side streets

11/14/2015 10:04 AM

1066

In a public park I like some lawn. The water used, compared to the number of people who use it, is a good tradeoff.

11/14/2015 10:02 AM

When I picnic on east side, I always see people enjoying sitting on the lawn.
1067

Redwood trees

11/14/2015 10:00 AM

1068

Not much. Born in SR remember the courthouse and it was a terrible idea to split the square. Bring back Hinton and

11/14/2015 9:52 AM

Exchange Streets, have some parking, don't make it a homeless hangout
1069

More cops

11/14/2015 9:35 AM

1070

Keep as many redwood trees as possible. The fountain.

11/14/2015 9:34 AM

1071

The absence of side streets - make it a pedestrian friendly environment. We already have lots of parking downtown.

11/14/2015 9:28 AM

1072

Reuniting the square will make traffic a nightmare and is a very stupid and expensive decision.

11/14/2015 9:27 AM

1073

none

11/14/2015 9:26 AM

1074

fountain, trees, open space, seating

11/14/2015 9:24 AM

1075

Trees and areas to have art shows and seating. Please do not have areas for loud bands to disturb the calming

11/14/2015 9:22 AM

atmosphere of the trees and flowers.
1076

The food cart and operator is great. The fountain and artwork is cool. Access to public transportation seems important

11/14/2015 9:12 AM

to visitors.
1077

The water feature; turf; mounds; some redwoods; open sightline from Flavors restaurant -- that is actually the only

11/14/2015 9:11 AM

pleasant feature of the current design; quite cosmopolitan. Encourage more.
1078

Water features. Trees

11/14/2015 9:08 AM

1079

Historic buildings, restaraunts and small businesses

11/14/2015 9:03 AM

1080

Any historic buildings

11/14/2015 9:02 AM

1081

Do NOT remove ANY trees.

11/14/2015 9:01 AM

1082

Historic elements and fountains

11/14/2015 9:00 AM

1083

trees , places to sit

11/14/2015 8:52 AM

1084

Some of the trees at the edges.

11/14/2015 8:38 AM

1085

REDWOOD TREES

11/14/2015 8:37 AM

1086

Traffic will be a serous problem.

11/14/2015 8:34 AM

1087

Variety of spaces: flexible programming space; shaded spaces; places where you can sit/read/eat lunch

11/14/2015 8:32 AM

1088

The whole thing. Leave it intact as it is on November 14, 2015.

11/14/2015 8:26 AM
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1089

Trees

11/14/2015 8:23 AM

1090

Nothing. It is not appealing at all. Not inviting. Horrible problem with homeless. Even before the drought, flowers in

11/14/2015 8:23 AM

planters were dead or dying.
1091

The trees, but remove the fountains. The fountains are ugly and uninviting, even the "artistic" one on the west side.

11/14/2015 8:22 AM

1092

The water fountain

11/14/2015 8:18 AM

1093

I do not believe we should spend another dollar on the money pit that is reunifying courthouse square when Affordable

11/14/2015 8:17 AM

housing is a crisis.
1094

retain existing trees and features maintain normal north-south traffic flow

11/14/2015 8:16 AM

1095

It's open, walkable, with a nice fountain. Maybe have more vendors than just the hot dog guy. bagged chips, but no

11/14/2015 8:16 AM

falafel, go to NY and check out their street food.
1096

No Parking

11/14/2015 8:14 AM

1097

history

11/14/2015 8:09 AM

1098

Some of the larger trees on the edges. Need to retain a water feature or two.

11/14/2015 8:07 AM

1099

The connection of Santa Rosa Ave. & Mendocino Ave

11/14/2015 8:06 AM

1100

?

11/14/2015 8:05 AM

1101

It is important to keep the redwood as the fountains from the existing Courthouse Square.

11/14/2015 8:05 AM

1102

Some of the mature trees

11/14/2015 8:03 AM

1103

Some kind of water feature (when drought is over)

11/14/2015 8:01 AM

1104

The Old Empire building is a must. This should be featured. That era should be preserved. Look at the Market Square

11/14/2015 8:01 AM

in Knoxville Tennessee and the Bolling Green, Kentucky. These are very popular, enticing squares that have been
redone and are fabulous. People love them. Also, please DO NOT spend tens of thousands of dollars on studies - go
see a few downtown squares that are working! You do not have to "reinvent the wheel". I should be on the citizens
committee!
1105

Garbage cans, grassy areas to sit

11/14/2015 7:59 AM

1106

As many mature trees as possible. Some cobblestone. Some art.

11/14/2015 7:53 AM

1107

Car free traffic, walk ability, trees, permanent SINGLE seat benches vs. 2-3 seat benches (which invites homeless

11/14/2015 7:53 AM

sleeping)
1108

1. Save all the redwood trees. 2. Leave traffic flow unobstructed. 3. Do not spend my tax money to rebuild the square

11/14/2015 7:49 AM

just to benefit private business that already chooses to be there. They want to take my tax money to put it in their own
pockets. 4. This is a very divisive issue that will only satisfy a small group of people. Once the trees start to come
down total outrage will follow.
1109

Main road crossing the square is vital. Eliminate parking meters downtown to encourage shoppers.

11/14/2015 7:42 AM

1110

ALL heritage trees and existing fountains. The fountains were installed with a promise to upkeep. The heritage trees

11/14/2015 7:38 AM

were planted withintention for future generations to enjoy
1111

Trees, fountains, grass areas, nice landscape or decomposed granite paths.

11/14/2015 7:34 AM

1112

Trees Rectangular fountain art

11/14/2015 7:33 AM

1113

keep any trees

11/14/2015 7:32 AM

1114

The trees!

11/14/2015 7:27 AM

1115

Mendocino Ave

11/14/2015 7:27 AM

1116

Ease of access, what's being proposed will make downtown less accessible.

11/14/2015 7:20 AM

1117

Fountain. More space than parking

11/14/2015 7:18 AM

1118

Everything except the cobblestone road.

11/14/2015 7:06 AM

1119

More restaurants, bars, and shopping. Add more outdoor restaurant seating. Fewer banks and offices.

11/14/2015 7:05 AM

1120

None. Could be completely revamped.

11/14/2015 6:41 AM

1121

The trees

11/14/2015 6:28 AM
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1122

The giant tree, for holiday lights.

11/14/2015 6:17 AM

1123

Trees, fountain.

11/14/2015 6:05 AM

1124

MENDOCINO AVENUE

11/14/2015 5:48 AM

1125

The old architecture and use of the european style pavers versus cement to add charm.

11/14/2015 3:43 AM

1126

Fountains. Benches, but add more, and in good people watching locations. Trees. Space to just run around.

11/14/2015 1:06 AM

1127

Redwood trees

11/13/2015 11:48 PM

1128

Anything with history

11/13/2015 11:22 PM

1129

Continuous travel between Santa Rosa Avenue and Mendocino

11/13/2015 11:13 PM

1130

The trees and the fountain.

11/13/2015 11:07 PM

1131

trees

11/13/2015 11:07 PM

1132

Fountains, large trees (as many as possible)

11/13/2015 11:01 PM

1133

Leave it as is and spend the money on roads, schools and homeless programs. Don't waste money, let the tax payers
vote on this!

11/13/2015 10:52 PM

1134

Keep it unchanged

11/13/2015 10:28 PM

1135

Nothing

11/13/2015 10:18 PM

1136

I oppose unification. Having said that, minimize traffic and parking, and maximize grassy & tree areas. Keep it simple

11/13/2015 10:05 PM

1137

the Christmas tree. The Courthouse. The art.

11/13/2015 9:55 PM

1138

THE TREES!

11/13/2015 9:39 PM

1139

Hmmm...if you could travel back to 1950s before the city leaders destroyed it..that would have been good.

11/13/2015 9:32 PM

1140

Through street

11/13/2015 9:16 PM

1141

Keep Santa Rosa Avenue open through the middle like it is now, and close it for special events, like we do now.

11/13/2015 8:47 PM

1142

The street the way they are. Stop spending our money on stupid stuff.

11/13/2015 8:46 PM

1143

Mendocino/Santa Rosa Ave through the center.

11/13/2015 8:37 PM

1144

NO TO REUNIFICATION

11/13/2015 8:32 PM

1145

no opinion

11/13/2015 8:31 PM

1146

none that I know of

11/13/2015 8:25 PM

1147

Keep many existing trees. Sidewalk eating areas.

11/13/2015 7:59 PM

1148

None

11/13/2015 7:55 PM

1149

ALL OF IT. Change nothing!

11/13/2015 7:46 PM

1150

open space. Why add so many parking spaces?

11/13/2015 7:45 PM

1151

all of them

11/13/2015 7:25 PM

1152

Trees at the perimeter to cut down noise and open space to relax and refresh.

11/13/2015 7:17 PM

1153

Maybe Santa Rosa should relinquish historical significance for the Square.. just the Square!

11/13/2015 7:17 PM

1154

MENDOCINO AVENUE THROUGH THE MIDDLE OF IT.

11/13/2015 7:00 PM

1155

Trees, only if possible

11/13/2015 6:51 PM

1156

THE TREES

11/13/2015 6:38 PM

1157

Trees

11/13/2015 6:29 PM

1158

Get rid of homeless

11/13/2015 6:28 PM

1159

Maintain mature trees which don't interfere with the side streets.

11/13/2015 6:15 PM

1160

trees, water elements, bushes

11/13/2015 6:14 PM

1161

Trees

11/13/2015 6:04 PM
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1162

It should hold the "flavor" of the of the old courthouse square.

11/13/2015 6:01 PM

1163

fountains

11/13/2015 5:54 PM

1164

History

11/13/2015 5:49 PM

1165

The main street through town

11/13/2015 5:39 PM

1166

Flexible space for large and small events, pocket areas for seating and enjoying the square

11/13/2015 5:33 PM

1167

As is

11/13/2015 5:21 PM

1168

Historic feel of being core of Santa Rosa

11/13/2015 4:45 PM

1169

The ability of traffic to proceed north/south through town, which was the purpose for eliminating the square 50 years

11/13/2015 4:37 PM

ago. Traffic has not gotten lighter and nor will it.
1170

Love the overhead cable lighting proposed for the first courthouse square redesign

11/13/2015 4:27 PM

1171

Mendocino Ave. "Unifying" these parks is the biggest mistake our City is currently under going. The traffic congestion

11/13/2015 4:26 PM

that it will create in the adjacent neighborhoods will be significant. Shame on you for being apart of this giant waste of
tax payer's money.
1172

Keep the street, do improvements to east and west sides. Close off street when needed. Street fairs etc. Don't open a

11/13/2015 4:25 PM

can of worms. We can't be Healdsberg ( no streets were harmed in making their square). Fix our streets and roads
first. We use them everyday. When S.R. has too much money, (never) then do the improvements.
1173

Character - Architecture

11/13/2015 4:22 PM

1174

Large Redwoods Bunyan Bunyan Tree Ruth Asawa water feature

11/13/2015 4:13 PM

1175

Some grass, please don't make this all desert landscape!

11/13/2015 4:11 PM

1176

None, redo it.

11/13/2015 4:04 PM

1177

the redwood trees

11/13/2015 4:01 PM

1178

I believe that Courthouse Square should be kept exactly as it is for the time being. Now is not the time to spend a

11/13/2015 3:59 PM

large sum of money on this project when there are other important underfunded infrastructure projects in need roads, residential sidewalks, creek trails.
1179

DON'T DO IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

11/13/2015 3:46 PM

1180

The driving through-way of Santa Rosa Ave./Mendocino Ave. At the least, a study of the effect on traffic of removing
that through-way should be done.

11/13/2015 3:44 PM

1181

Sign, cobble street

11/13/2015 3:32 PM

1182

Plenty of parking, but with longer than 2 hr limits.

11/13/2015 3:29 PM

1183

Any grassy areas and benches.

11/13/2015 3:28 PM

1184

Mature trees. These are beautiful, unique, and can't be replaced.

11/13/2015 3:13 PM

1185

Trees.

11/13/2015 2:56 PM

1186

Trees if you can. Pretty lights. Garbage & recycle. Just keep the space open and flexible, not a lot of permanent stuff

11/13/2015 2:29 PM

that could later be in the way for other uses. And visasable parking to encourage stopping, even if those spaces are
only 90 min limit.
1187

I'd like to see you not waste money for a change and leave it alone.

11/13/2015 2:26 PM

1188

fountain

11/13/2015 2:25 PM

1189

nothing

11/13/2015 2:24 PM

1190

Trees are important but, most people don't understand that trees get old and die and usually grow too large for a small

11/13/2015 2:21 PM

park like this. Oversized trees should be removed and replaced with new trees of waterwise species.
1191

As much mature landscaping as possible. Understand many of the trees have to be cut. Otherwise, nothing is sacred.

11/13/2015 2:21 PM

1192

None! Spend the money on other things besides this project! It is not cost beneficial to the city. If you want to help the

11/13/2015 2:05 PM

downtown area stop putting a bank on ever corner.
1193

large tress when possible

11/13/2015 2:04 PM

1194

Please keep as many of the existing trees as possible, and plant more, for shade and to absorb noise.

11/13/2015 1:58 PM
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1195

Only parking on one side of Lincoln and Exchange.

11/13/2015 1:58 PM

1196

All the trees

11/13/2015 1:53 PM

1197

traffic right of way through the square, remove the cobbles

11/13/2015 1:52 PM

1198

Trees

11/13/2015 1:48 PM

1199

all of it

11/13/2015 1:46 PM

1200

The mere fact that their is OPEN SPACE which gives a feeling of a suburban/rural area, rather than that of an urban
area. The space should not be "cluttered" with "stuff"….

11/13/2015 1:45 PM

1201

The trees and fountain

11/13/2015 1:45 PM

1202

trees

11/13/2015 1:43 PM

1203

Greenery. Disappointed so many trees slated to be removed!

11/13/2015 1:40 PM

1204

Trees!!!!

11/13/2015 1:19 PM

1205

I think Courthouse Square is functional and quite nice as is. I do not think Santa Rosa should spend money on

11/13/2015 1:16 PM

"reuniting" it.
1206

emphasis on park rather than parking

11/13/2015 1:16 PM

1207

The road as it is.

11/13/2015 1:14 PM

1208

All of it

11/13/2015 1:12 PM

1209

Everything, the way it is.

11/13/2015 1:12 PM

1210

I think the existing trees are important to retain - though the current plan appears to require cutting most of them down.

11/13/2015 1:07 PM

I don't think it is necessary to put streets around the sides of the square - I think Mendocino should be closed - and
that current cobblestone area retained for semi-permanent vendors/farmers market space. I also think 4th street
should be closed to vehicle traffic from B Street to E Street, and that space should be used for craft/patio dining/vendor
stalls. The mall should be opened to allow permanent access from the West Side to the East side to reunify
downtown's halves. The space under the freeway could also be used for a permanent farmers market/craft mall/food
trucks. This would also stimulate use of the Mall's parking area and stimulate more business for the mall - and
surrounding shops. This would help create a downtown area that is friendly to foot traffic. The biggest problem with
downtown Santa Rosa is the mall separating the two halves of town. I imagine a Santa Rosa that is more like
pedestrian cities. Make it a space where people want to gather. Don't spend money cutting down the beautiful trees preserve them! Let people drive up B street and E street - and block off downtown to vehicle traffic. It will create a
charming downtown that will actually draw people to it - and help Santa Rosa evolve as the largest city in the North
Bay.
1211

Trees, hardscaping and landscaping.

11/13/2015 1:02 PM

1212

Large open space.

11/13/2015 1:02 PM

1213

The redwoods, other mature trees. Look at the healdsburg and Sonoma sq's. Makes no sense to tear out trees and
plant lollipop trees, that are susceptible to vandalism because they are so small.

11/13/2015 12:58 PM

1214

Heritage trees

11/13/2015 12:56 PM

1215

Trees

11/13/2015 12:53 PM

1216

The Spirit of America. And Redwood Trees, which really is the same thing.

11/13/2015 12:50 PM

1217

North / South throughway (Mendocino / Santa Rosa Ave) and not be replaced with side streets. Trees. Don't remove
any trees.

11/13/2015 12:43 PM

1218

Mendocino Avenue open to through traffic.

11/13/2015 12:36 PM

1219

Trees. Or move them into the new square.

11/13/2015 12:36 PM

1220

Openess, benches, Christmas decor, old architecture, art

11/13/2015 12:34 PM

1221

Mature trees, ease of access

11/13/2015 12:31 PM

1222

The Fountain

11/13/2015 12:24 PM

1223

Ruth Asawa fountain. Redwood trees.

11/13/2015 12:21 PM

1224

Grass and table space for gatherings.

11/13/2015 12:17 PM

1225

trees, trees trees. lighting.

11/13/2015 12:17 PM
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1226

public art

11/13/2015 12:16 PM

1227

Parking and traffic flow. If this becomes Joe Rodota trail or Julliard park, it could kill downtown. Constant police
precense to stop crime, drug use and panhandling will will determine if this is successful or not.

11/13/2015 12:16 PM

1228

small town feel, open space

11/13/2015 12:15 PM

1229

Some of the larger trees

11/13/2015 12:14 PM

1230

Ability to keep traffic flow going on Santa Rosa<->Mendocino Ave connector

11/13/2015 12:08 PM

1231

Keep the Ruth Asawa fountain artwork and as many trees as possible, particularly the giant redwoods.

11/13/2015 12:02 PM

1232

The trees which make Santa Rosa's downtown special.

11/13/2015 12:00 PM

1233

Old buildings the city has not already taken from us.

11/13/2015 11:56 AM

1234

NONE

11/13/2015 11:54 AM

1235

Santa Rosa Avenue, redwood trees.

11/13/2015 11:52 AM

1236

The historic look and feel

11/13/2015 11:49 AM

1237

Keep as is. Just block off Mendocino.

11/13/2015 11:35 AM

1238

The road through the center that provides a way across town instead of 101 is important for traffic flow.

11/13/2015 11:29 AM

1239

Peanuts statues, trees, lit trees

11/13/2015 11:22 AM

1240

Through traffic SR Avenue & Mendocino Ave; Rosenberg Fountain

11/13/2015 11:19 AM

1241

Possibly some trees

11/13/2015 11:19 AM

1242

historical architectural elements

11/13/2015 11:14 AM

1243

start over, dream big, ability to easily enhance the space. don't skimp on a good foundation, other bells and whistles

11/13/2015 11:13 AM

can be added later.
1244

None

11/13/2015 11:07 AM

1245

Lawn, Redwood trees, water features, open space

11/13/2015 11:06 AM

1246

Traffic flow!

11/13/2015 11:00 AM

1247

Mendocino/SR Ave. through traffic, fountains and water features (east side water features need repair/upgrading),

11/13/2015 10:57 AM

existing event space, art, trees and landscaping.
1248

none. There is too much extraneous stuff in there that makes it hard to have cohesive functions. Don't let it become

11/13/2015 10:48 AM

the repository for everyone who wants to have a monument for something. Need to have good topography for seating,
ledges perhaps for seating and if you remove the redwoods, replace with some "tree like" structure for holiday lighting,
but it doesn't have to be a "tree".
1249

THE REDWOOD TREES!!!

11/13/2015 10:20 AM

1250

Fountains

11/13/2015 10:17 AM

1251

The trees

11/13/2015 10:11 AM

1252

Santa Rosa Avenue passing through is very important.

11/13/2015 10:11 AM

1253

Sculpture

11/13/2015 10:09 AM

1254

No Homeless!

11/13/2015 10:06 AM

1255

The large trees and some water features.

11/13/2015 10:06 AM

1256

The BUNYA BUNYA TREE NEEDS TO REMAIN AS WELL ARE THE ESTABLISHED REDWOODS. DON'T YOU

11/13/2015 9:57 AM

DARE CUT THAT BUNYA BUNYA TREE DOWN. I WANT THE WHOLE SQUARE TO BE UNIFIED WITH NO NEW
SIDE PARKING. PARKING CAN BE FREE DURING SPECIAL CITY SPONSORED EVENTS. WE DON'T NEED
NEW PARKING ON NEW SIDE STREETS. THE WHOLE AREA SHOULD BE PARK WITH 4TH, 3RD, E AND B
STREETS AS MAIN THOROUGHFARES.
1257

It is important to keep the Azawa friezes, the Rosenberg fountain and the old Courthouse steps. They can all be

11/13/2015 9:49 AM

integrated into one art piece.
1258

big trees, grass, fountains

11/13/2015 9:48 AM

1259

Keep the trees.

11/13/2015 9:38 AM
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1260

Mature trees should remain.

11/13/2015 9:37 AM

1261

None

11/13/2015 9:26 AM

1262

water fountain is beautiful

11/13/2015 9:22 AM

1263

The Trees and fountains!

11/13/2015 9:16 AM

1264

Everything. Don't unify the square unless it is to simply close off the cobblestoned section of Mendocino to make it

11/13/2015 9:12 AM

become part of the square.
1265

historic court steps, historic trees and fountins.

11/13/2015 9:12 AM

1266

Trees, the old fountain, some grass, paths, benches

11/13/2015 9:10 AM

1267

The fountain is a nice feature, though in drought it's harder to maintain, I know. More critical is the outdoor seating and
dining, European Cafe-style dining opportunities.

11/13/2015 9:09 AM

1268

None at this point - I think the space should be a blank canvas.

11/13/2015 9:08 AM

1269

Buildings

11/13/2015 9:05 AM

1270

The openness and ability to offer a straight thoroughfare to south Santa Rosa. We have a lovely walking downtown.. 'If

11/13/2015 9:01 AM

it's not broken, why fix it?'
1271

I like the fountain or water feature. Benches. Clock.

11/13/2015 9:01 AM

1272

The Christmas Tree, Fountains

11/13/2015 8:53 AM

1273

Minimal Costs

11/13/2015 8:21 AM

1274

Nothing

11/13/2015 8:20 AM

1275

fountain, trees

11/13/2015 8:20 AM

1276

the feeling of the center of town

11/13/2015 8:08 AM

1277

a few big trees

11/13/2015 8:07 AM

1278

Ruth Asawa fountain

11/13/2015 7:49 AM

1279

Everything

11/13/2015 7:27 AM

1280

Arakawa fountain

11/13/2015 7:15 AM

1281

History

11/13/2015 7:03 AM

1282

If you take out trees, will need some shady areas

11/13/2015 6:51 AM

1283

trees

11/13/2015 6:18 AM

1284

Nothing. It's mainly a homeless hangout.

11/13/2015 6:14 AM

1285

Keep Mendocino Ave/Santa Rosa Ave as is now.

11/13/2015 5:11 AM

1286

Trees, some sort of water feature, different areas - not all one big area.

11/13/2015 1:35 AM

1287

Some of the historic elements.

11/13/2015 12:52 AM

1288

Trees

11/12/2015 11:37 PM

1289

The trees

11/12/2015 11:17 PM

1290

Keeping the streets open for cars

11/12/2015 11:11 PM

1291

Redwoods, others large old trees.

11/12/2015 10:57 PM

1292

The trees every one of them!

11/12/2015 10:47 PM

1293

I'd rather see the money spent on a reunification of Railroad Square with downtown.

11/12/2015 10:44 PM

1294

Asawa art panels, community Christmas tree, bunya bunya trees. Would like it to be more open and light. Take out

11/12/2015 10:36 PM

some of the overpowering redwoods and pine trees.
1295

All. See no need to re-unify square. Can't turn a financial district with a shopping mall a block away into a destination

11/12/2015 10:36 PM

spot. The city isn't capable of maintaining or providing a police presence in our downtown area now. How would
reunifying the square change that?
1296

Seating. Some kind of stage. Open space for large gatherings. As many trees as possible.
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1297

Save the redwood trees!

11/12/2015 10:34 PM

1298

The big trees and fountain

11/12/2015 10:30 PM

1299

Keep any trees that fit in with the new plan

11/12/2015 10:27 PM

1300

Trees fountains plants

11/12/2015 10:17 PM

1301

None of it

11/12/2015 10:13 PM

1302

The Established Trees and a water feature.

11/12/2015 10:12 PM

1303

The older trees to give more shade and sound reduction.

11/12/2015 10:09 PM

1304

I'd like to keep the tall redwood trees, even if it eliminates some parking.

11/12/2015 10:07 PM

1305

We need to try to salvage the wrongs that were done when the square was divided and a giant shopping mall was put

11/12/2015 10:05 PM

in the middle of the downtown. Look at Sonoma, Petaluma, Healdsburg- they all did it right.
1306

This is a terrible boondoggle and waste of money. The traffic snafu will be horrible. I lived and travelled these streets

11/12/2015 10:02 PM

when the population of S.R. was 35,000 and it was bad then, what do you think it will be today? This is an example of
all the platitudes that are made about how difficult it is to house the homeless. Well, hypocrits, waste the money, unify
the square, and make sad faces and tell us how sorry you are when the next homeless individual dies of exposure.
1307

I think you should keep it as it is. You really can't put Humpty back together again... but up removable road blocks to

11/12/2015 9:58 PM

close it off on weekends and call it a day.
1308

You should leave as is and have bollards that closes off the street for events. Reunification will not be a reason for

11/12/2015 9:54 PM

folks to go downtown. People go for what is already there. unless there are weekly events the space will not be
utilized any more than it is today.
1309

T

11/12/2015 9:50 PM

1310

Trees and landscape to the extent possible

11/12/2015 9:46 PM

1311

trees

11/12/2015 9:43 PM

1312

Reunifying the square is an unnecessary expense, and won't achieve the desired end of drawing more traffic.

11/12/2015 9:32 PM

1313

Some lawn space.

11/12/2015 9:32 PM

1314

The absence of Exchange and Hinton Avenues. The redwood trees. Keep the trees. Lose the parking.

11/12/2015 8:55 PM

1315

Some type of water fountain, trees

11/12/2015 8:43 PM

1316

Green space and outdoor dining.

11/12/2015 8:43 PM

1317

None.

11/12/2015 8:27 PM

1318

When I think of the square I think of a few elements that have meaning to my family and I. The large trees, though they

11/12/2015 8:25 PM

may not be ancient, are the best part of the square. Another thing would be the fountain. If it was restore and running
it would be an attractive place to gather.
1319

The clock

11/12/2015 8:14 PM

1320

The hot dog vendor and active street life (not the people constantly begging for money, but the musicians)

11/12/2015 8:10 PM

1321

As many trees as possible and the Ozawa fountain

11/12/2015 8:00 PM

1322

Fountains. Benches. Picnic Tables. Pavillion for events and entertainment. Grass to lie on.

11/12/2015 7:41 PM

1323

All the trees, fountains, art, gazebo, etc.

11/12/2015 7:41 PM

1324

None - what is important is to re-unite the square successfully. Don't constrain the design by trying to work around

11/12/2015 7:32 PM

existing elements. If some of the trees can be saved or moved, great, but if not, plant new trees and let them grow.
The reunited square is the important thing.
1325

Walkable spaces

11/12/2015 7:30 PM

1326

None

11/12/2015 7:26 PM

1327

Clock tower.

11/12/2015 7:25 PM

1328

No one wants this, please let us vote!

11/12/2015 7:22 PM

1329

Asawa fountain

11/12/2015 7:19 PM

1330

Greenery.

11/12/2015 7:12 PM
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1331

The old courthouse. The art benches

11/12/2015 7:11 PM

1332

The street that goes through...don't divide!

11/12/2015 7:02 PM

1333

Trees

11/12/2015 6:59 PM

1334

Trees. Fountain.

11/12/2015 6:55 PM

1335

Trees. Fountain art (not fountain).

11/12/2015 6:36 PM

1336

Fountains

11/12/2015 6:27 PM

1337

Courthouse steps. Asana panels. Bunya tree

11/12/2015 6:19 PM

1338

Asawa fountain panels

11/12/2015 5:47 PM

1339

Mendocino Avenue

11/12/2015 4:54 PM

1340

All

11/12/2015 4:42 PM

1341

Trees.

11/12/2015 3:57 PM

1342

nothing

11/12/2015 3:53 PM

1343

The trees - all the trees!

11/12/2015 3:05 PM

1344

Continuity of businesses off of fourth street.

11/12/2015 2:58 PM

1345

Trees and green

11/12/2015 2:47 PM

1346

None that I can think of

11/12/2015 2:47 PM

1347

historically significant trees. relocation of the art freeze.

11/12/2015 2:45 PM

1348

Tree's

11/12/2015 2:41 PM

1349

None

11/12/2015 2:40 PM

1350

Grassy area

11/12/2015 2:39 PM

1351

Nothing.

11/12/2015 2:24 PM

1352

The Monkey Puzzle Tree. All trees, but especially the Monkey Puzzle.

11/12/2015 2:11 PM

1353

The trees

11/12/2015 2:08 PM

1354

landscape

11/12/2015 1:58 PM

1355

Building facades, preserving the history of the space

11/12/2015 1:50 PM

1356

As many trees as possible...

11/12/2015 1:34 PM

1357

La Rosa patio, nice open space

11/12/2015 1:16 PM

1358

REDWOOD TREES!!!!!! West side fountain and time capsule (i think that's still there?)

11/12/2015 1:15 PM

1359

N/A

11/12/2015 12:56 PM

1360

The existing large trees.

11/12/2015 12:47 PM

1361

Trees

11/12/2015 12:46 PM

1362

The road that goes between.

11/12/2015 12:07 PM

1363

separated sitting areas

11/12/2015 11:39 AM

1364

The Peanuts Statues.

11/12/2015 11:24 AM

1365

Water decorations are nice.

11/12/2015 11:19 AM

1366

The project shouldn't be done

11/12/2015 11:13 AM

1367

Keeping Mendocino Avenue in tact and not blocking a main road with unnecessary crap.

11/12/2015 11:08 AM

1368

It is important to keep the north south corridor open for cars to move through the downtown area. Reunification is an

11/12/2015 11:03 AM

idea who should not see the light of day and the money being spent on it could fix existing road problems in Santa
Rosa.
1369

Asawa panels relocated

11/12/2015 11:02 AM
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1370

Smoking areas

11/12/2015 10:51 AM

1371

a thruway on the road.

11/12/2015 10:45 AM

1372

Large trees should be preserved

11/12/2015 10:37 AM

1373

I like the fountain and the grass but I understand if environmental factors mean they need to go. I really like the type
of square that both Healdsburg and City of Sonoma have- fun, simple and organic to downtown

11/12/2015 10:33 AM

1374

Keep it old school. Nothing modern. The most successful squares harken back to earlier simpler days.

11/12/2015 10:28 AM

1375

Christmas Tree lighting

11/12/2015 10:12 AM

1376

family oriented- Christmas lights in tree- grassy area to sit down on- benches-

11/12/2015 10:04 AM

1377

Osawa Fountain Tree for WinterLights

11/12/2015 9:53 AM
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Q12 What events have you attended in
Courthouse Square and Downtown?
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0

Winter Lights
Tree Lighting
Amgen Tour of
California

Earth Day Fair

Day of the
Dead / Dia d...
Light the
Night Walk
Luther Burbank
Rose Parade ...
Wednesday
Night Market

None

Other

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Winter Lights Tree Lighting

43.76%

897

Amgen Tour of California

46.63%

956

Earth Day Fair

28.73%

589

Day of the Dead / Dia de los Muertos

18.20%

373

Light the Night Walk

17.56%

360

Luther Burbank Rose Parade & Festival

55.61%

1,140

Wednesday Night Market

88.54%

1,815

None

6.20%

127

Other

10.78%

221

Total Respondents: 2,050

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Kids activities and family event

12/31/2015 11:43 PM
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2

first night

12/31/2015 11:02 PM

3

New Year's Eve years ago was great!!

12/31/2015 8:40 PM

4

Special, local choir groups

12/31/2015 8:03 PM

5

Keep it simple and get it done!

12/31/2015 7:51 PM

6

You sure like to waste our money. Remember the parking meters?

12/31/2015 7:27 PM

7

GMO & Water Fluoridation awareness rallys

12/31/2015 7:00 PM

8

Santa Parade!!!

12/31/2015 6:37 PM

9

Shopping

12/31/2015 6:12 PM

10

xmas parades

12/31/2015 6:06 PM

11

First Night New Year's Eve parties

12/31/2015 6:04 PM

12

Book fair

12/31/2015 5:55 PM

13

Barbershop singing and caroling

12/31/2015 4:30 PM

14

New Year's Eve many many years ago when downtown was opened to families.

12/31/2015 4:14 PM

15

Concerts

12/31/2015 4:00 PM

16

None of the above. I wouldn't dare be there at night for the lighting ceremony, I couldn't care less for a bike race, the

12/31/2015 3:00 PM

market is to expensive and the last time I went to a smaller event my family and I were harassed by the local
homeless population.
17

civic meetings, sity council etc

12/31/2015 2:58 PM

18

Concerts and various arts festivals

12/31/2015 2:32 PM

19

concerts

12/31/2015 2:19 PM

20

Book festival, community rallies

12/31/2015 2:15 PM

21

Book fair

12/31/2015 1:58 PM

22

NONE!

12/31/2015 1:50 PM

23

Hootenanny concert

12/31/2015 1:47 PM

24

NO Reunification! Leave it as is!

12/31/2015 1:29 PM

25

Peggy Sue cruise

12/31/2015 12:14 PM

26

First Night - A New Years celebration the city stopped supporting.

12/31/2015 12:12 PM

27

political rallies

12/31/2015 12:08 PM

28

Viewing the Homeless camped out like most other parks in Santa Rosa

12/31/2015 12:03 PM

29

Fundraising Walk that began and ended there.

12/31/2015 11:47 AM

30

To hard to find parking, parking fees and tickets, to many beggers and gang members

12/31/2015 11:42 AM

31

First Night (New Years eve) Bring it back PLEASE!

12/31/2015 11:08 AM

32

book faire, war protests

12/31/2015 10:56 AM

33

Various festivals and other events

12/31/2015 10:12 AM

34

Great Handcar Regatta, Fathers Day Car Show,In-Store events

12/31/2015 9:27 AM

35

music, theater

12/31/2015 9:21 AM

36

Friends of the Library

12/31/2015 9:10 AM

37

Hootenanny was awesome!

12/31/2015 8:44 AM

38

Book Faire, Lunchtime Concerts, First Friday Artwalk, and Holiday Concerts

12/31/2015 8:28 AM

39

Occasional concert by Hootenanny Productions.

12/31/2015 8:24 AM

40

Rose Parade

12/31/2015 8:17 AM
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41

Car show cruise

12/31/2015 7:51 AM

42

Thursday Night Markets (back in the day)

12/31/2015 1:33 AM

43

Book festival.

12/31/2015 12:56 AM

44

Bike Expo

12/30/2015 11:00 PM

45

art walks/ book faire/ political rallies of various kinds

12/30/2015 10:53 PM

46

Sometimes I just sit there but I don't come for events very often.

12/30/2015 10:12 PM

47

First Friday events

12/30/2015 9:19 PM

48

Sonoma County Book Fair, First Night (many years ago).

12/30/2015 8:26 PM

49

SCBC Bike Fair (5th st)

12/30/2015 7:21 PM

50

Bike Festival

12/30/2015 7:19 PM

51

Natalie Merchant concert

12/30/2015 7:09 PM

52

This is a joke.

12/30/2015 7:00 PM

53

outdoor eating in the summertime

12/30/2015 6:59 PM

54

Pancake breakfast

12/30/2015 6:40 PM

55

Annual homeless Christmas Breakfast

12/30/2015 6:14 PM

56

I was a big fan of First Night when it was held downtown.

12/30/2015 10:44 AM

57

Arts events, book fair, festivals

12/28/2015 1:18 PM

58

Book fair

12/28/2015 1:07 PM

59

Book Fair

12/27/2015 6:36 PM

60

free music

12/22/2015 2:15 PM

61

Book show, Live folk & bluegrass performances

12/20/2015 2:03 PM

62

Library book exchange

12/18/2015 6:02 PM

63

political marches and rallies

12/18/2015 10:15 AM

64

Farmers Day sheep and cattle drives downtown

12/18/2015 10:08 AM

65

May Day and other human rights & rallies

12/18/2015 8:56 AM

66

Redwood trees

12/18/2015 7:55 AM

67

SAY homeless youth event,Protests and public gatherings

12/17/2015 5:29 PM

68

parades and protests, book fairs

12/17/2015 2:34 PM

69

Meeting

12/17/2015 2:12 PM

70

protests and music events

12/16/2015 12:45 PM

71

National Day of prayer, Right-to-Life, Anti-trafficking, book events

12/15/2015 12:40 AM

72

Hand car regatta

12/14/2015 12:12 AM

73

political gatherings, protests, book fairs, fair trade celebration

12/13/2015 11:09 PM

74

Bike events

12/13/2015 8:39 PM

75

Food Not Bombs, Peggy Sue's cruise

12/13/2015 7:16 PM

76

Several day concerts

12/13/2015 6:44 PM

77

SEIU gathering during recent 3 day strike

12/13/2015 3:39 PM

78

The annual Book Festival

12/13/2015 11:01 AM

79

Art Trails, protests, food truck events

12/13/2015 8:37 AM

80

I have preformed on the square for live events.

12/13/2015 1:21 AM

81

Bike festivals

12/12/2015 7:59 PM
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82

book fair

12/12/2015 7:16 PM

83

food not bombs, music, Ozawa fountain, Exchange bank, Landpaths, the Mall

12/12/2015 1:11 PM

84

Book Faire

12/12/2015 11:58 AM

85

First Night

12/12/2015 11:11 AM

86

ralies and important community events

12/11/2015 2:48 PM

87

In the 70's I attended the Rose Parade, not since.

12/11/2015 8:57 AM

88

I like the Rose Parade, but could we cut the trash trucks, large vehicles, and amount of entries?! Maybe categorylottery to join.

12/11/2015 7:58 AM

89

Book fair

12/10/2015 10:43 PM

90

Car show

12/10/2015 7:15 PM

91

peggy sue car show

12/10/2015 5:55 PM

92

Public demonstrations and rallies, musical performances

12/10/2015 4:21 PM

93

Book Fair

12/10/2015 2:58 PM

94

New Year's Eve celebrations of old

12/10/2015 11:27 AM

95

Rallies and Protests

12/10/2015 10:42 AM

96

Bicycle Expo

12/10/2015 10:34 AM

97

Pliny the younger

12/9/2015 10:30 PM

98

art sofa day

12/9/2015 6:30 PM

99

Peggy Sue Car Show.

12/9/2015 4:18 PM

100

actually Thursday night market was much better than Wednesday W'h'ine time.

12/9/2015 4:14 PM

101

protesting

12/7/2015 7:04 PM

102

First Night

12/7/2015 9:28 AM

103

Many events.

12/6/2015 11:52 AM

104

Book fairs

12/6/2015 11:44 AM

105

Book Fair and a occasional marches

12/5/2015 9:25 PM

106

Wonderful gathering place for our "community."

12/5/2015 5:43 PM

107

For question 8, above, a false choice is presented. The correct answer for me would be all of the above, equally.

12/5/2015 4:04 PM

108

political marches and rallies

12/5/2015 4:02 PM

109

book festival, earthquake safety event, first fridays

12/5/2015 3:10 PM

110

Commemorating 1906 earthquake

12/5/2015 2:35 PM

111

Live music events

12/5/2015 10:35 AM

112

If special events are the focus, keep square the way it is.

12/5/2015 10:10 AM

113

March against Monsanto, Andy Lopez vigil, many civic and political gatherings

12/5/2015 8:15 AM

114

Library sales and many political/peace protests

12/4/2015 11:42 PM

115

Protests and demonstrations.

12/4/2015 8:47 PM

116

First Night, which I greatly miss

12/4/2015 3:05 PM

117

Pliny the younger

12/4/2015 2:27 PM

118

I have stayed away from some events due to the horrific homeless problem - SR will spend a lot of money on this

12/4/2015 2:20 PM

project only to have it overrun by transients, and have shoppers and tourists avoid the space. Please get your
homeless problem under control.
119

Music events, North Bay Hootenanny

12/4/2015 1:38 PM

120

Festival of neighborhoods

12/3/2015 10:04 PM
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121

drum gathering and political demonstrations

12/3/2015 4:18 PM

122

5k race, pup crawls

12/3/2015 7:40 AM

123

Protests and candle light vigils

12/3/2015 12:18 AM

124

Scooter rosa

12/2/2015 10:53 PM

125

First night

12/2/2015 9:23 PM

126

New Years Eve! Used to be a great event.

12/2/2015 10:02 AM

127

SOFA EVENTS

12/2/2015 9:25 AM

128

Arbor Day events. Various rallys.

12/2/2015 4:15 AM

129

Santa Rosa Marathon/Half/5K

12/2/2015 12:59 AM

130

Many public gatherings like the book fair and awareness gatherings for various issues!

12/2/2015 12:29 AM

131

Thursday night market.

12/1/2015 10:30 PM

132

SEIU rally

12/1/2015 9:46 PM

133

Scooter-Rosa

12/1/2015 9:15 PM

134

Piggy sue cruise

12/1/2015 9:03 PM

135

Rally

12/1/2015 7:21 PM

136

Concert

12/1/2015 6:23 PM

137

political demonstrations

12/1/2015 4:34 PM

138

Book Day

12/1/2015 3:47 PM

139

Feeding homeless.

12/1/2015 2:03 PM

140

Book events

12/1/2015 2:02 PM

141

New Years Eve

12/1/2015 12:07 PM

142

farmers market, locally produced crafts faire

12/1/2015 11:39 AM

143

Valentine's day - dance against women violence

12/1/2015 11:31 AM

144

live music shows

12/1/2015 9:06 AM

145

Prince walkway

12/1/2015 8:53 AM

146

Roots Americana Hootenanny

12/1/2015 8:51 AM

147

Used to love the First Night, New Years Eve bash, so family friendly and fun.

11/29/2015 8:41 PM

148

First Night

11/29/2015 5:52 PM

149

Christmas Tree Lighting

11/29/2015 4:22 PM

150

First Friday Artwalks

11/29/2015 12:17 PM

151

Frequent walks through and around

11/29/2015 9:11 AM

152

Change the market back to Thursday

11/29/2015 7:39 AM

153

Public actions

11/29/2015 6:45 AM

154

Sitting there, on our way from L.A. to Oregon, we decided to buy a retirement house in Santa Rosa, and many years

11/28/2015 6:02 PM

later here we are!
155

tons

11/27/2015 5:05 PM

156

First Night New Year's event

11/27/2015 10:13 AM

157

Sorry. Can't specify. Often I drop in to events that are happening as I pass through and I stop to participate. Oh! The
annual bicycle event and the local business event put on by that place on 5th street whose name escapes me right

11/27/2015 10:04 AM

now are 2.
158

Rallies

11/27/2015 7:47 AM

159

Peggy Sue car cruise

11/26/2015 11:07 PM
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160

Bars

11/26/2015 5:52 AM

161

Book fairs.

11/25/2015 9:21 PM

162

Various political and musical events.

11/25/2015 6:25 PM

163

Rallies for political social causes.

11/25/2015 1:54 PM

164

book selling

11/25/2015 1:35 PM

165

North Bay Hootenanny, peace marches, vigils, other political events

11/25/2015 12:03 PM

166

all

11/25/2015 11:57 AM

167

I chose to not go to town, only rarely. The mall and terrible meters ruined it for me.

11/25/2015 11:24 AM

168

It's too hard to get to these things - too much traffic.

11/25/2015 9:35 AM

169

Art walks...WE need more & to spread them through out the down town.

11/25/2015 8:34 AM

170

Outside food vendors, large water fountains.

11/24/2015 10:24 PM

171

Immigrant rights March and May Day March

11/24/2015 10:12 PM

172

Peggy Sue car show, North Bay hootananny

11/24/2015 8:33 PM

173

Classic car events

11/24/2015 8:27 PM

174

First Night Parade, concerts.

11/24/2015 4:26 PM

175

i attended the market most when it was on Thursday

11/24/2015 4:17 PM

176

Public protest be-ins

11/24/2015 3:35 PM

177

Many a Friday and Saturday night going to the bars as a youngin

11/24/2015 2:47 PM

178

Sonoma County Library festival

11/24/2015 2:32 PM

179

Protests/actions

11/24/2015 12:26 PM

180

Sober New Years Eve event in the 90's

11/24/2015 11:45 AM

181

Peggy sue

11/24/2015 7:04 AM

182

Book Faire

11/24/2015 12:27 AM

183

Farmers market

11/23/2015 9:34 PM

184

First Night Santa Rosa but nothing since

11/23/2015 6:46 PM

185

Shoplocal

11/23/2015 6:45 PM

186

Downtown business owner--here every day

11/20/2015 12:30 PM

187

First Night

11/19/2015 3:15 PM

188

First Night

11/19/2015 1:51 PM

189

Artists' event

11/19/2015 9:05 AM

190

Natalie Merchant concert years ago, which was great

11/18/2015 9:12 PM

191

Peggy Sue

11/18/2015 9:03 PM

192

enjoy walking in it when am down there

11/18/2015 4:01 PM

193

Book Fair

11/18/2015 1:52 PM

194

First Night

11/18/2015 10:22 AM

195

Book Fair

11/18/2015 10:02 AM

196

Book fair

11/18/2015 9:09 AM

197

Various protests

11/18/2015 8:02 AM

198

Friends of the Library book sale

11/17/2015 11:59 AM

199

book festival, bike swap

11/17/2015 11:25 AM

200

Human and Teen Sexual Trafficking by Law Enforcement in Sonoma County

11/17/2015 10:54 AM
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201

Thursday Night Market

11/16/2015 5:16 PM

202

frequently eat lunch on the square

11/16/2015 10:26 AM

203

Corricks art events

11/16/2015 10:04 AM

204

Santa Rosa Super Mile

11/16/2015 9:42 AM

205

political rallys and marches, book faires

11/16/2015 9:28 AM

206

Driving through on Mendo to SR Ave. is important

11/16/2015 9:26 AM

207

First Night (years ago)

11/16/2015 9:20 AM

208

Christmas Day donations to homeless event

11/16/2015 8:16 AM

209

Concerts & markets. First Night

11/15/2015 9:32 PM

210

I used to love the New Year's First Night events!

11/15/2015 8:50 PM

211

Demonstrations

11/15/2015 8:10 PM

212

Model after healdsburg

11/15/2015 2:42 PM

213

SAY Rally, Book Faire

11/15/2015 1:57 PM

214

concert

11/15/2015 1:20 PM

215

book fairs, fair trade event, others

11/15/2015 11:39 AM

216

Rose parade

11/15/2015 11:21 AM

217

book fair

11/15/2015 9:01 AM

218

Bike event,

11/14/2015 9:48 PM

219

Rallies for public issues.

11/14/2015 9:33 PM

220

american graffiti car thing

11/14/2015 7:15 PM

221

Political events, Occupy, etc.

11/14/2015 6:11 PM

222

You need to differentiate events held downtown vs making it sound like they are all in Courthouse Square. Which the

11/14/2015 6:10 PM

aren't.
223

Sonoma County Book Festival (would like to see it come back)

11/14/2015 5:32 PM

224

Demonstration

11/14/2015 5:05 PM

225

Book fair.

11/14/2015 4:02 PM

226

rose parade and lighting

11/14/2015 12:46 PM

227

Santa Parade(Bring it back 20-30 club!!)

11/14/2015 10:25 AM

228

Events at downtown library, City Council meetings

11/14/2015 9:44 AM

229

Concerts, Classic car parade, First Night, Art Walk

11/14/2015 9:34 AM

230

First Night Santa Rosa

11/14/2015 9:12 AM

231

I like to sit there but it gets a little scrappy sometimes

11/14/2015 9:02 AM

232

The had New Year's Eve events when I was younger.

11/14/2015 8:16 AM

233

United Way Kickoff 10/69

11/14/2015 8:14 AM

234

Book fair

11/14/2015 8:05 AM

235

Peggy Sue car ralle

11/14/2015 8:03 AM

236

Consider emphasis on local types of events - when you have concerts, for example, so many people come from the

11/14/2015 8:01 AM

bay area problems arise and there is no longer a feeling of community. Locals have to avoid that kind of problem.
237

Concerts, classic cars, more.

11/14/2015 7:38 AM

238

Concerts

11/14/2015 7:34 AM

239

Literary Fair

11/14/2015 7:27 AM
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240

Peggy sue car cruise

11/13/2015 11:48 PM

241

May Day

11/13/2015 11:07 PM

242

Book fair

11/13/2015 8:37 PM

243

NO TO REUNIFICATION

11/13/2015 8:32 PM

244

This is not a public entertainment venue.

11/13/2015 7:46 PM

245

charity events

11/13/2015 7:25 PM

246

demonstration

11/13/2015 7:17 PM

247

Functions held by my private organizations.

11/13/2015 6:15 PM

248

round up

11/13/2015 5:54 PM

249

Peggy Sues Cruise

11/13/2015 4:27 PM

250

First night

11/13/2015 4:25 PM

251

Bookfest--want it back!

11/13/2015 4:09 PM

252

DON'T DO IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

11/13/2015 3:46 PM

253

Book Fair - miss it!

11/13/2015 3:28 PM

254

New Year's Eve First Night way back when

11/13/2015 1:49 PM

255

music, book fair

11/13/2015 1:43 PM

256

Cattle & Sheep drives (how fun!)

11/13/2015 1:19 PM

257

That was 2 or more years ago

11/13/2015 12:58 PM

258

Christmas singing or choir

11/13/2015 12:34 PM

259

Farmer's Day Parade

11/13/2015 12:02 PM

260

shopping, taking a evening walk, lunch, dinner

11/13/2015 12:00 PM

261

Live music at marys pizza shack

11/13/2015 11:38 AM

262

first night, free concerts, afternoon lunches.

11/13/2015 11:13 AM

263

Various rallies and music performances

11/13/2015 10:57 AM

264

BOOK FAIR

11/13/2015 9:57 AM

265

Book fair.

11/13/2015 9:49 AM

266

Music

11/13/2015 9:48 AM

267

Book fair

11/13/2015 9:35 AM

268

The book fair, various fundraiser and special awareness gatherings...

11/13/2015 9:16 AM

269

Book Fair

11/13/2015 9:11 AM

270

First Friday Artwalk

11/13/2015 9:08 AM

271

The New Year's Eve event 20 years ago. A family friendly, no drinking street party. Wonderful time for the family.

11/13/2015 9:01 AM

272

Book fair

11/13/2015 7:15 AM

273

Winter Lights??? Really? Dont be too PC now....its called Christmas!

11/13/2015 5:11 AM

274

Personal, casual business meetings outdoors probably wouldn't much. No time in my life. I'm against the project.

11/12/2015 11:17 PM

275

Peggy sue car show.

11/12/2015 10:36 PM

276

First Night, etc., etc., etc.

11/12/2015 10:35 PM

277

Protest put on by Laura Gonzalez and/or Lisa Maldonado

11/12/2015 9:32 PM

278

Book fair

11/12/2015 9:32 PM

279

St. Pat's 5K, Live at Juilliard

11/12/2015 9:02 PM

280

Scooter Rosa, Bike Expo

11/12/2015 8:43 PM
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281

SOMA

11/12/2015 8:37 PM

282

Over the last few years my family and I have found events downtown to be either very crowded and underwhelming.

11/12/2015 8:25 PM

Regardless of the grander though the homeless issues I have witnessed downtown, open drug use, fighting, begging
etc. have made us feel unsafe.
283

Various over the years

11/12/2015 8:14 PM

284

business events

11/12/2015 1:58 PM

285

Just walking through.

11/12/2015 12:47 PM

286

The project shouldn't be done

11/12/2015 11:13 AM

287

various political marches. This should be a place for public interest issues as well

11/12/2015 10:33 AM
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Q13 What type of events would you like to
attend at Courthouse Square?
Answered: 2,050

Skipped: 0
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music festivals
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Eco-friendly
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Responses

Farmers markets

79.76%

1,635

Concerts & music festivals

77.76%

1,594

Cultural events

63.22%

1,296

Art & craft events

63.85%

1,309

Eco-friendly events

41.12%

843

Cycling events

31.41%

644

Neighborhood group events

35.80%

734

Carnival fair

31.51%

646

Business events

23.17%

475

Other

9.90%

203
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Total Respondents: 2,050

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Nothing

1/1/2016 1:01 AM

2

European Day. Oops, that's not Progressive. Never mind.

1/1/2016 12:51 AM

3

Other

12/31/2015 11:26 PM

4

New Year's Eve and madi gras

12/31/2015 8:40 PM

5

Food and wine events, creative & unique events like handcar regatta

12/31/2015 7:26 PM

6

Community Gardening----some food. Tai Chi, Chi Gong and Yoga Class offerings

12/31/2015 7:00 PM

7

Daily use if tables,benches etc for lunch.

12/31/2015 6:41 PM

8

The kind where you can park for free

12/31/2015 6:19 PM

9

None. Can't stand being around all the transients.

12/31/2015 6:08 PM

10

Family and Community centered events. Bring folks together, as in a real old town square.

12/31/2015 5:55 PM

11

none

12/31/2015 5:29 PM

12

live rock bands

12/31/2015 4:54 PM

13

Christmas tree lighting, food tours, New Year's Eve carnival

12/31/2015 4:14 PM

14

Beer tasting festival

12/31/2015 4:00 PM

15

The Wedneday night market with more of a centered focus on entertainment there.

12/31/2015 3:52 PM

16

I will not attend any events if the reunification takes place.

12/31/2015 3:34 PM

17

Anything that was fun, educational and didn't require a fortune to feel like a participant.

12/31/2015 3:00 PM

18

Wine and beer events.

12/31/2015 2:45 PM

19

none--there are better places for these events

12/31/2015 2:32 PM

20

None...

12/31/2015 2:29 PM

21

None

12/31/2015 2:15 PM

22

This will be an attractive nuisance, benefitting the homeless at the expense of the businesses.

12/31/2015 2:11 PM

23

People using it for political info

12/31/2015 2:02 PM

24

political rally

12/31/2015 1:51 PM

25

And you can just by how it is!

12/31/2015 1:50 PM

26

Wine Tastings!

12/31/2015 1:47 PM

27

none

12/31/2015 1:41 PM

28

NO Reunification! Leave it as is!

12/31/2015 1:29 PM

29

mostly just want a pretty open space with restrooms

12/31/2015 12:45 PM

30

Car shows

12/31/2015 12:37 PM

31

none

12/31/2015 12:21 PM

32

Beer tastings.

12/31/2015 12:14 PM

33

political rallies

12/31/2015 12:08 PM

34

More public rest rooms for seniors and others

12/31/2015 12:03 PM

35

10 million $$$. No, this is a huge ripoff of taxpayers money

12/31/2015 11:58 AM

36

None

12/31/2015 11:49 AM

37

Only if parking issues are resolved and free parking is available.

12/31/2015 11:42 AM

38

Sporting Events not just Cycle, Science, Tech & Design, Food &

12/31/2015 9:27 AM
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39

landscaping/art creation with public participation, inclduing transient people

12/31/2015 9:21 AM

40

Tours of historic buildings

12/31/2015 7:19 AM

41

Cocktails

12/31/2015 12:56 AM

42

Political speeches/ forums/ rallies for causes; ( homelessness, living wage, local global warming discussions/lectures),

12/30/2015 10:53 PM

live music and strolling musicians (make a walkway connecting to Julliard Park and get some "center" to the town with
impact and adequate space for Sunday night concerts and dancing, etc., school bands, etc, (an old fashioned band
shell to project vocals)
43

Help the homeless

12/30/2015 9:36 PM

44

Beer Festival

12/30/2015 9:02 PM

45

book fair

12/30/2015 8:39 PM

46

wine tastings and other wine/food events.

12/30/2015 8:13 PM

47

Car shows

12/30/2015 8:12 PM

48

movie nights

12/30/2015 8:10 PM

49

better parking design/ try to save what has been recycle SAVES cost.What took 50 years to bring back Square ?

12/30/2015 7:17 PM

50

homless getting help

12/30/2015 7:00 PM

51

none

12/30/2015 6:42 PM

52

beer or wine festivals

12/30/2015 6:34 PM

53

annual homeless breakfast

12/30/2015 6:14 PM

54

Antique Fairs

12/30/2015 10:44 AM

55

Honestly, I probably won't attend any.

12/30/2015 10:42 AM

56

Farmers Mkt like in Davis; Events should be regular and throught the year to draw residents and visitors

12/28/2015 1:18 PM

57

I think programming for the square is VERY important, without that, it will become a space for those who have no

12/28/2015 1:07 PM

where else to go, and will hang out there.
58

None of the above.

12/27/2015 3:54 PM

59

NB Hootenanny

12/26/2015 8:45 PM

60

Family events

12/19/2015 11:30 AM

61

Year round pop up retail and food

12/18/2015 12:48 PM

62

multicultural

12/18/2015 10:15 AM

63

Nothing related to wine--we have enough of that elsewhere

12/18/2015 10:08 AM

64

local political forums

12/18/2015 8:56 AM

65

Redwood trees celebration

12/18/2015 7:55 AM

66

A safe bike route from the east, say from Farmers Lane to Prince Greenway.

12/18/2015 7:14 AM

67

Being back First Night!

12/18/2015 6:23 AM

68

Clean up trash

12/17/2015 5:29 PM

69

Daily Yoga on the Square

12/17/2015 12:28 PM

70

Bring back First Night

12/15/2015 12:40 AM

71

Parade!

12/14/2015 3:38 PM

72

current events gatherings -- a place to convene when large events happen, locally, nationally or globally.

12/13/2015 11:09 PM

73

Some type of replacement for the Steam punk event and other dress up and fun events for the whole family

12/13/2015 8:03 PM

74

It's much too small for concerts!

12/13/2015 7:28 PM

75

Sex positive and Sexuality/Sensuality educational events

12/13/2015 7:16 PM

76

Events for children

12/13/2015 7:00 PM
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77

Music/concerts

12/13/2015 6:44 PM

78

Let's institute a "Promenade Evening" where people could bring their families downtown and circle the square while

12/13/2015 11:01 AM

meeting friends, as well as eating dinner downtown.
79

Feed the homeless

12/13/2015 1:21 AM

80

Anything peaceful and not "in your face".

12/12/2015 11:42 PM

81

Wine Tasting rooms

12/12/2015 7:53 PM

82

Food/ wine/ art events

12/12/2015 11:58 AM

83

I don't go downtown especially at night since I rely on the bus.

12/11/2015 8:57 AM

84

Theater outdoor, street dances, childrens' pet show

12/10/2015 5:34 PM

85

Art exhibits, educational events, wine tasting events to draw people to the restaurants

12/10/2015 4:21 PM

86

I miss "First Night"; Wednesday night market should suffice for farmers markets

12/10/2015 2:58 PM

87

None I will not support this waste of money and will not go downtown.

12/10/2015 12:03 PM

88

New Year's Eve celebrations

12/10/2015 11:27 AM

89

cut the cycling events. they tie up traffic and are a blight.

12/10/2015 11:16 AM

90

Poverty and homeless events, political rallies

12/10/2015 10:42 AM

91

simple open space for family and friends gather--should not be too many events!

12/10/2015 10:05 AM

92

New Year's Eve

12/10/2015 8:59 AM

93

this is not an event center

12/10/2015 8:48 AM

94

Celebrations of Sonoma County History, statues of Santa Rosa's famous residents Burbank, Ripley, Schulz, where is
the Ripley museum oddities? Bring back the museum in the house of one tree.

12/9/2015 10:07 PM

95

I would like to continue to drive right through it

12/9/2015 9:35 PM

96

Oktoberfest

12/9/2015 7:41 PM

97

none

12/9/2015 4:52 PM

98

Marathons

12/8/2015 2:33 PM

99

Dancing. I once saw square dancers twirling under twinkling lights in Prescott. Arizona's downtown square. I was

12/8/2015 5:32 AM

delighted by the lively spirit and camaraderie, even though I had. I interest in square dancing, myself.
100

Bring back First Night on New Years Eve!

12/7/2015 9:28 AM

101

I think there should be another venue for most of these types of City events; Courthouse Square doesn't

12/7/2015 8:42 AM

accommodate large groups due to traffic issues.
102

Any & All

12/6/2015 2:57 PM

103

Health focused events, family events, political events

12/5/2015 1:43 PM

104

Again, if area was more secure.

12/5/2015 10:10 AM

105

Public political gathering space very important!

12/5/2015 8:15 AM

106

more political/peace protests

12/4/2015 11:42 PM

107

i don't like to go downdown

12/4/2015 8:33 PM

108

Evening Events - thats why I love Wedsnight Market over other dumb morning markets.

12/4/2015 4:46 PM

109

First Nights again

12/4/2015 3:05 PM

110

Food events which promote our beautiful area

12/4/2015 2:27 PM

111

Lots of kid friendly events and bike events.

12/4/2015 2:15 PM

112

The proposed border streets on the east and west sides should be eliminated!!!

12/4/2015 1:50 PM

113

access by churches and such for special presentations, music, etc.

12/4/2015 12:42 PM

114

Political gatherings

12/4/2015 12:10 PM
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115

Not commercial like Wednesday night market

12/3/2015 7:29 PM

116

Free parking for shoppers and diners

12/3/2015 5:15 PM

117

Any events without posturing, tough-guy, wannabe gangbangers.

12/3/2015 4:11 PM

118

Public forum a la Hyde Park. Free speech opportunity.

12/3/2015 2:49 PM

119

Beer or wine tasting

12/3/2015 9:29 AM

120

Antique fair

12/3/2015 6:54 AM

121

Events for children

12/3/2015 4:35 AM

122

Local musician jamming events, daily craft and farm markets

12/3/2015 12:18 AM

123

Free yoga in the square!

12/2/2015 6:56 PM

124

First night New Years.

12/2/2015 6:09 PM

125

Outdoor Movie Night on a big screen

12/2/2015 12:32 PM

126

street fairs, art

12/2/2015 11:35 AM

127

Car Show

12/2/2015 10:02 AM

128

Movie nights.

12/2/2015 9:59 AM

129

Shakespeare in the park...or other plays

12/2/2015 7:27 AM

130

See next question.

12/2/2015 4:15 AM

131

None.

12/1/2015 10:30 PM

132

All these events can still be held (like they are with the Wednesday Night market) without removing the street through

12/1/2015 9:18 PM

the square
133

Art and Crafts shows.

12/1/2015 7:22 PM

134

A place to sit and do nothing, sketch, read, enjoy the day.

12/1/2015 6:41 PM

135

Political rallies, speeches

12/1/2015 4:34 PM

136

none, if you close off Mendocino ave

12/1/2015 1:58 PM

137

None

12/1/2015 12:44 PM

138

Close 4th street like on Wed Market, connect it better to the current square, add addition levels to current garages
instead of adding streets.

12/1/2015 11:31 AM

139

Sidewalk sales, santa rosa living history day/month...films, retro pictures, speakers, tours

12/1/2015 10:57 AM

140

Bring back Book fair

12/1/2015 8:53 AM

141

I wouldn't attend any events

12/1/2015 7:24 AM

142

Just everyday type visits, especially when entertaining out of area friend

12/1/2015 6:09 AM

143

The above are conditioned upon having a well designed space and a safe environment.

11/30/2015 3:32 PM

144

N/A

11/30/2015 2:01 PM

145

Business Networking events

11/30/2015 12:07 PM

146

I'd love to see some kind of cultural, diversity offerings...help folks learn about each other in a friendly environment,

11/29/2015 8:41 PM

with facilitated activities and a meal.
147

art shows

11/29/2015 5:38 PM

148

Historic walking tour would be nice

11/29/2015 4:23 PM

149

Movie nights

11/29/2015 12:20 PM

150

None- Until you clean it up!

11/29/2015 9:12 AM

151

Food trucks

11/29/2015 9:11 AM

152

Public actions

11/29/2015 6:45 AM

153

none

11/28/2015 11:21 PM
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154

Political events, e.g. panel discussions of controversial *local* issues (such as reunification of the square, which I

11/28/2015 6:02 PM

favor).
155

Wine tasting events and food paring to showcase our resources and to draw in tourism. We also love to go to cultural
food festivals much like they do in Downtown/ Fisherman s Wharf in Monterey.

11/28/2015 11:59 AM

156

sidewalk vendors and cafes in place of parking spaces

11/27/2015 1:24 PM

157

Flat track roller derby bouts!

11/27/2015 11:53 AM

158

concerts

11/26/2015 11:07 PM

159

Don't particularly have a burning desire to attend events

11/26/2015 2:49 PM

160

Political events (starting point for marches, etc).

11/25/2015 6:25 PM

161

a weekly summer music series

11/25/2015 5:48 PM

162

Leave it as is!

11/25/2015 4:36 PM

163

Get rid of those stupid parking meters

11/25/2015 4:05 PM

164

Craft Fairs. Craft brew fairs.

11/25/2015 2:04 PM

165

no buisness events

11/25/2015 11:57 AM

166

Holiday events, like Christmas Tree lighting perhaps.

11/25/2015 9:35 AM

167

Again , I say to have event throughout the DOWNTOWN & the square is just where to start. The other parks are hardly

11/25/2015 8:34 AM

used...because of parking cost & homeless.
168

Any of these can be handled by the square we have now.

11/24/2015 11:35 PM

169

LGBT, health fitness, shuffleboard? tournament

11/24/2015 10:24 PM

170

Antique fair, local art shows, music on the square on Fridays and Sunday afternoons.

11/24/2015 10:19 PM

171

Political and local issues and book fairs

11/24/2015 10:12 PM

172

Exercise/recreation

11/24/2015 9:40 PM

173

Fourth of July and other Holiday events, sidewalk chalk events

11/24/2015 8:27 PM

174

Leave it as it is!!

11/24/2015 8:26 PM

175

None.

11/24/2015 8:26 PM

176

family oriented sporting events: frisbee; elementary school age exercise events: running & bicycle races, 3 legged

11/24/2015 4:40 PM

races, etc.
177

Library book sale, family fun day with games, chili cookoff, etc., Memorial Day picnic with fundraiser for local charities,

11/24/2015 3:40 PM

outdoor family movies, visit by Santa,
178

.

11/24/2015 3:28 PM

179

Events where I can bring my dog. No bicycles, I hate cyclists.

11/24/2015 1:49 PM

180

Beer festival

11/24/2015 12:26 PM

181

Antique fairs, book fairs, pet adoption fairs

11/24/2015 10:39 AM

182

Multi cultural events that teach tolerance

11/23/2015 9:20 PM

183

events that parking is not an issue - the parking meters are what stop me from coming into town any longer.

11/23/2015 6:46 PM

184

The city has done a great job hosting major events, like TOC. Could we do smaller events, like the pro womens'

11/23/2015 3:54 PM

cycling races? A venue to expose the great local racers would help boos their sport.
185

None

11/23/2015 3:16 PM

186

Real Jazz Music

11/23/2015 10:56 AM

187

Food and beverage events

11/21/2015 5:34 AM

188

Take back the square from the drunks, drug addicts and transients

11/20/2015 12:30 PM

189

NO carnival fairs or business events, please. This should NOT be in any way a commercial space, but a public space.

11/19/2015 8:09 PM

190

Worship events

11/19/2015 6:39 PM
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191

use the money to improve what's already here.

11/19/2015 11:08 AM

192

What is an eco-friendly event?

11/19/2015 10:45 AM

193

Do not think I would attend events of any kind in the square

11/19/2015 9:34 AM

194

Probably none. Perhaps the two I checked.

11/19/2015 9:08 AM

195

Depending upon the atmosphere, more frequent dining and shopping. Will boycott if you proceed with removal of

11/19/2015 9:05 AM

current valuable structures, trees!
196

None

11/19/2015 8:30 AM

197

none

11/18/2015 4:01 PM

198

Brign back First Night or similar event!

11/18/2015 10:22 AM

199

Discussions on citizen's input on doing this waste of funds expenditure to unify the Square

11/18/2015 10:02 AM

200

Seasonal focused events, major holiday events

11/18/2015 8:02 AM

201

Dining and shopping

11/17/2015 2:44 PM

202

It would be fabulous if the Pliny the Youngers two week beer line could somehow be transformed into an even more

11/17/2015 1:11 PM

fun event out in the park. Bring in food the food trucks for late night dining. I miss the Pedicabs too.
203

Eating places along the perimeter without looking at automobile bumpers and exhaust. Make downtown every-day

11/17/2015 12:33 PM

attractive to more people.... not limiting thinking to reunifications. The council is stuck on stupid with this plan..
204

school choirs and bands; art shows;

11/17/2015 11:59 AM

205

Would prefer that land area around train tracks was developed for the types of events and crowds that you imagining

11/17/2015 11:50 AM

in the downtown. Prefer farmer's market at Vets building due to ease of parking. Homeless problem in the downtown
has not been addressed at all. Homeless would be better served (and downtown merchants) by providing adequate
housing. Many people avoid the downtown all together due to parking and homeless.
206

winter bonfire ?

11/17/2015 8:41 AM

207

Holiday festivitys

11/16/2015 5:19 PM

208

Exercise and Healthy Type events

11/16/2015 2:48 PM

209

We have many local farmer markets to shop at. We don't need another in the square

11/16/2015 11:40 AM

210

,monthly or Occasional feed the homeless event

11/16/2015 10:04 AM

211

public executions

11/16/2015 9:42 AM

212

Food & Wine Events

11/16/2015 9:40 AM

213

political rallies & marches, book fares

11/16/2015 9:28 AM

214

Driving through Courthouse Square on Mendo/SR Ave.

11/16/2015 9:26 AM

215

Again, weary to check off choices. See my response to #10

11/15/2015 11:05 PM

216

None - there is nowhere to park that is convenient or free.

11/15/2015 8:41 PM

217

Showcase high school and college contributions to the community. Encourage students to utilize public space and

11/15/2015 8:10 PM

teach about the "commons", not the mythology that "commons" are not possible.
218

None

11/15/2015 5:38 PM

219

none- a square surrounded by banks is useless

11/15/2015 4:06 PM

220

model after healdsburg

11/15/2015 2:42 PM

221

Yearly arts festival.

11/15/2015 2:02 PM

222

Beer festival

11/15/2015 1:24 PM

223

Wine. Beer, & Food Events, Bicycle Fair

11/15/2015 9:42 AM

224

BBQ's and cookoffs

11/15/2015 7:50 AM

225

Rallies/speakers for public issues.

11/14/2015 9:33 PM

226

car shows

11/14/2015 8:59 PM
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227

Political events.

11/14/2015 6:11 PM

228

none

11/14/2015 6:10 PM

229

outdoor movies

11/14/2015 5:02 PM

230

none

11/14/2015 4:57 PM

231

Family-friendly participation like Missoula (MT) Sunday Streets; Food truck dinners like Rohnert Park; Classical music

11/14/2015 4:02 PM

ensemble performances; Charity-decorated Xmas trees like San Jose Plaza; High school plays and choral groups;
authors' book readings
232

None. I have had my business at 50 Old Courthouse Square since 2007. I plan to move my business as soon as this

11/14/2015 2:57 PM

ridiculas project is started.
233

N/A,will not be going downtown for anything anymore once this disaster is completed.

11/14/2015 1:59 PM

234

These can be done without changing a thing !

11/14/2015 1:37 PM

235

None

11/14/2015 12:26 PM

236

Low probability of any attendance

11/14/2015 12:23 PM

237

Political rallies & every now and again and open air city council or board of supes meeting

11/14/2015 11:51 AM

238

More art fair events. There are many artists around this area that don't have a place to show and sell their art.

11/14/2015 11:08 AM

239

None

11/14/2015 10:59 AM

240

Beer and wine events that don't fall under cultural events. Weddings!

11/14/2015 10:25 AM

241

Wine and Jazz in the park...like San Jose.

11/14/2015 10:21 AM

242

Picnicing.

11/14/2015 10:02 AM

243

Drum circles. Clown auditions

11/14/2015 10:00 AM

244

Don't think I would attend.

11/14/2015 9:27 AM

245

Swap meet; local business "show off" to stimuluate local B2B.

11/14/2015 9:12 AM

246

political rallies

11/14/2015 9:11 AM

247

Art exhibit

11/14/2015 9:03 AM

248

Beer, wine and food festivals with top chefs in county.

11/14/2015 8:32 AM

249

Food Truck Events, Movie Nights, Wine/Food Walk, Ending point for organized runs, STEAM (science, technology,

11/14/2015 8:24 AM

enginering arts & math )festival for kids
250

The events can't attract people with no connection to Santa Rosa. Too many street people took over the Greenway,

11/14/2015 8:16 AM

and I cannot walk it or bike it with my kids. Clean this up before building new "features."
251

Antique Fair, wine festivals, political rally.

11/14/2015 8:07 AM

252

All are good so long as we try to keep it local.

11/14/2015 8:01 AM

253

Carnival? That belongs in a parking lot!

11/14/2015 7:38 AM

254

Historical and environmental lectures

11/14/2015 7:34 AM

255

AVOID THE HOMELESS BEGGARS RUN

11/14/2015 5:48 AM

256

Food & beverage events encouraging evening group meals with entertainment.

11/14/2015 5:28 AM

257

Leave it alone

11/13/2015 9:39 PM

258

It is not necessary to permanently close Courthouse Square for ANY of these activities.

11/13/2015 9:34 PM

259

Leave it the same

11/13/2015 9:32 PM

260

Just a pleasant and inviting space that is surrounded by attractive business and restaurants.

11/13/2015 9:21 PM

261

none

11/13/2015 8:53 PM

262

nothing

11/13/2015 8:46 PM

263

NO TO REUNIFICATION

11/13/2015 8:32 PM
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264

Other = None, this is not a public entertainment venue. Still looking for away to increase consumerism, eh?

11/13/2015 7:46 PM

265

keep organized events to a minimum.

11/13/2015 7:17 PM

266

NOTHING - LEAVE IT ALONE!

11/13/2015 7:00 PM

267

Family events

11/13/2015 6:38 PM

268

NONE

11/13/2015 6:19 PM

269

outdoor movies, food wine events.

11/13/2015 6:01 PM

270

Leave it as is

11/13/2015 5:39 PM

271

Appropriate political forums

11/13/2015 4:45 PM

272

Note - the city has to get a handle on the homeless population and young people dealing drugs. Without that under

11/13/2015 4:27 PM

control no one will want to spend time downtown
273

Book festival

11/13/2015 4:09 PM

274

Skate/bmx freestyle competitions/ jams

11/13/2015 4:04 PM

275

DON'T DO IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

11/13/2015 3:46 PM

276

None

11/13/2015 2:05 PM

277

Educational and historical events.

11/13/2015 1:45 PM

278

Crafts Fair

11/13/2015 1:19 PM

279

Don't spend money we don't have to reunite the Square. City has enough debt obligation as it is.

11/13/2015 1:16 PM

280

none

11/13/2015 1:12 PM

281

Maybe Amgen tour

11/13/2015 12:58 PM

282

Knit a long

11/13/2015 12:34 PM

283

Santa Rosa Day events on March 26th of each year (the day of it's incorporation).

11/13/2015 12:02 PM

284

As it will become the homeless center for our county, NONE

11/13/2015 12:00 PM

285

As a homeless and gang member free environment where I can walk with my family.

11/13/2015 11:56 AM

286

Wine tasting.

11/13/2015 11:49 AM

287

More Kid Friendly Events

11/13/2015 11:22 AM

288

Rally to stop reunification

11/13/2015 10:57 AM

289

small music and crafts to help merchants unlike the poorly run Wednesday Night Market that really does nothing for the

11/13/2015 10:06 AM

merchants
290

POLITICAL RALLIES

11/13/2015 9:57 AM

291

It is a public space, anything that brings folks together is a good fit there.

11/13/2015 9:16 AM

292

NONE

11/13/2015 8:21 AM

293

Public hanging/execution of politicians that voted to reunify the square.

11/13/2015 5:11 AM

294

Large craft beer Event

11/13/2015 12:52 AM

295

I would like the area to remain as it is with no unification!

11/12/2015 10:47 PM

296

Movie nights

11/12/2015 10:13 PM

297

changing large art dispays

11/12/2015 10:09 PM

298

Housing for the homeless

11/12/2015 10:02 PM

299

Same as above probably

11/12/2015 9:58 PM

300

space should be flexible enough for all interests

11/12/2015 9:43 PM

301

probably none

11/12/2015 9:32 PM

302

holiday celebrations, outdoor art exhibits, yoga or park exercise classes/event

11/12/2015 9:02 PM
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303

Just sitting and watching other Santa Rosans

11/12/2015 8:14 PM

304

Wine and beer tastings

11/12/2015 8:10 PM

305

No one wants this, please let us vote!

11/12/2015 7:22 PM

306

none--no parking

11/12/2015 7:18 PM

307

Peggy Sue Car show

11/12/2015 7:01 PM

308

Classy places like wine tasting rooms other than just pubs.

11/12/2015 2:58 PM

309

Dance events

11/12/2015 2:53 PM

310

sporting events, runs, parades

11/12/2015 2:45 PM

311

Movies!

11/12/2015 2:11 PM

312

The annual Santa Rosa beer festival Oktoberfest

11/12/2015 12:46 PM

313

The project shouldn't be done

11/12/2015 11:13 AM

314

political speakers and events

11/12/2015 10:33 AM

315

Antique fairs. Antique car shows.

11/12/2015 10:28 AM

316

Art and wine style festivals

11/12/2015 10:05 AM
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Q14 How would you like to use Courthouse
Square?
Answered: 1,342

Skipped: 708

#

Responses

Date

1

I would like to have lunch outside there without being harassed by drug users or homeless people or cigarette

1/1/2016 1:11 AM

smokers
2

It is a stupid waste of money to do this project that could be better spent otherwise such as Police on the walking trail
that leads to downtown. Gangs and homeless make downtown very undesirable and scary. I remember when it was

1/1/2016 1:01 AM

one square.
3

I wouldn't use it for anything. The progressives have ruined Santa Rosa. Taxing and spending will not improve it in any

1/1/2016 12:51 AM

way.
4

Lazy summer days with lunch on a terrace or coffee on a park bench. Outdoor concerts. Ice skating in the winter. A
place to mingle in my own home town. Currently we have to drive to outlying towns to find a bit of community soul.

1/1/2016 12:21 AM

5

As a central gathering place and as an increase in the parking in the core of downtown.

1/1/2016 12:07 AM

6

the city council has made downtown very unfriendly for people. Parking is too expensive. Parking is too restrictive. If I

12/31/2015 11:26 PM

can avoid going downtown, including the mall, I do so at all costs. Why go down there? Snarling the traffic is just
another nail in the coffin. As a born and raised SR native, it makes me sad.
7

Old Town Outdoor center

12/31/2015 11:20 PM

8

Windsor style would be nice. Family friendly and festive.

12/31/2015 11:19 PM

9

Just the way it is.

12/31/2015 11:03 PM

10

area with open space to get coffee and sit outside in park like area. Mall needs walking bridge thru or over to railroad
sq. Less cars and motor traffic. Like to see farmers market, more music, more bike parking

12/31/2015 11:02 PM

11

More eateries

12/31/2015 10:44 PM

12

As a gathering place and picnic area.

12/31/2015 10:32 PM

13

Like all squares. Look at healdsburg,, lots of events -concerts --plays -something like the old first night for New Years

12/31/2015 9:16 PM

,Shakespeare-just some good gatherings and fun events-jazz .
14

Community events

12/31/2015 9:03 PM

15

As a gathering place. Encouraging after work gathering and weekend gatherings. There should be an underpass for

12/31/2015 8:40 PM

the cars so flow of traffic is not interrupted. Also there needs to be drop of spots where cars can safely drop off and
pick up passengers. Including one in front of the mall. There needs to be safe places for bikes to be parked - with
security camera feed to the police station to discourage theft and to encourage bike use. Have a food trucks on
Monday nights since most restaurants are closed that day. Food trucks should rotate. Have X # of spots and then a
signup with a max per truck and one spot designated for a new comer only and if no new comer signs up then by
lottery for that spot. It must be clean! Hire people to keep it clean and have permanent nice portable toilets! Plant fruit
trees so homeless people can eat the fruit and pick the rest and donate to the shelters and senior centers. Make
landscape sustainable plant a vegetable garden near by! Solicit the homeless for jobs to help maintain it such as
security for the bikes or set up for events. Rent uniforms for them to wear during work and then send to a cleaning
service. If they feel part of downtown in a positive way and can work they can improve their situations. Have booths
that provide info on services to the poor and homeless for those needing the services and info on how one can
volunteer their services. Make downtown a place people want to go to not be afraid of going at night. Need more
lighting and encourage stores to stay open late.
16

As a public amenity

12/31/2015 8:12 PM
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17

For eating lunch on a daily basis. For the events mentioned above. Also.... Forget the naysayers that are whining

12/31/2015 8:10 PM

about the traffic. This could be something great, and people can take other streets, including Highway 101. For people
traveling short distances it isn't a big deal to take a side street. For people traveling a longer distance they should be
on the freeway anyway. Forget the people whining over the public not being able to vote on this. They never had a
problem with City Council voting for all of the other capital improvement projects, just this one they don't like. They're
fine with representative democracy government until a decision they don’t agree with. Too bad. They had the
opportunity to give input at council meetings before the decision was made, but hardly anyone even bothered and only
whine on the Press Democrat comment section afterward. I love trees and nature, but you can't let the vocal minority
of tree huggers hurt what could be a great design because of a small number of trees. And yes, with hundreds of
thousands of trees in Santa Rosa, 100+ is a very small number of trees. If trees need to be removed for an optimal
design, remove them. It would be a good PR move to say that for every tree the city is removing, the city is planting 10
in more suitable spots in CHS. Or in a nearby park. Four lanes of parking? C'mon. That takes a lot away from the
space of the square. There are already 4500 parking spaces downtown, and a study you commissioned says you
have too much parking for the amount of people that come downtown. Put in just one lane of diagonal parking on the
inside of the square for that buffer between traffic and the square. Don't ruin this project by making it a parking lot.
Homelessness is an issue. Police need to patrol Courthouse Square and ensure people aren't sleeping here, and kick
people out who are. For the homeless who refuse to get help, they can find somewhere else to sleep, but don't let
them ruin the Square for everyone else. The Square should be set up for several types of events so coordinators don’t
need to bring in so much equipment. Have a permanent stage so a portable one isn’t necessary. Have permanent
speakers on light poles that you can plug into at the ground level. Lots of power outlets so generators aren’t needed.
The fountains are empty and gross, so have them removed and if there is going to be one in the new design, it can be
small and out of the way of events in the Square.
18

Casual, serene place to rest/sit/visit between appointments or shopping downtown.

12/31/2015 8:03 PM

19

enjoy the community peacefully

12/31/2015 7:57 PM

20

Pleasant place to stroll, simple like Sonoma and Healdsburg or so many cities and towns in Europe. Listen to music or

12/31/2015 7:51 PM

attend an event. Nice restaurants shops around square. Parking is surely necessary downtown, but I think not
necessary immediately around the square.
21

when I first moved to Sonoma County, I was enchanted by Courthouse Square as it is now, with its fountains, trees,

12/31/2015 7:34 PM

winding paths, open space in the middle of the city - a place to pause between shopping and dining.
22

Leave the square alone. This is a horrible idea . Stop wasting my money. Please leave the Redwoods.

12/31/2015 7:27 PM

23

Attend events, take a break from my workday. Have my clients really look forward to coming to my office downtown &

12/31/2015 7:26 PM

spending time in the square.
24

Community gathering space, place to bring visitors that helps showcase the strong friendly community aspects of
Santa Rosa. A green spot for resting and enjoying downtown. It should be an outdoor living room for the community to

12/31/2015 7:19 PM

have cultural events.
25

It should be an open flexible area with a minimum of permanent structures. Trees should be kept to the edges to

12/31/2015 7:19 PM

maximize screening of square without using up too much space. No additional parking and keep lanes to a minimum to
increase size of square.
26

Gathering place, cultural, events.

12/31/2015 7:06 PM

27

To gather with friends, discuss issues meet new friends.

12/31/2015 7:00 PM

28

If they are going to close the middle to traffics, it seems logical not to add traffic lanes on the sides, adding parking

12/31/2015 6:41 PM

and vehicle access seems o go against the purpose of " reunifying" the square. Please don't add some large focal
point in the center.
29

Sadly, I'm just not thrilled at the cost vs benefit factor. Only time will tell if it is all worth it....

12/31/2015 6:39 PM

30

Attractive outdoor space to walk in or sit and watch the town go by

12/31/2015 6:38 PM

31

Driving through

12/31/2015 6:37 PM

32

Ongoing activities to keep it busy and family friendly. Avoiding the loitering of rough characters

12/31/2015 6:37 PM

33

Roads for driving

12/31/2015 6:36 PM

34

as a gathering place to picnic, stroll, hang out; to take out of town guests.

12/31/2015 6:27 PM

35

I don't see the purpose of spending a lot of money when there is already a useable square there. The money being
used to tear out streets and re-build old streets that no longer exist could be used to fix actual problems like housing

12/31/2015 6:19 PM

for low income/ homeless and fixing roads that are in current active use. The reason we usually don't go to downtown
Santa Rosa is because you have to pay for parking. We will travel to Healldsburg and Petaluma on principal to not
have to pay for parking and dine and entertain ourselves there.
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36

to visit with friends and have lunch.

12/31/2015 6:12 PM

37

To be able to drive through the middle of it, as it currently is.

12/31/2015 6:08 PM

38

Please,leave the street open.

12/31/2015 6:06 PM

39

As a business central meeting location.

12/31/2015 6:04 PM

40

As a place that brings community together

12/31/2015 6:03 PM

41

Leave it as is!

12/31/2015 5:57 PM

42

Walking, socializing, picnic

12/31/2015 5:55 PM

43

I would like to use it to eat lunch during the work week. Downtown Santa Rosa badly needs public restrooms (like

12/31/2015 5:50 PM

Sonoma's), and the square would be a central location to have them. It would be nice to use it to eat lunch in the
square, but you can't even walk through the square without getting harassed by transients. The entry about having a
children's play structure is laughable, because parents don't feel safe bringing their children to Courthouse square.
Thanks!
44

sit in the sun.

12/31/2015 5:48 PM

45

Improve what's there and keep current configuration

12/31/2015 5:40 PM

46

Relax on warm days

12/31/2015 5:39 PM

47

A city center for all to use.

12/31/2015 5:31 PM

48

I just think it is RIDICULOUS to unify it. Too much expense and NOT necessary.

12/31/2015 5:31 PM

49

Without bums sitting around or sleeping. Without intimidating characters hanging around i.e. gang, pot smokers, etc.

12/31/2015 5:30 PM

50

Use it as it is NOW.....NO CHANGES!!!!!

12/31/2015 5:29 PM

51

Make it for ever one to use but take awy a lot the crazy homelass people live down town we to many crazy homeless

12/31/2015 4:54 PM

people living in Sonoma County it move away from are town
52

A place to stop and relax, let the kids run around

12/31/2015 4:45 PM

53

Healdsburg has the best example of a public square in the county. Forget all the fluff, keep it simple and user friendly

12/31/2015 4:36 PM

54

To bring family to.

12/31/2015 4:35 PM

55

To sit and read at lunchtime. Courthouse Square needs to be used every day - not primarily for events.

12/31/2015 4:30 PM

56

like the rest of 4th street on the other side of Santa Rosa Ave (Mendocino ? I always forget)

12/31/2015 4:27 PM

57

As a north-south thoroughfare (city street)

12/31/2015 4:26 PM

58

Have more attractions for tourist more hotels,wine tasting ,craft beer , venues like Healdsburg

12/31/2015 4:21 PM

59

MORE EVENTS...

12/31/2015 4:17 PM

60

To drink openly with friends in a friendly, well lit public space free of vagrancy

12/31/2015 4:16 PM

61

As more of a community center. Family friendly. You really need to clean up homeless problem, gang activity and

12/31/2015 4:14 PM

drug problems down there. Create sense of openness and well lit to encourage people to want to spend time there.
The proximity to bus station makes it feel unsafe.
62

Keep having the variety of great events! Love lots of the restaurants. Would be so nice to be able to just hang out

12/31/2015 4:04 PM

outside without the concern of being pan handled! We need a solution to the homeless people problem downtown. !
63

Park bikes, sit

12/31/2015 4:00 PM

64

A place to go when downtown that is not shopping or restaurant related. A place for people to meet and to

12/31/2015 3:59 PM

congregate.
65

Meeting place

12/31/2015 3:52 PM

66

To relax outside at lunch time and on nice evenings. To attend events that bring fun crowds.

12/31/2015 3:52 PM

67

More retail shops

12/31/2015 3:49 PM

68

I would like to see it how it was in the olden days...the courthouse big lawn area with history and the arts

12/31/2015 3:40 PM

69

I would like the courthouse square and Mendocino Ave to remain the same, except for a facelift for the square itself.
DO NOT ELIMINATE THE MENDOCINO AVE PATH, IT WILL BE A DISASTER!

12/31/2015 3:34 PM
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70

Gathering place

12/31/2015 3:31 PM

71

Keep it the way it is and make more parking and high rise buildings to increase density.

12/31/2015 3:22 PM

72

Events as indicated

12/31/2015 3:06 PM

73

Green park, grass, music, public forum

12/31/2015 3:04 PM

74

It's not just the square but the whole of Downtown. My family and I can't afford to eat, shop or spend money

12/31/2015 3:00 PM

downtown. I don't feel safe sitting down in the square or anywhere there and reading or having a conversation. Right
now the only thing that gets me to slow down is the beautiful trees and that's only a moment. There are so many more
important things the city could and should be spending money on. If you value your seat in the local government then
you need to stop kissing the ass of local business people, who probably don't live down here, and listen to the people.
75

quiet haven amid busy day

12/31/2015 2:58 PM

76

Family gatherings Sidewalk dining Shopping to support local businesses Outdoor music events

12/31/2015 2:57 PM

77

As a public space in which people can meet, stroll, talk, and otherwise interact in person - even if they are not buying

12/31/2015 2:52 PM

or selling something.
78

Public park and farmers market.

12/31/2015 2:50 PM

79

Comfortable spaces to sit for lunch and to simply relax and meet up with others. And as a community living room
where things can happen and people can meet without being programed.

12/31/2015 2:45 PM

80

as it is used now--to meet friends, sit and watch people

12/31/2015 2:32 PM

81

As a meeting/gathering place. As a space for community events.

12/31/2015 2:32 PM

82

Leave it alone...No changes necessary...

12/31/2015 2:29 PM

83

As an inviting place for visitors to Santa Rosa

12/31/2015 2:24 PM

84

As a gathering place to eat and listen to music with family. Or any event

12/31/2015 2:24 PM

85

As a meeting place to join friends for other downtown activities. Have not gone to mall since new parking charges.

12/31/2015 2:15 PM

Charging people to shop & spend $? An insult. No place does this except SR downtown.
86

Leave it alone. Develop an attractive homeless solution elsewhere. Improve traffic flow and parking.

12/31/2015 2:11 PM

87

I would like to feel safe when I go there, whether for an event or just passing through. As is, I feel uncomfortable with
the gathering of people I can only describe as "bums" and "punks". Some of the younger people are aggressive on

12/31/2015 2:07 PM

bikes and skateboards and as a fragile elder, I can't easily get out of their way.
88

Picnic and relax, concerts, performances and events.

12/31/2015 2:06 PM

89

I would like to meet friends there to chat or eat lunch while feeling safe. By the way, I come to downtown three or four

12/31/2015 2:02 PM

times a week but there was no way to indicate that in Question 6.
90

Farmer's market concerts food trucks

12/31/2015 2:01 PM

91

Fix the fucking roads in this town.

12/31/2015 2:00 PM

92

Like a town square. Multi-use and a nice place to eat lunch outside during the weekday. For the demonstrators, how

12/31/2015 1:58 PM

about a designated soapbox area like Hyde Park has? Free speech is important, but I would get tired of them taking
over the performance space all the time...
93

gathering place for families

12/31/2015 1:54 PM

94

A downtown park.

12/31/2015 1:51 PM

95

Just as it is....leave it alone.

12/31/2015 1:50 PM

96

Same as I have for over 40 years! Please do NOT change it!

12/31/2015 1:47 PM

97

I would like a family oriented downtown that is free of the homeless. This includes the trails leading to downtown that
are infested with homeless. Most of which are from outside of the area.

12/31/2015 1:46 PM

98

I am a 50 year Sonoma County resident and don't currently frequent the square or downtown primarily for traffic
reasons. I believe unification of the square will only make navigation worse in the area and be just another reason to

12/31/2015 1:34 PM

avoid downtown.
99

Music venue, typical town square design to enable people to sit around a large square.

12/31/2015 1:33 PM

100

I want to drive through it to avoid going all the way around a very large block. And, I would attend events by closing

12/31/2015 1:32 PM

the through street "as needed." Spend money on something else.
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101

Picnic and relaxation meeting place, music events.

12/31/2015 1:32 PM

102

Main events without traffic interruption. Courthouse square would be a great start to an out door mall. Cities like
Denver and Sacramento have great outdoor malls/ plazas

12/31/2015 1:31 PM

103

I love strolling here and seeing a mix of people and ages enjoying the space and trees.

12/31/2015 1:31 PM

104

I think this project is a waste of tax payers money. We are not Sonoma or Healdsburg. This is going to be a traffic

12/31/2015 1:30 PM

nightmare.
105

NO Reunification! Leave it as is!

12/31/2015 1:29 PM

106

Not sure. Presently, I try to avoid it because of the homeless, drug & gang types who seem to congregate there. I

12/31/2015 1:25 PM

don't want to see it become even MORE attractive to that element and if it did I might stop going to downtown
restaurants.
107

keep it the same. traffic will be a nightmare

12/31/2015 1:24 PM

108

Cultural, commerce, and historical center a la Sonoma and Healdsburg...ludicrous to add two side streets with parking
on both sides with so many parking structures nearby

12/31/2015 1:24 PM

109

Get rid of metered parking downtown if you want to welcome visitors (OK to have 2-3 hour time limits). Petaluma,

12/31/2015 1:10 PM

Sonoma, Healdsburg have more tourist friendly shopping/central districts. Santa Rosa's biggest downtown problem is
the number transients. A really spectacular playground (bigger and better than Howarth Park) that draws children and
families to the square would be a deterrent to homeless mini-encampments that are currently common in the square.
Get the homeless a comfortable/safe place to relocate to and tourists, visitors, locals will increase their use of the
downtown.
110

As an escape from the city to have lunch outside on a nice day.

12/31/2015 1:09 PM

111

Gathering focal point.

12/31/2015 12:59 PM

112

The citizens of Santa Rosa & surrounding communities have not been given a fair voice in this pet project. There is
overwhelming opposition to this within the community. This is a project beloved by a few, opposed by many. It is wrong

12/31/2015 12:59 PM

to disregard the majorities opposition to this project to appease a loud minority. Put this to a vote on the 2016 ballot
and I assure you it will be soundly rejected by the community of citizens & taxpayers.
113

a place to relax, gather with friends before and after dinner/events, a place to stroll through/around.

12/31/2015 12:52 PM

114

I think it is very important to reduce loitering in this area and all of downtown. Napa, Sonoma and Healdsburg do not
seem to have folks loitering in their public spaces.

12/31/2015 12:51 PM

115

the way it is now

12/31/2015 12:51 PM

116

for hanging out with family more like town green able to drink beer outside and enjoy music with kid friendly areas

12/31/2015 12:50 PM

117

Movie/music nights like Windsor & Healdsburg offer.

12/31/2015 12:49 PM

118

I would like to have a better shopping experience, more destination restaurants/cafes.

12/31/2015 12:48 PM

119

As a place to meet people, sit out and have lunch.

12/31/2015 12:46 PM

120

as a public oasis in the traditional central square style, a place to rest and sit with plants and people, away from the

12/31/2015 12:45 PM

traffic and noise of busy city streets.
121

A place to sit and enjoy lunch, people watch,

12/31/2015 12:45 PM

122

Keep it as it is please

12/31/2015 12:43 PM

123

safe gathering community park

12/31/2015 12:42 PM

124

Visit without being accosted by bums.

12/31/2015 12:42 PM

125

farmers markets

12/31/2015 12:40 PM

126

Like a park; a place to relax, picnic, spend a few extra minutes of my day, etc.

12/31/2015 12:34 PM

127

Make it a center piece to encourage housing development in the down town

12/31/2015 12:34 PM

128

The sad fact is that my family and I are unlikely to use Courthouse Square in any future configuration because the

12/31/2015 12:30 PM

traffic will be bad with the Mendocino Ave closure, and it lacks the small shops like the Sonoma and Healdsburg
Squares.
129

open space to relax

12/31/2015 12:26 PM

130

For me, a place to relax for a few moment while shopping/traveling about,or just walking.

12/31/2015 12:25 PM
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131

I'd like to see more family type concerts and shows.

12/31/2015 12:23 PM

132

The only way I would shop or attend more functions in downtown is if they took out the parking meters. I will not pay

12/31/2015 12:21 PM

to park. If I can shop for free at Montgomery Village, or the malls, or Sebastopol, why in the world would I pay to shop
in downtown Santa Rosa? The only time I shop downtown is at Barnes and Noble, or Stanroy's Music, where parking
is free.Do what you will with the square. Nothing you do tho it will entice me to shop there as long as you charge me to
shop.
133

Just like it is today

12/31/2015 12:21 PM

134

Do not block off Mendocino/Santa Rosa Ave!

12/31/2015 12:21 PM

135

Meet with friends to eat lunches out doors

12/31/2015 12:15 PM

136

Same way we do now, walk around it on the way from place to place.

12/31/2015 12:14 PM

137

as a public gathering place, formally and informally, open-air "community center"

12/31/2015 12:11 PM

138

Family friendly public gatherings.

12/31/2015 12:10 PM

139

resting spot while shopping, meeting place for friends

12/31/2015 12:08 PM

140

Leave it alone, a waste of taxpayers money

12/31/2015 12:03 PM

141

it is a social meeting place

12/31/2015 11:59 AM

142

Leave it alone. Spend the money on road repairs in Santa Rosa. Worst roads in the nation according to the p.d. Dry

12/31/2015 11:58 AM

creek rd, west dry creek rd, westside rd, all repaved recently. Why do only the winos get the roads fixed??? time to
make some noise about it I guess.
143

In all honesty, I think this is a bad and wasteful project that is going to cause gridlock around this square. I don't know

12/31/2015 11:57 AM

anyone I've met that wants this project done. But if you're going to do this I'd say the Square should be an attractive
and peaceful place to rest or have events. And PLEASE - don't let the downtown buskers "work" within it.
144

As a true hub of the city. I love Healdsburg's central square, and the one is Sonoma is great too. Santa Rosa can do

12/31/2015 11:56 AM

this!
145

The Square should be designed with the maximum amount of open space for the public. Parking should not impact

12/31/2015 11:55 AM

the Square.
146

To put an ice rink outside since we need more fun activities for everybody.

12/31/2015 11:49 AM

147

Walk through safely at night without thugs and homeless. Put a tunnel underneath if you must reunify.

12/31/2015 11:49 AM

148

To rendezvous with friends before heading out elsewhere, for holiday gatherings (tree lighting and such).

12/31/2015 11:47 AM

149

Events that are fun for all ages and that do not attract gangs and solicitors.

12/31/2015 11:42 AM

150

I'd like you to not spend all this money on a farce. If you want to Improve downtown get rid of the mall right in the

12/31/2015 11:29 AM

middle of it.
151

As both an unorganized (lunch break, shopping, meeting friends) and organized (concerts, art fairs, bike race, etc)

12/31/2015 11:23 AM

gathering place
152

A clean place to have a deli lunch. A place to listen to music and sip wine. A place to bring community together.

12/31/2015 11:08 AM

153

Sit and listen to music performers

12/31/2015 11:06 AM

154

To bring my family down to eat and play on a play structure in the square

12/31/2015 11:03 AM

155

I'd enjoy a pleasant, quiet place to rest and people-watch when shopping downtown stores

12/31/2015 10:56 AM

156

To see live music

12/31/2015 10:33 AM

157

Any way other than a huge homeless encampment, which is what it has become.

12/31/2015 10:28 AM

158

A public gathering and meeting spot. A pedestrian space to relax, enjoy a coffee or eat a deli sandwich at lunch time, a

12/31/2015 10:15 AM

centerpiece and reference point for the city. hopefully an activated site that serves as a catalyst toward a pedestrian
oriented downtown, not as a landscaped car park.
159

Courthouse Square is the center of town. It should be easy to use and inviting to both residents and out-of-town

12/31/2015 10:12 AM

visitors.
160

I would like to sit in the shade of multiple redwoods and gaze up at their height and reflect on how long they have lived
and what they have towered over as the years passed. I would like to walk around. I would like to attend the events
listed above.
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161

Frugally and creatively.

12/31/2015 9:59 AM

162

As it is - with existing trees. Trees provide needed shade on increasingly hot days.

12/31/2015 9:53 AM

163

Summer concerts and educational recreation.

12/31/2015 9:46 AM

164

As a place to gather and meet with people, groups both large and small

12/31/2015 9:41 AM

165

As a place to go out for enjoyable and safe family entertainment.

12/31/2015 9:40 AM

166

as a pleasant place to walk through and meet friends a point of pride for the City

12/31/2015 9:39 AM

167

The only reason I am ever downtown is due to the fact that I work downtown. Otherwise I don't visit downtown. Shops

12/31/2015 9:28 AM

are too expensive and parking is a nightmare and I don't think, like Healdsburg, Windsor and Sonoma downtown there
should be any charge for parking. I shop where parking is easy and free.
168

The primary reason I come downtown is to work. There are no "draws" for me to entice me to come and closing the
square will only make me stay away.

12/31/2015 9:23 AM

169

enjoy the scenery, have snack/break, meeting place listen to birds, do art - how about temporary art projects, sidewalk

12/31/2015 9:21 AM

drawing, dog walking, board games
170

Hang out; concerts & rallies; Wednesday Night Market

12/31/2015 9:04 AM

171

Public gatherings and political demonstrations. Music events, food events and much more use by minorities.

12/31/2015 9:03 AM

172

Please house the homeless!

12/31/2015 9:01 AM

173

I would like it to be a place were people can gather and be creative. Drum circles and music. Not all of it scripted or by
permit only. I see little reason why acoustic music should not be allowed to happen spontaneously. When I lived in

12/31/2015 8:44 AM

and around Sebastopol the Plaza in the center of town was a great place to spend time. Above the farmers market
and the summer Thursday night music there was always a chance of some random live music or people performing. I
enjoyed it a lot
174

I walk thru it at least twice a day, it is a nice break from the traffic and pavement

12/31/2015 8:36 AM

175

Like Windsor Town Green or Healdsburg Square

12/31/2015 8:30 AM

176

As a gathering place for public concerts and cultural events. When not used as such, a place that allows for small

12/31/2015 8:28 AM

gatherings and allows children to be engaged.
177

I would like to go downtown by myself, with my husband, with visiting family and friends to spend time, and money, in

12/31/2015 8:24 AM

a comfortable park-like area, and experience the fruits of local creativity- in the landscape plantings, food, shops,
performances, and other expressions.
178

As a place for the community to gather

12/31/2015 8:23 AM

179

I am not for reuniting courthouse square. It is a waste of resources. Re-do stage take out all steps. We have many

12/31/2015 8:14 AM

garages in the area for parking. The west side has wasted space due to raised beds and stairs.
180

Bring out-of-town visitors (WITHOUT HAVING ENCOUNTERS WITH HOMELESS, VAGRANTS, & POT SMOKE!)

12/31/2015 8:05 AM

181

As a gathering and meeting place

12/31/2015 8:01 AM

182

I'd like Courthouse square to be a vibrant place to be enjoyed together with friends and family. It should be surrounded

12/31/2015 7:54 AM

on each side by restaurants and shopping, allowing lots of pedestrian traffic.
183

I don't come downtown unless I have to. So...events that would interest me. Car show, cruise, arts/crafts fair.

12/31/2015 7:51 AM

184

To relax and enjoy the downtown area. eat, have coffee, socialize with friends, shop.

12/31/2015 7:19 AM

185

Gathering with family and friends, shopping, open air markets, concerts

12/31/2015 6:57 AM

186

I'd like to be able to drive throughh it as we can now.

12/31/2015 6:12 AM

187

area to sit and relax

12/31/2015 5:38 AM

188

Central feel to city reminiscent of Sonoma and Healdsburg.

12/31/2015 4:55 AM

189

A place to relax and be inspired by. Bring the family to. Meet with clients during good weather.

12/31/2015 1:33 AM

190

After hour fun, eating and drinking in the evening/night.

12/31/2015 12:56 AM

191

Like Sonoma and Healdsburg squares...picnic, benches, music, shopping

12/30/2015 11:48 PM

192

Multi use. Would like a place to gather; sit & read; use wifi; enjoy the outdoors in a safe, friendly environment.

12/30/2015 11:33 PM
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193

similar to the healdsburg square

12/30/2015 11:24 PM

194

A place for public use, music, cultural, art and sporting events.

12/30/2015 11:13 PM

195

I like to attend the free concerts in Windsor and Healdsburg in the summer on weeknights. Would love to see that

12/30/2015 11:00 PM

occur regularly in Courthouse Sq
196

Please reread #13 Some permanent seating to visit with a friend, etc. rest from walking, wait for ride, etc. watch

12/30/2015 10:53 PM

people for the joy of it with a glass of wine or cup or coffee
197

I adore gathering with friends while listening to music, dancing, picnicking and sipping wine. How about movie night.

12/30/2015 10:52 PM

What a great starting place for an event where we stroll through businesses where they host with snacks and music.
Eureka and Arcata do this. More cultural, art & craft events. Historic reenactments perhaps. Music!
198

Space

12/30/2015 10:20 PM

199

As I said, I just like to sit and watch the world go round. I would also say that I have been going downtown since I was

12/30/2015 10:12 PM

a boy starting as early as about 1953 on my bike. In those days you could do that without particular fear of being run
over by the numbskulls driving today.
200

Flexible space to sit/eat/play with kids, concerts and events

12/30/2015 9:50 PM

201

A place to meet, relax, with shopping nearby and parking, too

12/30/2015 9:46 PM

202

parking

12/30/2015 9:42 PM

203

Don't add more paving

12/30/2015 9:36 PM

204

A public gathering place

12/30/2015 9:27 PM

205

I like to attend the events that we currently have at Courthouse Square and would continue to enjoy events as I
become aware of them.

12/30/2015 9:19 PM

206

Hang out, watch people.

12/30/2015 9:16 PM

207

I enjoy it like it is now. The money that this project is going to cost would go a long way in fixing out city streets, which

12/30/2015 9:05 PM

are horendous and downright dangerous in some areas. City Council need to get their priorities more in line with what
is best for ALL the citizens in Santa Rosa, not just special interest groups.
208

Having taken this survey previously, I wanted to add something after attending the last meeting. One is that I feel there

12/30/2015 8:39 PM

should only be parking on one side of the new streets and for fewer trees to be taken down. The other is that after
seeing other towns' designs - it is very important to have any lighting to be focused downward - not open up to the sky.
This is important for traveling birds and to not obliterate the night sky.
209

Gathering place, picnic

12/30/2015 8:15 PM

210

visiting special events, possibly picnic with food from nearby shops and restaurants

12/30/2015 8:13 PM

211

Public living room

12/30/2015 8:12 PM

212

More community events and rallies to bring community together.

12/30/2015 8:11 PM

213

it would be nice if it could be used for lunch time. usually the homeless are there so we don't feel comfortable using it

12/30/2015 8:10 PM

for our lunches
214

Unchanged.

12/30/2015 8:01 PM

215

As a nice place to go without homeless overtaking it

12/30/2015 7:33 PM

216

It is fine the way it is. I hate the idea of the traffic mess this reunification will create.

12/30/2015 7:21 PM

217

Outdoor dining, fairs & festivals

12/30/2015 7:19 PM

218

under ground parking with a higher level Square a main focus with 24 hour place to get food/snack which make tourist

12/30/2015 7:17 PM

to come town as a want to see SANTA ROSA, Ca with a map or a manned security booth till all is following rules and
LAWS
219

As an additional to the downtown neighborhood

12/30/2015 7:14 PM

220

As a relaxing place to play and hang out with my kids, while feeling safe and secure.

12/30/2015 7:09 PM

221

as a respite from noise, vehicular traffic & panhandlers.

12/30/2015 7:04 PM

222

to help the homeless in our town. You guys are a bunch of cold hearted ....Well you know exactly how to fill in the

12/30/2015 7:00 PM

blank.
223

only rarely

12/30/2015 6:59 PM
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224

Given the condition of streets and parks and other public areas in the City, this project seems like a waste of public
funds and does not really benefit the community as a whole. The area currently and in the past has been a gathering

12/30/2015 6:42 PM

place for transient individuals who really make it an unpleasant place to pass thru or by, many of whom require many
public safety related services beyond what the rest of the community use. It is not an attractive or positive area and I
do not see how this proposal will improve that atmosphere. Plus, it will adversely affect the traffic flow which is already
poor at best in this area. It is hard enough for locals to traverse the area, I pity any visitors trying to navigate this. Plus
the Parking situation downtown is awful and this will not help that in any way! Spend the money doing something
positive for the entire community!
225

My personal opinion is that reuniting the square is a bad idea that will only hurt the business downtown, and create
traffic congestion.

12/30/2015 6:40 PM

226

As a new heart of Santa Rosa that people come to when there is a significant national event.

12/30/2015 6:34 PM

227

I'd like to use it just as it is without any modifications.

12/30/2015 6:31 PM

228

Festivals, weekly concerts

12/30/2015 6:24 PM

229

Keep it the same, spend the money somewhere else!

12/30/2015 6:16 PM

230

Attend events

12/30/2015 6:14 PM

231

I would like to feel comfortable sitting down to a performance, or in the afternoon sun.

12/30/2015 6:10 PM

232

Open public space

12/30/2015 3:21 PM

233

I would like to eat lunch there during nice weather and attend art, music and cultural events there.

12/30/2015 11:50 AM

234

Community Events

12/30/2015 11:33 AM

235

Pleasant, CLEAN space to walk through

12/30/2015 10:49 AM

236

I would use it as a spot to eat lunch during work days and to attend concerts/performances.

12/30/2015 10:44 AM

237

Similar uses to Windsor town green.

12/30/2015 10:11 AM

238

more seating for eating

12/30/2015 9:55 AM

239

Since I work only a block away, I'd love a space I'd be happy eating and reading in.

12/29/2015 9:18 PM

240

as a place for locals to gather

12/29/2015 3:54 PM

241

A place for the community to gather and for cultural events

12/29/2015 2:56 PM

242

entertain tourists that come to visit, having options other than wine tasting

12/29/2015 2:49 PM

243

To gather with family and friends safely

12/29/2015 2:37 PM

244

space to eat lunch and enjoy being outside

12/29/2015 2:18 PM

245

I don't see it as a large event venue - it's not really big enough to be effective without disrupting all of downtown. It is

12/29/2015 1:39 PM

more of our version of Central Park - a nice place to take a break from the corporate world; a chance to get outdoors
midday, maybe grab a bite to eat and a breath of fresh air before having to go back to the office with phones, people,
and projects.
246

I want an environment that is free of intimidation from the homeless population. It is uncomfortable to enjoy the area

12/29/2015 8:34 AM

and is dirty and un-kept because of it.
247

I would love to ride my bicycle downtown and have a safe place to park it. Grab lunch at a st. vendor and listen to

12/28/2015 10:36 PM

some music or watch a play.
248

Pedestrian mall with shops, cafes and restaurants. Safe!

12/28/2015 10:17 PM

249

As a friendly place to participate in both family and social events.

12/28/2015 7:45 PM

250

Place for large public gatherings and public space that one or a few people can enjoy. Parking spots are a big minus.

12/28/2015 7:27 PM

251

Attend events, relax, have a meal during Wed Nt Mkt, see art installations...

12/28/2015 1:18 PM

252

As above, events, concerts, farmer's market

12/28/2015 1:07 PM

253

I'd like to use Courthouse Square as a place to eat lunch or bring young children to play.

12/27/2015 6:36 PM

254

It would be great to have something like Sonoma and Healdsburg - a place for big events like festivals, craft fairs,

12/27/2015 4:59 PM

musical events, etc.
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255

I will be avoiding downtown and using Sonoma Ave, College Ave and Hwy. 12/101 to get around Santa Rosa if this

12/27/2015 3:54 PM

foolhardy plan goes thru.
256

As a central place for community to meet and celebrate the local culture.

12/26/2015 8:45 PM

257

a safe place to gather for events such as those listed above

12/22/2015 2:15 PM

258

I envision our square as a place for concerts, music festivals, art displays, and a safe place to gather.

12/21/2015 4:42 PM

259

concerts and festivals and dining, the shops around square are unappealing, much prefer shops in Healdsburg.

12/21/2015 12:33 PM

260

A park space where to meet friends and family.

12/21/2015 12:22 PM

261

A place to hang out and not get harassed by homeless

12/20/2015 6:15 AM

262

As a place to rest and relax.

12/19/2015 11:30 AM

263

Place to relax with friends, listen to music, drink coffee, walk, sketchbook drawing

12/19/2015 9:52 AM

264

As a meeting place for friends and family to gather, eat and be entertained

12/19/2015 6:20 AM

265

For people=watching and taking it easy once in a while.

12/18/2015 10:28 PM

266

Sit under the big redwoods that we have come to appreciate and wish to protect and have lunch under them and go

12/18/2015 6:02 PM

shopping in the Square.
267

Show it off to friends and business associates from outside the area.

12/18/2015 12:48 PM

268

welcoming to all in community

12/18/2015 10:15 AM

269

Outdoor meeting place with areas of beautiful native landscaping and gardens

12/18/2015 10:08 AM

270

A place to meet friends and gather as a community.

12/18/2015 8:56 AM

271

a safe and comfortable place in which to meet/entertain friends and family and to just "hang out"; an inexpensive

12/18/2015 8:52 AM

option for events/activities; a pleasant gathering space
272

To visit redwood trees

12/18/2015 7:55 AM

273

I'd like to see it and visit it there as a lovely refuge downtown.

12/18/2015 7:54 AM

274

A canvas for exhibits, local events for adults and children , farmer markets, ease of shopping/parking.

12/18/2015 7:14 AM

275

As a place to gather and share in community building activities and experiences - not as a pace to dodge panhandlers

12/18/2015 6:23 AM

and homeless
276

Shopping, drinking coffee while chatting with my husband, walking around enjoying the trees and landscaping,

12/18/2015 6:17 AM

bringing out of town guests for a special day out.
277

Open commons for visitors and residents. Please don't cut any trees or remove the art. And for the love of gawd, we

12/18/2015 1:39 AM

don't need another parking lot.
278

socially, communally, a place to meet and relax, pedestrianised.

12/18/2015 12:26 AM

279

Public events and community building functions. Local artist exhibits, concerts.

12/17/2015 8:56 PM

280

Exemplar for sustainability

12/17/2015 6:49 PM

281

keep it small

12/17/2015 6:20 PM

282

I like it just the way it is

12/17/2015 5:29 PM

283

City gatherings, focal point if town

12/17/2015 2:12 PM

284

renewed and community based with compassion care and support for the homeless now there

12/17/2015 12:28 PM

285

public gatherings, informal gatherings

12/17/2015 12:01 PM

286

As I use it now: a place to stop while shopping or dining and enjoy the spectacular trees; to sit under those trees and

12/17/2015 10:37 AM

visit with friends, make new friends, talk to the teens who hang out there. I have sat with my feet in the fountain on
summer nights; it is a magical space, that is almost never found in the middle of a city. Although I am disabled, I'd
rather walk a couple of blocks past wonderful stores and restaurants to a lovely destination, than park closer to some
business.
287

a place I would feel comfortable have art hanging , stuff from the people who live in Santa Rosa and from our school
children , have concerts an information booth a directory of historic and interesting places around town and the
neighboring towns .
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288

A place to sit and relax during a day of shopping and enjoying downtown without being accosted or exposed to

12/15/2015 4:33 PM

transients and other nasty people.
289

Hanging out and enjoying the ambience

12/15/2015 2:19 PM

290

Quiet park like sitting, Semi-private seating or table for lunch or talking in some area.

12/15/2015 1:31 PM

291

A place for pedestrians to walk, sit, meet with minimal interference from cars. A gathering place for community events.

12/15/2015 1:19 PM

Concerts, etc. As much greenery as possible.
292

Wouldn't spend the money to reunify it

12/15/2015 12:40 AM

293

As a place for gatherings large and small. A place to go get lunch and stop and enjoy the park.

12/14/2015 11:57 PM

294

As a gathering place that is representative of the area. Good music, local, organic food, interesting people... And
please keep the redwoods!

12/14/2015 3:38 PM

295

A place to sit and relax. A place to meet up with friends.

12/14/2015 10:50 AM

296

Shopping and fun

12/14/2015 6:40 AM

297

Public gatherings

12/14/2015 2:10 AM

298

As a resting place, a lunch location, & community center point (see #13 above).

12/13/2015 11:09 PM

299

I use The square for dinning, shopping, window shopping, dancing and coffee

12/13/2015 10:14 PM

300

Can't use except for events, too many homeless people resulting in trash and a socially unfriendly area.

12/13/2015 8:39 PM

301

To relax with friends and colleagues

12/13/2015 8:17 PM

302

Showcase downtown SR. Create interest around the Sq like Sonoma & Healdsburg have. Gathering place for

12/13/2015 8:03 PM

community. Rosie the Streetcar deliver folks downtown for events
303

I WANT IT LEFT AS IS!!! It's a huge waste of money, changing it will remove many good features and create a traffic

12/13/2015 7:28 PM

nightmare! There's NO other connector on the other side of freeway to use, and 101 is jam-packed and slow moving!
So one building has a problem getting tenants---Flavor is "landlocked" and it is always busy! Perhaps the problem is
the type of businesses that are tenants. Also downtown street parking is HARD to get if I want to quickly run into a
store to get something (which is why I generally don't shop there--and the way I buy things is going in to get what I
want, not saunter around all day). And whenever my husband and I go downtown, especially on weekends anywhere
we go the restaurants are VERY busy! We go to get dinner Wednesdays and Thursdays and restaurants are busy! I
don't buy the argument that this must be done because nobody comes downtown. Presently you can close off streets
temporarily for events and have a larger space than there will be at a "reunified" square. There's also the concern of
homeless and vagrants. DON'T DO IT! This impacts the RESIDENTS of Santa Rosa and WE SHOULD HAVE THE
RIGHT TO VOTE ON MAKING THIS CHANGE OR NOT!!!!!!!
304

Raise awareness about community building and engagement. Human sexuality education and awareness events

12/13/2015 7:16 PM

including topics on consent, relationship types, emotional connection, the differences between platonic love and erotic
love, boundary setting in the heat of the moment, STI and pregnancy prevention practices.
305

Continue to use it as a meeting place for friends and business meetups. I'd love to have a place for all of my talented

12/13/2015 7:11 PM

musicians to play music. At least encourage their presence. I think the cookie cutter shopping chains have got to go
and more local businesses should have incentives to invest. I can't say for certain that blocking Mendocino from 3rd to
4th street would be a great idea. I'd love to see railroad square be connected in a better way. Would be amazing if
there was pathways straight through the mall on 4th street into railroad square. This would be especially handy for all
those getting off the train in the future.
306

Free parking. Fewer homeless people. More events check out healdsburg and sonoma square for ideas.

12/13/2015 7:00 PM

307

Gatherings, music, rest

12/13/2015 6:44 PM

308

As a safe, fun place to gather, whether to see a performance or just to sit and enjoy a coffee or ice cream.

12/13/2015 3:39 PM

309

See above

12/13/2015 1:12 PM

310

I would like the square to be a relaxed gathering space that can accommodate a variety of functions and uses.
Sidewalk cafes are a perfect example of how to enliven the space.

12/13/2015 12:24 PM

311

See above

12/13/2015 11:01 AM

312

As a safe gathering space for family enjoyment and relaxation along with community gathering space!

12/13/2015 10:11 AM

313

Art/Cultural gatherings. Meeting friends and family

12/13/2015 8:59 AM

314

I would like to use it as a place to read, spend time with friends hanging out, and as a place to meet and then dine.

12/13/2015 8:37 AM
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315

Events and performances

12/13/2015 7:54 AM

316

Early and often. With grace and humility. With the intention to honor the creative expression.

12/13/2015 1:21 AM

317

cafes, strolling, small shops,

12/12/2015 11:42 PM

318

Would like to bring out of town visitors there to enjoy 4th street businesses and enjoy walking around sightseeing

12/12/2015 7:59 PM

319

More like Healdsburg or Sonoma town square, a lot more restaurants

12/12/2015 7:53 PM

320

NA

12/12/2015 7:11 PM

321

More live music

12/12/2015 6:25 PM

322

It should be a strollable "commons" that offers line of sight to the streets around it and trees, benching, etc. It's really
odd right now... hard to walk around the square.

12/12/2015 4:32 PM

323

I'd like to use it as it is now, i.e., "divided". This reunification idea seems to offer little bang for the buck, and I fail to

12/12/2015 2:59 PM

see the point of doing it, unless the point is merely to line contractors' pockets
324

Leave it as it is. Do you really want to spend millions to create a traffic nightmare? Bad idea! There is no going back!

12/12/2015 1:11 PM

Park meters, enforcement, HR, equipment, benefits, etc. In an analysis of overall cost in $ plus negative P.R. does not
pencil out. You are "beating a dead horse". Get a new idea, push the box! Social engineering by Council and local
developers has been a colossal FAILURE: i.e., the ATT building, the 3rd St. parking lot project, Healdsburg Ave.
across from EDD and RR Square with the 3 story underground garage (ha!). This reunification plan is just 1 more
"money pit". CEASE AND DESIST from this folly. And, I do hope the Delphi Technique is not employed! Citizen Input
is not to be mocked! It is shameful that city staff is a willing partner to this charade, ala: Bayer Park with early cost
overruns and finally, a reduction in scale. What became of the 2200+ sq.' "Caretaker Cottage"?
325

Nice walking around space when shopping, cultural gathering space

12/12/2015 11:58 AM

326

No chain stores like B&N, no franchises. Incentivize local businesses to rent space downtown. Encourage permitted

12/12/2015 11:11 AM

live music. Encourage permitted street art & craft vendors. Encourage food trucks. More bike parking. Encourage
pedestrians downtown (with room for more than two people to fit on sidewalks). Motivate property mgrs to fill empty
retail spaces downtown. If it can't be rented within 3 months, it automatically becomes a temporary homeless services
center for food/shelter/clinic/outreach.
327

As gathering place pétanque It's like bocce but the surface is much easier to maintain chess boards Game tables for
four.

12/12/2015 8:15 AM

328

comminity gatherings jazz fair

12/12/2015 4:19 AM

329

I usually stay out of courthouse square because there are a lot of vagrants, bums and homeless hanging out there.

12/11/2015 10:25 PM

330

Community events

12/11/2015 9:51 PM

331

Public space for gathering and learning about the needs of the public and population

12/11/2015 2:48 PM

332

As place for enjoying lunch or an evening stroll.

12/11/2015 12:04 PM

333

as a gathering space

12/11/2015 10:24 AM

334

Divided, it provides two separate venues - this is great for general use and smaller events. With temporary barriers on

12/11/2015 10:02 AM

Mendocino to "reunite" the square for special events, we also have a larger venue for those special larger events.
335

As a place to get from one place to another and admire the beauty that is there, not what is to be built. I do not use

12/11/2015 8:57 AM

the Square for anything other than that. I don't go to any events there at all.
336

Events and relaxation.

12/11/2015 7:58 AM

337

Picnicking, art exhibits and other cultural events

12/10/2015 10:49 PM

338

As a place where we can all come together

12/10/2015 10:15 PM

339

Have a safe to gather with friends, bring visitors, walk through, have a few special events that are NOT necessarily

12/10/2015 9:35 PM

loud/noisy
340

Asa major City living room and prime location for City events. Not for parking, two lane streets and angled parking
takes up about 60 feet and badly cuts down the park. it becomes auto centered and the traffic calming goal is lost.

12/10/2015 5:34 PM

Bad idea. We have plenty of parking downtown. We do not want to be at a sidewalk restaurant looking at rows of cars!
Bring it back to the original goal of Julio Carillo in 1854
341

As a central place from which to explore downtown, safe from cars competing for adjacent parking. As a spot that
invites people downtown to take advantage of local amenities. Santa Rosa has a nice downtown because there is
plenty of nearby parking and limited traffic (on 4th St., no one goes to B St.).
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342

to be

12/10/2015 4:34 PM

343

As a focal point for cultural, summer concerts, civic, performances and special events as well as a daily gathering

12/10/2015 4:21 PM

place to eat lunch, meet with friends, enjoy a vibrant center of the downtown, and to see Santa Rosa and Sonoma
County showcased with weekly event information on an electronic ticker and cafe dining and wine tasting along Hinton
and Exchange Street. Also to provide direction/information where the needy/homeless can congregate so if they are
removed from Courthouse Square they know what their options are and where the services are provided. The same
info should be available at the bus terminal on multiple kiosks and possibly another very large electronic ticker
featuring directional information to the State Office building, the homeless shelters and sources of food.
344

I would like to see a smooth, even area easily walkable and comfortable seating - especially when we have downtown

12/10/2015 2:58 PM

market. Now, there are too many ups and downs with stairs and "can't-get-there-from-here" areas.
345

As a walking mall- go to restaurants, coffee shops, attend activities (concerts, open houses, etc.)

12/10/2015 12:34 PM

346

Use it for event as is and see how that goes before wasting a ton of money. Too many homeless makes downtown

12/10/2015 12:03 PM

uninviting.
347

I would love for it to be a vibrant community gathering space that invites residents and visitors alike to visit downtown

12/10/2015 11:37 AM

Santa Rosa. I also hope it will attract businesses to locate in the downtown so that we have a more active and thriving
city center.
348

relaxing and community gathering and bringing grandchildren

12/10/2015 11:27 AM

349

like zocolos are used in mexico. public gathering space, for all people of all income levels, not just shoppers and

12/10/2015 11:16 AM

owning class.
350

I would like to use Courthouse Square in the same ways that I use the Sonoma Plaza and the Healdsburg Plaza. Both

12/10/2015 11:14 AM

of those plazas effectively incorporate parking, thereby contributing to a sense of business vibrancy.
351

shopping, picnics, street vendors, busking, bars

12/10/2015 10:54 AM

352

I would like to feel that it is a space for everyone in the community, that no matter our income level, everyone is

12/10/2015 10:42 AM

welcome to bring people together in this town center.
353

As a pleasant and safe gathering spot for events, especially music/dance. As an outdoor cafe extension of restaurants
around the perimeter of the square.

12/10/2015 10:34 AM

354

Open, casual meeting space. No big art that interrupts the space. Quiet traffic. Outside cafe space. Some music.

12/10/2015 10:32 AM

355

As a gathering place that redefines what a multicultural, multiracial, multiethnic and multigender Santa Rosa can and

12/10/2015 10:14 AM

must be.
356

walking, sitting, reading. --taking family and friends to see the downtown area.

12/10/2015 10:05 AM

357

Place to sit amount trees and nature, walk the town. Meet friends.

12/10/2015 9:35 AM

358

Watching music performances

12/10/2015 8:59 AM

359

meet friends and family, attend events, learn more about local history. shop, eat, enjoy the outdoors.

12/10/2015 8:59 AM

360

it is simply a portal to downtown businesses. unifying the square can be done for less than $100K, everything else is

12/10/2015 8:48 AM

just cosmetics so do not waste taxpayer money on a project that the majority of Santa Rosa residents do not support.
361

I have an office overlooking the square, and so I would like it to be pleasant to look at and adaptable to various uses.

12/10/2015 7:40 AM

The transient population is a constant in the square right now. The new plan should be cognizant of that.
362

I would like to keep Courthouse Square as it is currently (12/9/2015).

12/9/2015 10:34 PM

363

In whatever flexible way it was configured for an event, and to get from 3rd Street to 4th Street

12/9/2015 10:29 PM

364

To eat lunch outdoors in a beautiful natural setting, for community event.

12/9/2015 10:27 PM

365

jazz concerts. classical music. out door plays. movies.

12/9/2015 10:20 PM

366

Better shopping experience, more walkable sidewalks, community nights downtown with discounted nights for
residents,

12/9/2015 10:07 PM

367

For kids to play, picnics, sitting outside at a restaurant

12/9/2015 10:04 PM

368

As a community center where we can see art and music and meet up with friends.

12/9/2015 9:45 PM

369

I would like to see it more family friendly throughout the week instead of a homeless camp.

12/9/2015 9:39 PM

370

See the aforementioned reference to driving

12/9/2015 9:35 PM
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371

as a safe place where friends & family come to have fun, for free; or pay as you can.

12/9/2015 9:23 PM

372

As a meeting place & a park. Somewhere to attend a fun event.

12/9/2015 9:17 PM

373

eating and drinking and shopping. get more restaurants and shopping to appeal to people. free parking is a must.

12/9/2015 8:41 PM

374

Social Gatherings, Nightlife & Entertainment

12/9/2015 8:39 PM

375

As a gathering place for Santa Rosans and visitors, and as a showplace to take out-of-owners.

12/9/2015 7:41 PM

376

As a desirable place to sit or walk around and be in the center of Santa Rosa, very much like Healdsburg or Sonoma.
Nothing fancy!

12/9/2015 7:03 PM

377

Permanently close off 4th street from B to D street to all autos, except for after-hours deliveries. This would allow for a

12/9/2015 6:59 PM

promenade and outdoor restaurant seating. Wednesday Night market is proof of concept. That would make for a fun
space. Please see Pearl Street example, in Boulder, CO. http://yourboulder.com/wpcontent/uploads/2013/05/Downtown_Boulder.jpg
378

As it is now, DON'T unify it !!! Don't waste our tax dollars to satisfy a few idiots.

12/9/2015 6:56 PM

379

outdoor urban cafe with many tables and chairs

12/9/2015 6:50 PM

380

it should look as if its always been there, nothing modern. Something Alfred Hitchcock would have included in Shadow

12/9/2015 6:45 PM

of a doubt.
381

Low cost decomposed granite surfaces for playing pétanque and other boules games.

12/9/2015 6:35 PM

382

less meters I find santa rosa very unfriendly to Shopers I like to shop in Sebastepol and Petuluma Thank you for the

12/9/2015 6:30 PM

survey
383

Local Events, like summer concerts, non-profit fundraising events, etc. close off the side street too.

12/9/2015 6:28 PM

384

A beautiful place of trees & grass where locals can gather & create the environment they want.

12/9/2015 6:21 PM

385

Events

12/9/2015 6:06 PM

386

I think that SR needs to have a soul, and the square can be that, we need a dense downtown. No more business

12/9/2015 5:41 PM

parks that promote sprawl.
387

Outdoor cafe space for hanging out, sipping coffee, reading

12/9/2015 5:23 PM

388

sit, eat snack, drink coffee, watch people, read, watch small entertainments

12/9/2015 5:21 PM

389

for shopping, eating, drinking, music events

12/9/2015 5:08 PM

390

Gathering place. Outdoor coffee, lunches, events that will bring people together and become "the place to convene"

12/9/2015 5:02 PM

before going shopping, eating, or to movies.
391

As a community gathering spot. Clean, well-lighted, user-friendly.

12/9/2015 4:55 PM

392

as it current is

12/9/2015 4:52 PM

393

as a way to get through town

12/9/2015 4:51 PM

394

As a gathering place or area to relax while visiting the Downtown area, a place to attend community events.

12/9/2015 4:41 PM

395

Safely

12/9/2015 4:28 PM

396

I don't really see the benefit of the conversion (over the cost), but since it has been approved, I could see the area

12/9/2015 4:22 PM

being used most by local citizens (not homeless) as a place to meet, maybe sit outside to eat, enjoy music, art, other
small performances.
397

Daily as a nice place to take a sandwich and eat and feel safe to hangout. to be able to park there and walk around

12/9/2015 4:20 PM

the shops- big events do not appeal to me or may family
398

Santa Rosa has horrible traffic problems, and closing a major N-S artery will make the problems worse. People who

12/9/2015 4:18 PM

use Santa Rosa Ave/Mendocino Ave as an occasional bypass to 101 are less likely to use this road in the future, and
as a result, these people will not shop in downtown when today they sometimes stop and spend money downtown.
Since Santa Rosa made it more difficult to shop at the Plaza (parking fees), my family shops there probably less than
1/10 of the amount that we used to go there. The same result is facing the rest of downtown with this ridiculous idea of
closing the street.
399

Not as a homeless shelter.

12/9/2015 4:18 PM

400

The same way I have used it for 50 years, to get to and from where I am going.

12/9/2015 4:14 PM

401

It should be a space used to gather people of the community for events

12/9/2015 4:14 PM
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402

as a comfortable center for gathering of people for multitude of events and for a parklike setting in the downtown area.
Please don't waste space on parking...this is a "people space".

12/9/2015 10:30 AM

403

Busy and happy. Bringing in families and business people will be good. We need to find the homeless an alternative. I
worked downtown before the Thursday Night Market began and it felt much more like Healdsburg's plaza. There are

12/9/2015 9:12 AM

too many kids and panhandlers. I don't blame these poor souls. They need a place to be. Just not in the city center
plaza. More adult events would drive out the kids a bit.
404

Open space, farmers market, music

12/9/2015 7:40 AM

405

Use it for markets, music, art and fun!

12/9/2015 6:02 AM

406

I would like to feel SAFE downtown like it was when I WAS a kid

12/8/2015 4:54 PM

407

Restaurants and bars. Increase foot trafic

12/8/2015 2:33 PM

408

I would love to have places to sit and people watch, drink a cup of coffee and relax from shopping. I'm most concerned
that when I find that "small gathering place" that you put so much work into designing, that there will be one or two

12/8/2015 10:59 AM

unsavory homeless looking types of individuals that will result in my not sitting down and enjoying our beautiful public
space.
409

A place to meet friends, munch, sit or play during time off in a safe place, make sure there are several nooks for

12/8/2015 10:59 AM

intimate gatherings and shade trees. Allow local art displays and local artists to play music freely. I am from France
and I was raised with those plazas. :)
410

recreation

12/8/2015 10:43 AM

411

I'd like to sit there and watch people. Maybe read, if it's peaceful. Maybe meet friends there for a picnic. Watch

12/8/2015 5:32 AM

children play. Nap.
412

Be able to have my dog fetch a ball, I want to picnic,

12/7/2015 8:28 PM

413

Pedestrian and bike-friendly events and for informal gathering, dining, etc

12/7/2015 7:17 PM

414

I use it to pass through all the time since it's walking friendly, I'd like for it to remain walking friendly. perhaps close off

12/7/2015 7:04 PM

Santa Rosa Ave in between 3rd street and 4th street. Studies show that closing off high congested pathway will
actually result in faster moving traffic (Braess' Paradox). At least consider building a overpass/bridge to connect both
sides of the park together Also keep out the trouble makers
415

Al fresco dining. No parking to interfere with the dining experience.

12/7/2015 12:50 PM

416

For both humans and plants and animals

12/7/2015 11:09 AM

417

Done! - Simple, not fancy

12/7/2015 10:15 AM

418

What wrong with it right now? It seems like that large dollar figure could be better spent (homeless, hungry, public
safety, etc.)

12/7/2015 8:42 AM

419

Attract Fine Shopping and Restaurants

12/6/2015 2:57 PM

420

A permanent vendors' market/building would Europeanise and (and I feel completely) change the city's image for the

12/6/2015 11:52 AM

better (let's face it- it's lackluster, and has been so for 40+ years). Just visit any European (permanent...but also
weekly) market and see for yourselves, and compare. S.R. has a real town center & europeanising it is a do-able, longterm theme (Disney has copyrighted & misused "theme", try "repurposing") putting it on the map as special, not just
another Mountain View or Rohnert Park, etc. Given the wine-centric nature of Sonoma County, having a permanent
European-style marché (building) would go hand-in-hand/glass with that nature. Thank you for asking.
421

place to rest and enjoy the downtown

12/6/2015 11:44 AM

422

As a place I can take my family to hang out, eat outdoors and enjoy the scenery.

12/6/2015 11:07 AM

423

walking, sitting, picnic, play.

12/6/2015 9:23 AM

424

In the same way Sonoma square is used

12/5/2015 7:33 PM

425

small group gathering space that can accommodate occasional large groups the emphasis should be on a safe,
community promoting space like the Wed Market experience

12/5/2015 6:04 PM

426

As a wonderfully safe gathering place for our "community."

12/5/2015 5:43 PM

427

A place to safely gather without worrying about having your wallet stolen. (or worse)

12/5/2015 4:18 PM

428

Just to relax in the shade or sun, depending on the whims of the weather.

12/5/2015 4:04 PM

429

As a comfortable meeting, or sitting, place open to the public. Please limit, or avoid, paid admission events.

12/5/2015 4:02 PM
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430

casual place to relax while running errands or going out to eat; destination for events.

12/5/2015 3:10 PM

431

Community events, family events, family and social time. In my opinion, there is not a lot to do downtown with Family.

12/5/2015 1:43 PM

It's bars, restaurants, and shops. I'd like more cultural and recreational activities and businesses.
432

As a community gathering place where local events take place.

12/5/2015 10:35 AM

433

Quite enjoyment. Relax, read a book, watch the people.

12/5/2015 10:10 AM

434

ice rink? don't let charlie find out.

12/5/2015 8:14 AM

435

Be able to park nearby without the burden of parking meters. Be able to stroll around and have lots of seating areas.

12/5/2015 7:59 AM

436

As a peaceful place to relax, a place to meet friends

12/5/2015 7:52 AM

437

I would like to see the Square kept as it is. I think the current design has served the community well for events and

12/5/2015 6:22 AM

auto traffic. I would like to see these public monies spent on libraries and other needs.
438

Unless parking will be free, I won't be using the square. This is the biggest waste of money yet for Santa Rosa!!

12/5/2015 12:42 AM

439

Personally, I'm happy with Courthouse Square, as is. I use it often and thoroughly enjoy the space.

12/4/2015 11:42 PM

440

Would encourage public to play petanque on gravel/decomposed granite pathways, just like in France. (See Tuileries

12/4/2015 8:47 PM

or Place Dauphine in Paris) Especially since the bocce players at Juilliard Park won't allow us on their courts.
Currently, Petanque players in SR drive to Petaluma or Sonoma to play. See http://www.vompc.org/
441

I would really rather drive through it. I think this is a huge waste of money that only benefits the downtown businesses.

12/4/2015 8:33 PM

442

as a non cluttered space with vegetation and seating to relax and enjoy an event or lunch in the square

12/4/2015 5:45 PM

443

Information center, historical info, tours of downtown, caroling, plays, multi cultural dancing,music

12/4/2015 5:24 PM

444

I would like it to be an inviting peaceful space where people could sit and talk, read, eat lunch, etc, in pleasant--and as

12/4/2015 5:20 PM

green and leafy as possible-- surroundings. I would like it to be seen as a center for local residents rather than a way
to increase city revenue.
445

I like how Healdsburgs Square is just a big open space. Lawn Trees and Benches. Its flexible. It is not Over-Designed

12/4/2015 4:46 PM

which is what I am afraid will happen in Santa Rosa. And it is surrounded by free parking, which helps people feel
welcome downtown.
446

I am worried about the re-routing of Mendocino Ave. as I pass through Courthouse Square several times each week.

12/4/2015 4:31 PM

447

Spend the project money on fixing pot holed streets and needed infrastructure projects instead of fluff

12/4/2015 4:28 PM

448

As a place to walk into and enjoy the local scene, without having traffic whizzing by.

12/4/2015 4:12 PM

449

Open space for events, walkable gardens, classic (timeless) design elements.

12/4/2015 4:02 PM

450

Please do it right this time. Have vision and plan a space for the future. Help put downtown back the way it was before

12/4/2015 3:59 PM

the square waw split, before the mall was built.
451

I would like a pedestrian only area with outdoor restaurants and cafes. Think European.

12/4/2015 3:39 PM

452

The way I currently do, with a very handy road through it.

12/4/2015 3:38 PM

453

Like so many other cities squares, a place to get together with friends and family, eat outside, for tourists to take

12/4/2015 3:25 PM

pictures of our beautiful clock tower, to host small and large community events, and more would be wonderful.
454

As a place of community building, relaxation, as the heart of our downtown.

12/4/2015 3:05 PM

455

Maximum open space, maximum trees, maximum lounging area. Minimum of automobiles and automobile influence.

12/4/2015 2:27 PM

Permanent sound system.
456

First - as a safe place to walk. Then for going out to eat, and shopping at local stores.

12/4/2015 2:27 PM

457

As a place to sit and eat lunch, meet friends, relax in between shopping or errands. But this will never happen without
first addressing the bums and homeless - who wants to spend time in an environment where filthy, drunk and/or

12/4/2015 2:20 PM

insane transients will be harassing you? Doesn't sound like this will attract many tourists and will quickly turn into an
outdoor living space/bedroom/public bathroom for the transients!!
458

Gathering spot and place to connect with the community. Also bring more business and tourism to Santa Rosa and

12/4/2015 2:15 PM

bring the community together just like a square does for the towns of Sonoma and Healdburg.
459

enjoyment

12/4/2015 1:58 PM

460

Just as it is currently. Do not unify.

12/4/2015 1:53 PM
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461

The proposed border streets on the east and west sides should be completely eliminated. Cars should not dictate the

12/4/2015 1:50 PM

design of an area meant to be used by people on foot.
462

Participate in arts & crafts fairs that are low cost to the artist. Support local struggling artists and musicians!

12/4/2015 1:38 PM

463

To sit, enjoy a meal, snack, do some reading, learn chess?

12/4/2015 12:42 PM

464

Place to walk, browse, shop and eat

12/4/2015 12:10 PM

465

More shopping, tasting rooms and dining options

12/4/2015 11:20 AM

466

To gather, see performances, hang out, eat lunch, etc.

12/4/2015 10:10 AM

467

Restaurant Row with lots of outside seating around the square.

12/4/2015 9:03 AM

468

A quiet place to sit during the day. Eating outside in a Restaurant Row atmosphere, ringing the square.

12/4/2015 8:50 AM

469

as a meeting spot like I have for 40+ years

12/4/2015 8:42 AM

470

Mid and large size special events - no homeless handouts. No religious events.

12/4/2015 8:07 AM

471

to visit, free parking,

12/4/2015 7:58 AM

472

Area to relax and enjoy outdoors

12/3/2015 11:07 PM

473

Gathering space, public space

12/3/2015 10:04 PM

474

I would like to be able to use the square but the number of homeless make it impossible. Put in monitored restrooms

12/3/2015 8:16 PM

and have more policing.
475

As a central meeting place for Santa Rosa residents.

12/3/2015 7:29 PM

476

To sit and eat lunch or read. To meet friends and attend events. To visit while shopping. As a destination when

12/3/2015 6:22 PM

walking.
477

Be able to sit, talk, and eat in the shade of trees. Please do not put up metal umbrella's where there are places to sit.

12/3/2015 5:45 PM

478

Pleasant shopping and dining area with minimum number of homeless bothering you and free parking. If you want to
be like Healdsburg and Sonoma, you have to get rid of the homeless and have free parking.

12/3/2015 5:15 PM

479

for social gathering! There could be semi permanent place for rotating food trucks / vendors / and art / craft / farming
vendors every day!

12/3/2015 4:18 PM

480

The same way I use it now: as an area to hang out before or after a meal.

12/3/2015 4:11 PM

481

I'm uncertain how you are going to accomplish this but, the conditions along The Greenway do not give one a lot of

12/3/2015 4:08 PM

confidence in this reunification if the homeless and gang issues are not dealt with around the downtown area.
482

often

12/3/2015 4:02 PM

483

A place to go for events with family.

12/3/2015 3:37 PM

484

I am not sold that one courthouse square bid necessary.

12/3/2015 3:37 PM

485

Place to meet, take visitors. Should be the hub of downtown activities.

12/3/2015 3:37 PM

486

as a bike and pedestrian destination and gathering area. it should not be used for parking cars.

12/3/2015 3:36 PM

487

enjoying the outdoors without traffic, walking, leisure, shopping, eating, events

12/3/2015 3:35 PM

488

Just the way it is

12/3/2015 3:33 PM

489

Enjoying a bit of nature in the middle of downtown, people-watch.

12/3/2015 2:49 PM

490

Events, eating & picnicing, farmers market, spending time in the square with friends. Space for outdoor dining is

12/3/2015 1:04 PM

important. We do not need more parking on the square. That's what the garages are for. The square should be an
attractive place for people and families.
491

Don't really care. This city spends its money in the wrong places at the wrong time

12/3/2015 11:41 AM

492

walking around and going to restaurants

12/3/2015 9:29 AM

493

Attend events, bring guests, eat

12/3/2015 8:30 AM

494

More family focused events!

12/3/2015 8:14 AM

495

A gathering place. Like a European plaza.

12/3/2015 7:42 AM

496

I want a place to sit, have coffee, have lunch, shop stores around the square.

12/3/2015 6:58 AM
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497

As a place to rest, let the children play, without fear that everything is urine-soaked and filthy.

12/3/2015 4:35 AM

498

Community gatherings of all imaginable kinds

12/3/2015 12:18 AM

499

Open space for art & cultural events and outdoor seating for restaurants. I see no reason why this cannot be

12/3/2015 12:15 AM

accomplished in the existing two half-block areas, even with a street running up the middle.
500

mixed use for entertainment venues, educational events, use of trees existing for shade and reminder why Santa

12/3/2015 12:11 AM

Rosa is called the tree city (or at least used to be)
501

Similar to the Healdsburg square and Windsor for music and performances for the entire family. farmers markets,

12/2/2015 11:02 PM

safer with less homeless and drug addicts, free parking or more parking.
502

I would like a safe, busy city center

12/2/2015 9:36 PM

503

As a gathering and shopping space.

12/2/2015 9:23 PM

504

I would be there more if there were not panhandlers and homeless people loitering.

12/2/2015 8:32 PM

505

Public gathering space for events, but a clean, safe place for people to stroll and talk on a daily basis.

12/2/2015 8:15 PM

506

Keep the road

12/2/2015 7:57 PM

507

I'd like to use it for my family!

12/2/2015 7:28 PM

508

Downtown is basically my front yard. I want to go take a relaxing walk, sit and read a book. Have a glass of wine

12/2/2015 6:56 PM

outdoors. Have fun! And not be asked for money or have someone wag their genitals in front of me in broad day light.
509

I'd like it to be a space to meet up with friends and to sit and relax while shopping downtown.

12/2/2015 6:49 PM

510

I'd like to use it as it is!!

12/2/2015 6:09 PM

511

All time

12/2/2015 6:07 PM

512

A place where I can go and sit on a bench to have ice cream. Or coffee with a date. It's the heart of Santa Rosa, it has

12/2/2015 5:53 PM

to keep that cozy home feeling!!
513

A waste of taxpayer money to do anything, we aren't Healdsberg or Sonoma. Santa Rosa lost their chance 50 years

12/2/2015 5:05 PM

ago....
514

It should be a flexible gathering/event space

12/2/2015 4:19 PM

515

See events in the summer. winter skating would be cool

12/2/2015 4:16 PM

516

Just a public space where you can do things.

12/2/2015 2:01 PM

517

More events, festivals, etc.

12/2/2015 12:35 PM

518

it currently does not feel inviting to spend a day there. i would like to be able to come and linger - lunch and shopping. i

12/2/2015 11:35 AM

also would like to see more street fairs.
519

as a vibrant, walkable space with good food and shopping. An area that attracts visitors and locals alike; one that
competes aesthetically with other SoCo squares/plazas.

12/2/2015 10:42 AM

520

To help unify the downtown, promote local shops & restaurants. Create a friendly walking environment.

12/2/2015 10:02 AM

521

I'd like to use the square as a meeting place, a small area to relax.

12/2/2015 9:59 AM

522

As an urban park would be awesome

12/2/2015 9:25 AM

523

Family outings

12/2/2015 9:10 AM

524

As an attraction to spend time with family.

12/2/2015 8:54 AM

525

As a scenic and vibrant place to bring out of town guest. Not the homeless/ religious event/ banking capital of north

12/2/2015 8:40 AM

bay that it is.
526

I'd love to get down there more often. Use it mainly for shopping.

12/2/2015 8:21 AM

527

Please move the homeless so it can be used like it was intended

12/2/2015 7:18 AM

528

Would like to see Santa Rosa get a square on par with Sonoma and Healdsburg.

12/2/2015 6:46 AM

529

Biking to events or restaurants with friends and family.

12/2/2015 6:27 AM

530

to picnic and listen to music open space to experience nature

12/2/2015 6:17 AM

531

Like Healdsburg uses their downtown area.

12/2/2015 4:35 AM
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532

Family friendly

12/2/2015 4:30 AM

533

My hope is that the square will be such a thriving gathering place for locals and travelers that city-sponsored organized

12/2/2015 4:15 AM

events would be considered a disruption.
534

See above

12/2/2015 1:14 AM

535

Safely, on foot.

12/2/2015 12:59 AM

536

As a public gathering space year round to bring folks together and share!

12/2/2015 12:29 AM

537

Pedestrian friendly, cafes, shopping, nods to our past...

12/1/2015 10:50 PM

538

As a street to drive through.

12/1/2015 10:30 PM

539

As a friendly, community space. One where I could sit and have lunch or just play with my toddler son. I really think
that with any building or construction planning, there also needs to be a plan for what to do with the homeless. That's

12/1/2015 10:02 PM

honestly my biggest deterrent for not coming to downtown more.
540

Family relaxing time, fun with my daughter ... A place to feel safe in my community

12/1/2015 10:01 PM

541

Gathering place for family minus the homeless, drug attects and mentally ill.

12/1/2015 9:59 PM

542

A place to visit and enjoy.

12/1/2015 9:55 PM

543

Place to sit and eat my lunch during work week

12/1/2015 9:45 PM

544

music events, farmers markets, community garden

12/1/2015 9:35 PM

545

Leave the street going through. This is a complete waste of money that will create a traffic nightmare.

12/1/2015 9:18 PM

546

As the hands-down center of town, like a "plaza" in South American towns or a "piazza" in Italy. The town square that

12/1/2015 9:15 PM

the rest of the city center is oriented around.
547

In addition to the ones I checked in Q#13, I would also meet friends, enjoy the nature and plants, picnic, walk my dogs

12/1/2015 9:04 PM

548

More shopping

12/1/2015 9:03 PM

549

quit wasting your money Downtown is fine help the homeless population affordable housing

12/1/2015 9:02 PM

550

I often use the square as a quiet outdoor space to eat lunch alone or with a small group. I think this is an important

12/1/2015 9:02 PM

part of the square.
551

I would.like to use the square for meeting friends before dinner downtown.

12/1/2015 8:46 PM

552

A welcoming place to relax with food, drink and music in downtown

12/1/2015 8:45 PM

553

A place to take guests - to educate them on our town and history. A kid friendly place to take my children for concerts,

12/1/2015 8:32 PM

arts, crafts.
554

Its a scary place with all the homeless and drugged out people. That is not going to change by making it bigger. I

12/1/2015 8:03 PM

know its to late to complain, but really you guys should listen to the public!
555

As a place to get a splash of Santa Rosa culture all in one place. Local history...

12/1/2015 7:57 PM

556

I would love to have a winter ice rink. Several years ago, a question was asked in the PD about what could draw

12/1/2015 7:32 PM

people to downtown. I suggested an ice rink. I was shot down by other people. Many other cities have them in the
winter and it's a definite draw.
557

As a place to relax in nature.

12/1/2015 7:22 PM

558

Courthouse Square should NOT blocked off or reconfigured. No money spent to replace the stupid cobblestones that
shouldn't have been installed in the first place. Money should be spent on making the sidewalks safer. There is too

12/1/2015 7:03 PM

much aggregate, too many grates, too much uneven pavement.
559

As a place to ring my family on a visit

12/1/2015 6:41 PM

560

As a place to sit, meet, muse during the day or evening. I would like to see it serve as the Piazzas and squares in

12/1/2015 6:41 PM

other cities around the world do: as the heart and center of our city.
561

For lounging with friends. Strolling around with my Fiancé. An area to walk my dogs would be nice.

12/1/2015 6:23 PM

562

just like i do every week to me the money you plan on spending is just to please a few. this should have been put to a

12/1/2015 5:53 PM

vote of all of s.r. the few would have lost.
563

Keep it user friendly, discourage homeless from making it their home
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564

A place to think, rest, write, and dream

12/1/2015 5:33 PM

565

as the community "living room"

12/1/2015 4:57 PM

566

As a community place to gather for entertainment

12/1/2015 4:57 PM

567

I want to be able to drive through it as it is... Stop WASTING money on unnecessary projects

12/1/2015 4:53 PM

568

Pleasant to walk thru with no punks.

12/1/2015 4:38 PM

569

leave it the way it is, thank you!

12/1/2015 4:36 PM

570

The square should be used as a gathering place for families and people who work and live in the area. Special events

12/1/2015 4:34 PM

should attract people from all parts of town. Music events should be a regular part of the warm weather schedule.
571

A stroll down memory lane. Maybe have a wall with the family names that built Santa Rosa. We were once a town

12/1/2015 4:33 PM

where everybody knew your name.
572

Events, gatherings

12/1/2015 4:33 PM

573

Safe place to sit and enjoy a cup of coffee or conversation with friends.

12/1/2015 3:53 PM

574

Nature Open Space available for music and family events, as well as the farmer's market.

12/1/2015 3:47 PM

575

Properly manage the traffic that WILL occur once you block the main street.

12/1/2015 3:44 PM

576

Picnic location, area for family play time, family events

12/1/2015 3:40 PM

577

Picnic with friends and listen to music is my first choice

12/1/2015 3:27 PM

578

Why change the name.

12/1/2015 3:23 PM

579

Less like a homeless encampment.

12/1/2015 2:36 PM

580

A CLEAN pleasant place to sit and watch live. Good places to eat, no fast food chains. Something that will appeal all

12/1/2015 2:33 PM

agrs
581

as a rest stop when visiting places around the square. NEED some better browsing stores...

12/1/2015 2:10 PM

582

For family and friends events.

12/1/2015 2:03 PM

583

It should be a gathering place similar to the squares in downtown Healdsburg and Sonoma.

12/1/2015 2:02 PM

584

fix up the 2 sides that currently exist and get rid of the beggars, and make it safer the way it is!

12/1/2015 1:58 PM

585

For down town family fun

12/1/2015 1:55 PM

586

The way it is

12/1/2015 1:15 PM

587

If there were little cafe's or restaurant with seating outside, we would be interested. Also--farmers market and art and

12/1/2015 12:55 PM

craft fairs.
588

No reunification. Make parking free.

12/1/2015 12:44 PM

589

As a restful beautiful place that occasionally has events.

12/1/2015 12:07 PM

590

as a destination for food/wine and outdoor dining.

12/1/2015 11:39 AM

591

Kill the side street idea for parking, let the sidewalks run into the park itself, not a street, leave places to sit outside

12/1/2015 11:31 AM

with a coffee, maybe even close 4th street, making an open shopping area, and SAVE the redwoods. Add more
parking to garages, maybe add a floor. The public would be APPALLED if they really knew we are losing some of
current square, the trees, the fountain, adding cars where we'd like to be able to walk easily into the square not cross
a street.
592

Nothing needs to be done at the expense. It will never be a gathering place until and unless FREE parking is provided.

12/1/2015 11:26 AM

People can't be punished for coming downtown and be expected to hang out there, while being accosted by addicts
and the mentally ill.
593

leisure

12/1/2015 11:11 AM

594

shopping and eating, ease of getting around for tourist walks and learning about Santa Rosa and Sonoma County

12/1/2015 10:57 AM

everywhere you walk.
595

It is the major public gathering place in Santa Rosa, NOT a parking lot! Maximize the Square minimize the Parking.

12/1/2015 10:47 AM

Cars do NOT come first!
596

Any event that would bring people together to have fun and celebrate.
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597

An open space to eat lunch, a place to host live music, room for regular farmers markets and food trucks.

12/1/2015 10:17 AM

598

Community and tourist friendly

12/1/2015 9:15 AM

599

I like it just the way it is.

12/1/2015 9:06 AM

600

Easily accessibility driving and sidewalks.

12/1/2015 8:53 AM

601

I would like music events, markets, and art shows,

12/1/2015 8:51 AM

602

Leave the square as is. Also, have stores downtown where we can do regular shopping: drug store, groceries,

12/1/2015 8:34 AM

sundries. Current stores have nothing useful so no purpose to going there except the post office and library, or to buy
greeting cards. We cannot afford the restaurants. People go to malls elsewhere instead
603

A calm green peaceful place to sit and chat and eat where my grandchildren can play and listen to the fountains in the

12/1/2015 8:12 AM

shade of the beautiful redwoods
604

Live music

12/1/2015 7:25 AM

605

You couldn't pay me to go to downtown Santa Rosa. Too hard to find parking and you have to pay to park. Before you

12/1/2015 7:24 AM

stick the taxpayers with the expense of reunifying the square, you should close the center street off for six months to a
year to see what affect it has. Adding Exchange and Hinton back into the mix is going to create a traffic nightmare
when people are trying to make left had turns off of Third and Fourth to get around the new square. When the square
was split up, there was a lot less traffic than there is now and Fourth was four lanes.
606

As a gathering place for entertainment and socializing

12/1/2015 6:54 AM

607

Family fun-free or inexpensive

12/1/2015 6:11 AM

608

Gathering place, people watching, a place to reflect, picnic, visit, read, relax.

12/1/2015 6:09 AM

609

Picnicking with family. I would bring more friends and family downtown who visit from elsewhere.Unification just
makes sense, visually more appealing.

12/1/2015 6:06 AM

610

At my leisure.

12/1/2015 5:12 AM

611

Meet friends there

12/1/2015 4:45 AM

612

There are two perfectly nice parks nearby. Use them.

12/1/2015 3:22 AM

613

gathering for meals outside, play cards or games with friends, hear good music,

11/30/2015 11:56 PM

614

As a pedestrian-friendly re-unified (retro-fitted to before it was re-engineered and re-routed) site.

11/30/2015 9:12 PM

615

As a two sided downtown gathering place with ample, inviting, welcoming, "we're glad to have you here" free parking!

11/30/2015 8:09 PM

616

Gathering place, people watching, dining al fresco, attractions for a cross-section of citizens, mixing natural and

11/30/2015 8:07 PM

artificial elements (a la NY High Line). And remove most of the redwood trees: they are not urban trees. Plant Luther
B. plants!
617

As a space that encourages folks to get out of their cars.

11/30/2015 3:56 PM

618

I would attend events and dine nearby.

11/30/2015 3:32 PM

619

Just as it is

11/30/2015 2:01 PM

620

Use it as is and close Santa Rosa Avenue and Mendocino when required

11/30/2015 1:55 PM

621

As a place to walk or sit while enjoying a moment of relative peace and natural beauty in the midst of our busy

11/30/2015 12:46 PM

downtown. As a place to gather for food and music.
622

meet with friends, neighborhood events, outdoor dining, walk with kids without worrying about cars or homeless
encampments, clean/safe public bathroom access

11/30/2015 12:34 PM

623

For business and leisure e.g. having coffee or lunch

11/30/2015 12:07 PM

624

Sit and rest in the shade during shopping trips to downtown.

11/30/2015 10:11 AM

625

As a destination for events and a pleasant place to hang out while in the downtown.

11/30/2015 9:43 AM

626

I would enjoy having a space available to bring a picnic and eat lunch. I would like to have a lit space that is a fun
hang-out spot at night, one that that is well used and provides an attractive pedestrian connection through downtown. I

11/30/2015 9:31 AM

would like to have an amenity that I want to show off to visitors when they come visit Santa Rosa and greater
wine/beer country.
627

meet up w friends, take visitors, recreation, playtime for kids

11/30/2015 5:47 AM
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628

I think a big hotel should go in so people can bar hop and walk back. The hotel could have a classy bar / restaurant

11/29/2015 11:29 PM

pool on the roof to.
629

Open and free spaces. Feel safe with our family and children. Music, food and wine events.

11/29/2015 8:49 PM

630

Courthouse square should be a destination, not an after thought. Shopping, dining, events that attract a variety of

11/29/2015 7:49 PM

interests,
631

DON'T make it easy to close off streets. The Wed. Night Market is bad enough for screwing up traffic.

11/29/2015 6:12 PM

632

safe gathering place , even after dark. dinners, music events

11/29/2015 5:52 PM

633

To park and walk around easily

11/29/2015 5:38 PM

634

Make it more family friendly, more boutique shopping and restaurants

11/29/2015 4:57 PM

635

As a community gathering place and tourist spot where local art is displayed, Sonoma history is displayed and local

11/29/2015 4:23 PM

small businesses are present.
636

Family oriented events

11/29/2015 3:16 PM

637

Create a community feel

11/29/2015 12:20 PM

638

Just as it is

11/29/2015 9:12 AM

639

Meeting place, a comfortable place to sit and read

11/29/2015 9:11 AM

640

Enjoying the trees

11/29/2015 6:45 AM

641

Shopping area

11/28/2015 11:21 PM

642

Events...but only that which parking will accommodate.

11/28/2015 8:15 PM

643

Events and gatherings. Picnics, meeting friends.

11/28/2015 7:35 PM

644

1st of all I do not want expansion. It's a waste of time and money. From what I know your project progress is based on

11/28/2015 6:54 PM

funds. So when the funds are out you have to stall the project. Public Transportation will have to rerouted, which puts
diver's and passengers undue stress. I know a lot of people are looking forward to this. Money should be used for
schools and the homeless. I know, I know, your funds come from elsewhere. To accept money for beautification and
ask if can redirect it for them homeless , downright makes me sick.
645

As a center for our community, "the place to go," or "the place to meet." And I wasn't kidding about the public

11/28/2015 6:02 PM

bathroom. Many cities have better accomodations than we have.
646

walks, family picnics, attending musicians art events

11/28/2015 5:44 PM

647

As a gathering place for the community through events.

11/28/2015 5:43 PM

648

Outdoor dining Concerts Fairs/Markets

11/28/2015 1:54 PM

649

It might be nice to have an outdoor holiday market for vendors in the month of December similar to this one in NYC,

11/28/2015 12:50 PM

on a smaller scale if there is desire for it. http://urbanspacenyc.com/union-square-holiday-market/
650

A place to gather with friends and family, enjoy our great weather and resting space in-between shopping or after a

11/28/2015 11:59 AM

meal. I am a second generation Santa Rosan, (Bayer Farm), and want to preserve our way of life as a city designed
for living for our grandchildren and for future generations.
651

Weekly concerts in summer months,different events,food trucks

11/28/2015 9:45 AM

652

Just as a nice place to sit and enjoy events or the great weather. One thing that distracts from the area is the
homeless hanging around

11/28/2015 9:40 AM

653

Music

11/28/2015 8:45 AM

654

Shopping around the square, better marketing, wine events always bring a crowd, music events, cruise night.

11/27/2015 9:57 PM

655

Close off 4th street.Turn it into a Pedestrian Mall like in Boulder Colorado. Do not cut off Santa Rosa Ave/Mendocino

11/27/2015 7:55 PM

Ave. Keep the Trees. This should be put to a vote before the citizens of Santa Rosa. Cutting down trees, and cutting
off Santa Rosa Avenue/Mendo, in order to give the downtown business owners more parking spaces--when there are
already multiple huge garages downtown already-- is a business give-away, and it's not in the best interests of the city
as a whole, nor really even of the business owners either. It will make things worse. Period.
656

I'd like it to be for everyone. I love when I go to Healdsburg it may have mexican farm workers in addition to wealthy

11/27/2015 6:10 PM

tourists.
657

Cultural exchanges

11/27/2015 5:07 PM
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658

People watching. WiFi for 3 daily breaks for SO

11/27/2015 5:05 PM

659

Quiet meeting spaces..not enough quiet- down time for people so no WiFi. I can go to coffee shop for that. Beautiful

11/27/2015 4:07 PM

outdoor space, with bathrooms and drinking fountains.
660

?

11/27/2015 2:24 PM

661

A place to sit and relax, have a bite to eat and get away from traffic sounds and the bad air created by cars stopping

11/27/2015 1:24 PM

and starting.. I go to the library frequently and the parking lot there on 3rd and E is 3/4 empty most of the time. This is
just 1 block from 4th street. We do NOT need more cement. We need 90 minute free parking for merchants and more
public info about this lot. If we want more parking how about going up here rather than taking away what greenery we
have left..
662

As a place to go to be with the rest of the community.

11/27/2015 11:53 AM

663

Central Park area central to downtown visit, where can relax

11/27/2015 10:49 AM

664

Community events and lunch breaks; I work nearby.

11/27/2015 10:35 AM

665

To socialize and relax

11/27/2015 10:13 AM

666

Picnic, tai chi practice, child's play.

11/27/2015 10:04 AM

667

I think it's ridiculous that we are spending so much money for something that we had before and changed!! How about

11/27/2015 9:14 AM

spending the millions on affordable housing!
668

Picnics

11/27/2015 7:47 AM

669

Community gathering space. I think digging the road under the square would alleviate the traffic issues.

11/26/2015 11:27 PM

670

Again, when I wrote to city counsel 2 years ago about why we cannot vote on whether or not to unify. I received no

11/26/2015 10:36 PM

reply. Now you want our input after decision is made. Shame on you Santa Rosa
671

Much as it is now. I've enjoyed several events in the square.

11/26/2015 9:43 PM

672

As listed above

11/26/2015 9:04 PM

673

Leisure

11/26/2015 8:45 PM

674

The way it is right now. Needs more benches for sitting.

11/26/2015 8:40 PM

675

Downtown relaxation.

11/26/2015 3:34 PM

676

Recreational

11/26/2015 3:33 PM

677

A safe public space to meet people and enjoy food and entertainment.

11/26/2015 3:25 PM

678

Shops, restaurants, bars. Probably wouldn't go to a park downtown with my kids due to the large drug/homeless
population.

11/26/2015 2:49 PM

679

As a city / public living room

11/26/2015 1:28 PM

680

Nice place to hang out

11/26/2015 11:53 AM

681

Live music concerts

11/26/2015 10:45 AM

682

Community events and cohesion

11/26/2015 8:38 AM

683

I would enjoy a larger communal space, to be able to have an event there and not HAVE to close off surrounding

11/26/2015 8:12 AM

streets in order to connect the two spaces.
684

Evening activities during the summer months, similar to Healdsburg.

11/26/2015 7:31 AM

685

There are already parking garages....some parking should be added but not the maximum as now proposed.

11/26/2015 2:34 AM

686

Music

11/26/2015 12:34 AM

687

WELL FOR A START, I WOULD NEVER, REPEAT NEVER PUT THE TWO SIDES OF THE SQUARE BACK

11/25/2015 10:41 PM

TOGETHER, ITS GOT TO BE ONE OF THE MOST ABSURD THINGS THE CITY CONCIL HAS DONE IN AT LEAST
20 YRS, TOTAL IGNORANCE AND BENDING OVER AND LETTING THE DOWNTOWN RETAILERS SCREW YOU
AND THE CITY OF SANTA ROSA FOR CONTINUING WITH THIS STUPIDITY.
688

It should be the perfect place for families and children to hang out, very kid friendly and safe.

11/25/2015 9:34 PM

689

Don't waste any money on this

11/25/2015 9:31 PM
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690

Picnic area, place to relax while shopping. It would be nice if it were a non smoking zone. It might keep more of the

11/25/2015 9:21 PM

transients out.
691

Community and family friendly events

11/25/2015 9:13 PM

692

community gathering space without fear of homeless

11/25/2015 8:46 PM

693

enjoy dining at good restaurants and participate in events that bring many people together downtown

11/25/2015 8:42 PM

694

Happily, contentedly

11/25/2015 6:25 PM

695

i would not.

11/25/2015 6:05 PM

696

see above

11/25/2015 5:48 PM

697

Leave it as is!

11/25/2015 4:36 PM

698

Comfortable seating for having a cup of coffee with friends while enjoying nature and art. Walkable area with no car
traffic.

11/25/2015 4:26 PM

699

Bring back ordinary coin parking meters

11/25/2015 4:05 PM

700

I really like how Windsor uses their Town green for music and activities for the kids.

11/25/2015 3:55 PM

701

Entertainment

11/25/2015 3:34 PM

702

A place to gather with family and friends

11/25/2015 2:42 PM

703

We have spent much time at the Healdsburg & Sonoma Square, but live in Santa Rosa. One concern that we have

11/25/2015 2:04 PM

always had is the large numbers of "seedy" (sorry), people that hang around in the SR Square by day, and even more
so at night. Commercial business uses don't attract much (banks, etc.). Wide variety of upbeat retail uses, do!
704

To attend events, and sometimes to just sit and enjoy the trees and landscaping.

11/25/2015 2:00 PM

705

Critical to have all restaurants have sidewalk areas - what makes European downtown areas so appealing is people

11/25/2015 1:54 PM

spilling out into the public areas - so the integration and interconnectivity of the restaurants, the street and the sqaure
itself is very important.
706

Art and craft fairs. Sit and people watch.

11/25/2015 1:34 PM

707

I would like to see it as pedestrian friendly as possible. Close traffic down on Mendocino at the very least. More

11/25/2015 12:03 PM

outdoor sitting spaces, with trees and shade. Places to meet with others. Farmers market.
708

Get rid of the cop shop&bring back the community rec center.&leave the rest alone.for those of us who grew up

11/25/2015 11:57 AM

there&have many memories,dont want to change it.seems like a real waste of tax dollars.wouldnt that money be much
needed else where.how many millions of tax dollars did it waste to put all that concrete under all the over passes to
deter homelessness.got sum real jackasses running the city.
709

It's fine for public gatherings now. If parking was free more people (who can't walk to downtown) would come. Right

11/25/2015 11:25 AM

now it's just not very accessable to those who have to drive there. I can walk from my home but I need time to do so.
There are days I have to drive and parking is very frustrating.
710

Music events.

11/25/2015 11:24 AM

711

To enjoy entertainment, see people, relax

11/25/2015 10:44 AM

712

Regular weekly music in summers like Healdsburg.

11/25/2015 10:24 AM

713

A place to feel at home. Spend time with friends, eat, drink, and be marry.

11/25/2015 9:56 AM

714

As a center of the largest city in the north bay, courthouse square should display excellent design that invites locals

11/25/2015 9:07 AM

and visitors to gather and to relax. It should be one continuous square and NOT be broken up with parking lots, as
shown in this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3IlUeVHIkg. These parking lots are unnecessary, would be
unsafe for children and elders, would cause parking lot rage, and would break up the square more than it is now
instead of "reunifying." Instead, continue the parallel parking on 3rd and diagonal parking on 4th, making the square
continuous. This would be PLENTY of parking, and would be consistent with other City efforts to encourage people to
get there on SMART, bus, biking, and walking.
715

I want to enjoy down town more & we NEED more small stores to shop local. Can't support now because of parking.

11/25/2015 8:34 AM

716

See above.

11/25/2015 8:13 AM

717

To listen to concerts, have a space to sit and chat, community events: farmer's markets,

11/25/2015 7:46 AM

718

The way it's being used now.

11/25/2015 7:18 AM
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719

As a destination place. Concerts and other public events

11/25/2015 7:11 AM

720

Summer concerts. Farmers markets. I would like it to be a community gathering space.

11/25/2015 6:00 AM

721

id like to continue driving through it. the square sees WAY too much traffic today to have to go around.

11/25/2015 3:20 AM

722

The current split square is just fine. Mendocino can be closed off when needed for unification. This is a crazy waste of
money.

11/24/2015 11:35 PM

723

Eat lunch, play with kids, meet people

11/24/2015 11:33 PM

724

I would like to see it be the outdoor living room that SR is missing. However, the vibe needs to be more family friendly

11/24/2015 11:21 PM

for me to want to bring my family to downtown events.
725

Is like it to stay as it is. I like driving through it. I think this is a waste for money.

11/24/2015 11:00 PM

726

I don't really see Courthouse Square as some wonderful place that o need to be. I don't feel that reunify it will all the

11/24/2015 10:45 PM

sudden make it a wonderful place.
727

All of as mentioned above. If there is adequate and nearby parking!!

11/24/2015 10:24 PM

728

I personally would like to keep it as is, being able to drive through.

11/24/2015 10:20 PM

729

It's not a square. Bring in more events

11/24/2015 10:19 PM

730

Do not stop thru traffic on Mendocino Ave thru town. I know what happened in Redding, CA and it devastated the

11/24/2015 9:57 PM

downtown.
731

Keep the same format (the way it is) but take care of it, then close the street for events. Concerned that parking and

11/24/2015 8:34 PM

transient issues will continue. Don't feel safe in the area after dark.
732

Cultural enrichment

11/24/2015 8:33 PM

733

Ideally, downtown SR should have businesses useful to residents, but with two malls, the SR Marketplace and

11/24/2015 8:26 PM

Montgomery Village, that isn't going to happen. Courthouse Square is fine as-is; just get rid of the 'cobblestones' on
Mendocino Ave.
734

As it is today

11/24/2015 8:24 PM

735

gather w friends, eat on lawn, music

11/24/2015 7:52 PM

736

As it currently is

11/24/2015 7:26 PM

737

An I nviting central of my city location to visit & have a cup of coffee.

11/24/2015 7:20 PM

738

get between the two key tourist sites in Santa Rosa: Luther Burbank and Charles Schulz -- through the square

11/24/2015 6:45 PM

739

Help small merchants. Host food and music festivals

11/24/2015 6:43 PM

740

I would like to feel safe and not have to feel depressed by all the homelessness while trying to enjoy that area. I would

11/24/2015 6:34 PM

like to see some symphony type outdoor performances and cultural dance programs and fairs. I would like to bring my
out of area visitors and be proud of our downtown square.
741

The same as I do now.

11/24/2015 5:08 PM

742

DK other than to enhance the looks of downtown. Art shows would draw us there?

11/24/2015 4:56 PM

743

convenient parking for Mary's Pizza et al, open space to create my own experience in middle, ample space for major

11/24/2015 4:40 PM

events on weekends from wall to wall. No "children's playground", "seniors bocce treat", "homeless shower area".
People will use clean, open space. Gimmicks are not helpful.
744

Sitting, snacking, orienting myself.

11/24/2015 4:26 PM

745

Worthwhile public and educational events.

11/24/2015 4:23 PM

746

Lunch - pick up a sandwich and have a place to sit and eat it. Have been looking forward to this reunification for a long

11/24/2015 4:17 PM

time :)
747

A public gathering space/entertainment.

11/24/2015 4:10 PM

748

I'm flexible. Would like as many useages as practical.

11/24/2015 3:51 PM

749

As a focus for the Santa Rosa tours that we give to visiting friends.

11/24/2015 3:40 PM

750

Remember when the old court house was there. Think money could better be used else where.

11/24/2015 3:40 PM
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751

A place to sit, relax, and converse when downtown. A place to meet friends before proceeding to various other

11/24/2015 3:35 PM

activities.
752

As someplace for people to gather who aren't homeless.

11/24/2015 3:33 PM

753

Living room for city not just another parking lot there is one nearby already

11/24/2015 3:10 PM

754

Like Healdsburg or Sonoma. Get office space away from first floors around square. No more banks there. Make area

11/24/2015 3:07 PM

store fronts, restaurants, wineries, etc.
755

meeting place

11/24/2015 2:53 PM

756

I would like it to be a place where I can be proud of to meet out of town guests.

11/24/2015 2:47 PM

757

I do NOT want an ice rink in the square. We are fortunate to already have one skating rink in town. Don't need a 2nd

11/24/2015 2:42 PM

one. What we need is more parking to take advantage of the local merchants. One of the reasons I don't go downtown
is the lack of parking or the high charges. Healdsburg doesn't charge to park around the square and neither does
Sonoma.
758

Eatting, decently priced shopping, kids play area

11/24/2015 2:41 PM

759

Place to hang out during work lunch. Place to take family for fun events. Farmers market.

11/24/2015 2:32 PM

760

Maybe place to sit and have coffee with friend, attend events as in question 13. Important that you deal with homeless

11/24/2015 2:08 PM

people who might congregate there. If I am panhandled, would not want to go there.
761

As a public square and transportation arterial

11/24/2015 1:49 PM

762

Same as Sonoma/Windsor/Healdsburg

11/24/2015 1:38 PM

763

to attend special events like those listed in #13 and to people watch on nice days.

11/24/2015 1:34 PM

764

When there are no events, just sit down and relax in the middle of a busy city. May be eat a snack or ice-cream. Enjoy
the sun. Have conversation with friends, or friendly strangers. When there are events, mingle with others and feel a

11/24/2015 12:58 PM

sense of community.
765

Truthfully, I think that you should leave it as is. Maybe closed off the street through the square and do something with
that area.

11/24/2015 12:50 PM

766

As a gathering/sitting place, work lunches, events

11/24/2015 12:26 PM

767

A place to go to visit with friends. Hope there are outdoor cafes adjacent to it. Am not in favor of having parking on the

11/24/2015 12:01 PM

"new" streets on either side of the square. This will only make the square less pedestrian friendly. The garages
provide enough parking.
768

I like both Healdsburg's and Sonoma's squares' They are green and relaxing - a nice place to sit and observe or rest

11/24/2015 10:39 AM

while shopping. That's what I'd like.
769

Battle of the bands (high school vs. adult)

11/24/2015 8:57 AM

770

I'd like to feel more comfortable walking around. I usually go directly to somewhere downtown, walk straight do my

11/24/2015 8:48 AM

destination and return straight to my car. There are always ... questionable people hanging out all over both the square
and in the downtown area, and it makes it feel unsafe, and seem sketchy, and really, makes it look and feel like a
place I do NOT want to hang out. This area has the potential to be so vibrant, and honestly, I feel that the drugged out
vagrants hanging out outside of Peet's and Starbucks and lolling around by La Rosa are the number one thing from
preventing the area from being more used by people.
771

To support arts, build community, support economy.

11/24/2015 8:41 AM

772

Place to hang out, meet and/or relax

11/24/2015 7:04 AM

773

I would like nice open green space to sit relax and enjoy the nice sunny weather with some music playing as I sip a

11/24/2015 7:03 AM

glass of wine!
774

Open area for eating lunch / visiting Need to crack down on vagrants loitering and panhandling. That is a big deterrent

11/24/2015 6:30 AM

for visiting the area.
775

Sit on the grass and enjoy the events/concerts around us. Take in the sounds of the city and enjoy the square.

11/24/2015 12:27 AM

776

Relax with my family without homeless people

11/23/2015 9:28 PM

777

Place to have lunch. Walk dog.

11/23/2015 9:20 PM

778

Keep it unified. It is totally crazy to eliminate Mendocino Avenue through there

11/23/2015 9:09 PM

779

as a community gathering spot with family friendly activities.

11/23/2015 8:36 PM
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780

Drive threw it.

11/23/2015 7:15 PM

781

cyclical, regular events marking the difference passages of time.

11/23/2015 6:46 PM

782

Musical venues like Windsor and Healdsburg, Sebastopol do, clean it up and have better lighting and free first two or

11/23/2015 6:45 PM

three hours of parking.
783

hang out in the evening and watch people

11/23/2015 6:44 PM

784

As is

11/23/2015 5:53 PM

785

Community gathering, outdoor theater shows, concerts, wine tasting events, chess tournaments, picnic area...

11/23/2015 4:54 PM

786

It should be the centerpiece of the city of Santa Rosa, which showcases the best the city has to offer both to visitors

11/23/2015 4:43 PM

as well as residents. The Square should be pedestrian and bike friendly while ensuring adequate (free) parking to
encourage people to visit the downtown.
787

Family friendly

11/23/2015 4:32 PM

788

As above

11/23/2015 4:16 PM

789

Something like the Healdsburg/Windsor "music nights" with lawnchairs and such may be stretch for more urban Santa

11/23/2015 3:54 PM

Rosa, but some local musician exposure during markets is great. The Wednesday Market vibe from years ago was
great.
790

Music and cultural events. Offer more family friendly event space with movie events or weekly concert series during

11/23/2015 3:43 PM

the spring and summer months
791

The way it is.

11/23/2015 3:16 PM

792

Open, safe inviting public space

11/23/2015 2:35 PM

793

I would like to use the square as a picnic area. Possibly taking grandchildren to the library and then enjoying a picnic in

11/23/2015 2:27 PM

Courthouse Square. It would be nice to see an ice cream vendor nearby in the summer. Also maybe Toyworks could
open a satellite shop with just outdoor kinds of toys for sale. I haven't gone to Wed. night market in a long time
because the food vendors moved too far away from the square. We used to get our dinner and sit on the grass to eat.
794

Music, food (restaurants, coffee shops, bars as well as space for people to bring their own food, picnics), shopping,

11/23/2015 2:26 PM

free community events
795

Events, relax.

11/23/2015 1:46 PM

796

Real Jazz Music

11/23/2015 10:56 AM

797

In addition to the events above, a nice place to eat lunch, see the public art, view from restaurants opening to outside

11/22/2015 3:18 PM

eating next to the square.
798

Sit and people watch

11/22/2015 1:32 PM

799

A place for downtown workers to safely sit outside and eat lunch or take breaks. A place where mothers can bring

11/21/2015 11:33 AM

their children while shopping downtown. A place for outdoor events. I don't think "reunifying" the square is necessary
for any of these - I think it's a total waste of money!
800

As a pedestrian-bike friendly center of culture, arts, entertainment in the downtown area. It would be nice to park
outside on side streets and then have a pedestrian only walkway or promenade around the square. Storefront access

11/21/2015 8:32 AM

by walk ability is more important (better showcase for store) than curb side parking.
801

Exactly as it currently is, except with fewer transients, drunks, panhandlers, etc.

11/20/2015 12:30 PM

802

Holiday lights, tree, festivities, ice ring. Needs coffee house. Perhaps some kiosk type small buildings with coffee,

11/20/2015 8:56 AM

juice, morning paper etc.
803

Event and casual meeting venue

11/20/2015 5:48 AM

804

A gathering spot for friends and neighbors for concerts and events

11/19/2015 9:17 PM

805

to read, write, people-watch, picnic in a place of beauty maybe fly a kite

11/19/2015 8:09 PM

806

Just as a nice place to look at when coming and going. It's doesn't need to be pedestrian friendly. Getting around

11/19/2015 7:08 PM

easily by car is more important. It Shouldn't be closed off and made into any mall.
807

Like a front yard. I have used it to play bocce ball. Would be nice to play catch, throw a frisbee or football.

11/19/2015 3:56 PM

808

As a place to sit and people watch

11/19/2015 3:15 PM
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809

If there were better bars and restaurants, I would eat there. If it didn't have such a dank/dark, unsafe feeling, I might

11/19/2015 2:12 PM

visit more often.
810

A gathering place for the community and a welcoming place for tourists

11/19/2015 1:49 PM

811

A gathering space for community-- similar to that of Healdsburg, Sonoma, Windsor, and Napa!

11/19/2015 12:10 PM

812

As a comfortable outdoor space, without negative impacts of homelessness, substance abuse, and pervasive

11/19/2015 12:07 PM

noncompliance with code.
813

Family outings

11/19/2015 11:37 AM

814

I'd like to be able to sit on a park bench without someone sleeping on it, or having people passed out on the lawns.

11/19/2015 11:08 AM

Use the money to help them instead of changing the layout.
815

As a public commons square, like Healdsburg.

11/19/2015 10:45 AM

816

I would like to walk or bike on a regular basis to shop, eat and engage in my downtown community.

11/19/2015 10:28 AM

817

Just as described in the chamber note on the subject, it should be a coming together place where we can consider it

11/19/2015 9:36 AM

to be our "home". Please don't make it commercial at all. It should be a place of sophisticated quiet in the urban core,
not a place strictly for homeless people, which will drive away business people and families. Reference the public
library at the end of downtown, that has many more street people than other residents, and has been pretty much
overtaken by them. That being said, it should accommodate all people.
818

I would like to be able to use it with my family including young children without having to worry about

11/19/2015 9:25 AM

homeless/vagrants/gangs. A larger area is better. If there's no connection between Mendocino and Santa Rosa Ave,
then the side streets should have minimal parking and minimal street width. There should be lots of grass, even fake
grass is fine.
819

I would really like to not see a double parking lane. This space should be for the local community, and built with the
people in mind, not business. Who said it? Nobody remembers a city for their fantastic parking, I mean, people still go

11/19/2015 9:24 AM

to San Francisco don't they?
820

I would like that area of downtown to feel like a destination in and of itself. At this point, it's just the place where the
businesses I visit are located. I would like it to be the destination.

11/19/2015 9:22 AM

821

Drive

11/19/2015 9:16 AM

822

I most likely would not utilize any of it

11/19/2015 9:08 AM

823

Gathering place, venue, relaxing entity, area to be proud of that is simply and inexpensively just reunified. Remove the

11/19/2015 9:05 AM

road, done, finis!
824

As a fun gathering place for the community to come together to celebrate what is unique about Santa Rosa.

11/19/2015 8:57 AM

825

I think the courthouse square should be a place that celebrates the community of Santa Rosa. Hosting events for
families, fundraisers, and markets/expos that showcase local business (similar to how the Healdsburg Plaza

11/19/2015 8:49 AM

showcases and hosts events).
826

If unified, I will avoid the area when possible

11/19/2015 8:30 AM

827

strolling...sitting...eating (bottle of wine and light meal on picnic tables)

11/19/2015 7:13 AM

828

To create a memory that I can share with my grandchildren one day.

11/19/2015 4:03 AM

829

I would like it not to be a camp ground for homeless who bathe in the fountains when full. I work in old courthouse
square and its very hard to explain to clients we can spend all this money on fancy trees and traffic surveys but can't

11/18/2015 11:26 PM

help our homeless
830

I love the family friendly events that Windsor, Healdsburg and Sonoma all do in the summer and it would be great to

11/18/2015 10:33 PM

see something similar in Courthouse Square.
831

gathering place for businessmen to have brown-bag lunch, concerts,

11/18/2015 10:06 PM

832

As a central gathering place that is safe and hospitable for the citizens of Santa Rosa

11/18/2015 9:12 PM

833

central gathering place for our city

11/18/2015 9:05 PM

834

I would like a place to come with my 2 young sons to listen to music. We could ride our bikes, or walk to downtown,

11/18/2015 9:03 PM

enjoy food from a stall or nearby restaurant as we listen to a band. Kind of like the Windsor and Healdsburg concert
series in the summer.
835

Central gathering place that, sorry for bluntness, doesn't feel seedy.
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836

I have always wanted to see Courthouse Square reflect the history of Santa Rosa. I enjoy walking downtown and
imagining what it was like when my grandparents were young in the 40s. Maybe things like pictures or murals of the
old courthouse, S.R. Ave, the filming of Hitchcock's Shadow of a Doubt, etc. would make it a fun and attractive place

11/18/2015 6:27 PM

for residents and tourists alike.
837

it should be family frendly, flexible and free of homeless folks

11/18/2015 5:29 PM

838

Attend art and musical events

11/18/2015 5:09 PM

839

As a casual gathering place. Periodic small-scale events would be nice, but should not overwhelm the space or be
scheduled more than one a month.

11/18/2015 5:00 PM

840

Look at college campuses and their student centers for features that are a draw and make them useable.

11/18/2015 4:50 PM

841

As part of my day to day

11/18/2015 4:36 PM

842

as a community gathering place for events and fun.

11/18/2015 4:35 PM

843

I ate lunch there for years. Would still like to be able to that on occasion. socialize. Take my grandchildren there.

11/18/2015 4:22 PM

844

leave it as is

11/18/2015 4:01 PM

845

for public gatherings. It should be used often; daily or weekly should be encouraged.

11/18/2015 3:59 PM

846

I would like to use it to attend concerts and art events.

11/18/2015 3:55 PM

847

Would love to be able to bring the family downtown to walk around local shops, breweries, restaurants, etc. Even

11/18/2015 3:53 PM

better if we can upgrade library and make it more accessible to the downtown area.
848

Without fear of being panhandled, yelled at, assaulted, or stepping in feces of the homeless. Get rid of them!

11/18/2015 3:53 PM

849

As a central gathering space for evening events

11/18/2015 3:52 PM

850

sit and enjoy with family and friends. Shop and eat at nice venues right near the square like Healdsburg, Sonoma.

11/18/2015 3:47 PM

851

as a comfortable place to sit and relax without cars whizzing by . I think making 4th st. a pedestrian friendly street

11/18/2015 3:29 PM

without cars is better than spending all the money on the square it's self.
852

community conversations

11/18/2015 2:56 PM

853

I'd like to see the homeless cleaned up and have a more "family friendly" environment.

11/18/2015 2:21 PM

854

Cool & fun gathering spot.

11/18/2015 1:52 PM

855

would like to attend events, but don't seem to ever know about them until they have already ended - better advertising

11/18/2015 11:58 AM

of events would be helpful
856

A clean safe place for events and a downtown SR tourism hub. Now it is scary due to the poor lighting and unsavory

11/18/2015 11:28 AM

folks hanging about. I would never park my bike there without a locker.
857

For community and tourism events to feature local artists, musicians, food, wine, beer and celebrate all that we offer in

11/18/2015 10:40 AM

our area.
858

I'd like it to feel like a safe, clean place to go listen to music. Somewhere that the residents and surrounding towns

11/18/2015 10:21 AM

people want to come and feel like a community.
859

Speeches/educational events/political rallys

11/18/2015 10:02 AM

860

leisure

11/18/2015 9:51 AM

861

A place to safely walk through and a place to rest on a bench or have a lunch if I worked downtown.

11/18/2015 9:09 AM

862

As a place to meet folks, to relax, to attend events.

11/18/2015 8:53 AM

863

Meet up spot, dinner and a movie or hopefully a concert in the future, events spot, farmers market

11/18/2015 8:02 AM

864

Bring in peopel

11/18/2015 7:39 AM

865

Upgrade the fountain area, benches and seating for disabled and elder crowd. Please - Don't cut the Beautiful and

11/18/2015 7:28 AM

signature trees; remember Luther! mature trees don't come easy and they add charm and character.
866

Somewhere that my daughter can grow up knowing is the heart of the city.

11/18/2015 6:10 AM

867

restaurants and bars, gathering place for coworkers, friends, and family,

11/17/2015 10:05 PM

868

I would like to feel safe at activities and walking from my car to downtown - Downtown has become dangerous at night

11/17/2015 6:10 PM

869

Meet people to have " outdoor meetings", dine in the local restaurants, purchase gifts at the shops!

11/17/2015 6:03 PM
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870

As a great place to meet friends and groups to enjoy what Sonoma county has to offer down town.

11/17/2015 5:32 PM

871

Probably would not be a big user, but would suggest that the homeless situation needs to be considered w/ the

11/17/2015 4:09 PM

courthouse sq project. Other parks downtown used by street people don't contribute to family friendly atmosphere.
Would also like to see parking on Exchange & Hinton eliminated w/ traffic routed up 5th &3rd to E and B streets.
872

I would like to use courthouse square as an intersection to businesses, restaurants and communal area for small
gatherings. I believe it already serves this purpose. I work downtown and walk the courthouse daily. Right now, the

11/17/2015 3:41 PM

walkways are the best part of the current design as grassy areas and most seating is already full of homeless people.
If you look around you will find many homeless sitting on the benches, some just resting while others have and socks
off airing their feet. Grassy areas filled with people napping and their belongings surrounding them. The fountain is
even used from time to time for laundry or bathing. Portable seating will ruin the area as people will take them or
move them in an unorganized manner. Lighting would be nice, its dark, especially with daylight savings time here. It
can feel unsafe at dark times. I would like to see plants from Luther Burbank and items from other significant locals. I
guess we really need to work on social services and work on homeless problem there before redesigning something
to be a tourist attraction. Right now, I cringe when I see children playing in the fountain and am disappointed that
tourist see so much of Santa Rosa's homeless problem when they come downtown.
873

A place to eat lunch, rest or take walks. A place to take business associates or to meet up with friends. The most

11/17/2015 3:34 PM

important aspect is to create a safe space that is kept free of dangerous, disturbed and/or criminal elements. This
should not be a place for the homeless, vagrants, mentally disturbed or addicts of our community to sleep, beg, or
bathe. This will only drive away business and community and create an unsafe feel, as there is now. The square
should take cues from the central squares in Healdsburg and Sonoma, which create public beauty and unification of
the downtowns, while keeping the spaces safe for children and families.
874

as independent social space, with a variety of settings available for gatherings outside of the oversight of the local

11/17/2015 2:56 PM

government
875

The plan proposed looks good except for the one way diagonal parking on each side of the square. Diagonal parking

11/17/2015 2:47 PM

on thru streets is the most dangerous type of parking, particularly when there is only one lane of traffic. Eliminate the
diagonal parking. There is plenty of other parking in the various structures around the downtown.
876

I would like to see a focus on attracting more businesses focused in hospitality and shopping. I would love to go out to
eat downtown and support those local businesses, but the restaurants and atmosphere is lacking due to
homelessness, and too few quality dining options. I would also like to take out of town visitors to downtown Santa

11/17/2015 2:44 PM

Rosa to show it off rather than taking them to Healdsburg and Sonoma. The few people I have taken downtown were
underwhelmed (to put it nicely). This is an opportunity to set Santa Rosa on the right track, and needs to be done with
a big picture plan that incorporates attracting new businesses (centered in hospitality and shopping).
877

Critical that the square be for ALL citizens of Santa Rosa and not just a parking lot for the downtown business

11/17/2015 2:38 PM

interests!
878

As a place to relax and eat when I'm shopping or doing business downtown.

11/17/2015 2:34 PM

879

I would like NO diagonal on the side of the two new streets abutting the square. There should be 1/2 the proposed
parking places and only on the opposite side of the street from the square -

11/17/2015 2:29 PM

880

Pleasant place to sit and observe

11/17/2015 1:53 PM

881

Gathering for friends and family. A place to listent to live music and a nice place to eat and drink alcohol

11/17/2015 1:32 PM

882

As an attractive part of a more comprehensive plan to attract businesses that residents will patronize. Again, free

11/17/2015 1:22 PM

parking is key to the success. Without it, it will fail.
883

I would attend fun food beer, wine and music events there

11/17/2015 1:11 PM

884

recreationally

11/17/2015 1:07 PM

885

Music performance, art shows, dancing

11/17/2015 12:50 PM

886

More public events, especially live music with beer and wine options including increased security to ward off underage

11/17/2015 12:38 PM

and reckless drinking. Temporary art installations from local artists, young and old. Permanent food vendors like hot
dog stands and taco trucks. Busking musicians (with permits). Security to fend off excessive squatting homeless. .
887

shopping and restaurants. Downtown needs quality businesses to be vital and attractive, not more park benches.

11/17/2015 12:33 PM

888

Healdsburg has the best square

11/17/2015 12:23 PM

889

As a central area in Santa Rosa to hold events in a safe and welcoming manner. Hopefully attracting different types of
events for all age groups.

11/17/2015 12:21 PM

890

We will absolutely come downtown more often when reunification is completed.

11/17/2015 12:03 PM
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891

I would like to be able to sit among the trees to eat my lunch or to eat outside at a bar and restaurant but not next to
parked cars. If Russian River Brewery or competitor is located on the square with outdoor dining, the plaza will be

11/17/2015 11:59 AM

busy every weekend! HOWEVER no one wants to be sitting right next to a parked car. I hope you plan the streets and
parking with that in mind. Look at Arcata's plaza....it is the design Santa Rosa has in mind. It is bleak with no outdoor
dinning and the only people there are the homeless. Perhaps the two side streets could be closed on the weekend
evenings when people are visiting downtown, going to movies or dining. Add lights and evening vendors or individual
artist, musicians and "street performers" then downtown will become alive with people spending money!
892

For daytime relaxation, place to bring the family and eat/read/play outside.

11/17/2015 11:57 AM

893

Keep the square split, slow down north south traffic, return the police substation, get a few more kiosks (like hot dog
stand) in on a semi-permanent basis. Develop east/west sides to be conducive to dining experience and small events
on the square, e.g. music like that offered in Montgomery village. Add lighting to increase a sense of safety and

11/17/2015 11:50 AM

attractiveness.
894

like a downtown park, but with the amenities of shops and street vendors

11/17/2015 11:25 AM

895

Music events

11/17/2015 11:23 AM

896

Gathering place for peaceful thoughts, scenic out my apartment window in Rosenberg, community gathering place to
surround myself safely with nice people

11/17/2015 10:54 AM

897

As a place to gather with friends and grab a bit to eat

11/17/2015 10:50 AM

898

For all of #13

11/17/2015 10:16 AM

899

As a place to gather to hear speakers, music, and other cultural events, including three or four spaces for street
muscians/performers to play.

11/17/2015 8:41 AM

900

Family Destination for dining, shopping, and fun.

11/17/2015 8:36 AM

901

I have no specific idea. Parking is an issue, having a fun meeting place for big events would make this space
something I would use more. There are plenty of places I want to check out more often but it always seems that

11/17/2015 8:08 AM

parking is a drag and that keeps me from going downtown and I spend my entertainment money elsewhere. Homeless
issues keep me from really doing much there with my family.
902

A place to run around, have a snack and see a casual performance

11/16/2015 10:46 PM

903

Would be nice if every weekend had a different event going on show casing the local community we call home. Wine

11/16/2015 9:17 PM

Food Art.
904

retail shopping; meeting place for business & social purposes; community events such as those indicated above;

11/16/2015 8:19 PM

dining
905

Personal and profesdional

11/16/2015 6:47 PM

906

The place where Santa Rosa meets for fun and entertainment. An area that shows the beauty of the county, and its
people. A center point for all of us to meet.

11/16/2015 5:19 PM

907

I'd like to see a Mendocino Avenue tunnel go underground underneath the square - that would be a functional design!

11/16/2015 5:16 PM

908

community gathering space, events, outdoor markets, concerts, fitness events

11/16/2015 4:30 PM

909

A safe place to take my grandkids and after shopping in interesting and updated stores!

11/16/2015 4:02 PM

910

for social/cultural life that is safe and convenient

11/16/2015 3:38 PM

911

I personally do not agree with the unification of courthouse square. I think there are too many business vacancies and
an increased amount of loitering in the split square. There would have to be increased number police (maybe a rebirth
of the police substation) and small businesses and kiosks that can help monitor and promote a welcoming

11/16/2015 3:37 PM

environment.
912

Musical events, art and craft shows, ice rink Must remove the transients or people will not come

11/16/2015 3:11 PM

913

As I do now...for occasional special events or Farmer's Market type venues. This can be done just as it is is now.
Please don't spend our precious dollars on a "nice to have" when there are so many infrastructure needs.

11/16/2015 3:09 PM

914

I'd like to be able to eat lunch while enjoying the outdoors and having Wi-Fi so I can check email or use Google to find

11/16/2015 3:03 PM

things and get directions.
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915

As an aside, may I say I strongly object to the wasting of $10 million dollars on this project, and as an employee of a
downtown business who has to witness the devastation of the homeless and those who need mental care on a daily

11/16/2015 2:48 PM

basis, we should be spending that money helping them, not reunifying this square!!!! I hope you're prepared to deal
with a larger and larger population of those who occupy benches and tables and scare off people by intimidating them.
We have a major problem downtown and these folks need our help. Once we've found a solution to that problem,
maybe then we should start thinking about reunification. Ignoring this issue will not make it go away...
916

I would like to see the Volunteer Centers Human Race Marketplace located in courthouse square and the walk
centered downtown.

11/16/2015 2:48 PM

917

Primary location for Downtown Market and additional Farmer's Markets. Music Concerts. Art shows. Picnic spaces.

11/16/2015 2:42 PM

918

Gathering space for family and friends.

11/16/2015 2:17 PM

919

Just leave it the way it is.

11/16/2015 1:52 PM

920

Concerts, picnicking

11/16/2015 1:28 PM

921

Family Friendly events

11/16/2015 1:12 PM

922

place to hang out, eat, watch performances

11/16/2015 12:56 PM

923

Look at Cloverdale Friday Nights - quality music with Art Gallery, restaurants, and clubs all open after 9 pm

11/16/2015 11:40 AM

924

Should a focal point for city gatherings. Downtown could use a performance arts theater, the former Zap car building

11/16/2015 11:31 AM

should be an entertainment venue, the parking lot across from the post office should be improved to be a parking
structure, and there should be a circulator bus that circles around railroad square and downtown that is free.....
925

As a place where the community can gather. It should also be a place where activities can be held to bring the
community together.

11/16/2015 11:06 AM

926

As a through traffic street

11/16/2015 10:54 AM

927

continue to eat lunch on square

11/16/2015 10:26 AM

928

Safe and inviting public open space to eat lunch. movable seating would be great. feeling safe is key!

11/16/2015 10:24 AM

929

I would like the down traffic flow to be as easy as possible. I would like to see events there, without a greater impact of
traffic and parking issues

11/16/2015 10:05 AM

930

Meet friends with coffee, sit, talk and watch; lunch break with wifi; go to events, ...small impromptu musical event?

11/16/2015 10:04 AM

931

Attractive to tourists, part of Wed Night Mkt, just an attractive and calming space.

11/16/2015 10:02 AM

932

There is no need to reunite Courthouse Square. A walk-friendly Fourth Street is all we need. The traffic needs are
mostly north-south. College Avenue, Third Street and Seventh Street should have well engineered lights, too. First,

11/16/2015 9:49 AM

pave the cobblestones on Santa Rosa Avenue between Third and Fourth streets to be smooth. Recognize the jewel
of Fourth Street between Santa Rosa Avenue and E Street, and close it to vehicles. It can be a walkable, bike-friendly
street and host the farmer’s market as usual. From Pliny the Elder to all the great businesses on Fourth Street, this
would make a great central place where people could shop. There is plenty of parking.
933

I would like to use Courthouse Square just the way it is no change please.

11/16/2015 9:43 AM

934

I would like to drive thru the middle of it to get the southern end of town

11/16/2015 9:42 AM

935

Enhance what is there without cutting off Mendocino Avenue. Build a skyway over the street if access between the two
ends is really desired.

11/16/2015 9:42 AM

936

To have my lunch

11/16/2015 9:39 AM

937

Make this a true living room! Make it comfortable for users. Put eyes on the square. Allow more vendors like the hot
dog guy.

11/16/2015 9:39 AM

938

much like now with better parking, better traffic flow, more consideration for keeping cars, bikes and pedestrians safe
and away from each other.

11/16/2015 9:37 AM

939

As Santa Rosa's "Family Room": a big outdoor room for large citywide gatherings.

11/16/2015 9:28 AM

940

I would like to continue to drive through the square from north to south and south to north on Mendocino Ave./Santa

11/16/2015 9:26 AM

Rosa Ave. I do not want to spend $10 million dollars of borrowed money to fund a newer, nicer homeless hangout. I
do not want the trees cut down to facilitate the new streets. I am fine with the area as it is. Perhaps you should spend
some money on a police presence, like the $500,000 you are going to waste on a study.
941

As a place to spend time downtown, in a green spot, where one might encounter friends and various community
activities, mainly non-commercial.
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942

Concerts and events.

11/16/2015 8:40 AM

943

I don't think it is important to unify the square - I just think better use of the space would be appropriate. I think a
pedestrian mall on 4th street with more outdoor seating for restaurants would attract more people and help the

11/16/2015 8:38 AM

businesses more than just a larger square. The actual space available on either side of Mendocino is spacious and
Mendo can be closed off for events. However, I do think that any effort is positive. I would like to see a focus on local
farmers and purveyors for the markets, a children's museum section at markets and a large art festival each year. I
would like to see a center like the Oxbow Center near downtown and the courthouse center.
944

I would like to see shopping and restaurants, not banks, surrounding the square

11/16/2015 8:37 AM

945

As a community gathering place. To sit and people watch, have a cup of coffee.

11/16/2015 8:16 AM

946

As a public space that adds charm to downtown and be a focus point. (I am a former 50 year resident of Santa Rosa
and still investments there.

11/16/2015 7:25 AM

947

I am very concerned that vehicles that are headed south will be using Healdsburg Avenue/B Street to Seventh Street
once the Square is reunified. I live in the St. Rose Historic District and feel the traffic will be too heavy for a street that

11/15/2015 11:11 PM

borders our neighborhood.
948

See 12 & 13 above

11/15/2015 9:32 PM

949

Place to gather, hear music

11/15/2015 8:50 PM

950

To be able to drive through from one end of town to the other, without having to take side streets and get stuck in
traffic congestion. To be able to park downtown for FREE. I don't go downtown because I refuse to pay for parking. So
I spend my $ elsewhere. (And I've lived in SR all my life, so you do the math.)

11/15/2015 8:41 PM

951

community gathering place, place for my children to play, park like atmosphere where I could relax and eat lunch or
read a book

11/15/2015 8:15 PM

952

A place where everyone is welcome, where police allow adolescents to hacky-sack without hassling them and telling
them to leave. Where we do not play music expressly to "drive them away", so that young people feel welcome in the

11/15/2015 8:10 PM

community.
953

Sit and read. Take up sun.

11/15/2015 8:07 PM

954

I don't intend to. I work at B&Healdsburg Ave. The increased traffic on Healdsburg Ave. is very important to all of our

11/15/2015 5:38 PM

employees.
955

leave it like it is!!!

11/15/2015 5:21 PM

956

If you had any courage, you would have asked if we want it reunited at all. NO!! Use the money to repair our roads
and turn the streetlights back on!!

11/15/2015 4:06 PM

957

It should be the center of Santa Rosa; physically and psychologically. It should be attractively landscaped with seating
and a performance stage and attract residents and visitors.

11/15/2015 3:57 PM

958

Meeting friends, outdoor dining, attending events as listed in no. 13.

11/15/2015 3:55 PM

959

Social events, visiting with friends, listening to music. But I don't think it's going to work. You will run out of money
before the project is completed and it will be another half-assed attempt to improve something in Santa Rosa!

11/15/2015 3:41 PM

960

As the center of Santa Rosa, Historically speaking

11/15/2015 3:33 PM

961

As a place to take visitors and showcase the area.

11/15/2015 3:21 PM

962

LEISURE

11/15/2015 3:02 PM

963

just like healdsburg

11/15/2015 2:42 PM

964

In all the ways listed in question #13.

11/15/2015 2:14 PM

965

Taking family and friends to events and just to show them a historical looking plaza the way it was meant to look when
the land was donated for it's creation.

11/15/2015 2:08 PM

966

As a place to see art shows, cultural events, music venue (like Stern Grove in the City on a smaller scale); wine
events. Santa Rosa is seriously lacking in cultural events.

11/15/2015 2:02 PM

967

Enjoy the landscaping, sit and rest and people watch, community events, and concerts.

11/15/2015 1:57 PM

968

I want to throw a beer festival there

11/15/2015 1:24 PM

969

Santa Rosa Brewery festival

11/15/2015 12:47 PM

970

Enjoy the majestic TREES! The quiet, the serenity, the shade, the majesty they provide. I love the trees!!

11/15/2015 11:39 AM
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971

I don't support the proposed changes. It makes no sense in a town the size of SR to expect it to mimic Sonoma. The

11/15/2015 11:22 AM

traffic is bad now, it will be worse with the proposal. There are better and cheaper ways to make downtown a
"destination". Make 4th St. a walking only street between B and D. Make 5th two way in the last block so traffic isn't
screwed up. We cannot go back to 1927 because the population is too large now and a freeway and mall sever the
downtown. Not to mention the bus depot. I also don't think that B street can take the proposed traffic load. It currently
has traffic problems and with the small blocks, far too many lights. And how will you fix the very confusing and
dangerous triangle where B reaches Healdsburg? A two way, head on into a one way? It is bad during daylight hours,
can't wait to see all the head on accidents after dark. The proposal to shut off or reduce a major artery (SR Ave.) to
through traffic is not well thought out. As a home owner and avid user of the downtown SR area, I am strongly
opposed.
972

Community gathering place for art, cultural, educational, and community building events

11/15/2015 11:21 AM

973

Frequently!

11/15/2015 9:42 AM

974

as a central, friendly gathering and relaxing place

11/15/2015 9:01 AM

975

A place to attract people in fun family atmosphere. Huge new year party. Santa's arrivel. Tea parties. BBQ, cookoffs,
food, beer,wine tasting. cars, large, small old things events and viewing. Are you kidding the list is way to long. Look at
coddingtowns parking lot and learn from your past. Build it and the will come. Why did it take so long?

11/15/2015 7:50 AM

976

To see and have it be a safe park in the middle of town. A place to hang out and catch some sun on park benches.

11/14/2015 9:49 PM

977

A place for gathering, for entertainment, for sitting outside to have lunch, meeting friends, a place of besuty

11/14/2015 9:48 PM

978

Have lunch/coffee with a friend. Rest on a nice day.

11/14/2015 9:33 PM

979

As a green park full of plants and a relaxing place of respite from city noise and bustle.

11/14/2015 9:02 PM

980

As a community gathering place and/or a nice place to just stop and sit for a while.

11/14/2015 8:59 PM

981

I value the concept of Courthouse Square as Santa Rosa's "living room" & would like it to welcome us all for a

11/14/2015 8:33 PM

multitude of diverse activities, from simple sitting to read or sketch to larger public events.
982

Open, friendly areas. Clean, no homeless, lots of benches, family friendly

11/14/2015 7:48 PM

983

please see how burlington, vermont, created a fantastic, busy, attractive downtown area closed to cars, except for
certain side streets

11/14/2015 7:15 PM

984

A place to relax and not feel as if I have to order something to eat or drink. The

11/14/2015 6:16 PM

985

As a place to come for events, or just to relax downtown. As a born and raised SR resident, I'm very concerned about
traffic. It better be done right. I'm not in favor to begin with.

11/14/2015 6:11 PM

986

I wouldn't use it at all. Sorry, but this is a waste of money, being driven by a few business's and does not reflect the
wants of the Santa Rosa citizens. I'd rather see you spend the money on the Roseland unification or roads or
anything else. This survey is a joke.

11/14/2015 6:10 PM

987

Bring a picnic and sit on a bench, people watching, kids playing in fountain, tables set up for checkers, chess, listen to
local musicians, purchase food at surrounding food trucks.

11/14/2015 5:32 PM

988

To eat,relax and people watch.

11/14/2015 5:30 PM

989

Sit on a comfy bench and read or chat.

11/14/2015 5:25 PM

990

For public gatherings, art, music, food.

11/14/2015 5:05 PM

991

I would like to see it permanently reunited. Santa Rosa Avenue should not be a thoroughfare downtown. That's what
we have freeways for.

11/14/2015 5:02 PM

992

wouldn't, especially at night. too seedy with all the homeless hanging out

11/14/2015 4:57 PM

993

I would like to to be a tourist and local draw to ignite our downtown to a destination location (like Healsburg or
Somoma). Our downtown needs revitalization and courthouse square is the center and could possibly be the

11/14/2015 4:47 PM

beginning to our "new" enviable downtown if done correctly.
994

leave it as it is!!! THIS IS A FOOLISH USE OF TAXPAYER FUNDS!!!! DO NOT GO FORWARD WITH THIS

11/14/2015 4:45 PM

RIDICULOUS IDEA. FIX ROADS INSTEAD!!!!!!
995

The local property owners and businesses that stand to gain the most from this project should be the ones who pay for

11/14/2015 4:11 PM

it rather than hoisting the bill on to the back of all of the tax payers.
996

A place to grab a bite to eat, then stroll and sit in the sun. A clean venue to see interesting performances. A place to
windowshop and shop. A place to bring visitors!! A place for a morning, afternoon or evening coffee latte. A place to
relax and people-watch.
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997

Safe, attractive gathering spot; event venue, something to make me proud of our downtown.

11/14/2015 3:20 PM

998

I will not.

11/14/2015 3:07 PM

999

I won't ever be using it. I will go to the Santa Rosa Plaza, and park in their parking lot. By the way, you plan to build
an $800,000 bathroom. When all of the transients use it to take a bath, and otherwise, who's going to clean it? You?

11/14/2015 2:57 PM

Doubtful...
1000

As a nice place to sit and maybe meet friends. For events. YOU DIDN'T ASK ABOUT THE CURRENT PARKING

11/14/2015 2:52 PM

CONTROVERSY. I believe that the Square should be as large as possible. Therefore there should only be parking on
one side of the two 'new' streets.
1001

as a spot to rest or enjoy an outdoor lunch

11/14/2015 2:37 PM

1002

Just as it is.

11/14/2015 1:59 PM

1003

The same way I have for 40 years. I think its a complete waste of taxpayer money to try and make it like other cities.
Leave it alone.

11/14/2015 1:37 PM

1004

Like going to Healdsburg, Windsor and Sonoma city.

11/14/2015 1:36 PM

1005

Not only have an active or events area but preserve some significant area for an "inner city" park feel, where people
can sit, reflect, enjoy the sunshine and generally be able to escape their work (or whatever) environment for awhile.

11/14/2015 1:10 PM

1006

It should be an open access place for cultural exchange and recreation that serves the public, not local business
groups. Parking does not need to be located in such a central area; if the space is attractive, customers will be happy

11/14/2015 1:03 PM

to park elsewhere and walk or bike to it.
1007

As a place you can come to and enjoy and a learning thing for those that don't know Santa Rosa.

11/14/2015 12:46 PM

1008

Wouldn't. Re-unify Court House Square and I will never spend another dollar in downtown SR

11/14/2015 12:43 PM

1009

I work downtown and would like to use it as a place to gather and relax on a break.

11/14/2015 12:41 PM

1010

Public gathering area, suitable for events but also to sit in the shade and enjoy downtown.

11/14/2015 12:36 PM

1011

Probably wont use.

11/14/2015 12:26 PM

1012

Wouldn't ...

11/14/2015 12:23 PM

1013

It would be nice to have it as a relaxing place to be.

11/14/2015 12:10 PM

1014

To enjoy walking around the square with out meters and the homeless begging. I enjoy all of this in Sonoma
Healdsburg and Windsor. Why can't we as friendly?

11/14/2015 11:55 AM

1015

Mostly to relax during the day and the occasional evening event

11/14/2015 11:51 AM

1016

A safe space to enjoy community events and an everyday space that is inviting to shop, eat and get together with

11/14/2015 11:47 AM

friends
1017

Other city center squares are historic, quaint, wine valley atmosphere. That's why people flock to Healdsburg and

11/14/2015 11:08 AM

Sonoma squares. Shopping, music and art events are critical.
1018

As a place to pause and relax while I'm downtown for shopping or business. Also, as a green view from nearby

11/14/2015 11:04 AM

restaurants.
1019

Pave over the cobblestones. Wh ever thought the cobblestones was a good idea should be required to drive their cars

11/14/2015 10:59 AM

over them 8 hours a day, 7 days a week. After their car starts rating perhaps they may agree to pave over them!
1020

I would like to see it as a complement to our dowdy downtown. But if the local merchants think this park is going to
generate more business, they are wrong. These business's look like they were freeze dried in the 1950's. There really
is nothing to shop for on 4th Street. These are the last people who should have a say in the aesthetics of this square.

11/14/2015 10:50 AM

1021

Use? The square already provides "value added" by simply being there, with healthy MATURE TREES adding beauty
& serenity, while exhaling healing oxygen into downtown area. KEEP THE TREES! It would be a crime for car parking

11/14/2015 10:41 AM

to replace greenscape.
1022

Always enjoy walking through the square without being accosted for money or other inappropriate reasons.

11/14/2015 10:40 AM

1023

Squares are for gathering. It simply needs to be a pleasant place to gather, eat lunch, linger. It should be filled with
nature like Burbank would want. SAVE THE TREES. Lots of greenery or it will be sterile and uninviting.

11/14/2015 10:35 AM

1024

Relax during a walk or while shopping. Picnic or meeting place.

11/14/2015 10:31 AM

1025

As a green space within a lively downtown

11/14/2015 10:29 AM
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1026

Would love to see people be able to use the space for weddings!

11/14/2015 10:25 AM

1027

A virtual garden to look at from sidewalk cafes and businesses. Interesting raised bed gardens, sculptures, trees and

11/14/2015 10:21 AM

flowers. Love to see an Oakville Grocery adjacent to the Square. Mexican Pavers and Queen Palms would really
make it a public plazza.
1028

A safe gathering spot without being disturbed by street people

11/14/2015 10:13 AM

1029

Sit on a shady bench while I wait for my shopping wife.

11/14/2015 10:04 AM

1030

I want to use it with maximum park area and minimum parking (but this survey may be a conflict of interest since the
Chamber of Commerce is involved in this survey.) The currently planned parking, angled on both sides of the planned

11/14/2015 10:02 AM

two side streets, is way too much space. Cut that in half (maybe angled parking on just one side of each side street,
and more park area). Also get rid of passing lane on side street, and provide more park area.
1031

Drum circles. Clown auditions

11/14/2015 10:00 AM

1032

A place to relax, have a bag lunch with friends, attend a music event

11/14/2015 9:52 AM

1033

A place to relax and enjoy with friends. There should be outdoor coffee shops and ice cream parlors. Restaurants

11/14/2015 9:49 AM

should have outdoor tables.
1034

I love the grassy area at the Barlow. I love that my children can get an ice cream, by husband can get a coffee, and I

11/14/2015 9:48 AM

can get a cold pressed juice, and we can all sit down together, enjoy what we have, and each other. I hope that it will
encourage new businesses: boutique shopping, small hip cafes, bars, and eateries.
1035

To attend events.

11/14/2015 9:44 AM

1036

For fun and relaxing but I won't do it sitting next to a person that smells like pee and is crazzzzy or bring children there

11/14/2015 9:35 AM

1037

I would love to go to seasonal events, similar to what Windsor & Healdsburg do weekly in the summer months concerts, movies, food.

11/14/2015 9:34 AM

1038

I would love to be able to walk this area, stop and have meal without looking at traffic or parked cars from my outside
seat. Come and listen to music or some other entertainment venue.

11/14/2015 9:28 AM

1039

I tend to avoid the area because it is so congested. Reuniting the square will make things worse, so I probably won't
use it at all.

11/14/2015 9:27 AM

1040

see question 13

11/14/2015 9:24 AM

1041

A comfortable place to hang out, see concerts, meet friends, enjoy the sunshine. Keep it simple and emulate existing
squares that work, like in Healdsburg and Sonoma.

11/14/2015 9:14 AM

1042

I put Wifi as low priority, even though I would use it, because people with zero investment, financial or personal, in the
city's history, culture and current state of affairs, have taken over downtown's "vibe." Clean up the perma-posted

11/14/2015 9:12 AM

transients from in front of the bookstore and coffee shops; and do not create another bird feeder for bums.
1043

to take the family; people-watching; passive recreation; contemplation; a place to read a book; a place to meet friends;

11/14/2015 9:11 AM

a place to take visitors to; a place to take in cultural and musical performances.
1044

I would like to see it used as a public gathering place for our citizens. Does not need to be a parking lot! We have

11/14/2015 9:08 AM

plenty of parking already. Trees not cars!!
1045

A free space available for families and friendly area for events.

11/14/2015 9:03 AM

1046

I would like it to feel safe and clean and suit a variety of purposes. Someone could relax with a book, kids could run
around, older people could get fresh air, there could be musical events...

11/14/2015 9:02 AM

1047

As a venue for informal town meetings, a place to picnic, a place to relax.

11/14/2015 9:01 AM

1048

Just enjoy it. Put the old courthouse back in its place. Make it a museum of Santa Rosa history.

11/14/2015 9:01 AM

1049

As a large public gathering place, not a giant parking lot bought with public funds by self centered business groups.

11/14/2015 9:00 AM

1050

walking , hanging out ,events

11/14/2015 8:52 AM

1051

Actually leave it like it is. Use the money to fix the existing streets in and around Santa Rosa. I don't think many
residents of Santa Rosa would use the new square to justify the expense. Just not that important end destination.

11/14/2015 8:51 AM

1052

As a walking friendly area, wher people leave cars behind and walk in for casual, safe, and healthy gathering,
shopping, recreating experiences.

11/14/2015 8:49 AM

1053

I would like to see a performance/music/food event series established that draws Santa Rosans and other County
residents/tourists (who travel to downtown by SMART)

11/14/2015 8:32 AM
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1054

As it is.

11/14/2015 8:26 AM

1055

Space to hang out and picnic and play games. A place that has a safe and enjoyable space similar to the feeling of

11/14/2015 8:24 AM

Sonoma or Healdsburg.
1056

It would be great to have a square that is inviting similar to Healdsburg or Sonoma.

11/14/2015 8:23 AM

1057

As a place to have lunch, and meander.

11/14/2015 8:22 AM

1058

would like to see voter referendum on reunification project - from what I gather it isn't very popular

11/14/2015 8:16 AM

1059

As a community meeting place for the local community that has some draw to others; not a spend your money here

11/14/2015 8:16 AM

transient (wealthy and poor) booster.
1060

THE "come together" space for good or sad events.

11/14/2015 8:14 AM

1061

This survey gives no opportunity to say that I don't want tax money spent to unify the square. Leave it alone and spend

11/14/2015 8:13 AM

the the money on roads, etc. I am sick of the city council not listening to the will of the people.
1062

work and leisure combined. some parks in Portland have square like designs - good examples

11/14/2015 8:09 AM

1063

Meeting place, picnic. Occasionally an evening concert. Gotta do something about vagrants and urban campers.

11/14/2015 8:07 AM

1064

more of a public park space

11/14/2015 8:05 AM

1065

I would like the Courthouse Square to become a very walkable and bikeable space.

11/14/2015 8:05 AM

1066

As a center starting point & rest area while exploring & enjoying downtown & community related functions.

11/14/2015 8:03 AM

1067

A meeting place, a stop and smell the roses place, a focus of this part of town. Something like the Healdsburg square.

11/14/2015 8:01 AM

A pleasant stroll after lunch, or a walk around the square visiting shops and/or cafes.
1068

Farmer's Market Shop if we have nice stores (NO BOX STORES) all local and interesting. Craft brews, bakeries,

11/14/2015 8:01 AM

artisan shops, etc Great coffee, etc
1069

A relaxing sunny place to bring my dog and eat lunch or dinner

11/14/2015 7:59 AM

1070

Like in Healdsburg and Sonoma - should be an attraction and a centerpiece. A place to rest after shopping and dining.

11/14/2015 7:53 AM

A place to feel safe and not a hangout for homeless.
1071

We would enjoy riding our bikes to the area, lock up our bikes and spend time eating at local restaurants, listening to

11/14/2015 7:53 AM

local concerts in the park or viewing local artistry. We have routinely done this during the Wednesday Night Market
and try to avoid using our car.
1072

I want to continue to drive through it.

11/14/2015 7:49 AM

1073

Keep the road open through the middle. The downtown wasn't layed out with like Healdsburg or Sonoma. Please see

11/14/2015 7:46 AM

how traffic was handled, they used police to direct traffic during peak times. How about depressing the road and
construct a bridge?
1074

The main road crossing the square must not be changed. Use the money for the square to fix roads all over Santa
Rosa.

11/14/2015 7:42 AM

1075

I'd like to be able to tell guests and business associates that Santa Rosa civic leaders value their heritage as
expressed in existing fountains and heritage trees. Our people will do everything possible to stop the removal of

11/14/2015 7:38 AM

heritage trees!!!!!!!
1076

Like a square in a lovely European city.

11/14/2015 7:34 AM

1077

Both for organized events and for quiet time or a break when shopping downtown.

11/14/2015 7:33 AM

1078

as it is quit wasting money creating a homeless encampment

11/14/2015 7:27 AM

1079

Pedestrian friendly why not just close 4th st to traffic

11/14/2015 7:18 AM

1080

Drive through.

11/14/2015 7:06 AM

1081

I would like a place to bring family and friends that has lots of restaurants, bars, music, outdoor events and shopping

11/14/2015 7:05 AM

with easy, free parking. I want to be able to park my car for the day or evening and spend the time walking from place
to place. Right now I am going to Healdsburg, Sebastopol, Windsor or Sonoma to do this.
1082

A safe place to meet up with friends. To sit and have lunch on a sunny day. Listen to live music. View works by local
artists. A vibrant center of local activity that draws people to a walkable downtown.
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1083

I would like to see 4th Street permanently closed to traffic from B to E streets. Let the restaurants and bars expand
their outdoor seating along 4th. Seeing this area of 4th street on weekends, you can see the potential of how great a

11/14/2015 6:41 AM

pedestrian only access to this section could be. Would be festive gathering place, especially as incorporated as part of
a reunited Courthouse Square.
1084

I am concerned about the traffic that will be diverted through my neighbourhood through this venture. People already
drive too fast through st rose and if this goes through you will need to develop a plan to address that as well. 10 million

11/14/2015 6:32 AM

dollars fur this when our roads are in sure need of attention? Not our best use of funds me thinks.
1085

Home town events - friday night B&W movies and music, along with market. Reno NV and Rapid City SD have weekly

11/14/2015 6:28 AM

events during the summer that could serve as models.
1086

Lunch and dinner food trucks. Concerts like Windsor or Wed nite market. Civic events.

11/14/2015 6:05 AM

1087

As a comfortable, safe and inviting gathering spot for relaxation, food & beverage and special events.

11/14/2015 5:28 AM

1088

as a gathering place to work, bring my children, spend time with family and friends and have it safe, beautiful and a
downtown area to be proud of similar to Healdsburg, Petaluma and Sebastopol.

11/14/2015 3:43 AM

1089

It would be nice if there were less homeless people/squatters. I'd be more inclined to visit

11/14/2015 1:15 AM

1090

A place to sit and maybe have a treat and people watch and talk to whoever I'm with. A place to meet up before or

11/14/2015 1:06 AM

after going shopping or to a restaurant.
1091

Family outings

11/13/2015 11:48 PM

1092

Let's use it as a place where we can gather the people. Mix the old with the new the young with the old. Mix races and
let everyone know what else is out there in this beautiful city.

11/13/2015 11:28 PM

1093

How come you don't ask if I think it's worth re-uniting the square at all? I think it's a waste of money, actually.

11/13/2015 11:24 PM

1094

I was raised in Santa Rosa and the square needs to be a community gathering place - nice to enjoy an ice cream with
your family but also host large gatherings for the community

11/13/2015 11:22 PM

1095

I want to travel through the Courthouse Square.

11/13/2015 11:13 PM

1096

A place to sit and chat with friends, and do all the things checked above.

11/13/2015 11:07 PM

1097

question 13 pretty much answered that, but keep the homeless out... yeah keep pushing them out of downtown into
our neighborhoods. Santa Rosa the designed for leaving

11/13/2015 11:07 PM

1098

As a pleasant gathering place, much like the squares in Healdsburg and Sonoma, surrounded by lively eateries and
shopping/walking options.

11/13/2015 11:01 PM

1099

Restful gathering place

11/13/2015 10:05 PM

1100

Outdoor stage entertainment.

11/13/2015 9:55 PM

1101

just the way it is! use the money to add a parking garage elsewhere and let them walk or bus over!

11/13/2015 9:39 PM

1102

I don't think the City Council should have decided to -once again- close Courthouse Square. It is not necessary, a
waste of money, and will create terrible traffic in nearby areas. But the City Council does not seem to want to really

11/13/2015 9:34 PM

listen to residents, only to business.
1103

Safely, peacefully.

11/13/2015 9:34 PM

1104

Downtown is nothing more than a crime ridden hobo convention.....

11/13/2015 9:32 PM

1105

Underground central parking like Union Square. A pleasant place to launch a visit to Downtown. If not surrounded by
attractions, the square is not an attraction in itself. Attractions in the square are secondary to make the congested

11/13/2015 9:21 PM

Downtown worthy of a visit.
1106

I remember before they made 4th Street meander. Downtown was VITAL before that and has languished since. I think

11/13/2015 9:16 PM

getting rid of the through street will kill off downtown.
1107

Left exactly like it currently is.

11/13/2015 8:53 PM

1108

Keep the physical layout the same and promote more community events. Do not close off Santa Rosa Avenue to
permanently reunite the east and west sides of the square. Close off Santa Rosa Avenue for special events, like we

11/13/2015 8:47 PM

do now.
1109

The place is gross. would never set foot in it.

11/13/2015 8:46 PM

1110

NO TO REUNIFICATION. KEEP IT AS IS.

11/13/2015 8:32 PM
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1111

see above - and fewer parking spaces than on the latest plan - just one side of the two side streets, rather than both

11/13/2015 8:31 PM

sides, allowing the center open space area to be larger
1112

I'd like to be able to bring my small children to the square, to spend time there without encountering druggies and

11/13/2015 8:25 PM

homeless people who disrespect their surroundings. I'd like it to be a community meeting place, where the whole
community can participate and use the space, not just the minority of drug users.
1113

Shopping, restaurants

11/13/2015 8:17 PM

1114

Green heart of city.

11/13/2015 7:59 PM

1115

There should be parking, that is what Santa Rosa needs.

11/13/2015 7:55 PM

1116

Leave it ALONE. We DID NOT VOTE for reunification! (Why is that, I wonder). Represent you constituents: No, no,
NO!

11/13/2015 7:46 PM

1117

walking and open space. there is plenty of parking in downtown (and I drive there). a public square and a parking lot
are not the same thing.

11/13/2015 7:45 PM

1118

as is

11/13/2015 7:25 PM

1119

You folks have no clue. Santa Rosa is infested with bums and beggars. It's disgusting to shop anywhere in this town

11/13/2015 7:17 PM

and constantly be harassed by vermon. Look how sr was 30 40 years ago and quit trying to cater and please
homeless hooligans
1120

A nice quiet place to take a walk after a nice dinner downtown.

11/13/2015 7:17 PM

1121

casual: coffee, people watching, place to meet up with friends. A public place where I don''t have to buy something to

11/13/2015 7:17 PM

be there!!!!
1122

To relax and enjoy community events. To bring visitors and show them our city.

11/13/2015 7:14 PM

1123

FOR DRIVING ON MENDOCINO AVENUE

11/13/2015 7:00 PM

1124

Make it family friendly and remove Homeless

11/13/2015 6:51 PM

1125

pedestrian use

11/13/2015 6:38 PM

1126

Destination in downtown SR that is fun and interesting for kids.

11/13/2015 6:29 PM

1127

NONE

11/13/2015 6:19 PM

1128

Courthouse Square would be best used as an open area to relax, socialize, and enjoy the beauty of Santa Rosa.

11/13/2015 6:14 PM

1129

Events of all sorts would be nice, music art etc. But it is currently a gathering place for homeless. I feel sorry for them,
they need housing, but having a lot of homeless around does not inspire me to bring my family to hang out. Part of any

11/13/2015 6:01 PM

Courthouse Square plan should address this, there should also be a plan to get housing for them so they are not
hanging out there. You don't see lost of homeless hanging out on the square in Sonoma.
1130

for public festivals and events

11/13/2015 5:54 PM

1131

It should be a gathering place for the community and the core of the downtown district showcasing everything the city

11/13/2015 5:49 PM

has to offer.
1132

As it is now

11/13/2015 5:39 PM

1133

to attend events, sit and enjoy lunch

11/13/2015 5:33 PM

1134

Leave as is

11/13/2015 5:21 PM

1135

as a dynamic hub of this city

11/13/2015 4:45 PM

1136

As a public thoroughfare such as currently exists. The only needed change is to eliminate the 'cobblestones' on
Mendocino Ave. and to properly time the traffic lights for optimum efficiency in moving traffic through.

11/13/2015 4:37 PM

1137

green space to relax in an urban environment, eat lunch

11/13/2015 4:27 PM

1138

Attract families in the evenings much like the Windsor and Healdsburg Squares do. Make it a destination for events.

11/13/2015 4:27 PM

1139

I would like to use it as a major thoroughfare as it currently stands.

11/13/2015 4:26 PM

1140

Just improve what we have

11/13/2015 4:25 PM

1141

Community gatherings, kid-friendly events, restaurants, shopping

11/13/2015 4:22 PM

1142

As a place for citizens and visitors to gather to enjoy restaurants and shops around the square...NOT parking.

11/13/2015 4:13 PM
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1143

Build a new skate park .......with the train coming soon.....you will have the whole bay area up here !

11/13/2015 4:04 PM

1144

The most important thing is going to be to maintain the square. Keep the homeless and "riff raff" out of downtown. This
is a must to get people to go downtown.

11/13/2015 4:01 PM

1145

I'm against this project at this time.

11/13/2015 3:59 PM

1146

DON'T DO IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

11/13/2015 3:46 PM

1147

Picnics, family events

11/13/2015 3:32 PM

1148

As a destination for dining, shopping, and enjoying more cultural activities. I would also like to see something done
about the homeless who camp out all over the current Square. I think that is a detriment for locals and visitors who

11/13/2015 3:29 PM

want to enjoy the area.
1149

Keep it simple. Just a place to sit and enjoy the city. Some music once in awhile. Keep the homeless away or it won't

11/13/2015 3:28 PM

work!
1150

I would like it to be clean, family friendly, free of vagrants, something every citizen of Santa Rosa can enjoy. i hope not

11/13/2015 3:16 PM

to be assaulted by political or business interests within the square.
1151

I would use it as a place to gather, as well as a place to sit and relax downtown. If there was a cafe I would get some

11/13/2015 3:13 PM

lunch or a coffee and enjoy in the square. I would attend farmers markets and music events. Parking is not important.
There is a plethora of available parking in the downtown garages already.
1152

Concerts and arts events

11/13/2015 2:56 PM

1153

Nighttime things like evening farm market or food truck night or "cocktails at the courthouse" catchy name right? That
could be a fun event that no one else has in their square. Maybe restaurants and bars could have booths and there
could be a band. Swing dancing one weekend, classical music another, country another. Something to appeal to dif

11/13/2015 2:29 PM

generations each week. And I am sick of wine and beer events. I'll help plan it!
1154

Current design is too divided to be consistent.

11/13/2015 2:25 PM

1155

gatherings, art and biking events

11/13/2015 2:24 PM

1156

Primarily as a peaceful place to rest and relax while shopping or eating downtown. There should not be too many
organized events or else it becomes just another busy location in VERY busy city.

11/13/2015 2:21 PM

1157

None! Spend the money on other things besides this project! It is not cost beneficial to the city. If you want to help the
downtown area stop putting a bank on ever corner.

11/13/2015 2:05 PM

1158

eat lunch, listen to music or speakers, art shows, read a book

11/13/2015 2:04 PM

1159

I like that Sonoma and Healdsburg have places to picnic in the town squares.

11/13/2015 1:58 PM

1160

For easier access to shops and restaurants, a nice place to sit outside, picnic. Most important to me is that it is
pedestrian friendly.

11/13/2015 1:54 PM

1161

I'm all for art, landscaping, lighting, and permanent seating.

11/13/2015 1:53 PM

1162

to get from Santa Rosa Ave to Mendocino without having to go around the square

11/13/2015 1:52 PM

1163

Relaxing, enjoying a glass of wine listening to live music

11/13/2015 1:52 PM

1164

See #13.

11/13/2015 1:48 PM

1165

leave it as it is- turn Juliard park into a "Town Square" if you really want one

11/13/2015 1:46 PM

1166

I would like to see it used for highlighting the amazing city and county we live in. I would like to see a committee

11/13/2015 1:45 PM

establish a number of events that families can count on annually - establish traditions that will draw citizens to
downtown.
1167

a pleasant place to pause

11/13/2015 1:43 PM

1168

I would like to preserve our local history and heritage!

11/13/2015 1:40 PM

1169

Safe and clean place to bring co-workers for outdoor lunch meetings. Right now, it smells of urine and there is a high
number of transients, making it an embarrassing and distracting place for business related meetings/events.

11/13/2015 1:36 PM

1170

I'd like to picnic, gather casually and enjoy an oasis in the middle of downtown.

11/13/2015 1:33 PM

1171

Strolling, relaxing, lunch, events (ie pancake breakfast during cattle and sheep drive at fair time)

11/13/2015 1:19 PM

1172

I think it has functioned all right as is.

11/13/2015 1:16 PM
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1173

scrap those outdated plans for restoring the side streets. They didn't work the first time when traffic was lighter, so

11/13/2015 1:16 PM

they are NOT going to help now. There is plenty of parking in garages and side streets for those that need it. We need
better bicycle parking downtown if anything.
1174

Leave it be

11/13/2015 1:12 PM

1175

Crappy survey. You did not have the guts to ask if one is opposed to the "reunification". Typical SR.

11/13/2015 1:12 PM

1176

Stages for music/events, vendors, outside dining.

11/13/2015 1:07 PM

1177

As a pedestrian centric gathering place for food, entertainment and relaxation.

11/13/2015 1:02 PM

1178

Just a place to visit that you don't have to struggle through crowed streets

11/13/2015 1:02 PM

1179

I don't care about the sq, except to say the traffic created by the redesign makes this project a waste of resources that

11/13/2015 12:58 PM

could be directed to roads, homeless issues.
1180

Community gathering place, focal point for downtown santa rosa

11/13/2015 12:56 PM

1181

It currently is not a desirable place due to transients and lack of quality shopping and dining. If it was more like
Sonoma or Healdsburg I'd enjoy attending concerts or markets.

11/13/2015 12:53 PM

1182

As a common area full of safe relaxation

11/13/2015 12:52 PM

1183

As a place to drink coffee and talk with close friends.

11/13/2015 12:50 PM

1184

I would like to use Courthouse Square exactly as it is today. I enjoy the existing fountain. I enjoy the existing trees. If

11/13/2015 12:43 PM

the throughway of Mendocino Ave / SR Ave is removed, I'll not visit downtown because it will be nothing but a
continuous quagmire of traffic. How about putting the reunification of Courthouse Square to a vote? Oh, I know why
not. You're too afraid that the public who actually pays the bills would vote it down! Pathetic.
1185

Put a small amphitheater in one corner in the vein of these: Salem Riverfront Park Amphitheater
http://www.oregonlink.com/riverfront/amphitheater.html Or please scroll to Tuttle Amphitheater

11/13/2015 12:36 PM

http://wp.missouristate.edu/assets/businessoffice/WestPlainsVisioningGuide2014.pdf Trees are important because of
the climate. People can sit there and talk or eat when there is no concert/performance. Railroad SQ needs this too.
1186

Meet ups & also visible security

11/13/2015 12:34 PM

1187

Community gatherings, a respite from traffic, buildings and crowds

11/13/2015 12:31 PM

1188

Without Homeless People. I would eat lunch there everyday, unfortunately it is unsafe and an eyesore with the

11/13/2015 12:24 PM

homeless people.
1189

I would like to have more family friendly events that pull the community together. I think Santa Rosa sorely lacks open

11/13/2015 12:21 PM

spaces where families can congregate without worrying about exposing kids to alcohol and drugs and homeless
people or gang activity. I would like to have a place that Santa Rosan's can feel proud of and I would like to see the
square revitalize the city center with more art, music, great food, nightlife, and cool shops. I don't think that the square
is taking full advantage of its potential and I believe it could be way more of a destination for locals and tourists alike.
1190

Where are the homeless going to sleep in the new Courthouse Square?

11/13/2015 12:21 PM

1191

Meeting area for lunches and outings. Events.

11/13/2015 12:17 PM

1192

Being I work downtown, I would like to be able to eat my lunch in the square without competing with the homeless for
a place to sit. Also, the square needs to be kept clean and power washed regularly.

11/13/2015 12:17 PM

1193

If the square is ringed by retail and restaurants (on the edge streets), it will have a terrific feel. It will become a natural
space to walk through

11/13/2015 12:16 PM

1194

A safe spot to bring family and friends with easy access for motor vehicles. while cycling is great, if motor vehicle
access is too hard, its going to drive away people and families with money and bring in a criminal element. We dont

11/13/2015 12:16 PM

need another great public facility taken over by the criminals see (Julliard park or Joe Rodota trail). If your not going to
maintain the place, why spend the money on this project?I'll never go downtown again if it becomes another cesspool
and I cant get to it easily
1195

as a space to relax, picnic, enjoy the town

11/13/2015 12:15 PM

1196

As a central gathering place for the community.

11/13/2015 12:14 PM

1197

Welcoming space to sit and relax in or meet friends, and used for special events. Similar to Healdsburg and Sonoma

11/13/2015 12:04 PM

town squares.
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1198

A drugstore of some type is sorely needed in the immediate area of Courthouse Square. Ideally, a Walgreens due to it
being a location which sells and reloads Clipper Cards. As a resident who works in Downtown Santa Rosa, I hear
people constantly ask why there are no drugstores in the area. Adding one near Old Courthouse Square would be

11/13/2015 12:02 PM

HIGHLY beneficial.
1199

Leave it as it is, we have a nice venue that fits the size of our downtown. If you need more room for your event go

11/13/2015 12:00 PM

elsewhere. No one will want to fight the homeless and smell the order they leave for any event.
1200

As a homeless and gang member free environment where I can walk with my family.

11/13/2015 11:56 AM

1201

A gathering and hang out space.

11/13/2015 11:56 AM

1202

FILL IT WITH PARKING METERS AND CHARGE THE MAXIMUM!! DEDUCT THE10,000,000 COST FROM THE
CITY COUNCIL PAY!!

11/13/2015 11:54 AM

1203

I'd like to drive through it, on Santa Rosa Avenue.

11/13/2015 11:52 AM

1204

For family farmers markets like in Sonoma families come and picnic while music is played. Beer and wine events.

11/13/2015 11:49 AM

Family movie nights.
1205

To enjoy the atmosphere of downtown Santa Rosa

11/13/2015 11:48 AM

1206

as a place to relax, visit with friends, enjoy a meal, be inspired by great events

11/13/2015 11:36 AM

1207

Live/work/play housing. Grocery store and 5-star hotel!

11/13/2015 11:35 AM

1208

Free parking like downtown Petaluma.

11/13/2015 11:29 AM

1209

I would like to see Movies being played, good bands, and Saturday farmer's markets during the warmer months.

11/13/2015 11:22 AM

1210

We need to maintain the through-traffic. Otherwise, most folks will avoid downtown.

11/13/2015 11:19 AM

1211

I would like to participate in various community events (requiring a large open space), and also have the opportunity to

11/13/2015 11:19 AM

sit and/or have lunch in a more intimate setting.
1212

for almost anything. but mostly without cars zooming by and the sound of the cobblestone streets detracting from the

11/13/2015 11:13 AM

tranquility of the space.
1213

Comfortably.

11/13/2015 11:07 AM

1214

All of the above in question 13

11/13/2015 11:06 AM

1215

I would like it easy to get to, attractive and I would like it to be an useful public space.

11/13/2015 11:00 AM

1216

Current configuration and use is very good. It is a nice space to walk through and rest in. Event space is good for small

11/13/2015 10:57 AM

events. Julliard Park is better for larger events. Reunifying the square will not provide sufficient space for larger events
and will discourage people from coming downtown. Removing existing landscaping is environmentally bad and
unattractive.
1217

like an old-fashioned town square

11/13/2015 10:48 AM

1218

...by NOT tearing up trees and public art!

11/13/2015 10:20 AM

1219

AS a business hub for the City.

11/13/2015 10:11 AM

1220

As a community center. Unfortunately it is now just a hangout for the homeless and a place to do drugs.

11/13/2015 10:11 AM

1221

I would like to see less parking than is currently planned. I would like to attend events in the square which would
require removing all the berms. Make it an area where ANYBODY can sit, relax, and enjoy.

11/13/2015 10:09 AM

1222

I am extremely concerned this will be a platform for groups to promote and push their concepts on others that really do
not care. Concerned of this being a magnet for homeless hanging out giving the wrong impression to clients shopping

11/13/2015 10:06 AM

the businesses. Traffic flow is very important for if it is clumsy people will intentionally avoid the area. The best use of
this park is to discourage groups and promote family & tourist activity. A great place to show off the history of Santa
Rosa & Sonoma County. Make this an attraction people will want to come to and not a stage for activist to preach to no
one!
1223

As a real park WITH NO NEW SIDE STREETS FOR PARKING. Plenty of downtown parking already. During special
city sponsored events parking can be free.

11/13/2015 9:57 AM

1224

Picnics, music venue, local craft fairs

11/13/2015 9:55 AM

1225

I would like to be able to walk through the new Square or sit in the sun and have lunch without having to vie for

11/13/2015 9:49 AM

seating with the homeless.
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1226

Would like fourth from B st. to E st.closed off to traffic, for walkers only. Fix up that corridor with benches, bike racks
Plants etc. Leave the flexibility of mendocino avenue alone and not use up square area with new streets. No water

11/13/2015 9:48 AM

wall. No expanse of packed gravel should replace the trees and grass.
1227

Gathering, picnicking, reading, events

11/13/2015 9:37 AM

1228

Would like to be able to sit and relax without getting panhandled.

11/13/2015 9:35 AM

1229

as a public gathering place

11/13/2015 9:22 AM

1230

Pop Up restaurants, food carts and education events to bring folks easy access and more awareness to the bounty in

11/13/2015 9:16 AM

Sonoma County and it neighbors.
1231

I use Courthouse Square as a pleasant natural place in the midst of the city. I appreciate the Rosenberg Fountain, the

11/13/2015 9:12 AM

redwood trees and the absence of cars on the eastern and western edges of the Square.
1232

see 13 above

11/13/2015 9:12 AM

1233

As a place to quietly eat lunch and read a book - without the constant noise of cars going by. It needs to be shaded
and have a clean place to sit without being harassed.

11/13/2015 9:11 AM

1234

I would like to be able to sit there with a friend and cup of coffee and talk or read. It already is a nice meeting place,
but would be much better without the road in the middle. No need for fancy new fountains or landscaping. Healdsburg

11/13/2015 9:10 AM

and Sonoma's squares are good models.
1235

Event space and park that encourages people to come downtown

11/13/2015 9:09 AM

1236

As a local destination for walks

11/13/2015 9:09 AM

1237

I would like it to be easily used for events, such as festivals.

11/13/2015 9:08 AM

1238

Similar to Healdsburg...as a community center and attraction for locals and tourists

11/13/2015 9:08 AM

1239

Walking and biking and feeling safe while hanging out in an environment without traffic

11/13/2015 9:05 AM

1240

Perhaps permantly closing 4th Street from Mendocino to E street, and making it a walking-only downtown. Closing the
section of Mendo and bringing the two sides of the street together adds no value. The driving in Santa Rosa is already
a nightmare and parking in the downtown area is difficult. There really isn't any value added to doing this, and going

11/13/2015 9:01 AM

back to 'the way it was'. Our current population doesn't warrant this. Please don't pay someone half a million dollars to
come up with a plan, that's ridiculous. I'm sure that isn't how much it costs for someone to come up with a design. And
then another 10 million to design it - that is obscene. That isn't a good use of city money. Take these monies and put it
into the city another way. I'm terribly disappointed in our city council that they would approve such a outlandish fee for
design and construction. Have a survey and ask the citizens how to beautify our city.
1241

As a nice place to sit and take a break, eat lunch, drink a coffee. Chat with friends. Attend an event. Take a photo.
Meeting point for friends.

11/13/2015 9:01 AM

1242

Leave it the way it is.

11/13/2015 8:21 AM

1243

As a retreat from the hustle and bustle-a peaceful place to sit, read, watch, contemplate.

11/13/2015 8:20 AM

1244

to relax and take in some sun maybe have a picnic chat with friends

11/13/2015 8:08 AM

1245

Entertainment space

11/13/2015 7:49 AM

1246

Weekly Events

11/13/2015 7:27 AM

1247

I would like to.see it just as it is now with big trees, water element and plenty of places for people to gather. Nowhere

11/13/2015 7:15 AM

here do you ask whether people want this plan.
1248

For all of the above, and just as a comfortable place to stop and hang out with a cup of coffee when I'm downtown and

11/13/2015 7:04 AM

have the time
1249

Hub for the downtown community's connectivity

11/13/2015 7:03 AM

1250

Should be friendly, not just for big events, but for everyday. Would be nice to have small "surprises" so that locals and
employees of downtown take their breaks during the day, for example, to watch street performers, artists, etc

11/13/2015 6:51 AM

1251

Open space downtown is important for gathering people for events. Could include a butterfly garden with native low

11/13/2015 6:18 AM

water plants.
1252

It would be an amazing location for the Wednesday night market.

11/13/2015 6:14 AM

1253

As a safe pulic space

11/13/2015 5:32 AM

1254

See above.

11/13/2015 5:11 AM
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1255

Dining/drinks seating, music events

11/13/2015 1:35 AM

1256

More public events means less vagrant.

11/13/2015 12:52 AM

1257

I will use Courthouse Square once most rural roads are repaired and not just temporary fixed. This is a waste of

11/12/2015 11:37 PM

money right now. Plenty of other things need to take priority.
1258

Keep the restaurants open ie portofinos, rendevous & Christys otherwise I like it the way it is. Extra events/foot traffic

11/12/2015 11:11 PM

isn't needed.
1259

Primarily concerts, events, place to sit and chat.

11/12/2015 10:57 PM

1260

I would really like for it NOT to be unified, in fact don't borrow a dime!! The former chamber of commerce space is
sitting empty being used storage and we have homeless people freezing their asses of with no where to sleep.

11/12/2015 10:47 PM

1261

Use it for any of the answers in # 13

11/12/2015 10:36 PM

1262

As its used now...a green space. Instead of throwing $ at the reunification of the Square, focus on promoting the
historic downtown, close 4th Street on Sundays creating a walkable and bike friendly street that day along with
cleaning and freshening up the sidewalks, planters, tree wells, street furniture, etc.

11/12/2015 10:36 PM

1263

Community events!

11/12/2015 10:34 PM

1264

Gathering place to make downtown more attractive.

11/12/2015 10:27 PM

1265

Pleasant safe place to take a work break

11/12/2015 10:17 PM

1266

A place to sit outside and eat lunch.

11/12/2015 10:15 PM

1267

To bring my young children to play with other children and meet friends for coffee or picnics with wine.

11/12/2015 10:13 PM

1268

Picnic lunches on workdays; walking destination from our west end home for weekend events, concerts and cultural

11/12/2015 10:12 PM

gatherings
1269

Walking and viewing people, art and music

11/12/2015 10:09 PM

1270

Nice place to go without being panhandeld. Can sit and enjoy a paper bag lunch without having to witness illegal or
criminal behavior. More public concerts and events.

11/12/2015 10:07 PM

1271

As a safe and fun gathering space, picnic, hang out.

11/12/2015 10:05 PM

1272

The only way this square should be reunified is if an underground north-south route is under it the way 3rd St. goes
under the mall. Any other option you will have to undo wasting more money.

11/12/2015 10:02 PM

1273

I would like to see you save all the time and money on this project by just closing Mendo on the weekends with
removable bollards. Santa Rosa does not even have a place for people to get off the SMART train...

11/12/2015 9:58 PM

1274

At my age, I just like to walk and wander, stop to eat somewhere close.

11/12/2015 9:46 PM

1275

If it is green and lush, I would meet friends there. Do not strip the Square of mature trees. It will take generations to

11/12/2015 9:43 PM

create a welcoming environment
1276

A place to stop for a refreshing break, it would nice to have restaurants and cafes with nice outdoor seating.

11/12/2015 9:32 PM

1277

For date nights, happy hour, weekend strolls, and as a destination to take out-of-town guests to.

11/12/2015 9:02 PM

1278

Sit in the shade on a park bench and maybe listen to music in the park.

11/12/2015 8:55 PM

1279

As a square, with a flexible and interesting layout.

11/12/2015 8:43 PM

1280

I want a walk-able area where it is easy to shop with outdoor tables and restaurants where my dog is welcome. We
need some BikeLink Lockers downtown on 4th street. I think we need to allow the businesses on 5th to take over

11/12/2015 8:43 PM

some parking spots and put tables out (parklettes) for coffee and dining.
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1281

As an anchor towards unifying and defining the Downtown Core District by defining the center. Traffic should be
directed around the core by using B St., 3rd St., E St., and 5th St.'s all the other existing streets in the core are closed

11/12/2015 8:37 PM

to traffic - effectively making the Downtown Core a walking mall. The surface streets within this area should allow for
more outside seating for our restaurants and special events. Mendocino Ave. as a thoroughfare is outdated. Too many
people speed through the downtown core making it dangerous at worst and fills the streets with noise pollution
Mendocino Ave, north of 4th St. should be reduced to a two-lane street with a cul-de-sac at the intersection of Mendo
and 4th. As well, Mendocino, north of 4th to 5th street should be lined with diagonal parking. NOW - let's take a
moment to discuss the "Elephant in the Room". It will be tragic to spend all this money and effort to create this space
only to have it over-run by the homeless. One of the real problems Downtown is facing is that people are avoiding
coming here because of parking enforcement (which is too stringent) and the homeless who have carte-blanc in
occupying the square now as well as the corner of 4th and D and practically every bench on 4th st. I know this is a
difficult subject - but if you want to have a vital downtown core creative solutions need to be found to mitigate this
problem.
1282

Quiet space with no cars. We just need space.

11/12/2015 8:34 PM

1283

I would like to see more things downtown to be geared to local people who cannot afford to shop in businesses

11/12/2015 8:25 PM

geared toward tourists. I would like to sit down and enjoy a nice day with a variety of music and events that aren't
trying to sell you something. I want to be able to have my kids with me and not have to worry about whose sitting next
to us. I'm tired of feeling like I'm in a tourist trap and I have to get in and out of as quickly as possible.
1284

I think the open areas are already plenty and overpopulated by the hobo community. Maybe we can build a shelter for
them since the other shelter is over capacity.

11/12/2015 8:14 PM

1285

Central place to feel connected with other Santa Rosans

11/12/2015 8:14 PM

1286

Concerts and performances. Hangout with friends.

11/12/2015 8:12 PM

1287

Lunch spot, family oasis when downtown, safe community space, NO SMOKING!

11/12/2015 8:10 PM

1288

As a public living room for all of the residents of Santa Rosa

11/12/2015 8:00 PM

1289

Clean safe place for downtown workers to eat lunch.

11/12/2015 7:59 PM

1290

A quaint place to sit (eat lunch)

11/12/2015 7:56 PM

1291

Keep it as it is, make a night market year round. Stop wasting city dollars on crazy stuff that will just drive more people
from downtown.

11/12/2015 7:41 PM

1292

Must serve as a reasonable gathering space during the week when no events are taking place. Regular activities,
vendors, chairs, could keep the square from becoming a deserted stage.

11/12/2015 7:40 PM

1293

First, we should be able to easily drive a car around the square - it's counter-intuitive, but streets with traffic on all four
sides make the square an energized center, give it it's special sense of place. Then, once in the square, it is the

11/12/2015 7:32 PM

shared heart of the city. I'd like to sit and have a coffee, people watch, just walk through it when I go downtown and
see what's going on. So I think it would help to have a small cafe with outdoor seating.
1294

Safely!!!

11/12/2015 7:30 PM

1295

Eat take out food; read a book; walk my dog; enjoy some entertainment;

11/12/2015 7:27 PM

1296

I'd love to see a beautiful and functional space that inspires individuals, families, and organizations to gather and

11/12/2015 7:26 PM

connect. For relaxing to learning, celebrating to competing. A flexible space that facilities the ideas and gatherings of
independent organizations.
1297

Just a quiet outdoor park with nearby accessible restaurants. Europe has wonderful wide open plazas. No need to be
fancy.

11/12/2015 7:25 PM

1298

No one wants this, please let us vote!

11/12/2015 7:22 PM

1299

Events, local businesses- food trucks. Get rid of fountain

11/12/2015 7:11 PM

1300

I don't know.

11/12/2015 6:55 PM

1301

Needs to be a people space... Artists, busking, food vendors... People make it vibrant. Not cars. Eliminate the second
row of parking planned on exchange and Hinton. It's too much.

11/12/2015 6:36 PM

1302

The square should maximize the park area not be surrounded by cars! Cut the amount of parking shown by the
'business' interests by at least 50%!

11/12/2015 6:27 PM

1303

Not as a parking lot!

11/12/2015 6:19 PM

1304

gathering spot

11/12/2015 5:19 PM
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1305

Driving through it on Mendocino Avenue. Seriously though, Courthouse Square was bisected because a growing city

11/12/2015 4:54 PM

needed a road there. Now that the city is even bigger, you can't just erase the main road through downtown. This
whole thing is a disaster, and everyone I have talked to will be avoiding downtown if this happens.
1306

as a place for events

11/12/2015 4:47 PM

1307

As is without creating a wasteful project that will cause severe traffic issues.

11/12/2015 4:42 PM

1308

I would actually like to use the benches but HOMELESS people are on all of them. Get them out of the square.

11/12/2015 3:57 PM

1309

An architectural centerpiece for the city that supports quality design in a changing world.

11/12/2015 3:53 PM

1310

Use it as a place to get away from work at lunchtime. Need plenty of sitting places. Would like a safe place that does

11/12/2015 3:05 PM

not encourage vagrancy. Parking should not be driving the design decisions!
1311

I would love to be able to safely go there with my kids under 5 for concerts or events. The redesign isn't as important

11/12/2015 2:58 PM

as the homeless or people that threaten me and my children's safety. If you don't fix that part, none of this will really
draw me to downtown SR.
1312

Shopping. Restaurants. Events.

11/12/2015 2:47 PM

1313

To reunite the city, encourage downtown vibrancy and growth, and support the community.

11/12/2015 2:45 PM

1314

as a park space within the city

11/12/2015 2:40 PM

1315

Lunch time for work, play dates with friends for my kid.

11/12/2015 2:39 PM

1316

I would like to be able to eat lunch there and not feel intimidated on the weekdays, but performance events and

11/12/2015 2:24 PM

festivals on the weekends.
1317

Bars and cafes spillage onto a large open pedestrian space with umbrella seating like they have in Europe

11/12/2015 2:08 PM

1318

As a community gathering place that attracts people.

11/12/2015 1:34 PM

1319

I would like it to be a pleasant place to hang out

11/12/2015 1:29 PM

1320

More of a family friendly place to go and hang out and shop

11/12/2015 1:16 PM

1321

Public area to have a quick lunch or read

11/12/2015 12:56 PM

1322

Just walking through.

11/12/2015 12:47 PM

1323

Please no crappy arts fairs

11/12/2015 12:46 PM

1324

Do not close it off! This idea is going to make getting around a nightmare. Traffic is already bad on the highway. This
is a bad plan.

11/12/2015 11:56 AM

1325

Flexible performance areas, capable of presenting large concerts and small concerts & performances

11/12/2015 11:39 AM

1326

Place to relax, unwind

11/12/2015 11:26 AM

1327

As a peaceful area to enjoy downtown Santa Rosa to relax or mingle with friends. Please deter vagrants in the new

11/12/2015 11:24 AM

Courthouse Square!
1328

Gateway to dining. Staging area for the destruction of the center section of the mall to fully connect railroad square to

11/12/2015 11:19 AM

courthouse square.
1329

The project shouldn't be done

11/12/2015 11:13 AM

1330

Keep it like it is. Reunification of two courthouse square is a waste of money. Use that money to fix our pathetic
roadways.

11/12/2015 11:08 AM

1331

I would like to use it as it is used today. Why is there a question of money being spent on an area that doesn't need
improvement? Perhaps the developer who is spending money refurbishing a building is looking to push the city to

11/12/2015 11:03 AM

improve the return on his investment at the tax payer's expense?
1332

As a community gathering/celebration space

11/12/2015 11:02 AM

1333

Honestly, Courthouse Square being reunified has no bearing on whether or not I go downtown. I don't go downtown

11/12/2015 10:53 AM

due to lack of shopping and restaurants that interest me. Healdsburg & Sonoma have many diverse and interesting
shops and restaurants surrounding their squares. I think downtown has too many store fronts that are traditional
businesses and when they close at 5, they effectively shut down the downtown area. Sonoma & Healdsburg also offer
limited free parking. Also, I think there needs to be a walkway through the mall linking the traditional downtown area
and railroad square.
1334

Public meeting/event place

11/12/2015 10:51 AM
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1335

As way to get across town. Honestly, I can't believe that this is going to happen it is such an unbelievably dumb idea.

11/12/2015 10:45 AM

The population of this city is 10X what is was when the square was in town.
1336

The reunification of the square will greatly improve what is there today. Right now there are two inadequate public

11/12/2015 10:39 AM

spaces separated by a major street. The reunification will create a much better public space similar to Healdsburg.
Diagonal parking on both sides provides for the needed day to day parking and will provide as beneficial hardscape
surfaces for large public events. Keep the center park simple and flexible so it can be used for all sorts of events.
1337

Picnic space and cultural events

11/12/2015 10:37 AM

1338

Needs to be a place for the public to eat and chat and converse and spend time enjoying our city. Shade is important
as are greenways.

11/12/2015 10:33 AM

1339

Don't waste money on this pointless project. It's going to create an even bigger traffic nightmare than what currently
exists. I'll be even less inclined to come if this project is actually done. There is plenty of parking with the garages that

11/12/2015 10:33 AM

already exist, I've never had trouble finding a spot. Why not do something actually useful with the money, like fix the
horrible roads?
1340

I want to sit and stroll among greenery. Stroll and shop unique events. Walk down for local bands and fresh produce.

11/12/2015 10:28 AM

1341

Things to do with the family

11/12/2015 10:12 AM

1342

a meeting place to bring the family on the weekend for a concert or event and during the week a place to sit have

11/12/2015 10:04 AM

lunch with a client.
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